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Kurzfassung
Diese Dissertation befasst sich mit der Entwicklung von Vorhersagemodellen für den Auf-
bruch von kohäsiven Partikelagglomeraten in turbulenten wandgebundenen Strömungen.
Die Modelle werden für eine vorhandene effiziente Euler–Lagrange Simulationsmethode
formuliert, bei der die Agglomerate durch einzelne Kugeln mit effektiven Durchmessern
dargestellt werden. In diesem Kontext werden deutliche Fortschritte in den folgenden
Schwerpunkten erreicht: (i) Der Beschreibung der Eigenschaften der Agglomerat-Struktur,
(ii) dem Bruch von Agglomeraten durch fluidinduzierte Spannungen und (iii) dem Bruch
von Agglomeraten durch Wandkollisionen.

Das Strukturmodell weist den Agglomeraten Eigenschaften zu, die eine Festlegunug des
effektiven Durchmessers erlauben, welcher zur Lagraneschen Verfolgung und zur Bestim-
mung der Stärke des Agglomerats genutzt wird, um ein mögliches Auseinanderbrechen zu
evaluieren. In dem Modell für den Zerfall durch Fluidkräfte werden Ideen aus der Liter-
atur aufgegriffen und erweitert, um Aufbruchkriterien herzuleiten. Die Vorgehensweise
beruht auf einem Vergleich zwischen den Fluidspannungen, denen ein Agglomerat entlang
seiner Lagrange-Trajektorie ausgesetzt ist, und einer kritischen Belastungsschwelle, die
durch die Stärke des Agglomerats definiert wird. Es werden drei Spannungsarten berück-
sichtigt, die Turbulenz, der Luftwiderstand und die Rotationsspannung. Darüber hinaus
wird ein besonderer Schwerpunkt auf die Geschwindigkeiten der Fragmente nach dem
Auseinanderbrechen der Agglomerate gelegt. Für die Ableitung des Bruchmodells durch
Wandkollisionen wird eine große Anzahl detaillierter diskreter Elemente-Simulationen
einzelner Agglomerate durchgeführt. Weite Bereiche unterschiedlicher Aufprallbedingun-
gen wie die Aufprallgeschwindigkeit, der Aufprallwinkel, die Anzahl der Primärpartikel und
deren Größe werden berücksichtigt. Die Ergebnisse werden auf der Grundlage repräsen-
tativer Parameter analysiert, die es ermöglichen, die Anzahl der entstehenden Fragmente
sowie deren Größen- und Geschwindigkeitsverteilung zu quantifizieren. Um Beziehungen
zwischen Aufprallbedingungen und den Parametern des Zerfalls aufzustellen, werden zwei
Ansätze genutzt. Der erste beruht auf herkömmlicher Dimensionsanalyse und Regressions-
techniken, während der zweite künstliche neuronale Netze verwendet.
Schließlich wird die beschriebene LES-basierte Euler-Lagrange-Methodik angewendet,

um die Leistungsfähigkeit der neuen Modelle anhand von drei Anwendungen zu beurteilen:
1- Trichter-Kanal-Strömung angelehnt an ein Experiment zur Untersuchung des Auf-
brechens von Agglomeraten in einem Dispergierer im Labormaßstab, 2- Kanal-Strömung
und 3- Strömung in Rohrbögen inspiriert durch experimentelle und numerische Studien
über die Wirkung des Biegungsdesigns auf die Desagglomerationsleistung von Trockenpulver-
Inhalatoren. Die erzielten Ergebnisse zeigen, dass aussagekräftige Vorhersagen zu er-
schwinglichen Rechenkosten mit der gewählten Simulationsstrategie erreicht werden kön-
nen. Außerdem werden wichtige Einblicke in das Aufbrech-Verhalten gewonnen. Dazu
gehört das Verständnis der relativen Wichtigkeit der unterschiedlichen Bruchmechanismen
und die Bestimmung der kritischen Fluid- und Partikeleigenschaften für das Auseinander-
brechen. Darüber hinaus werden die Wechselwirkungen zwischen Agglomerat-Bruch und
anderen konkurrierenden Phänomenen wie der Agglomeration erforscht.
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Abstract
The present thesis is concerned with the development of predictive models for the deag-
glomeration of cohesive particle entrained in turbulent wall-bounded flows. The models are
derived for an existing efficient Euler–Lagrange simulation strategy, in which agglomerates
are represented by single spheres possessing effective diameters. In this context, serious
meaningful advancements to the state of the art are achieved concerning the following
issues: (i) the description of the structural features of agglomerates, (ii) the breakup by
fluid-induced stresses, and (iii) the wall-impact breakage.

The model of the structural features endows the spheres used for representing agglom-
erates with properties allowing to reasonably determine the effective diameter used in
the Lagrangian tracking and the strength of the agglomerate needed for evaluating the
possibility of breakage.
In the model for the fluid-induced breakup ideas from the literature are revisited and

extended to derive breakup criteria. The approach relies on a comparison between the
fluid stresses exerted on an agglomerate along its Lagrangian trajectory with a critical
stress threshold defined by the strength of the agglomerate. Three types of stresses are
considered, which are the turbulent, the drag, and the rotary stress. Furthermore, a
special emphasis is put on the post-breakup treatment, i.e., the arising velocities of the
disintegrated fragments.

For the derivation of the wall-impact breakage model, an extensive number of detailed
discrete element simulations of single agglomerates is carried out. Wide ranges of different
impact conditions such as the impact velocity, the impact angle, the number of primary
particles and the size of the particles are taken into account. The results are analyzed
based on useful parameters allowing to quantify the number of arising fragments, their
size distribution, and the distribution of their post-breakage velocities. To establish re-
lationships between the impact conditions and the breakage parameters two approaches
are explored. The first relies on conventional dimensionality reduction and regression
techniques, whereas the second employs feed-forward artificial neural networks.

Lastly, the described LES-based Euler–Lagrange methodology is applied to assess the
performance of the new models based on three investigations: 1- funnel-duct flows inspired
by an experimental investigation to study the breakup of agglomerates in a lab-scale
disperser, 2- duct flows, and 3- the flow in pipe bends inspired by experimental and
numerical studies on the effect of the bend design on the deagglomeration performance
of dry powder inhalers. The results obtained demonstrate the clear advantage of the
simulation strategy in offering reasonable predictions at affordable computational costs.
Furthermore, important insight into the breakage behavior are gained. These include the
understanding of the relative importance of the different breakage mechanisms and the
identification of the critical fluid and particle properties for breakup. In addition, the
interaction between breakage and other competing phenomena such as agglomeration is
explored.
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1 Introduction
The simultaneous flow of materials with different components or different states of matter
such as gas, liquid, solid, and plasma is generally called multiphase flow. The simplest
case of a multiphase flow is the two-phase flow consisting of: (1) two states of the same
component (e.g., water and steam), (2) two components of the same state (e.g., oil
and water), or (3) two components of two different states (e.g., solid particles in gas).
Computational methods have become a key tool for investigating the fundamentals of
such flows allowing to explore the underlying physics in great detail and on different
scales. Consequently, numerical simulations of multiphase flows are nowadays extensively
employed to tackle engineering problems in several industrial branches.
The scope of the present thesis is the numerical modeling and simulation of turbulent

fluid flows involving cohesive solid particles. In particular, the focus is directed towards
the breakage of agglomerates, which plays an important role in dictating the particle size
distribution in many particle-laden flows. The effective decrease of the particle size by
the disintegration of agglomerates is in favor of obtaining desirable material properties
and operational conditions, e.g., delivering medical aerosols with uniform dosing. On the
contrary, breakage can be problematic as the reduction of the particle size decreases the
settling velocity of particles in cyclone separators hindering the separation process.
In this chapter some examples pointing out the significance of particle-laden flows in

general will be discussed first, followed by an overview on the most important modeling
approaches available in the literature (Section 1.2). In Section 1.3 the objectives of this
thesis are elaborated and clearly defined. Lastly, the organization of the thesis is outlined
in Section 1.4.

1.1 Motivation for Considering Particle-Laden Flows
Particle-laden flows are abundant in nature. Typical examples of environmental processes
include the formation of dust and sand storms, the transportation of sediment in rivers
and streams, and the formation of ash clouds by volcanic eruption plumes. The satellite
image shown in Fig. 1.1(a) depicts clouds of sand and dust originated from the Sahara
(north Africa) and transported to the European continent across the Mediterranean Sea
with a span of about 103 km. Such dust storms deteriorate the air quality, worsen the
public health, and affect the frequency of North Atlantic hurricanes (Clifford et al., 2019).
Considering that the size of sand particles varies between microns and millimeters, the
image portrays a special characteristic of particle-laden flows, which is the potential vast
range of spatial and temporal scales involved in the physics of a single problem. Another
related example from nature is the Zambezi river delta depicted in Fig. 1.1(b), which flows
about 230 km across six African countries to eventually pour its water and transported
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Fig. 1.1. Examples on particle-laden flows: (a) A dust storm traveling from north Africa to
Italy spanning about 103 km, (b) The Zambezi river in Africa with a total length of
2574 km pouring water and sediment into the Indian Ocean (Images: NASA, Visible
Earth), (c) A dry powder inhaler Easyhaler® (after Lavorini, 2019), (d) Exhaust fumes
from smoking chimneys (Image: University of Freiburg).

sediment into the Indian Ocean. This discharge of sediments preserves the quality and
softness of the water inside the Delta, leading to fertile soil and suitable water for farming
and fishing, respectively. Unfortunately, the Zambeszi river nowadays is not capable of
transporting the sediment out of the continent like it used to do due to the presence
of hydropower dams upstream, which in turn reduce the flow of the river causing the
sediment to accumulate (Kunz, 2011).
Besides nature, particle-laden flows are present in various technical applications rang-

ing from cyclone separators, particle-based solar receivers, pharmaceutical inhalers (see
Fig. 1.1(c)) to the emission of pollutants in different industrial branches (see Fig. 1.1(d)).
In many of these applications, particles are found to be naturally cohesive and the particle
size is normally measured in microns. In this specific size range, the effect of cohesion
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Fig. 1.2. Inhalation of particulates in the human respiratory tract (after Mao, 2011).

is found to be significant and thus the presence of particles in the form of clusters (i.e.,
agglomerates) is very likely. However, agglomerates in turn are prone to breakage (i.e.,
fragmentation) due to intense interactions with the turbulent flow or strong collisions
with the surrounding objects. These circumstances are fulfilled in many applications since
turbulent, wall-bounded flows (e.g., chimney, mouth piece of an inhaler) are dominant in
practice. Hence, the size evolution of the particle phase in such systems is governed by a
competition between counteracting physical phenomena.
In fact, the particle size is a crucial feature for the aforementioned applications and

others. For instance, the particle size plays a major role for optimizing the efficacy of
inhaled medications or describing the harmfulness of particulate pollutants. Fig. 1.2
schematically depicts particles deposited in the human respiratory system. As illustrated,
particles are able to reach different regions of the respiratory tract depending on their size
among other factors (Darquenne, 2012). In general, large particles (> 6 µm) are unable
to exactly follow the paths of the inhaled air when a bend is met due to their high inertia.
Consequently, large particles impact and deposit in the upper airways, e.g., in the nose or
throat and thus drugs cannot be delivered to the lung tissues. In order to effectively treat
the central and narrow airways, particles must be in the size range of 2 to 6 µm. Even
smaller particles tend to penetrate deep into the alveolar region where the exchange of
oxygen and carbon dioxide takes place or even into the bloodstream posing great health
problems in case of pollutants.

In summary, particle-laden flows are of paramount importance to diverse fields of science
and engineering. The examples discussed above indicate that the profound knowledge of
such flows can improve the human well-being through the optimization of medical and
other consumable products and contribute to the alleviation of serious environmental
problems. In many cases, the design and the dynamics of particle-laden flows strongly
depends on the particle size and its evolution within the system. Therefore, it is inevitable
to take phenomena such as agglomeration and breakup in predictions into account to
obtain useful and physically meaningful forecasts.
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Fig. 1.3. Schematic representation of the common modeling approaches for particle-laden flows
(after Capecelatro, 2021).

1.2 Modeling Approaches

A major challenge confronted in the computational modeling of turbulent particle-laden
flows is the extensive range of length and time scales to be dealt with (Balachandar, 2009).
This is because turbulence, which is inherently a multiscale phenomenon, needs to be
described while additionally accounting for fluid-particle and inter-particle interactions
occurring on various scales. Another challenge is posed by the inertial motion of rela-
tively large and heavy particles, which can strongly deviate from the streamlines of the
carrier fluid (Capecelatro, 2014). The complexity of such flows inspired the development
of different modeling approaches in the literature, which compete through the level of
captured details and the computational expenses. Fig. 1.3 schematically illustrates the
main features of the different approaches, which will be briefly explained in the following.

The optimum modeling approach for a certain problem is traditionally postulated based
on a regime map distinguishing particle-laden flow problems according to two features
(Balachandar, 2009; Balachandar and Eaton, 2010; Elghobashi, 1991, 1994). The first is
the volume fraction of the solid phase, expressing how dilute or dense a system is. The
second feature is the particle size or the particle response time relative to the corresponding
smallest turbulent scales. However, efforts are being continually undertaken in the litera-
ture to extend the range of applicability of different modeling approaches (e.g., Akiki et al.,
2017b; Balachandar et al., 2020; Evrard et al., 2020; Masi et al., 2014). Hence, the limits
defining the validity range of these methods are relaxed leading to an increased flexibility
in the decision making process. In the following, the attention is restricted to describing
the most important features of the numerical modeling approaches used in recent research.
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The first approach is the Euler–Euler (two-fluid model) formulation treating the con-
tinuous and the disperse phases as interpenetrating continua. Consequently, conservation
equations need to be solved for both phases. These are most frequently expressed based on
the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) delivering statistical descriptions
of both phases (e.g., Elghobashi and Abou-Arab, 1983; Zhou, 2010). Nevertheless, differ-
ent studies have been recently devoted to develop instantaneous Euler–Euler methods in
the context of large-eddy simulations (LES) (e.g., Ma et al., 2015; Moreau et al., 2010) and
direct numerical simulations (DNS) (e.g., Masi et al., 2014). In the Euler–Euler approach
the interactions between particles are not realized in terms of discrete collision events. In-
stead, the momentum transfer within the solid phase is modeled through the stress tensor
appearing in the momentum conservation equation relying on an analogy with the fluid
phase (van Wachem et al., 2001). In addition, the two phases are coupled by an exchange
of momentum and energy. For this purpose, source terms described by constitutive models
are introduced into the corresponding conservation equations (Balachandar, 2009).
The Euler–Euler approach has been widely applied in simulations involving a huge

number of particles since the computational load is related to the solution of the govern-
ing equations and does not scale with the number of particles (Sommerfeld et al., 2008).
However, if particles possessing different sizes are present (i.e., a polydisperse system),
each size class is ideally treated as a different continuum (multi-fluid model). For this
purpose, a set of conservation equations needs to be solved for each size class requiring
considerably higher computational efforts (Kuerten, 2016). In addition, predicting the
development of the particle size due to agglomeration and breakage requires coupling the
Euler–Euler approach with CPU-time intensive population balance models (Marchisio
et al., 2003; Ramkrishna, 2000). The solution of the population balance equations de-
pends on collision, agglomeration, and breakage rate functions, which are often termed as
kernels. These kernels are mostly derived from experiments relying on certain assumptions
regarding the flow and particle properties. That renders the Euler–Euler solution in real
applications heavily dependent on modeling issues since the discrete nature of the particles
is ignored.

The other extreme is the fully resolved approach where the flow scales introduced by the
particle beside all the scales of the ambient turbulence are completely resolved. Various
methods can be used to capture the unsteady boundary layer around the particles and
the resulting wakes. In the context of Navier-Stokes solvers, direct numerical simulations
based on body-fitted spherical grids or on the immersed boundary method are common
techniques (Burton and Eaton, 2005; Uhlmann, 2005, 2008; Vowinckel et al., 2019a; Vow-
inckel et al., 2019b; Vreman, 2016). As an alternative, fully resolved simulations can be
conducted applying the lattice-Boltzmann method (Cui and Sommerfeld, 2018; Dietzel
et al., 2016; Jebakumar et al., 2019). Obviously, the fully resolved approach offers the most
detailed description of the physics behind the fluid-particle interactions. Consequently,
the motion of particles follows directly from Newton’s second law using the resolved forces
and torques imposed by the ambient fluid. However, despite the ever-growing available
computational power, such methods are still restricted to dilute systems involving up to
O(104) particles (e.g., de Motta et al., 2019; Jain et al., 2021; Kempe and Fröhlich, 2012;
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Kempe et al., 2014; Picano et al., 2015; Uhlmann and Chouippe, 2017; Vowinckel et al.,
2014). Even for such relatively small systems the problem becomes quickly intractable if
agglomerates are present and the inter-particle interactions should be resolved in space and
time. Hence, at the present time fully resolved simulations are not an affordable option
to comprehensively investigate real applications. Nevertheless, the insightful knowledge
offered by the high resolution is frequently exploited to derive and improve closure models
for the less detailed approaches. This is typically achieved by conducting resolved simula-
tions in controlled configurations while focusing on a specific phenomenon, e.g., the drag
force and the lift force (e.g., Akiki and Balachandar, 2020; Bagchi and Balachandar, 2002;
Beetstra et al., 2007; Bogner et al., 2015; Dietzel et al., 2016; Hölzer and Sommerfeld,
2009; Kurose and Komori, 1999; Yali Tang et al., 2015). Recently, the utilization of de-
tailed results in improving efficient but less conclusive models has been greatly empowered
by data-driven approaches relying on modern machine learning techniques (Balachandar
et al., 2020; Beck et al., 2019; Duraisamy et al., 2019; Montáns et al., 2019). In particular,
artificial neural networks have shown great potential to efficiently reproduce knowledge
obtained under realistic operating conditions. That is a clear advantage over traditional
models, which mostly refer to simplified scenarios.

The third approach is the Euler–Lagrange point-particle method, which finds a middle
ground between the two extremes (Euler–Euler and fully resolved particle). In this
framework the carrier fluid is treated as usual in the Eulerian frame of references. In
addition, a Lagrangian tracking based on Newton’s second law is applied to describe the
motion of particles. However, in contrast to the fully resolved approach the particles are
approximated as point-masses. Thus, the fluid-particle interface vanishes and the motion
of particles is assumed to be governed by the local properties of the undisturbed flow at
the particle center (Maxey and Riley, 1983). For this purpose, a variety of closure models
has been proposed in the literature to describe the forces and torques exerted by the fluid
in the equation of motion of the particle. If the volume fraction of the disperse phase is
sufficiently large, it becomes necessary to account for the feedback effect of the particles
on the fluid (i.e., two-way coupling). This is typically done by adding a source term to
the momentum conservation equation of the fluid.

Due to the circumstance that the small flow scales induced by the presence of particles
are ignored, the ambient turbulence does not necessarily need to be fully resolved by time-
consuming DNS. Depending on the required accuracy and the available computational
resources alternatively, LES or RANS can be employed to predict the turbulent flow
field (Balachandar, 2009; Kuerten, 2016). The latter can offer a drastic reduction of the
computational costs especially for statistically steady turbulent flow problems. This is
attributed to the fact that the RANS solution solely provides an averaged description of
turbulence allowing to "freeze" the mean flow field once the solution is developed. As a
result, the tracking of particles follows as a post-processing step (Kuerten, 2016). However,
the challenge here is that particles in reality interact with the instantaneous flow field
and not the averaged one. Therefore, the velocity fluctuations need to be mimicked by
additional models of stochastic nature (Sommerfeld et al., 2008). For these reasons, LES is
gaining a considerable attention since it offers reasonably accurate instantaneous solutions
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by resolving the most important flow structures at moderate costs. However, often the
effects of the unresolved subgrid-scale structures on the flow field and the particles are
not negligible and thus need to be adequately accounted for.
Furthermore, the Euler–Lagrange method offers the possibility to describe the inter-

particle interactions (i.e., four-way coupling) at different levels of detail. Owing to the
persistence of the discrete nature of particles in this method, the collision events can be
individually detected either by stochastic (Sommerfeld, 2001) or deterministic (Bird, 1976;
Breuer and Alletto, 2012) algorithms. For particle-wall collisions the detection is even
more straightforward.

Collisions lay the groundwork for important phenomena such as particle agglomeration,
particle-wall adhesion, and agglomerate breakage. This implies that the prediction of these
phenomena substantially depends on the method by which the collisions are treated. For
this purpose, two methods are commonly applied. The first is the soft-sphere approach,
which is also known as the discrete element method (DEM) (Cundall and Strack, 1979).
This method describes collisions as gradually evolving processes which are resolved in
space and time. The interactions between a certain particle and multiple others can
be simultaneously taken into account. Consequently, particles form agglomerates and
deposit at walls according to the balance of forces between the interacting objects. Hence,
agglomeration and wall-adhesion are implicitly taken into account without additional
modeling. Following the same concept, the breakup of agglomerates and the re-suspension
of deposited particles naturally occurs. However, this direct prediction is associated with
high computational burdens since apart from the costly full resolution of the collisions, the
tracking of contacts is not trivial. A cost-efficient alternative for the soft-sphere treatment
is the hard-sphere model which treats collisions as instant events instead of resolving
them in time (Crowe et al., 1998). In the original formulation of this model solely the
post-collision dynamics are predicted by a momentum balance employing the pre-collision
conditions of the colliding objects. Agglomeration and wall adhesion can also be predicted
either by extending the underlying momentum balance (Almohammed and Breuer, 2016b;
Breuer and Almohammed, 2015; Kosinski and Hoffmann, 2009, 2010) or by applying
energy-based models (Almohammed and Breuer, 2016a; Hiller, 1981; Jürgens, 2012). A
drawback of the hard-sphere model is that it solely handles binary collisions.
Agglomerates may be geometrically represented by their real, fracture-like structures.

In this case, a physically meaningful description of the dynamics of the agglomerates
requires a continuous determination of the fluid-particle and particle-particle interactions
for each primary particle. In another approach, the structure of agglomerates is replaced
by a single particle possessing an effective diameter, which allows to track agglomerates
as single entities. The discussion on both concepts including the possible methods to
treat the fluid-particle and particle-particle interactions and their implications for the
prediction of the agglomerate breakage is extended in Chapter 2.

In summary, a variety of computational methods exist to describe particle-laden flows.
The Euler–Lagrange approach combined with the point-particle approximations offers
important advantages over the other methods. On the one hand, compared to Euler–Euler
models, it allows a greater flexibility in the level of captured details for both phases and
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their coupling. On the other hand, it offers a significant reduction of the computational
costs (multiple orders of magnitude) over fully-resolved models. Consequently, simulat-
ing flows comprising millions of particles while accounting for diverse flow and particle
phenomena is possible. However, efforts are still required in order to further narrow the
accuracy gap between the point-particle models and the fully resolved solutions.

1.3 Objectives of the Thesis
The main goal of this thesis is to advance the current state of the art in computational
modeling of particle-laden flows in an important yet less-established area. More specif-
ically, the scope is to develop physical models for numerical simulations describing the
breakage of particle agglomerates in turbulent flows. The models are intended for (but not
restricted to) the in-house CFD code LESOCC (Large-Eddy Simulation On Curvilinear
Coordinates) (Breuer, 1998a,b, 2000, 2002), which provides an efficient multiphase flow
simulation methodology relying on large-eddy simulation for the continuous phase and
a Lagrangian point-particle tracking for the disperse phase. The aim is to propose an
advanced simulation strategy capable of delivering reliable predictions of particle-laden
flows in practically relevant setups. This can only be achieved by reasonably taking various
important phenomena at manageable computational costs into account.
In more practical terms, the objectives of the present thesis are to:

(1) Enhance the modeling of the structural features of agglomerates, namely, the porosity
and the coordination number (i.e., average number of contacts per particle).

(2) Develop a model for the breakage of agglomerates by fluid-induced stresses.

(3) Develop a model for the breakage of agglomerates by wall impacts.

(4) Apply the entire simulation methodology including the newly developed models to
investigate the breakage of agglomerates in wall-bounded turbulent flows under various
operating conditions.

For the first objective, an adequate representation of the porosity and the coordination
number is sought. Since agglomerates are porous by nature, the porosity is an essential
characteristic for determining the corresponding density and diameter of the spherical
particles used to replace the structure of agglomerates in the present methodology. In
addition, both the porosity and the coordination number are important parameters for
determining the resistance of agglomerates against breakage, i.e., its strength.

Simplifying the complex structure of agglomerates by single spheres poses certain chal-
lenges on the prediction of breakage, which need to be tackled. More specifically, the full
characterization of a breakage event in the second and third objectives requires addressing
three issues, hereafter called the breakage modeling tasks:

(i) A criterion for the onset of breakage.

(ii) The number of resulting fragments and their size distribution.
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(iii) The velocity vectors of the fragments arising due to breakage.

The attention in this thesis is restricted to spherical, monodisperse (i.e., equally-sized)
primary particles in the micrometer size range. In addition, the particles are assumed
to be dry and electrostatically neutral, and the cohesion between particles can solely be
attributed to the van-der-Waals force. All other specific assumptions will be mentioned
in the corresponding discussion.
To realize the fourth objective, test cases inspired by experimental investigations re-

ported in the literature are taken into account. The aim is to assess the influence of a
wide range of operating conditions on the breakage of agglomerates and to analyze the
interplay between breakage and other phenomena.

1.4 Outline of the Thesis
This thesis is organized in ten chapters. The next chapter provides a literature review to
identify and analyze modeling strategies for the structure of agglomerates, the breakage
due to fluid stresses, and the breakage by wall impacts.

Chapters 3 and 4 present a theoretical background on the description of the continuous
and the disperse phase in the adopted Euler–Lagrange framework, respectively. The
proposed models for the structural features of agglomerates, the breakage by fluid-induced
stresses, and the wall-impact breakage are introduced in Chapters 5, 6, and 7, respectively.
Subsequently, the numerical methods used for computing the continuous and the particle
phase are explained in Chapter 8. In Chapter 9, LES predictions of particle-laden flows in
a generic powder disperser, a square duct, and pipe bends relevant for dry powder inhalers
are carried out and the results are discussed in detail mainly focusing on issues relevant
for the breakage phenomenon. Finally, Chapter 10 summarizes the major findings and
conclusions from this work, and gives an outlook on related future research possibilities.
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2 Literature Review on the Modeling of
Breakage

The deagglomeration of particles in fluid flows has been the subject of research for a
long time. Various modeling approaches with varying degrees of complexity are found in
the literature. Provided that the presence of agglomerates is a prerequisite for breakage,
the first section of this chapter looks at the available methods for handling the complex
structure of agglomerates. Afterwards, studies focusing on the breakup of agglomerates
due to fluid stresses and wall impact are explored. The aim is to assess the state of existing
models and to identify areas for potential improvements. Note that major parts of this
review were published in the papers related to this thesis (Breuer and Khalifa, 2019a,b;
Khalifa and Breuer, 2020, 2021; Khalifa et al., 2022; Khalifa et al., 2021).

It must be mentioned that breakage might additionally arise due to collisions between
agglomerates and other agglomerates or particles. However, this mechanism is not ad-
dressed in the present thesis. Therefore, the collisions-induced breakage is not covered in
this literature review.

2.1 Structure of Agglomerates
Agglomerates, also commonly denoted aggregates or flocs, describe clusters of particles
interconnected by different types of binding mechanisms (Fayed and Otten, 2013). In some
cases the geometry of agglomerates can be highly irregular, whereas in other cases agglom-
erates are referred to as fractal-like objects, since they show a high degree of self-similarity,
but are not infinitely scale-invariant (Friedlander, 1977). Hence, the morphology of ag-
glomerates is typically characterized by a parameter denoted the fractal dimension, which
varies between unity for chain-like arrangements and three for spherical ones. Exemplary
sphere-like and open agglomerates are depicted in Figs. 2.1(a) and 2.1(b), respectively.
A special case is the isostatic structure (Fig. 2.1(c)), which exhibits a number of inter-

particle contacts less than or equal to the number of primary particles minus one. Such a
morphology evolves when chains of particles are cross-linked to form a larger agglomerate.
The assumption of isostatic agglomerates is frequently encountered in the literature, since
it simplifies the modeling of breakage as will be discussed in Section 2.2.2.1.

Particle-laden flow simulation methodologies which deal with cohesive particles can be
distinguished into structure resolving and structure idealizing methods. In the former,
the detailed morphology of agglomerates is fully taken into account (e.g., Figs. 2.1(a) –

11
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Fig. 2.1. Agglomerates represented by detailed structures (a)-(c) and an idealized one based
on an effective sphere (d).

2.1(c)), whereas the latter methods replace the structure by a single effective particle (e.g.,
Fig. 2.1(d)). Both techniques are discussed in the following.

2.1.1 Detailed Structure
In the first category the structure of the agglomerate is fully taken into account, i.e., ag-
glomerates are realized as assemblies of primary particles. In addition, the dynamics of the
agglomerates are determined by the fluid-particle and inter-particle interactions occurring
at the scale of the constituting primary particles. Hence, both types of interactions need
to be adequately addressed.
Obviously, the most accurate way to determine the fluid-particle interaction in the

context of agglomerates is to fully resolve the fluid around each particle (e.g., Cui and
Sommerfeld, 2018; Derksen and Eskin, 2010; van Wachem et al., 2017). However, this
technique is computationally demanding. Less burdensome are methods, which conserve
the structure of agglomerates relying on a Lagrangian (i.e., unresolved) point-particle
tracking of the constituting particles. However, the proper estimation of the fluid forces
on the primary particles shielded by the surrounding particles of the same agglomerate
poses an onerous challenge. To deal with this issue various approaches have been put
forward: (1) the free-draining, (2) the crowding factor, (3) the hydrodynamic screening,
(4) the Stokesian dynamics, and (5) the pairwise-interaction extended point-particle model
(PIEPP).

The free-draining approximation is the simplest approach suggesting to entirely ignore
the fluid shielding effects (e.g., Becker et al., 2009). In a more reasonable technique, the
effect of the neighboring particles is accounted for by incorporating a crowding factor
into the point-particle force and torque models. For this purpose, a large number of
experimental (e.g., Di Felice, 1994) and particle-resolved numerical (e.g., Beetstra et al.,
2007) studies proposed correlations describing the crowding factor as a function of the
particle Reynolds number and the mean local volume fraction of the particles. However,
most correlations are mainly focused on the drag force and independent of the effect of
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the spatial arrangement (i.e., relative locations) of the particles, which can strongly vary
despite an equal local volume fraction.
To overcome these drawbacks, different possibilities are available. One of them is the

hydrodynamic screening method, which computes the fluid-induced forces and torques
exerted on a particle by considering solely the portion of the surface area of the particle
exposed to the flow field (Higashitani et al., 2001). Another alternative is the Stokesian
dynamics (Durlofsky et al., 1987), which allows to calculate the fluid forces and torques
exerted on the primary particles taking the relative positions of particles into account. In
this method the fluid forces and moments are related to the velocities of the particles by
the so-called mobility matrix, assuming that particles are surrounded by a flow field with
a uniform velocity gradient, i.e., a creeping flow. A more generally applicable technique
is the pairwise-interaction extended point-particle (PIEPP) model, which was recently
proposed by Akiki et al. (2017a), Akiki et al. (2017b) and Balachandar et al. (2020).
The model allows to compute the drag and lateral forces on individual particles within
a random array while systematically accounting for realistic surrounding flow conditions
and for the relative positions of the neighboring particles.

In principle, all above mentioned approaches can be considered for describing the fluid
forces acting on aggregated particles while dealing with the inter-particle interactions
based on one of two typical options: (1) the discrete element method (DEM), (2) the
rigid-body dynamics.

In the present terminology, DEM refers to the method, in which the inter-particle forces
and torques are computed based on a soft-sphere (i.e., viscoelastic) model. In addition,
the velocity and displacement of each individual particle are obtained by integrating its
equation of motion taking the external (i.e., fluid and gravity) and the internal (i.e.,
contact) forces into account (Cundall and Strack, 1979). Hence, in DEM the attachment
and detachment of particles are directly dictated by the resolved motion of particles.
However, a stable and accurate DEM solution requires very small time increments, which
can be much smaller than the flow time-step size especially for stiff particles (i.e., high
modulus of elasticity). Therefore, it is a very common practice to artificially scale down
the modulus of elasticity to allow larger DEM time-step sizes. Note that DEM studies
adopting the direct prediction for the breakup by fluid stresses and by wall impacts are
discussed in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.3.1, respectively.
The second possibility is more efficient since it treats agglomerates as rigid structures

(e.g., De Bona et al., 2014; Fellay and Vanni, 2012; Schutte et al., 2015; Seto et al.,
2011; Vanni and Gastaldi, 2011). In practice, rigid agglomerates indicate stable inter-
particle bonds which remain fixed or spontaneously break when the exerted forces or
torques exceed certain thresholds. Computationally, the motion of a rigid agglomerate
is described by the translational and rotational velocities of the center of mass of the
agglomerate. These velocities are obtained by solving the corresponding equations of
motion of the whole agglomerate taking the external forces and torques acting on the
constituting primary particles into account. The main advantage of this approach over
typical DEM is that it does not necessitate the prediction of the internal interactions or
solving the equations of motion for each primary particle. However, the assumed rigidity
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of agglomerates implies that the primary particles are always intact and thus additional
criteria are required to determine breakage. Further discussion on the modeling of the
fluid-induced breakage for rigid agglomerates is given in Section 2.2.2.1. Note that to the
best of the author’s knowledge, studies dealing with the wall-impact breakage of rigid
agglomerates with detailed structures do not exist in the literature.

2.1.2 Idealized Structure
In the second category of studies, the detailed agglomerate morphology is replaced by
a single particle conserving the mass of the original agglomerate. Very often the model
particle is assumed to be a sphere characterized by an effective diameter (see Fig. 2.1(d)).
Due to its practicality, the replacement technique has been extensively utilized in the

literature. For instance, the effective agglomerate diameter is an essential parameter which
frequently appears in the closures, e.g., the agglomeration and breakage kernels used in
the population balance equation. The replacement approach is also popular in the Euler–
Lagrange formalism (e.g., Breuer and Almohammed, 2015; Chun and Koch, 2005; Ho and
Sommerfeld, 2002; Kosinski and Hoffmann, 2011; van Wachem et al., 2020) since it offers
a considerable reduction of the computational load by giving up the continuous tracking
and updating of the inter-particle contacts. In addition, modeling agglomerates as single
spherical entities allows to apply the same closure relationships for the fluid forces (e.g.,
drag and lift and their corresponding drag and lift coefficients) developed for spherical
primary particles to predict the motion of agglomerates. The effective sphere model is
especially beneficial for simulations parallelized by domain decomposition techniques since
the inter-processor communication and exchange of aggregated particles is not a simple
task.

Certainly, an effective sphere provides solely an approximation of the dynamics of the
original agglomerate. The achieved accuracy was found to be affected by the considered
definition of the effective diameter (Dietzel et al., 2016). In most studies, a volume-
equivalent diameter is taken into account, which conserves the total volume as well as the
total mass of the primary particles. That requires the density of the agglomerate to be
equal to that of the primary particles ignoring the interstitial spaces between the particles.

Breuer and Almohammed (2015) followed an extended approach denoted closely-packed
sphere model. It accounts for the porous nature of agglomerates by defining the density
of an agglomerate as the product of the density of the primary particle and a prescribed
porosity value. Consequently, the volume of the sphere representing the agglomerate
structure is larger than the total volume of the constituting particles. Since agglomerates
of different number of primary particles might arise in the simulations, the packing frac-
tion (i.e., the complement of the porosity) of agglomerates was provided in a look-table
depending on the number of particles. The tabulated values of the packing fraction stem
from an optimization study on the smallest volume of a cube enclosing a certain number of
equal spheres without overlapping (Packomania, 2013). Due to the assumption of closely
packed particles in a cube, the resulting values of the packing fraction are found to be very
high in comparison to the typical range of values for randomly packed, spherical particles
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Convex hull

Fig. 2.2. Convex hull wrapping an agglomerate consisting of 100 primary particles.

(e.g., Finney, 1970; Scott, 1962; Yang et al., 2008).

To assess the suitability of the effective sphere assumption, Harshe et al. (2010) sim-
ulated the motion of rigid agglomerates in a uniform shear flow by means of Stokesian
dynamics. Agglomerates of sizes varying between 10 and 1000 primary particles, pos-
sessing different open and sphere-like structures were investigated. It was shown that
the simplifying effective sphere approach is useful to reproduce the behavior of realistic
agglomerates. Specifically, sphere-like agglomerates can be well represented by equivalent
spheres, whereas ellipsoids are more suited for open structures.

Another important contribution in this area was presented by Dietzel and Sommerfeld
(2013) who performed particle-resolved lattice-Boltzmann simulations at low Reynolds
numbers (i.e., Stokes regime) to investigate drag and lift force coefficients of agglomerates
possessing different open and sphere-like structures. It was concluded that a drag force
coefficient computed based on the diameter of a volume-equivalent sphere is not adequate
since it remarkably deviates from the standard drag coefficient correlation by Schiller and
Naumann (1933). A considerably better agreement was achieved based on a sphere with an
area equal to the projected surface area of the convex hull wrapping the agglomerate (see
Fig. 2.2). Namely, the diameter of a circle possessing an area equal to the projected cross-
section area of the convex hull resulted in drag coefficients which are nearly independent
of the morphology and the orientation of the agglomerates (Dietzel et al., 2016; Dietzel
and Sommerfeld, 2013). However, unlike the drag coefficient, the lift force coefficient was
not well predicted by any of the two structural assumptions (sphere and convex hull).

In a subsequent study, Sommerfeld and Stübing (2017) proposed a strategy for predict-
ing the effective diameters of agglomerates based on a volume-equivalent convex hull. The
model was developed for Euler-Lagrange point-particle simulations and can be summarized
as follows: When an agglomerate appears, the volume of the convex hull enclosing the
aggregated particles is computed. Subsequently, the relative positions of the agglomerated
particles are stored and the agglomerate is replaced by a sphere with a volume equal to
that of the convex hull. Upon further agglomeration or breakup, the positions of the
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added or removed particles are used together with the stored relative positions of the
current particles to compute the volume of a new convex hull, and so forth.

The breakup of agglomerates idealized as spheres due to the interactions with a fluid
flow field and as a result of wall impacts are discussed next in Sections 2.2.2.2 and 2.3.2,
respectively.

2.2 Breakup by Fluid Stresses
The role of fluid forces in splitting agglomerates has been computationally studied in a
growing body of literature. Loosely speaking, independent from the level of resolution of
the fluid-particle coupling (particle-resolved or point-particle) the breakup of agglomerates
can be reproduced based on condition-free methods or by imposing external breakup
conditions. Note that "condition-free" and "imposed conditions" in this context strictly
refer to the forecasting of breakup.

2.2.1 Fluid-Induced Breakup Predicted by Condition-Free
Techniques

As aforementioned, to enable a condition-free forecast of fragmentation of agglomerates
the detailed structure must be taken into account. In addition, the equations of motion
of each primary particle need to be solved. Consequently, breakage follows directly from
the equations of motion of the individual particles without additional modeling. Hence,
in all studies discussed in this section the structures of agglomerates are fully taken into
account and the inter-particle interactions are treated according to DEM.

Studies utilizing the most accurate approach, which combines resolved fluid-particle
interactions with DEM have been concerned with the development of dry powder in-
halers (e.g., Cui and Sommerfeld, 2018; van Wachem et al., 2017). Within the context
of inhalers, different powder formulations are usually discussed: The carrier-based formu-
lation referring to drug particles attached to a larger carrier as depicted in Fig. 2.3, and
the drug-based (carrier-free) formulation representing agglomerates of small drug particles
analogous to those shown in Figs. 2.1(a) to 2.1(c) (Longest et al., 2013). Bearing in mind
that the present thesis deals with agglomerates resembling the carrier-free powder type,
the remainder of this review will focus on studies describing the breakage of such agglomer-
ates. Publications addressing the disintegration of carrier-based agglomerates are of little
value for the scope of the present thesis and thus the interested reader is referred to the rel-
evant reviews, e.g., by Sommerfeld et al. (2019), Yang et al. (2015) and Zheng et al. (2021).

Other studies considered unresolved particle methods. These studies are grouped in
the following based on the approach used for dealing with the fluid shielding within the
agglomerate.
The first group adopted the hydrodynamic screening method. In one of the earliest

contributions, Higashitani et al. (2001) studied the breakup of agglomerates in simple
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Fig. 2.3. Carrier-based powder formulation. This type of agglomerates is not considered in the
present thesis.

shear and elongational flows. Agglomerates possessing open, loose structures as well as
spherical, rather compact structures were investigated. The size of the agglomerates varied
between 256 and 1024 identical particles. The effect of shielding on the fluid forces expe-
rienced by a particle was accounted for based on a geometrical analysis taking solely the
exposed part of the surface area of the particle into account. In addition, the undisturbed
local flow velocity was adjusted by a factor accounting for the presence of neighboring
particles. It was shown that elongational flows induce higher breakup than shear flows.
In addition, power-law relations describing the average number of particles in the broken
fragments were proposed. Adopting the same methodology, Fanelli et al. (2006a,b) investi-
gated the breakage of single agglomerates in steady and unsteady shear flows, respectively.

The second group employed the Stokesian dynamics. Harada et al. (2006) studied the
fragmentation of agglomerates in a simple shear flow. The scope was to compare the
breakage behavior of two 100-particle agglomerates distinguished solely by the fractal
dimension (open vs. sphere-like). It was pointed out that open-structured agglomerates
are more fragile than spherical ones and that the breakup behavior in general depends on
the strain and rotation effects in shear flows. In an effort to reduce the computational costs
associated with DEM, Frungieri and Vanni (2021) presented a method, which combines
a Stokesian dynamics and a stochastic Monte-Carlo algorithm to track single particles
and detect the occurrence of binary collisions. A DEM approach was incorporated in the
framework of Stokesian dynamics to solely describe the collisions of primary particles and
the dynamics of the formed agglomerates. The method was applied to study the agglomer-
ation and breakup under a uniform shear flow condition for a suspension of monodisperse
particles possessing a volume fraction of 10−4.

In the third group of studies, the free-draining approximation was applied. Becker et al.
(2009) investigated the restructuring of single monodisperse agglomerates in a simple shear
flow applying the free-draining approximation. To assess the appropriateness of the free-
draining assumption, additional finite element simulations were carried out, in which the
fluid flow around a small agglomerate comprising eight particles was fully resolved. The
obtained fluid forces on each particle were compared with results of standard constitutive
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force models assuming an undisturbed flow field around the particle. The analysis revealed
that the free-draining assumption leads to an overestimation of the fluid forces experienced
by the particles exposed to the flow field. Furthermore, the perpendicular forces induced
by neighboring particles in the inner part of the agglomerates are underestimated.

Eggersdorfer et al. (2010) examined the restructuring of single agglomerates of identical
particles in a simple shear flow. Agglomerate comprising up to 2048 particles were
generated by a hierarchical stochastic algorithm leading to widely open agglomerate
structures. It was highlighted that after agglomerates split, the arising fragments undergo
a relaxation phase leading to more compact structures than the original agglomerates.

Another study using the free-draining assumption was published by Calvert et al. (2011)
who evaluated the effect of cohesion, the diameter of the agglomerate, and the fluid-
agglomerate relative velocity (commonly referred to as the slip velocity) on the disin-
tegration of agglomerates in uniform flow. For this purpose, sphere-like agglomerates
comprising a number of primary particles varying between 250 and 8000 particles were
taken into account. In addition, five different slip velocities were considered and a range
of one order of magnitude of surface energy values was considered. To characterize the
breakup behavior, a parameter called the dispersion ratio was introduced, which related
the number of broken contacts to the initial number of contacts. It was found that a
higher relative velocity is needed to break an agglomerate if the surface energy of the
particle increases. In contrary, the onset of breakage for larger agglomerates takes place
at lower slip velocities than in the case of small agglomerates. A correlation incorporating
a dimensionless number analogous to the Weber number was found to characterize the
dependence of the dispersion ratio and the operating (flow and agglomerate) conditions.
In a recent study, Zhao et al. (2021) investigated the dynamics of 104 single cohesive

particles in homogeneous isotropic turbulence employing one-way coupled DNS. A rapid
aggregation phase was initially observed before a steady equilibrium phase prevailed due to
the balance between agglomeration and breakup. The flow-shielding effects on the agglom-
erated particles were neglected. It was found that agglomerates are elongated along the
strongest Lagrangian stretching direction before breakage. Based on the obtained results,
a model describing the transient development of the aggregate size and shape was proposed.

DEM-based methodologies accounting for the flow-shielding effect in the calculation of
the drag force by a crowding factor have been reported in different recent studies (the
fourth group). Dizaji et al. (2019) investigated the breakup of agglomerates in a linear
shear flow focusing on the effect of the fluid forces and the collisions of two agglomerates.
For this purpose, two sets of simulations involving one or two agglomerates were carried
out. The considered agglomerates were generated in a preceding DNS of homogeneous
turbulence and had open (loose) structures consisting of 328 to 577 evenly-sized particles.
It was demonstrated that the breakage behavior, especially for open agglomerate struc-
tures, is more complex than can be reproduced by effective spheres. Furthermore, Chen
and Li (2020) applied a coupled DNS–DEM to investigate the collision-induced breakage
of agglomerates in homogeneous isotropic turbulence. After randomly seeding 4 · 104

single primary particles of the same size, the breakage of the small (mostly two-particle)
agglomerates formed during the simulations was analyzed. In addition, a model for the
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rate of the collision-induced breakage in such flow scenarios was proposed. Moreover, Yao
and Capecelatro (2021) performed two-way coupled DNS–DEM to investigate the disinte-
gration of single agglomerates in homogeneous isotropic turbulence. The closely-packed
sphere-like agglomerates comprising 682 and 5500 equally-sized particles were composed
by a centripetal packing procedure prior to the breakup investigations. As an outcome,
a model describing the condition of breakup and the breakup rate was derived based
on arguments motivated by the Taylor analogy breakup (TAB) model (O’Rourke and
Amsden, 1987), which is readily used for droplet breakup.

Obviously, DEM-based methods are insightful and provide detailed knowledge on the
primary particle scale. However, to keep the required computational efforts tractable,
simplifications need to be made. Even in the most recent studies, the scope was restricted
to single or few agglomerates under simple flow conditions. For these reasons, such detailed
methods are still limited to fundamental investigations and not feasible for practical
applications.

2.2.2 Fluid-Induced Breakup Predicted by Condition-Based
Techniques

In the conditions-based approaches, the equations of motion of the primary particles
constituting an agglomerate are not individually solved. Instead, the agglomerates are
tracked either as rigid bodies consisting of a number of particles, or as effective spheres.
In either case, additional criteria are required to decide upon the occurrence of breakup.
In the case of an effective sphere, additional models are needed to describe the arising
fragment size distribution and the velocity of the fragments.

2.2.2.1 Breakup of Rigid Agglomerates with Detailed Structures

The first type of the conditions-based methods suggests to track agglomerates as single
rigid entities while accounting for their detailed structures. This allows to determine the
motion of the whole agglomerate without resolving the inter-particle interactions. How-
ever, in order to formulate a breakup criterion that makes use of the available morphology,
knowledge on the inter-particle forces and torques becomes necessary. For general agglom-
erates possessing arbitrary structures, applying a force or a torque balance (external forces
versus contact forces and likewise for torque) per particle leads to an ill-defined problem
(Derksen and Eskin, 2010). This situation arises when the number of unique inter-particle
contacts (i.e., unknowns) is larger than the number of particles (i.e., equations). For this
purpose, isostatic agglomerates (e.g., Fig. 2.1(c)) are frequently considered in the studies
dealing with the restructuring (i.e., agglomeration and breakup) of rigid agglomerates. An
isostatic structure means that the number of inter-particle contacts is less than or equal to
the number of particles minus one (Schutte et al., 2018). As a consequence, the structure
is statically determined, i.e., imposing a force and a torque balance on each particle yields
two closed systems, which can be solved to obtain the inter-particle forces and torques.
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Derksen and Eskin (2010) performed particle-resolved lattice-Boltzmann simulations
to study the breakage of agglomerates in micro-channels under laminar flow conditions.
Agglomerates comprising solely 2 to 4 particles were tracked as rigid bodies, i.e., the
interactions between the particles of the same agglomerate are not resolved. However,
the collisions between agglomerates were considered by resolving the interactions between
the colliding particles of different agglomerates based on a soft-sphere interaction model.
Since the agglomerated particles were assumed to maintain their integrity, the scope of the
problem was restricted to analyzing the development of the normal contact force between
the particles.

Considering an unresolved particle approach on the basis of Stokesian dynamics,
Vanni and Gastaldi (2011) examined the behavior of single agglomerates of different
fractal dimensions immersed in simple shear flow. The inter-particle interactions within
the agglomerates were computed by applying a force and a torque balance on each particle.
Since the forecast of breakup requires to define critical thresholds for the forces and torques
in three directions (i.e., six degrees of freedom), the focus was limited to examining the
evolution of the inter-particle interactions within the agglomerate.
Using the same method, Seto et al. (2011) studied the relation between the size of the

agglomerates and the forces acting on the particle contacts in simple shear flows.
Furthermore, De Bona et al. (2014) followed a similar approach to investigate the

breakup of agglomerates in homogeneous isotropic turbulence. The failure of contacts was
solely attributed to the normal (tensile) stresses. Other possible breakup modes such as
shearing, bending and twisting of contacts were not considered. Consequently, a critical
tensile stress model suggested by the contact mechanics was employed to set a criterion
for breakup. A simple case of two-particle agglomerates and a more complicated one
involving agglomerates possessing open structures were considered. As an outcome, a
model describing the breakup rate in homogeneous isotropic turbulence was suggested. In
addition, it was found that the orientation of the agglomerate with respect to the flow,
especially for the two-particle agglomerate, has considerable effects on breakup.
In a recent work, Frungieri et al. (2020) studied the breakup of rigid aggregates in an

internal mixer. Two-dimensional, unsteady simulations of the flow in the cross-section of
the mixer were conducted at two different rotor speed ratios taking 100 tracer particles
representing agglomerates in a one-way coupled simulation into account. In parallel, the
interactions between the flow field and the detailed isostatic structure of each agglomerate
were computed applying the Stokesian dynamics method. In addition, the inter-particle
forces and torques were obtained based on balances imposed at each contact as typical
in the rigid-body method. A bond was assumed to instantaneously rupture when it
experiences a tensile force exceeding a prescribed critical threshold. However, no further
elaboration on the relation between the critical tensile force and the particle properties
was given.

Schutte et al. (2015) used the rigid, isostatic structure assumption to study the dynamics
of asphaltene agglomerates including breakup in channel flows. The flow was simulated
one-way coupled by means of DNS and LES considering four turbulent flow conditions
and 2.5 · 105 primary particles. Solely the drag and added-mass forces were considered
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for the flow-particle interactions and the flow-shielding effect was neglected (free-draining
approximation). Four modes of breakage, i.e., straining (tensile), shearing, bending,
and twisting were considered. However, the values of the critical forces and torques
leading to breakup were varied to explore the breakup behavior for different levels of
bond strength. Hence, no rigorous derivations of these quantities were proposed. In a
subsequent investigation, Schutte et al. (2018) extended their methodology to take the
effect of two-way coupling into account. The method was applied to study the breakage
of agglomerates in channel flows. It was concluded that agglomerates tend to break into
fragments of asymmetric sizes rather than identical ones.
Moreover, a simplified version of the rigid-body model exists (Kousaka et al., 1992;

Kousaka et al., 1979, 1980; Niedballa and Husemann, 2000). Therein, agglomerates are
idealized by two-particle (doublet) structures and the contact forces are estimated to
evaluate the possibility of breakup. The main drawback of this model is that the condition
of breakage strongly depends on the relative orientation of the two-particle structure to
the flow direction and on the size ratio of the two particles. Hence, the prediction of a
breakup is strongly affected by modeling issues.

Overall, the assumption of rigid, isostatic agglomerates facilitates less CPU-intensive
computations since the motion of each constituting particle does not need to be directly
resolved. However, as pointed out before, tracking the structure especially in multi-block
grids on parallel computers is rather complicated. Furthermore, isostatic agglomerates
split as soon as a single contact within the agglomerate breaks up. This is a specific
case which does not necessarily represent the breakage behavior in the more general case
of arbitrary (hyperstatic) agglomerates. Finally, the main drawback of this modeling
approach is the lack of rigorous models to describe the critical forces and torques leading
to breakage.

2.2.2.2 Breakup of Agglomerates Idealized as Spheres

The second type of conditions-based methods describes the structure of agglomerates based
on the effective sphere approximation. Numerous studies have adopted this approach to
study the fluid-induced breakup of agglomerates in the context of the Euler-Euler as well as
the Euler–Lagrange framework. In the former, breakage rate models are required, whereas
in the latter beside a breakage condition the size and the motion of the resulting fragments
must be addressed. Such rate functions and breakage models are typically formulated
based on simplified analytical derivations, experimental observations, or results of detailed
numerical simulations.
Characterizing the breakage of agglomerates and deriving predictive models has been

the goal of several theoretical studies (e.g., Rumpf and Raasch, 1962; Sonntag and Russel,
1987; Thomas, 1964; Tomi and Bagster, 1978; Zaccone et al., 2009). Therein, a general
hypothesis was accepted, which states that breakage occurs when the fluid dynamic stress
exceeds a critical threshold that strongly depends on the type of the inter-particle cohesive
forces, i.e., the yield stress or the strength. Consequently, the focus therein has been put
on elucidating both sides of the problem considering agglomerates of idealized structures,
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e.g., porous spheres or cylinders, surrounded by various flow patterns ranging from simple
uniform or shear flows to more complicated and irregular turbulent flows.

Considering simple flow cases, Rumpf and Raasch (1962) described different disruptive
mechanisms such as (1) the stresses acting on agglomerates accelerating or decelerating in
a uniform flow field and the (2) shear and (3) centrifugal stresses imposed on agglomerates
rotating in simple shear flows. The available analytical solutions for the considered simple
flow cases allowed to determine the key flow quantities responsible for each mechanism.
Based on that, expressions for computing these fluid-induced stresses were derived con-
sidering various assumptions. For example, the stress experienced by an agglomerate
accelerating or decelerating in a flow field (often denoted inertia stress or drag stress) was
attributed to the relative velocity between the agglomerate and the fluid flow. Hence, it
has been approximated by the ratio of the drag force acting on a spherical agglomerate
to its surface area. In addition, an expression for the shear stress acting on the surface
of spherical or cylindrical agglomerates in a shear flow was derived on the basis of the
elasticity theory, assuming agglomerates as elastic objects. Moreover, the angular velocity
of agglomerates in shear flows has been approximated based on the shear rate of the
fluid, so that the application of the elasticity theory has led to the prediction of the stress
developing in spherical or cylindrical agglomerates due to rotation, denoted rotary stress.
Furthermore, the stress threshold needed for a successful breakup has been introduced
based on the famous model by Rumpf (1962), who has postulated that the size of the
primary particles, their structural properties, and the type of the binding mechanism are
the main factors determining the strength of agglomerates.

In the seminal work by Tomi and Bagster (1978) the stresses developing within a sphere
in simple shear or uniform flow fields have been elaborated in detail aiming to define
planes of maximum stress, which resemble the likely surfaces of failure. The critical
stress needed for breakup was related to the properties of the agglomerates as suggested
by the yield stress model by Thomas (1963) which is similar to the model by Rumpf
(1962), albeit a slightly different relationship is used. As an alternative to the model by
Thomas (1963), the Bingham plastic yield model was suggested to estimate the critical
yield stress beyond which agglomerates are assumed to become flowable and therefore split.

The breakup of agglomerates under turbulent flow conditions has also been studied
theoretically and experimentally by several authors. Thomas (1964) has suggested a
breakup model, in which the mechanism of disruption is mainly referred to the pressure
difference on opposite sides of the agglomerates caused by random velocity fluctuations.
Assuming locally isotropic turbulence, Kolmogorov’s theory of local isotropy has been
applied to estimate the root-mean-square velocity fluctuations over distances comparable
to the diameters of the agglomerates by integrating the energy spectrum over the range
of wave numbers (eddy sizes) related to the size of the agglomerate. Two main subranges
have been considered: The viscous subrange characterized by eddy sizes smaller than
the Kolmogorov’s length scale, and the inertial subrange, in which the eddies are much
larger than the Kolmogorov’s length scale but smaller than the integral length scale of
turbulence. The root-mean-square velocity in each subrange was used to calculate the
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turbulent stress imposed on agglomerates with sizes comparable to the corresponding
eddy size. Consequently, breakage rate functions were derived taking the critical yield
stress model (Thomas, 1963) into account. The rate functions were used to determine an
average agglomerate size denoted steady-state diameter.
Following similar arguments, Neeße et al. (1987) collected formulas for estimating

the root-mean-square velocity fluctuations in the viscous, inertial, and two intermediate
subranges of turbulence from the literature. Subsequently, the proposed expressions are
applied to compute the turbulent shear or normal stresses based on the nature of the
flow in the corresponding subrange. It has been argued that the interactions between
agglomerates and viscous eddies lead to surface shearing, and hence the expected breakup
mode is erosion, whereas the interaction with inertial eddies results in bulk deformations or
rupture. Note that these considerations are in line with the postulations and suggestions
of Gregory (1989), Mühle (1993) and Yeung et al. (1997). Accordingly, the strength of the
agglomerates has been included in the model taking the breakup mode (i.e., erosion or
bulk rupture) into account. For rupture, the strength model by Rumpf (1962) was found
adequate. However, a pseudo-surface tension model was proposed to describe strength
against erosion (Neeße et al., 1987). The background of this approach combines ideas
from Rumpf’s tensile strength model and from the Bingham plastic yield model.

Motivated by observations of agglomerates breaking down due to unstable propagation
of internal cracks, Zaccone et al. (2009) provided a model, which aims at predicting the
largest stable diameter of agglomerates in laminar and turbulent regimes. Applying an
energy balance, the occurrence of breakup was attributed to the circumstance that the
supplied energy by the fluid dynamic stresses exceeds the energy required for extending the
fracture surface. Employing several empiric scaling laws and assumptions, a relationship
correlating the applied stress σ and the steady-state diameter of the agglomerate dag was
suggested in the form σ = m dnag. This power-law relationship is generally in agreement
with several experimental findings (e.g., Adler and Mills, 1979; Ammar et al., 2012; Saha
et al., 2015; Serra et al., 1997; Sonntag and Russel, 1986; Soos et al., 2008; Wengeler and
Nirschl, 2007). However, it is noted that the correlation parameters depend on the flow
configuration, the material, and the structure of the agglomerates, which explains the
deviations in the values provided for the parametersm and n in the aforementioned studies.

The models discussed so far have been used in several subsequent computational studies.
For example, Kusters (1991) studied the agglomeration and breakage of agglomerates
comprising small polystyrene particles (1 µm) in isotropic and homogeneous turbulence.
The breakup condition was derived by equating the turbulent stresses as introduced to the
strength of the agglomerate based on an extended version of the model by Rumpf (1962)
which accounts for the fractal dimension of the agglomerate. Based on these considerations
a breakup rate function was derived.
Ammar et al. (2012) performed an Euler–Euler study on the breakup of Titanium

dioxide agglomerates (0.1–10 µm) in a highly turbulent pipe flow (Re = 105–107). The
breakup rate was derived taking the turbulent stresses and the strength of the agglomer-
ates proposed by Rumpf into account. Despite neglecting its influence, the authors have
pointed out the relative importance of the drag stress mechanism in their case, since the
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formed agglomerates are expected to possess considerable inertial characteristics. Bäbler
et al. (2008) investigated the breakage of small and light agglomerates in homogeneous
turbulence using the Euler–Euler approach. Breakup was assumed to be invoked by suffi-
ciently strong turbulent stresses. The rate of breakup was determined using a power-law
function describing the maximum stable size of agglomerates under a given stress.

Within the Euler–Lagrange framework, a frequently reported practice is to record the
stresses acting on the point agglomerate to evaluate the possibility of breakup, without
actually modeling the fragmentation event. According to a very recent review by Zheng
et al. (2021) on the modeling of the flow in dry powder inhalers, this approach has been
widely applied in the context of inhalers and is generally referred to as particle trajectory
modeling. For example, Weiler (2008) and Weiler et al. (2010) computed the turbulent,
drag and rotary stresses acting on agglomerates while they are transported through an
accelerated turbulent flow to identify the dominating stress in different regions of the
configuration. Longest et al. (2013) performed RANS predictions of airflow passages with
varying flow conditions while tracking point particles representing agglomerates. The
scope was to evaluate the potential effect of several flow quantities on the deagglomeration
of powders in pharmaceutical inhalers. The evaluated quantities include the turbulent
kinetic energy and the dissipation rate, the shear stress, and the number of wall hits
among others. The possibility of breakage was evaluated based on a comparison with
experiments conducted in parallel.

Apart from powder inhalers, the particle trajectory modeling approach has been applied
in more general Euler–Lagrange investigations. Bäbler et al. (2012) conducted a DNS
of a diluted particle-laden homogeneous and isotropic turbulent flow to compute the
so-called exit-time, which describes the time interval needed for agglomerates to reach
flow regions where they become for the first time exposed to turbulent stresses greater
than a critical threshold. The exit-time has been used to develop breakup rates for each
case, which can be further used in population balances. In a subsequent study by Bäbler
et al. (2015), the critical stress was characterized by the size and fractal dimension of
the agglomerate in a power-law relationship, and the same method was applied to derive
breakup rates for various bounded and unbounded flows. Marchioli and Soldati (2015)
followed a similar approach to compute the exit-time, arguing that agglomerates tend to
break in a ductile mode due to the accumulation of the stresses over time rather than the
brittle (instantaneous) mechanism usually assumed. It was postulated that the process
of breakage starts when the acting stress reaches a certain value and ends when the
accumulated amount exceeds another prescribed threshold.
It can be concluded that Euler–Lagrange methods dealing with the idealized sphere

concept have mainly focused on describing the onset of breakage. Models for the resulting
fragment size distribution and the velocity of the fragments are not well established. For
example, Njobuenwu and Fairweather (2018) published an investigation on the agglom-
eration and breakup of agglomerates in a turbulent channel flow adopting the breakup
model suggested by Bäbler et al. (2015). The breakup event was realized by replacing
the broken agglomerate by two equally-sized fragments (symmetrical breakup). However,
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elaborations on the post-breakup kinetics of the fragments are missing.

In summary, different stress mechanisms (i.e., turbulent, drag and rotation) were iden-
tified in the literature to take part in the breakup of agglomerates in fluid flows. In
addition, models describing the strength of agglomerates are also available. That enabled
the specification of breakup conditions in various studies. However, refined methodologies
which deliver a complete description especially for the behavior of the arising fragments
due to breakage in the context of the effective sphere approach are still missing.

2.3 Wall-Impact Breakage
In practical applications of particle-laden flow, the interactions between particles and the
surrounding walls are often inevitable, which renders the mechanism of breakage by wall
impact of particular interest.

In an analogy to the case of the breakup by fluid stresses, particle-laden flow simulation
methodologies which offer forecasting for the wall-impact breakage phenomena can be
distinguished into two categories based on the level of captured details. The first conserves
the structure and applies DEM to describe the dynamics of the primary particles within
the agglomerate. If an agglomerate hits a wall, the contact forces and torques exerted
by the wall onto the wall-touching particles are computed according to the soft-sphere
treatment. Consequently, these particles start to bounce against the wall leading to a
propagation of the impact force into the next layer of neighboring particles and so forth.
As typical for DEM, the disintegration of particles is directly governed by the force and
torque balances applied on the level of the single particles. Exemplary studies adopting
this approach, which combines computational fluid dynamics and DEM will be discussed
in Section 2.3.1.

In the second method agglomerates are represented by effective spheres. In the absence
of inter-particle contacts, the progress of the impact energy within the agglomerate causing
the breakup of certain particle contacts cannot be determined. For this purpose, vari-
ous efforts have been undertaken in the literature towards developing models describing
the outcome of an impact event based on the conditions of the impact incident. The
contributions relying on this concept are addressed in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Wall-Impact Breakage Predicted by Condition-Free Techniques
Investigations employing a direct wall-impact breakage forecasting have been mostly con-
cerned with dry powder inhalers. Tong et al. (2011) carried out Euler–Lagrange simulations
based on DEM to assess the deagglomeration performance of different inhaler designs tak-
ing mannitol (drug-only) agglomerates into account. The simulations employed single
agglomerates consisting of 3000 polydisperse particles. Various configurations including
five pipe bend designs and three volumetric flow rates were investigated. The pipe bends
are distinguished by the number of bends (single or double) and the bend angle. It was
demonstrated that a pipe bend design that deflects the flow by a 90◦ using two 45◦ bends
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delivers the best performance, i.e., the finest particle distribution at the outlet and the
smallest amount of particle deposition on the wall. The results of the simulations are
found to be in qualitative agreement with earlier experimental measurements (Adi et al.,
2010). Tong et al. (2013) applied the same Euler–Lagrange DEM simulation technique
to investigate the performance of a commercial dry powder inhaler (Aerolizer®). Eight
agglomerates each comprising 3000 mannitol particles were simultaneously taken into
account. It was found that the wall-impact breakage is the most effective deagglomeration
mechanism in the device.
Again, the condition-free prediction of breakage based on DEM is CPU-time intensive

and is currently limited to elementary investigation and a low number of considered
agglomerates.

2.3.2 Wall-Impact Breakage Predicted by Condition-Based
Techniques

Efforts towards understanding the wall-impact breakage phenomenon and developing pre-
dictive models have been reported in numerous experimental works (e.g., Davies et al.,
1951; Froeschke et al., 2003; John and Sethi, 1993; Samimi et al., 2004). In addition,
fundamental DEM studies have been extensively carried out to study the breakage phe-
nomenon focusing on impact events of single agglomerates in isolated environments. By
precisely controlling the impact conditions, these simulations allowed to systematically
evaluate the effect of the operating conditions on the fragmentation providing important
insights which are not accessible by experiments (e.g., Mishra and Thornton, 2001; Moreno
et al., 2003; Ning et al., 1997; Thornton et al., 1996; Tong et al., 2009). In general, it
can be concluded that the breakage behavior of agglomerates is influenced by several
parameters: The properties of the primary particles and the impacted wall, the nature of
the inter-particle binding mechanism, the structure of the agglomerate, and the dynamics
of the agglomerate, i.e., the impact velocity and angle (Ghadiri et al., 2007).

In an early attempt to formulate a criterion for the wall-impact breakage, Kousaka et al.
(1979) suggested a simple model based on theoretical arguments. They compared the
compressive stress at the center plane of a perfect sphere impacting a wall with the tensile
strength of the agglomerate as suggested by Rumpf (1962). However, this approach suffers
from a number of pitfalls. First, the stress is linearly related to the so-called collision
time, which was not properly defined. In addition, the formula of the compressive stress
is only valid for normal wall impacts and an extension towards oblique and shear impact
events is not discussed. Lastly, the model does not offer any information on the resulting
fragment size distribution or the kinetics of the arising fragments.

More recent research has followed a different strategy, which uses the data obtained from
experiments and DEM simulations to develop and tune (semi-)empirical breakage models.
A common practice in these studies is to characterize the outcomes of impact events by
means of dimensionless numbers describing the functional relationship between various
process parameters in a physically meaningful manner. Subsequently, phenomenological
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models are proposed in the form of correlations between the dimensionless numbers and
the investigated breakage measures.
For example, Kafui and Thornton (1993) found that the damage ratio defined as the

number of broken contacts over the number of initial contacts within an agglomerate can
be expressed as a function of the Weber number defined by the impact velocity vimp and the
diameter dpp and the surface energy γs of the primary particle, i.e., We = ρf dpp vimp/(2γs).
This means that the damage ratio curves obtained under different conditions tend to
collapse into a single curve when plotted as a function of We. However, this conclusion
was found considering solely normal impact events carried out with different impact
velocities and varying particle surface energies while keeping all other conditions fixed. In
subsequent studies, Thornton et al. (1996) and Subero et al. (1999) followed the same
approach and suggested that a better representation of the results can be obtained based
on a modified Weber number, in which the minimum velocity needed for starting breakage
is subtracted from the impact velocity.
Moreno-Atanasio and Ghadiri (2006) derived a new dimensionless number based on

an energy balance assuming that the work needed for breaking all contacts within an
agglomerate is proportional to the incident kinetic energy. The new dimensionless number
can be seen as a product of the Weber number and a second dimensionless number
including the particle diameter, the modulus of elasticity and the surface energy. The
proposed dimensionless number allowed an improved unification of the results, which was
achieved over a wider range of surface energies.
Le Bouteiller and Naaim (2011) carried out 2D simulations for agglomerate breakage

under normal and shear (wall-parallel) impact scenarios. For normal impact, a dimen-
sionless number analogous to the Weber number was considered. However, in the shear
impact case a different dimensionless number was proposed, which describes the ratio
between the frictional work and the work of cohesion. Based on these considerations, the
values of the damage ratio obtained in each case were well unified by the corresponding
dimensionless numbers.

Although these studies are very insightful contributions, it is important to point out the
limitations that prevent a direct application of the models presented in these studies in
particle-laden flow simulations. First, the investigations strictly focused on evaluating the
effect of cohesion on the breakage of contacts. In other words, the relationship between
a certain dimensionless number and the damage ratio was investigated while varying the
inter-particle bond strength (i.e., surface energy or Hamaker constant). However, the
influence of other impact conditions such as the impact angle and the diameters and
number of the primary particles was not appropriately taken into account since these
parameters were fixed in the simulations. Another shortcoming is that the measure used
for quantifying the results, i.e., the damage ratio, does not allow a unique description
of the post-breakage particle size distribution since different breakage patterns can be
observed for the same damage ratio (Tong et al., 2009). Moreover, the models also lack a
description for the post-breakage motion of the disintegrated fragments.
In a recent contribution, van Wachem et al. (2020) have been probably the first to

present a fragmentation model applicable for particle-laden flow simulations avoiding
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some of the main drawbacks mentioned above. The model relies on the data obtained by
DEM simulations of normal wall-impact events accounting for agglomerates consisting of
monodisperse particles. The reference simulations took into account a range of impact
velocities, particle surface energy magnitudes, primary particle diameters, and agglomerate
sizes. The analysis of the results focused on characterizing the fraction of the detached
primary particles based on an extended version of the dimensionless number proposed
by Moreno-Atanasio and Ghadiri (2006). In addition, the size distribution of the arising
fragments was estimated by dividing the remaining volume of the original agglomerates
into the largest possible number of discrete size classes after subtracting the volume of the
detached primary particles. The study suggests to describe the post-breakage velocities of
the fragments by means of a momentum factor. This factor expresses the fraction of the
kinetic energy of the original agglomerate which is devoted to move the fragments after
breakage. Although the introduction of a model that allows to determine the momentum
factor based on the conditions of the impact event was part of the objectives of the study,
a further elaboration on this issue is not available. Furthermore, it is not described in
which directions the fragments are supposed to spread after breakage. The main drawback
of the model is that it only provides forecasts for normal impact events since the effect of
the impact angle was not investigated.
It is worth mentioning that the concept of using detailed methods to develop prac-

tical wall-impact breakage models for Euler–Lagrange point-particle computations has
been also applied in the context of carrier-based agglomerates (e.g., Ariane et al., 2018;
van Wachem et al., 2017). However, the suggested breakage models for carrier-based
agglomerates mainly incorporate arguments specific for particles connected to a larger
carrier. Thus, they are generally not applicable for traditional agglomerates. Since the
carrier-based formulation of agglomerates is not of interest for the present thesis as men-
tioned earlier, such studies are not further discussed here. The interested reader is referred
to the relevant reviews, e.g., Sommerfeld et al. (2019), Yang et al. (2015) and Zheng et al.
(2021).

To conclude, models describing the wall-impact breakage in the context of the description
of agglomerates as effective spheres are scarce. The advantages of the recent data-driven
model by van Wachem et al. (2020) over the simple theoretical model by Kousaka et al.
(1979) are clear since the former mimics both important features of the breakage scenario,
i.e., the breakage onset and the fragment size distribution as predicted in detailed DEM
simulations. However, since solely normal impact events were considered in the model by
van Wachem et al. (2020), the applicability of the model in flow cases dominated by very
small wall-impact angles must be explored.



3 Description of the Continuous Phase
In this chapter, the first part of the Euler–Lagrange simulation methodology adopted in
this thesis is presented. Namely, a brief theoretical background is given on the Eulerian
treatment of the carrier phase in the context of the large-eddy simulation (LES). In
addition, the different types of boundary conditions relevant for the present work are
discussed.

3.1 Governing Equations of Large-Eddy Simulation
As the name implies, in large-eddy simulations solely the large-scale, problem-dependent
turbulent structures are predicted, whereas the small, mostly universal structures are
modeled (Pope, 2000). To achieve that a filtering operation is applied to the Navier-Stokes
equations yielding the equations governing the motion of the large, energy-containing
eddies. In the applications of interest for the present thesis, the carrier fluid can be assumed
to be incompressible and isothermal. Hence, the fluid density is constant and solely the
mass and the momentum conservation equations need to be considered. In dimensionless
form the filtered mass and momentum conservation equations for an incompressible fluid
read (Breuer, 2002):

∂uj
∂xj

= 0, (3.1)

∂ui
∂t

+ ∂(ui uj)
∂xj

= − ∂p

∂xi
− 1

Re
∂τmol

ij

∂xj
+ fPSIC

j . (3.2)

Here, xi stand for the three spatial directions and t for the time. Keeping in mind that
the overline refers to a filtered (i.e., resolved) quantity, the variables ui, p, and τmol

ij

denote the filtered velocity vector, the filtered pressure field, and the viscous stress tensor,
respectively. The latter is given under the assumption of a Newtonian behavior of the
fluid by the dynamic viscosity of the fluid µf and the strain-rate tensor Sij based on the
filtered velocities:

τmol
ij = −2µf Sij with Sij = 1

2

(
∂ui
∂xj

+ ∂uj
∂xi

)
. (3.3)

Note that in this non-dimensional formulation, the density ρf and the viscosity µf of the
fluid are equal to unity. In addition, Re appearing in Eq. (3.2) is the Reynolds number.
Lastly, the source term fPSIC

j included in Eq. (3.2) facilitates the coupling of momentum
between the carrier and the particle phase (i.e., two-way coupling) as will be elaborated
in Section 4.2.3.
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The non-linear convective term in the filtered momentum Eq. (3.2) differs from the
corresponding term in the original Navier-Stokes equation, since the filtered product ui uj
differs from the product of the filtered velocities ui uj (Pope, 2000). The difference can
be expressed by the so-called subgrid-scale stress tensor:

τSGS
ij = ui uj − ui uj, (3.4)

which describes the influence of the unresolved, small turbulent structures on the large
resolved ones. The subgrid-scale stress tensor can be decomposed into a deviatoric (i.e.,
anisotropic) part τSGS,a

ij and an isotropic part τSGS,i
ij :

τSGS
ij = τSGS,a

ij + τSGS,i
ij = τSGS,a

ij + 1
3 τ

SGS
kk . (3.5)

That allows to combine the isotropic part with the filtered pressure p, which leads to the
modified filtered pressure P (Breuer, 2002; Pope, 2000):

P = p+ τSGS,i
ij = p+ 1

3 τ
SGS
kk . (3.6)

Applying the definitions (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6) into Eq. (3.2) yields the final form of the
filtered momentum equation:

∂ui
∂t

+ ∂(ui uj)
∂xj

= −∂P
∂xi
− 1

Re
∂τmol

ij

∂xj
−
∂τSGS,a

ij

∂xj
+ fPSIC

j . (3.7)

Consequently, in order to close the system of the governing equations, the anisotropic part
of the subgrid-scale stress tensor τSGS,a

ij needs to be addressed by a model. The respective
models used in the present thesis are discussed next in Section 3.2.

It is worth mentioning that the adopted LES methodology relies on an implicit filtering.
This means that no explicit filtering function is applied to the governing equations (see
Chapter 8). Instead, the filtering is performed by the numerical discretization scheme
(finite-volume method), which offers a considerable simplicity in comparison to explicit
filtering. From a practical viewpoint, the implicit filtering is equivalent to the application
of an explicit top-hat filter with a filter width ∆i matching the grid spacing hi (Breuer,
2002).

3.2 Subgrid-Scale Modeling

The anisotropic part of the subgrid-scale stress tensor τSGS,a
ij can be described based on a

variety of models (Breuer, 2002; Pope, 2000). In the simulations reported in this thesis two
models are used: The Smagorinsky model (Smagorinsky, 1963) and the dynamic model
by Germano et al. (1991). These are briefly discussed in the following.
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3.2.1 Smagorinsky Model

The model by Smagorinsky (1963) is the simplest and the most employed LES subgrid-
scale model (Breuer, 2002; Pope, 2000). By analogy to the viscous shear stress τmol

ij

(Eq. (3.2)), the Smagorinsky model assumes a linear relationship between the anisotropic
part of the subgrid-scale stress tensor τSGS,a

ij and the filtered strain-rate tensor Sij :

τSGS,a
ij = −2µT Sij . (3.8)

The arising coefficient of proportionality µT represents the local eddy viscosity and thus
varies in space and time (Pope, 2000). Considering that in the present dimensionless
formulation the density of the fluid is equal to unity (i.e., ρf = 1), the eddy viscosity can
be expressed in terms of the Smagorinsky length scale lS and a characteristic velocity scale
determined by the product of the length scale lS and the magnitude of the characteristic
filtered strain rate

∣∣∣Sij∣∣∣ (Breuer, 2002; Pope, 2000):
µT = l2S

∣∣∣Sij∣∣∣ with
∣∣∣Sij∣∣∣ =

√
2Sij Sij . (3.9)

The length scale lS is considered to be proportional to the filter width ∆:

lS = CS ∆, (3.10)

with the Smagorinsky constant CS as the proportionality constant, which has a value of
0.165 according to a theoretical analysis by Lilly (1967) based on homogeneous isotropic
turbulence (Breuer, 2002). However, in wall-bounded flows such as channel flows, a value
in the range 0.065 ≤ CS ≤ 0.1 is typically assigned to CS to achieve reasonable results
(Breuer, 2002; Pope, 2000). By inserting Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) in Eq. (3.8), the anisotropic
part of the resolved subgrid-scale tensor reads:

τSGS,a
ij = −2 (CS ∆)2

∣∣∣Sij∣∣∣ Sij . (3.11)

Note that in the present methodology, the filter width ∆ used for the determination of
the Smagorinsky length scale lS is related to the volume of the computational cell:

∆ = (∆x∆y∆z)
1
3 . (3.12)

The simplicity of the Smagorinsky model encouraged its wide application in the literature.
However, the model suffers from well-known drawbacks. For instance, different Smagorin-
sky constants CS might be needed for the same test case upon varying the Reynolds
number. In addition, a single Smagorinsky constant might not be appropriate for different
flow regions within a certain setup. Specifically, a non-zero CS means that the eddy vis-
cosity and thus the subgrid-scale stress does not vanish in situations where a subgrid-scale
model is not required, e.g., in laminar flow regimes or at walls. Since wall-bounded simu-
lations are of interest for the present work, the damping function proposed by van Driest
(1956) is used to scale the Smagorinsky length lS down to zero at the wall. By introducing
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the van Driest damping function into Eq. (3.10), the Smagorinsky length lS reads (Breuer,
2002; Pope, 2000):

lS = CS ∆
1− exp

(
− y

+

A+

)3
 1

2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
van Driest damping function

with y+ = uτ y

νf
and A+ = 25. (3.13)

Here, y+ is the dimensionless wall-normal distance from the wall, A+ is the van Driest
constant and uτ is the friction velocity.

3.2.2 Dynamic Model by Germano
As an alternative to the Smagorinsky model, the dynamic model by Germano et al. (1991)
is applied in some of the simulations reported in the present work. The dynamic model
offers a method to effectively compute the required parameters of a basic subgrid-scale
model instead of using pre-defined values. Building on the Smagorinsky model, the
aim of the dynamic approach is to determine a local and time-dependent value for the
Smagorinsky coefficient CS (no longer a constant) taking the local flow structure into
account.
The derivation of the model starts by introducing a second (test) filter ∆̃ of a wider

width than the original one. More specifically, the width of the test filter in the present
methodology is two times larger than the original filter, i.e., ∆̃/∆ = 2 (Breuer, 2002).
The test filter is applied to the formerly filtered Navier-Stokes equations (3.1) and (3.2).
Subsequently, the non-linear convective term in the double-filtered momentum equation
is treated in a manner analogous to Eq. (3.4) leading to the subgrid-scale stress tensor
corresponding to the test filter:

T SGS
ij = ũi uj − ũi ũj . (3.14)

The tensor T SGS
ij is not to be confused with the tensor resulting from applying the test

filter to the subgrid-scale tensor of the first filtering operation given by Eq. (3.4):

τ̃SGS
ij = ũi uj − ũi uj . (3.15)

The difference between both tensors defines an identity according to Germano et al. (1991):

Lij = T SGS
ij − τ̃SGS

ij = ũi uj − ũi ũj , (3.16)

which has the advantage over T SGS
ij and τ̃SGS

ij that it solely involves resolved quantities.
Thus, the resolved turbulent stress tensor Lij is used to determine local values of the
Smagorinsky coefficient CS. To accomplish that, Lij is decomposed into isotropic and
anisotropic parts. The latter can be readily computed in a LES using:

La
ij = Lij −

1
3 δij Lkk . (3.17)
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However, to establish a relationship to the Smagorinsky coefficient CS, La
ij is expressed

based on Eq. (3.16):
La
ij = T SGS,a

ij − τ̃SGS,a
ij . (3.18)

The anistropic part of the subgrid-scale stress tensor T SGS,a
ij corresponding to the test filter

is expressed based on an analogy to the Smagorinsky model according to Eq. (3.11):

T SGS,a
ij = −2 (CS ∆̃)2 |S̃ij| S̃ij . (3.19)

In addition, applying the test filter ∆̃ to Eq. (3.11) yields:

τ̃SGS,a
ij =

˜︷ ︸︸ ︷
−2 (CS ∆)2 |Sij|Sij . (3.20)

Inserting Eqs. (3.19) and (3.20) in Eq. (3.18) and simplifying the relation by moving the
term (CS ∆)2 out of the test-filter operation results in:

La
ij = −2 (CS ∆)2

[
∆̃2

∆2 |S̃ij| S̃ij −
˜|Sij|Sij

]
= −2 (CS ∆)2Mij . (3.21)

Since La
ij and Mij are readily available as local quantities in a LES, the Smagorinsky

coefficient CS can be dynamically obtained. However, since both La
ij andMij are symmetric

and traceless tensors, a single CS does not necessarily satisfy Eq. (3.21) for five unique
components. To address this issue, the method proposed by Lilly (1992) is presently
followed, which suggests a least-squares approach to minimize the mean squared error of
Eq. (3.21) by:

(CS ∆)2 = −1
2

La
ijMij

MmnMmn

. (3.22)

One of the obvious advantages of the dynamic model is that the locally determined CS, and
hence the eddy viscosity µT, naturally drops to zero at walls without additional scaling.
However, the strong local variations of µT for inhomogeneous turbulent flows might lead
to instabilities in the numerical solution of the governing equations (Breuer, 2002). To
circumvent this issues in the present work, the minimum value of µT is restricted to zero
and a low-pass filter is applied to remove the high-frequency oscillations of CS ∆. More
details on the latter procedure can be found in Breuer (2002) and Hoppe (2020).

3.3 Boundary Conditions
The governing Navier-Stokes equations (3.1) and (3.2) are first-order in time and second-
order in space partial differential equations. Hence, obtaining a unique solution requires
the system of equations to be equipped with proper initial and boundary conditions. In
this section, the boundary conditions applied in the simulations presented in this work are
discussed in general. More detailed and problem-dependent specifications on the initial
and boundary conditions are given in the description of the corresponding test cases in
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Chapter 9.

Since the breakage of agglomerates is investigated in practical wall-bounded setups,
the no-slip boundary condition is applied at physical walls. Hence, the fluid in contact
with the wall moves with the same velocity as the wall (i.e., no relative motion at the
fluid-wall interface). Considering that in all investigated test cases the walls are stationary
and impermeable, the Stokes no-slip boundary condition means that the tangential and
normal fluid velocity components at the wall are equal to zero, which is mathematically
expressed as:

ui(xw
i ) = 0, (3.23)

where ui denotes the filtered fluid velocity and xw
i is the position of the wall. The no-

slip condition is justifiable for the present LES, since solely wall-resolved simulations are
considered. This implies that no wall models are used. Instead, the resolution of the
computational grids at the wall is sufficiently fine to directly resolve the viscous sublayer.
In other words, the dimensionless spacing of the first cell center lays in the viscous sublayer
given by 0 < y+ ≤ 5, and the total number of grid points within the viscous sublayer is
adequate, i.e., larger than 5 (Breuer, 2002).

The straightforward way to establish a fully developed turbulent flow in a certain setup
is to consider an entry region following the inlet boundary. However, the entrance length
adds considerable computational burden and is physically not interesting since its sole
purpose is to assure the development of the turbulent flow field. To circumvent the issue of
unnecessarily long and thus demanding computational domains, different alternatives are
available depending on the nature of the problem. If the flow in the streamwise direction
is homogeneous (i.e., statistically invariant) such as the duct flow case (Section 9.2), apply-
ing periodic boundary conditions in the streamwise direction is a viable option. For flows
with an inhomogeneous streamwise direction, turbulent inflow conditions at the inlets and
outflow conditions at the outlets are required. This circumstance is encountered in the
disperser flow and the pipe bend flow described in Sections 9.1 and 9.3, respectively. Both
scenarios (i.e., periodic and inflow/outflow conditions) are discussed in the following.

In general, periodic boundaries define corresponding boundaries at which the flow
quantities are set equal to each other:

ui
(
x

(1)
i , t

)
= ui

(
x

(2)
i , t

)
. (3.24)

Here, x(1)
i describes the position vector of the first boundary and x

(2)
i = x

(1)
i + Li the

position of the second boundary with Li being a vector describing the extension of the
domain in the homogeneous direction. However, to obtain a physically adequate solution
while using periodic boundary conditions the dimensions of the domain in the homogeneous
directions (Li) must be sufficiently large. Typically, a criterion based on the two-point
correlation is used to ensure that the largest turbulent structures are contained. The
criterion suggests that the two-point correlations of the velocity fluctuations have to decay
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to effectively zero at half of the length of the periodic direction (Piomelli and Chasnov,
1996).

The assumption of periodic conditions in the streamwise direction does not hold for the
pressure, since a pressure drop occurs due to the friction at the walls and the presence
of particles in case the two-way coupling is taken into account. To allow a pressure drop
and to maintain a constant mass flow rate in the streamwise direction under periodic
conditions, the instantaneous pressure gradient is decomposed into a mean part and a
fluctuating one. The latter is assumed to be periodic, whereas the former (i.e., the mean
pressure gradient) is estimated by a dynamically adjusted forcing term fn+1 (Benocci and
Pinelli, 1990):

fn+1 = fni + α

∆t ρf
(
u0

mean + unmean − 2un+1
mean

)
, (3.25)

which is added as a source term to the conservation equation of the streamwise momentum
equation. Here, α = 0.3 stands for an under-relaxation factor and ∆t is the size of the
time step. The superscripts n+ 1 and n refer to quantities computed in the present and
the previous time step, respectively. Finally, umean denotes the mean velocity defining the
flow rate and u0

mean is the desired mean velocity.

In the case of an inhomogeneous flow in streamwise direction, i.e., the disperser flow
(Section 9.1) and the pipe bend flow (Section 9.3), periodic boundary conditions are not
applicable. Thus, inflow boundary conditions are generated by auxiliary straight duct
and straight pipe flow simulations employing periodic conditions at the same Reynolds
number, respectively. The instantaneous flow quantities (i.e., filtered velocity) within an
arbitrary cross-section are extracted from the auxiliary simulations in form of successive
datasets. Subsequently, the inflow data are applied in the right order at the inlet boundary
of the intrinsic cases. It is worth mentioning that in order to ensure a correct mapping of
the data and to avoid numerical issues, the grid resolution and the time-step size in the
auxiliary cases and the corresponding main cases have to be identical.

At the outlets of the intrinsic cases a classical convective boundary condition is applied:

∂ui
∂t

+ uconv
∂ui
∂χ

∣∣∣∣∣
outflow

= 0. (3.26)

Here, ∂/∂χ refers to the gradient in the direction of the convective velocity, uconv which
depends on the nature of the problem. In the present work, uconv is chosen to be equal to
the mean velocity.
In general, the outlet boundary must be placed far downstream from the region of

interest to avoid any possible disturbances and especially the occurrence of a backflow.
The convective boundary condition chosen in the present work ensures that the turbulent
eddies leave the computational domain almost without disturbance and without reflections
(Breuer, 2002).
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4 Description of the Disperse Phase
This chapter introduces the Lagrangian point-particle method, which is employed to
describe the dynamics of the disperse phase. In Section 4.1 an overview on the modeling
strategy is given. Afterwards, the mechanisms dictating the motion of particles are
elaborated. These are: (I) the fluid-particle interactions (Section 4.2), (II) the particle-
particle collisions including possible agglomeration processes (Section 4.3), and (III) the
interactions between particles and domain boundaries (Section 4.4).
In order to realistically predict the particulate phase, knowledge on the evolution of

important features are needed besides the velocities. These are the size distribution and
the temperature of the particles. However, since solely isothermal flows are presently
considered, the effect of heat transfer is neglected. The change of the size distribution
of the disperse phase is attributed in the present work to two counteracting phenomena:
The agglomeration of primary particles and the breakage of agglomerates. The model con-
sidered to describe the agglomeration of particles in the reported simulations is described
in Section 4.3. Since the breakage of agglomerates is the main topic of this work, the
respective models are explained separately in Chapters 6 and 7. These models account
for the breakage due to the interactions with the fluid flow and due to the impact at
walls. As already mentioned before, the breakage of agglomerates due to inter-particle
collisions is not covered in this thesis. In addition, the fracture of single primary particles
is a fundamentally different problem which is outside the present scope.
Note that in general, the derivations presented in this chapter are expressed in vec-

tor notation for better readability. However, the subgrid-scale model for the particles
(Section 4.2.2) and the particle-fluid feedback term (Section 4.2.3) are expressed in index
notation for convenience.

4.1 Classification of Point Particles and Interphase
Coupling

The dynamics of the disperse phase is governed by a large number of interwoven phenomena.
Thus, it is useful to classify a particle-laden flow based on characteristic parameters. Such
parameters help to identify the most important physical effects that need to be taken
into account in the numerical modeling of the flow system. Note that for brevity and
convenience, the notation hereafter uses the phrase "particle" and the corresponding
subscript "p" to denote a point-particle entity, i.e., a primary particle or an agglomerate.
This is practical since an agglomerate is treated as a single spherical particle. However,
in case a distinction is necessary, "pp" and "ag" are used to refer to primary particles and
agglomerates, respectively.
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The first characteristic parameter is the volume fraction of the disperse phase Φp, which
indicates how dense or dilute the system is. For systems employing a number npp of
monodisperse spherical primary particles, the volume fraction of the disperse phase is
defined by:

Φp = npp Vpp
Vs

=
npp π d

3
pp

6Vs
, (4.1)

where Vs is the total volume of the flow system and Vpp and dpp are the volume and
the diameter of a primary particle, respectively. In the literature (e.g., Elghobashi, 1991,

Φp

One-way

Coupling Coupling Coupling

Two-way Four-way

Dilute Dense

Particles affected by

the background flow

Flow affected by

 the presense of particles

Collisions 

addditionaly important

Fig. 4.1. Interphase and intraphase coupling regimes based on the volume fraction of the
disperse phase Φp (Crowe, 2005; Elghobashi, 1991, 1994).

1994), Φp is primarily used to indicate the coupling mechanism that dominates the particle
motion (see Fig. 4.1). For very dilute flows (i.e., Φp . 10−6), particles are mobilized in
response to the motion of the carrier fluid, i.e., owing to the transfer of momentum from
the continuous phase to the particulate phase. However, the counteracting effect of the
particles on the fluid and the effects of the inter-particle collisions can be fairly neglected
in this regime. Hence, the particle-laden flow in this case is described as one-way coupled.
For higher values of Φp (i.e., 10−6 . Φp . 10−3), the flow is moderately dilute and the
transfer of momentum from the particulate phase to the continuous phase needs to be
accounted for (two-way coupling). This coupling is accomplished by means of the source
term fPSIC

j included in the momentum equation (3.2) of the fluid flow. The definition of
fPSIC
j is attributed to the particle-source-in-cell (PSIC) method by Crowe et al. (1977),

which will be discussed in Section 4.2.3. Furthermore, in dense systems (i.e., Φp & 10−3)
the inter-particle collisions start to dominate the motion of particles and thus must addi-
tionally be taken into account (four-way coupling).

Another important parameter is the Stokes number St, which measures the ability of
particles to follow the changes in the motion of the carrier phase (Sommerfeld et al., 2008).
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Small turbulent eddy
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St << 1

Fig. 4.2. Schematic representation of the response of particles to a change of the flow motion
based on the Stokes number St (Crowe et al., 1988).

The Stokes number is expressed by the ratio of the response time of the particle τp to a
characteristic time scale of the fluid motion:

St = τp
τf
, or alternatively

St+ = τp
τ+
f
,

(4.2)

The particle relaxation time τp is given in terms of the diameter dp and density ρp of the
particle and the viscosity of the fluid µf. The relationship can be derived by considering
the motion of a sphere in a Stokes flow and reads τp = ρp d

2
p / (18 µf). Furthermore,

different possibilities exist to express the characteristic time scale of the fluid flow. In
the present work, two definitions are used: (1) the convective time scale τf = D/ (2Ub)
defined using the diameter of the duct or the pipe D (see Chapter 9) and the bulk velocity
Ub, (2) the viscous time scale τ+

f = µf / (ρf u2
τ ), where uτ denotes the shear stress velocity.

As schematically depicted in Fig. 4.2, the Stokes number characterizes the patterns of
the particle motion. For St � 1, particles are designated as small and light and they
tend to act as tracers closely following the streamlines of the carrier flow. Hence, in this
case the dynamic behavior of the particles is affected even by the smallest eddies. Thus,
the trajectories of tracer-like particles can be determined by the local fluid velocity. That
renders the calculation of the forces and torques imposed by the fluid on the particles
unnecessary. In contrast, particles associated with larger Stokes numbers, i.e., St � 1
are called inertial since they move along their own trajectories and do not follow the flow
exactly.

Similar to the Stokes number, the particle Reynolds number Rep:

Rep = ρf |uf − up| dp
µf

, (4.3)

is commonly used to characterize the motion of particles. It accounts for the velocity of
the particle relative to the velocity of the fluid |uf − up| (also called the slip velocity) for
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describing the nature of the fluid-particle interaction.

In the present LES-based Lagrangian tracking, the movement of particles is predicted
as follows: First, the fluid-induced motion of particles (i.e., velocity and position) is
determined by solving the equations of motion of each particle. For this purpose, the
forces and torques exerted by the fluid on the particles are computed taking the effects
of the unresolved subgrid-scale eddies into account (see Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). In a
subsequent step, the inter-particle and particle-wall collisions are accounted for. This
is achieved by adjusting the velocity of the particle determined in the first step (Bird,
1976). The additional contribution represents the change in the particle velocity due
to the momentum exchange during the collision event and it is computed according to
the hard-sphere framework (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4). Hence, unlike in the soft-sphere
treatment1 the collisions are not directly incorporated in the equations of motions of
particles.

4.2 Fluid-Induced Motion of Particles
As aforementioned, the fluid-induced motion is determined by solving the equations of
motion of individual particles. According to Newton’s second law, the equations of the
translatory and rotational motions are respectively given by:

mp
dup

dt =
∑
i

Fp,i , (4.4)

Ip
dωp

dt = Tp . (4.5)

Here, up and mp denote the translational velocity vector and the mass of the particle
and Fp,i stands for the forces acting on the particle. In addition, ωp and Ip represent the
angular velocity and the moment of inertia of a spherical particle (i.e., Ip = 0.1mp d

2
p),

whereas Tp is the torque exerted on a particle due to the viscous interaction with the fluid.
Hence, the displacement of a particle is obtained by solving the equation:

dxp

dt = up . (4.6)

Applying the point-particle approximation, the particles (i.e., primary particles and ag-
glomerates) are treated as point masses and the flow around the particles is not resolved.
Accordingly, the fluid forces Fp,i and the torque Tp are provided by constitutive relations.
In principle, exact solutions are available for the Stokes flow regime (i.e., small Rep)
(Basset, 1888; Boussinesq, 1885; Oseen, 1927). For non-uniform flows, Maxey and Riley
(1983) derived the equation of motion of a small rigid particle. However, the extension to-

1In the present thesis, the soft-sphere model is solely applied in the discrete element method simulations,
which are conducted to obtain data for modeling the wall-impact breakage. The adopted soft-sphere
approach is discussed in Section 7.2.1.
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wards higher particle Reynolds numbers employs models based on empirically determined
coefficients (see Section 4.2.1).

4.2.1 Forces and Torque Acting on the Particle

Following the approach suggested by Maxey and Riley (1983), the total force acting on a
disperse particle is computed by a superposition of different contributions, which can be
expressed based on the properties of the undisturbed flow field (i.e., the presence of the
particle is not accounted for) at the position of the particle. The forces considered in the
equation of the translatory motion (4.4) are:∑

i

Fp,i = FG + FB + FD + FL + FAM + FPG + FBA . (4.7)

Here, FG denotes for the gravity force, FB is the buoyancy force, FD is the drag force, FL
is the lift force, FAM is the added-mass force, FPG is the pressure gradient force, and FBA
is the Basset history force. Note that for the present work solely solid heavy particles in
gas flows are of interest, i.e., the particle-fluid density ratio is large (ρp/ρf � 1). In this
case, the buoyancy force, the pressure-gradient force, the added-mass force, and the Basset
history force are negligibly small in comparison to the drag force and hence can be ignored
(Kuerten, 2016). However, the former three contributions are taken into account, since
they are rather easy to evaluate. By contrast, the determination of the Basset history
force is computationally challenging, which provides an additional reason for leaving the
Basset history force out.

The gravity force FG is given by the weight of the particle, and the buoyancy force FB
describes the weight of the displaced fluid by the presence of the particle. Both forces can
be combined and calculated as:

FG+B = FG + FB = mp g

(
1− ρf

ρp

)
. (4.8)

The drag force on the particle is calculated according to the well-known drag formula:

FD = CD
ρf

2 Ap |uf − up| (uf − up) = CD

8 π ρf d
2
p |uf − up| (uf − up) . (4.9)

Here, Ap denotes the projected area of the sphere. Assuming Stokes flow around a sphere,
the drag coefficient is given by CD = 24 /Rep. In order to extend the range of applicability
of this relation towards larger particle Reynolds numbers Rep, an empirically determined
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correction factor is applied leading to the following drag coefficient (Schiller and Naumann,
1933; Sommerfeld et al., 2008):

CD =


24
Rep

(
1 + 0.15 Re0.687

p

)
for Rep ≤ 1000 ,

0.44 for Rep > 1000 .
(4.10)

Note that the definition of the particle Reynolds number Rep is given in Eq. (4.3).

The lift force FL is expressed as the sum of two contributions:

FL = F Saf
L + FMag

L . (4.11)

The first is the lift effect due to the velocity shear (Saffman force), which is calculated as
follows:

F Saf
L = ρf

2
π

4 d
3
pCLS [(uf − up)× ωf] . (4.12)

Here, ωf stands for the rotation vector of the fluid flow (i.e., ωf = ∇ × uf) and CLS is
the Saffman lift coefficient expressed by the following correlation (Crowe et al., 1998; Mei,
1992):

CLS = 4.1126√
Res

·


(
1− 0.3314

√
βLS

)
exp (−0.1Rep) + 0.3314

√
βLS for Rep ≤ 40 ,

0.0524
√
βLSRep for Rep > 40 .

(4.13)
Here, the shear Reynolds number Res and the dimensionless shear rate βLS are defined as:

Res =
d2
p |ωf|
νf

and βLS = 1
2

Res
Rep

, (4.14)

where νf is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. It is noteworthy that correlation (4.13) is
valid for 0.1 ≤ Rep ≤ 100 and 0.005 ≤ βLS ≤ 0.4 (Mei, 1992).

The second lift contribution is the Magnus lift force, which is attributed to the rotational
motion of the particle (Crowe et al., 1998):

FMag
L = ρf

2
π

4 d
2
p CLR |uf − up|

Ωrel × (uf − up)
|Ωrel|

. (4.15)

Here, the relative rotation of the particles Ωrel is given by:

Ωrel = 1
2 ∇× uf − ωp , (4.16)
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where ωp denotes the angular velocity of the particle. The lift coefficient CLR is based on
an experimentally determined correlation for Rep < 140 (Oesterlé and Bui Dinh, 1998):

CLR = 0.45 +
(
Rer

Rep
− 0.45

)
exp (−0.05684 · Re0.4

r Re0.3
p ) , (4.17)

where the Reynolds number of the particle rotation Rer is defined as:

Rer =
d2

p |Ωrel|
νf

. (4.18)

Furthermore, the added-mass force FAM arises due to the acceleration or deceleration
of the fluid adjacent to the particle due to the unsteady motion of the particle (Brennen,
1982; Crowe et al., 1998). Consequently, the added-mass force is proportional to the
changes of the particle velocity and to the total changes of the fluid velocity (local and
convective) at the particle position:

FAM = CAM ρf
π

6 d
3
p

(
Duf

Dt −
dup

dt

)
, (4.19)

where the added-mass coefficient CAM is set to 0.5 (Brennen, 1982; Kuerten, 2016).

The drag force incorporates pressure and viscosity effects originating from the flow
around the particle. However, the presence of a pressure gradient in the fluid flow sur-
rounding the particle leads to an additional pressure-gradient force FPG. Assuming that
the pressure gradient is constant over the diameter of the particle, the pressure-gradient
force can be described as (Maxey and Riley, 1983):

FPG = ρf
π

6 d
3
p

Duf

Dt . (4.20)

Similar to the gravity and buoyancy force, the added-mass and pressure gradient force
can be combined:

FAM+PG = ρf
π

6 d
3
p

[
(1 + CAM) Duf

Dt − CAM
dup

dt

]
. (4.21)

Regarding the rotational motion, the viscous torque exerted by the fluid on a rotating
particle is computed as (Crowe et al., 1998; Sommerfeld, 2003):

Tp = CR
ρf
2

(
dp
2

)5

|Ωrel|Ωrel . (4.22)
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According to the analytical solution of the Stokes equations in a spherical coordinate
system (Rubinow and Keller, 1961), the torque coefficient can be expressed as CR =
64 π/Rer, which is valid for Rer < 32. Extensions towards higher Rer were proposed
based on experiments (Sawatzki, 1970) and numerical simulations (Dennis et al., 1980).
However, in the present work the torque coefficient obtained by the analytical solution is
adequate.

4.2.2 Subgrid-Scale Model for the Particles
The force models described in the preceding Section 4.2.1 are functions of the full instan-
taneous fluid velocity ui at the position of the particle. Since in LES solely the large-scale
(filtered) velocity field ui is directly resolved, the subgrid-scale motion "sensed" by the
particles u′s,i need to be mimicked by a model to obtain the required full velocity:

ui = ui + u′s,i. (4.23)

The consideration of these fine-scale velocity fluctuations is especially important for light
particles, which are characterized by small Stokes numbers. This is attributed to the fact
that the dynamic behavior of small particles is strongly affected by the interactions with
the smallest eddies.
For this purpose, the present work utilizes a stochastic particle subgrid-scale model

originally proposed by Pozorski and Apte (2009) and recently enhanced and extended by
Breuer and Hoppe (2017) and Hoppe (2020). The model applies the Langevin equation to
derive a description for the subgrid-scale velocity fluctuations (Breuer and Hoppe, 2017;
Hoppe, 2020):

du′s,i = −Gij u
′
s,j dt+

√
2σ2

SGSBij dWj . (4.24)
Here, Gij and Bij are the drift and diffusion matrices of the stochastic process and σSGS
is the characteristic velocity of the subgrid scales sensed by the particle. In addition, dWj

are the increments of a Wiener process, which obey a Gaussian distribution with zero
mean and a variance equal to the time step size. Pozorski and Apte (2009) suggested to
estimate σSGS by the turbulent kinetic energy kSGS of the subgrid scales:

σSGS =
√

2
3 kSGS . (4.25)

The latter was determined by Breuer and Hoppe (2017) and Hoppe (2020) relying on the
approach by Bardina et al. (1980):

kSGS = 1
2 (ui − ui)2 (4.26)

where the second filtering operation for the determination of ui uses a filter width of
∆̃ = 2 ∆ and accounts for the 27 neighboring grid points with weighting factors based
on a trilinear interpolation. To obtain the subgrid-velocity fluctuations sensed by the
particles u′s,i, the Langevin equation (4.24) is integrated between the time instants t0 and
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t. The complete solution is not presented here since it does not fall within the scope of
the present work and the interested reader is referred to Breuer and Hoppe (2017) and
Hoppe (2020) for more details. Nevertheless, the finally derived equation for determining
the required particle subgrid-scale velocity at the current time step (n + 1) is given for
the sake of completeness:

u
′ (n+1)
s,i = Eij(t, t0) u′ (n)

s,j +Wij(t, t0) ξj . (4.27)

Here, Eij(t, t0) is the matrix exponential of the drift matrix, Wij(t, t0) is the square-root
of the covariance matrix of the stochastic process, and ξj denotes a normally distributed
random vector. The exact definition of these matrices can also be found in the cited
references.

4.2.3 Feedback Effect on the Continuous Phase
As discussed in Section 4.1, when the volume fraction of the disperse phase increases
beyond a certain value, i.e., the threshold of Φp & 10−6, the disturbances of the fluid flow
caused by the presence of the particles become non negligible and need to be accounted for.
For this purpose, the momentum transfer from the particles to the fluid is considered by
means of the source term fPSIC

j added to the momentum equation (3.7) of the fluid phase.
The source term is formulated based on the particle-source-in-cell (PSI-CELL) method by
Crowe et al. (1977). The method suggests to use the reaction force exerted on the fluid
by all particles Np located in a certain computational cell of the volume ∆V . Recalling
that the present work focuses on solid particles transported in gas (i.e., ρp/ρf � 1), solely
the dominant drag force is incorporated in the feedback source term fPSIC

i :

fPSIC
j = − 1

∆V

Np∑
k=1

F k
D,j . (4.28)

Here, the index j refers to the Cartesian coordinates and the superscript k is the index
running over the particles in the cell. In the present methodology, the feedback drag
is distributed to the centers of the eight computational cells surrounding the particle
to ensure a smooth source-term distribution (Alletto, 2014). The weighting factors are
determined following a trilinear interpolation scheme, where the coefficients depend on
the distance between the particle position and the center of the corresponding cell, see
Alletto (2014) for further details.

4.2.4 On the Suitability of the Point-Particle Approach for the
Present Work

It is well known that the accuracy of the predictions obtained by the point-particle model
can be readily affected by the ratio of the particle size to the underlying grid resolution.
In the present work, large particles (e.g., agglomerates) are tracked in wall-resolved LES
computations. Considering the complexity of some of the investigated geometries, ade-
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quately fine grids are employed. Hence, in some specific flow cases (high Re) and some
flow regions (e.g., near walls) it is possible to have a local grid spacing, which is smaller
than the particles size.

In one-way coupled simulations the point-particle approximation is justified when the
size of the particle is much smaller than the grid cell. This restriction is posed by the fact
that the undisturbed fluid velocity used in the expressions of the fluid forces has to be
interpolated from the neighboring Eulerian grid points to the center of the particle. There-
fore, an accurate estimation of the flow velocity at the position of the particle necessitates
the particles to be adequately smaller than the underlying grid cells. If the particles are
larger than the cells, they encounter a local flow field which might include smaller scales
than those driving the actual particles (Portela and Oliemans, 2003; Sommerfeld et al.,
2008). However, the error introduced by particles larger than the grid cells is not critical
in the case of heavy particles (i.e., high particle-to-fluid density ratios) relevant for the
present application. This comes from the fact that the motion of the heavy (inertial)
particles is influenced mostly by the large eddies rather the smaller ones (Portela and
Oliemans, 2003; Sommerfeld et al., 2008).

For two-way coupled simulations the situation is more complicated. In this case, the
fluid velocity is disturbed by the particles due to two effects: The feedback of the particles
on the momentum of the fluid and the local volume occupied by the particles (Balachandar
et al., 2019; van Wachem and Almstedt, 2003). While the impact of the former effect
is generally more pronounced (Balachandar et al., 2019), the significance of both effects
grows with the relative size of the particle to the cell (see, e.g., Balachandar et al., 2019;
Evrard et al., 2020, and the references therein). In the limit of a high volume fraction Φp
of the particle phase and particle sizes comparable to the local grid resolution, additional
measures are usually considered to ensure an accurate representation of the disturbances.
First, the volume occupied by the particles can be accounted for by introducing the

volume fraction of the dipserse phase Φp into the governing equations of the fluid (Bal-
achandar et al., 2019; van Wachem and Almstedt, 2003). This can be achieved relying on
an ensemble averaging (Zhang and Prosperetti, 1997) or local volume filtering (Capecelatro
and Desjardins, 2013) of the governing equations.
Second, the source term representing the feedback of momentum is projected to the

Eulerian grid using weighting factors determined by means of regularized kernel func-
tions, e.g., Gaussian and Wendland (see, e.g., Balachandar et al., 2019; Capecelatro and
Desjardins, 2013; Evrard et al., 2020; Poustis et al., 2019). Such kernel functions allow
a smooth projection of the source term for arbitrary particle-to-cell size ratios, i.e., the
number of affected grid cells depends on the size of the particle and is not restricted
to the surrounding eight cells as in the method described above relying on weighting
factors according to a trilinear interpolation. However, even when the disturbances are
well accounted for, a persistent challenge remains to be tackled: The undisturbed flow
velocity at the position of the particle needs to be recovered. This is necessary since
the fluid-particle interaction models described in Section 4.2.1 are functions of quantities
corresponding to the undisturbed flow field. Recently, different methods were proposed
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for evaluating and subtracting the self-induced velocity of the particle, which enables to
recover the undisturbed flow velocity at the position of the particle (Balachandar et al.,
2019; Evrard et al., 2020; Poustis et al., 2019).

In the present approach, the two-way coupling method ignores the volume fraction of the
particle phase in the mass and momentum equations of the fluid. In addition, to determine
the weighing factors for projecting the feedback force of the particles to the Eulerian grid,
a method devised from a trilinear interpolation scheme is used instead of a regularization
kernel function capable of arbitrary particle-to-cell size ratios. Moreover, no procedure is
applied to recover the undisturbed flow velocity. This choice is justified by the fact that
these issues are not critical to the present applications, since in most simulations reported
in Chapter 9, the two-way coupling is insignificant or entirely neglected. In more detail,
the volume fraction of the particles Φp does not reach the two-way coupling threshold of
Φp ' 10−6 (Sections 9.1 and 9.3) or barely exceeds this limit (Section 9.2).

4.3 Hard-Sphere Particle-Particle Collisions and
Agglomerations

The hard-sphere approach treats the colliding particles as rigid spheres and models the
outcome of binary collision events relying on momentum-based arguments (Crowe et al.,
1998). The model was first extended by Kosinski and Hoffmann (2010, 2011) to account
for the cohesion of particles and to devise conditions for agglomeration. Breuer and
Almohammed (2015) and Almohammed (2018) further extended the agglomeration model
and introduced various improvements. The most important features of the extended hard-
sphere model for cohesive particles are briefly discussed below. The detailed derivation and
further information can be found in Breuer and Almohammed (2015) and Almohammed
(2018).

Considering the binary collision event including friction depicted in Fig. 4.3, the mo-
mentum conservation can be formulated as follows:

mp,1
(
u+
p,1 − u−p,1

)
= −f̂ col , (4.29a)

mp,2
(
u+
p,2 − u−p,2

)
= f̂ col , (4.29b)

Ip,1
(
ω+

p,1 − ω−p,1
)

= −dp,12 n× f̂ col , (4.29c)

Ip,2
(
ω+

p,2 − ω−p,2
)

= dp,2
2 n× f̂ col . (4.29d)

Here, the superscripts + and − indicate the post-collision and the pre-collision quantities,
respectively. In addition, the subscript 1 and 2 refer to the two collision partners, dp is
the diameter of the collision partner, and n denotes the normal unit vector connecting
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Particle 1

Particle 2

u−
p,1

u−
p,2

xp,1 xp,2
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y

ωp,1

ωp,2

Fig. 4.3. Schematic representation of the response of a collision event. Note that the tangential
vector t depicted in the figure points towards one of many possible directions. The
exact tangential direction is decided based on Eq. (4.39).

the centers of the collision partners and pointing towards particle 2. Mathematically, n is
expressed as:

n = xp,2 − xp,1

|xp,2 − xp,1|
, (4.30)

where xp is the position vector of the particle in the given system of reference.
In Eq. (4.29) the vector f̂ col denotes the total collision impulse, which can be decomposed

into a normal component f̂ col
n and a tangential component f̂ col

t with respect to the contact
plane:

f̂ col = f̂ col
n + f̂ col

t . (4.31)
Note that the direction n which is normal to the contact plane is uniquely defined by
Eq. (4.30). However, the exact tangential direction t depends on the tangential component
of the relative collision velocity as will be given by Eq. (4.39).

The normal collision impulse f̂ col
n can be expressed by the sum of a contribution which

is attributed to the mechanical deformation f̂ con
n and a second contribution representing

the effect of the cohesive van-der-Waals force f̂vdW
n :

f̂ col
n = f̂ con

n + f̂vdW
n . (4.32)

To derive an expression for the normal contact impulse f̂ col
n , the normal restitution coef-

ficient is introduced en,p and employed in a momentum balance leading to (Crowe et al.,
1998):

f̂ con
n = − (1 + en,p)

[(
u−p,2 − u−p,1

)
· n
]
n . (4.33)
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Kosinski and Hoffmann (2010, 2011) proposed to express the cohesive impulse based on
the van-der-Waals force model by Hamaker (1937):

F vdW
n = H

6 δ2
0
R̂ , (4.34)

where H is the Hamaker constant and R̂ is the effective radius of the inter-particle contact
(defined in Appendix A). The symbol δ0 represents the minimum separation distance
between the surfaces in contact and is attributed to the surface roughness. By integrating
F vdW
n over the entire collision time ∆t̂c, the cohesive impulse can be expressed as follows

(Kosinski and Hoffmann, 2010, 2011):

f̂vdW
n = −1

6

(9
4

)1/5
 m̂−3

Ê2
s

[(
u−p,1 − u−p,2

)
· n
]


1/5
H

δ2
0
R̂4/5 ∆t̂cn , (4.35)

where m̂ and Ês are the effective mass and modulus of elasticity defined in Appendix A.
Kosinski and Hoffmann (2010) determined the collision time ∆t̂c based on a relation
for a fully elastic frictionless collision. In the work by Breuer and Almohammed (2015)
the hard-sphere model was extended using knowledge acquired based on the soft-sphere
interaction model. More specifically, the effect of the cohesive force on the dynamics
of the collision was analyzed in detail. It was found that the cohesive force accelerates
the relative motion of the particles in the direction normal to the collision during the
compression phase (partners deforming each other). By contrast, the cohesion decelerates
the bounce-off of the particles in the restitution phase (partners departing from each other).
In addition, it was shown that in the realistic case of inelastic collisions (i.e., en,p < 1) the
restitution phase takes a longer time than the compression phase. To correctly account
for these observations in the hard-sphere model, Breuer and Almohammed (2015) argued
that the cohesive impulse should not be evaluated over the entire collision time. Instead,
a characteristic time scale ∆t̂∗c defining the difference between the time intervals of the
two collision phases is introduced to model the cohesive impulse:

f̂vdW*
n = −1

6

(9
4

)1/5
 m̂−3

Ê2
s

[(
u−p,1 − u−p,2

)
· n
]


1/5
H

δ2
0
R̂4/5 ∆t̂∗c n . (4.36)

To determine the time scales ∆t̂c and ∆t̂∗c, Breuer and Almohammed (2015) numerically
solved an ordinary differential equation, which relates the collision time to the deformation
(overlap between particles) in a normalized form. Note that the original form of the
equation was derived in the context of the soft-sphere collision model (Marshall, 2009).
The solution of the equation provides the required collision time scales in a dimensionless
form solely as functions of the particle properties, i.e., independent of specific collision
circumstances such as the pre-collision velocities. Hence, these dimensionless time scales
are computed only once by numerically solving the ordinary differential equation at the
beginning of the simulation.
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Furthermore, Breuer and Almohammed (2015) and Almohammed (2018) argued that
the cohesive impulse enhances friction during the entire collision time. Hence, the standard
tangential impulse model relying on Coulomb’s law of friction was extended by taking the
van-der-Waals impulse f̂vdW

n into account. This means that the normal collision impulse
f̂ coln depends on the van-der-Waals impulse evaluated over the entire collision time ∆t̂c, i.e.,
the compression and the restitution period. If the tangential impulse f̂ col

t is smaller than
the limit by Coulomb’s law of static friction, a sticking collision is assumed. Otherwise, a
sliding collision takes place. In the framework of the hard-sphere model, such conditions
are expressed as follows (Breuer and Almohammed, 2015; Crowe et al., 1998):

f̂ col
t =


f̂ col
st,t = −2

7 (1 + et,p) u−c,t,r if |u−c,t,r| ≤
7
2

µst,p
(1 + et,p) f̂

col
n (sticking), (4.37a)

f̂ col
sl,t = −µkin,p f̂ coln

u−c,t,r
|u−c,t,r|

otherwsie (sliding) . (4.37b)

Here, µst,p and µkin,p are the static and kinematic friction coefficients of the particles,
respectively. In addition, et,p denotes the tangential restitution coefficient and u−c,t,r is the
tangential velocity of the pre-collision relative motion at the contact point given by:

u−c,t,r =
(
u−p,2 − u−p,1

)
−
[(
u−p,2 − u−p,1

)
· n
]
n−

(
dp,1
2 ω−p,1 + dp,2

2 ω−p,2

)
× n . (4.38)

Based on this tangential relative motion, the exact tangential vector of the collision event
can be defined:

t = u−c,t,r
|u−c,t,r|

. (4.39)

To evaluate the possibility of agglomeration, Kosinski and Hoffmann (2010) proposed
two conditions. In general, agglomeration takes place if each of the impulses f̂vdW*

n and
f̂ col
t exceed certain thresholds (Kosinski and Hoffmann, 2010):

f̂vdW*
n · n > −en,p

[(
u−p,2 − u−p,1

)
· n
]
, (4.40)∣∣∣f̂ col

t · t
∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣(u−p,2 − u−p,1) · t∣∣∣ . (4.41)

In the case of a sticking collision the second condition (4.41) is always satisfied owing to
the vanishing relative velocity of the two particles. This means that the second condition
is only relevant for sliding collisions. Hence, applying the sliding tangential impulse given
by Eq. (4.37b) in the second agglomeration condition (4.41) leads to:∣∣∣µkin,p (f̂ con

n + f̂vdW
n

)
· n
∣∣∣ > ∣∣∣(u−p,2 − u−p,1) · t∣∣∣ . (4.42)

If agglomeration occurs, the two collision partners are replaced by a single agglomerate,
which is represented by an equivalent sphere according to the closely-packed sphere model
(Almohammed, 2018; Breuer and Almohammed, 2015). The diameter of this new sphere is
calculated by applying the mass conservation, which takes the packing fraction fpack(N tot

pp )
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into account. Note that the packing fraction is the complement of the porosity, i.e.,
fpack = 1 − ε and is explained in detail in Chapter 5. The packing fraction of the new
sphere is obtained from a look-up table based on the total number of particles in both
agglomeration partners. Hence, the diameter of the equivalent sphere for the newly formed
agglomerate reads (Almohammed, 2018; Breuer and Almohammed, 2015):

dag =
 d3

pp,1 fpack
(
N tot

pp,1

)
+ d3

pp,2 fpack
(
N tot

pp,2

)
fpack

(
N tot

pp,1 +N tot
pp,2

)
1/3

, (4.43)

where N tot
pp stands for the number of primary particles in the agglomeration partners,

which can be primary particles or agglomerates. Note that the model (4.43) is only valid
for collision partners comprising monodisperse primary particles. A broader discussion
and more details on this model are given in Chapter 5.

Beside the diameter, a full description of the kinematics of the agglomerate is required.
For this aim, the position of the center of mass of the resulting agglomerate is computed
as follows:

x+
ag =

mp,1 x
−
p,1 +mp,2 x

−
p,2

mp,1 +mp,2
. (4.44)

In addition, the translational and angular velocities of the agglomerate are given by:

u+
ag =

mp,1 u
−
p,1 +mp,2 u

−
p,2

mp,1 +mp,2
, (4.45)

ω+
ag = Lag

Iag
. (4.46)

Here, Lag and Iag are the angular momentum and the moment of inertia of the agglomerate.
The former is calculated based on the pre-collision velocity of the agglomeration partners:

Lag = Ip,1ω
−
p,1 + Ip,2ω

−
p,2 + m̂

2 (dp,1 + dp,2) n×
(
u−p,2 − u−p,1

)
, (4.47)

and the moment inertia of the agglomerate (i.e., sphere) is obtained by:

Iag = 1
10 mag d

2
ag = π

60 ρag d
5
ag . (4.48)

For the derivation of these relations, refer to Breuer and Almohammed (2015) and Almo-
hammed (2018). If the conditions for agglomeration are not fulfilled, then the collision
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partners bounce off. In the case of a sticking collision, the post-collision velocities of the
partners are given by:

u+
p,1 = u−p,1 −

m̂

mp,1

{(
f̂ conn + f̂vdW*

n

)
n− 2

7 (1 + et,p) |u−c,t,r| t
}
, (4.49a)

u+
p,2 = u−p,2 + m̂

mp,2

{(
f̂ conn + f̂vdW*

n

)
n− 2

7 (1 + et,p) |u−c,t,r| t
}
, (4.49b)

ω+
p,1 = ω−p,1 + m̂

mp,1

{
10

7dp,1
(1 + et,p) |u−c,t,r| (n× t)

}
, (4.49c)

ω+
p,2 = ω−p,2 + m̂

mp,2

{
10

7dp,2
(1 + et,p) |u−c,t,r| (n× t)

}
. (4.49d)

For a sliding collision, the velocities read:

u+
p,1 = u−p,1 −

m̂

mp,1

{(
f̂ conn + f̂vdW*

n

)
n− µkin,p

(
f̂ conn + f̂vdWn

)
t
}
, (4.50a)

u+
p,2 = u−p,2 + m̂

mp,2

{(
f̂ conn + f̂vdW*

n

)
n− µkin,p

(
f̂ conn + f̂vdWn

)
t
}
, (4.50b)

ω+
p,1 = ω−p,1 + m̂

mp,1

{
5
dp,1

µkin,p
(
f̂ conn + f̂vdWn

)
(n× t)

}
, (4.50c)

ω+
p,2 = ω−p,2 + m̂

mp,2

{
5
dp,2

µkin,p
(
f̂ conn + f̂vdWn

)
(n× t)

}
. (4.50d)

It is important to mention that agglomeration is disregarded in some of the simulations
which are reported in the present work. The background and the motivation are given in
the corresponding result sections in Chapter 9. To neglect agglomeration in the extended
hard-sphere collision model, the cohesive van-der-Waals impulse is set to zero:

f̂vdW
n = f̂vdW*

n = 0 . (4.51)

Subsequently, the expressions presented above are reduced leading to the standard (non-
cohesive) hard-sphere model by Crowe et al. (1998).

4.4 Interaction with Domain Boundaries
When particles arrive at domain boundaries, certain actions need to be undertaken. In
the present work, three types of boundary conditions are relevant for particles: (1) the
outlet boundary, (2) the periodic boundary, and (3) the wall boundary.
In the case of a periodic boundary, particles are transferred to the corresponding

boundary by adjusting their positions while keeping all other properties unchanged. If
particles cross an outlet boundary, they are assumed to leave the domain and hence they
are deleted.
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When a particle hits a wall, the hard-sphere procedure is applied. The formulation in
case of a particle-wall collision is similar to that of inter-particle collisions described in
Section 4.3. The main differences relate to the following matters. First, the collisions
parameters, i.e., the static µst,w and kinematic µkin,w friction coefficients and the normal
en,w and tangential et,w restitution coefficients of the particle-wall collision are set according
to the pairing of the materials. Second, the effective radius R̂, mass m̂, and modulus
of elasticity Es of the particle-wall collision are determined differently as explained in
Appendix A. In fact, the wall-deposition phenomenon is not considered in any of the
present simulations (justifications are provided in Chapter 9). Hence, the post wall-
collision kinetics of the particles are given by the standard hard-sphere model (Breuer and
Almohammed, 2015; Crowe et al., 1998). Furthermore, if breakage is detected according to
the wall-impact breakage model proposed in the present thesis, the post-breakage velocities
of the fragments are defined by the breakage model as explained in Chapter 7. For these
reasons, a detailed discussion on the hard-sphere model for wall impact is omitted here.
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5 Model for the Structural Features of
Agglomerates

As mentioned earlier, in the present Euler–Lagrange simulation methodology the multi-
particle morphology of agglomerates is idealized by a single spherical particle. Recalling the
discussion in the literature review in Section 2.1, the accuracy of the Lagrangian tracking
of such agglomerates depends on the approach used for determining the corresponding
diameter of the effective sphere representing the agglomerate. Besides the tracking issue,
some parameters characterizing the arrangement of the constituting particles must be
provided to allow a reasonable forecasting of the breakage of agglomerates. This chapter
explains what are the required structural features (also commonly denoted morphological
descriptors) of agglomerates in the present modeling strategy. In addition, the approach
used for describing these features is presented in detail. Note that the model presented in
this chapter was first introduced in Breuer and Khalifa (2019a) and later used in other
publications related to the present thesis (Breuer and Khalifa, 2019b; Khalifa and Breuer,
2021; Khalifa et al., 2022; Khalifa et al., 2021).

5.1 Definitions and Overview on the Modeling Strategy

Agglomerates can arise in the Euler–Lagrange simulations in three different ways: The
direct injection into the domain, the agglomeration of particles, and the disintegration of
larger agglomerates. In any case, the diameter of the effective particle representing the
agglomerate is determined applying a mass balance:

ρag Vag =
Ntot

pp∑
i=1

ρpp Vpp , (5.1)

where ρag and Vag are the density and the volume of the agglomerate. Assuming the
effective particle replacing the structure of an agglomerate to be spherical, the volume
of the agglomerate relates to the volume of a sphere, i.e., Vag = π/6 d3

ag. In addition,
restricting the scope of the modeling to monodisperse primary particles, the summation
over the number of primary particles comprising the agglomerate N tot

pp in Eq. (5.1) can be
replaced by a multiplication with N tot

pp . Introducing these definitions in Eq. (5.1) leads to:

ρag
π

6 d
3
ag = N tot

pp ρpp
π

6 d
3
pp , (5.2)
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where ρpp and dpp are the density and the diameter of the primary particle. Hence, the
mass-equivalent diameter of the agglomerate reads:

dag =
(
N tot

pp
ρpp
ρag

)1/3

dpp . (5.3)

Applying the conservation of mass again, the ratio of the densities ρpp/ρag can be sub-
stituted by the inverse ratio of the volume of the primary particles N tot

pp Vpp within the
agglomerate to the total volume occupied by the agglomerate Vag:

dag =
(
N tot

pp
Vag

N tot
pp Vpp

)1/3

dpp . (5.4)

A traditionally applied approach in the literature (e.g., Ho and Sommerfeld, 2002) suggests
to set the ratio of volumes to unity, i.e., Vag/

(
N tot

pp Vpp
)

= 1. The obtained diameter of
the agglomerate under this assumption is denoted the volume-equivalent diameter, which
ignores the porous nature of agglomerates. To circumvent this limitation, the closely-
packed sphere model proposed by Breuer and Almohammed (2015) is followed. The model
builds on the fact that the ratio of the volumes in Eq. (5.4) is the reciprocal of a well-known
quantity denoted the packing fraction fpack:

fpack =
N tot

pp Vpp

Vag
, (5.5)

which is often referred to as the packing density and describes the fraction of the volume
of the agglomerate occupied by its primary particles. In other words, as mentioned earlier
the packing fraction is the complement of the porosity, i.e., fpack = 1− ε. Introducing the
definitions of the packing fraction into Eq. (5.4) yields:

dag =
(
N tot

pp

fpack

)1/3

dpp . (5.6)

Hence, the packing fraction accounts for the realistic structure by means of the effective
diameter of agglomerates. In comparison to the traditional volume-equivalent diameter,
this approach allows a more accurate Lagrangian tracking of agglomerates by a proper
description of the packing fraction (Dietzel et al., 2016; Dietzel and Sommerfeld, 2013).
The method applied to determine the packing fraction is given in the next section.

Aside from the Lagrangian tracking issue, certain structural features are important
for characterizing the stability of agglomerates against breakage. Different well-known
theories (e.g., Kendall, 1988; Rumpf, 1962) relate the strength of agglomerates to the
packing fraction and the average coordination number kc besides some of the properties
of the primary particles. Thus, the average coordination number is the second structural
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feature of interest for the present work. It is defined as the average number of inter-particle
contacts per primary particle within the agglomerate:

kc = 1
N tot

pp

Ntot
pp∑
i=1

Nc,i , (5.7)

where Nc,i is the number of connections involving the particle i. Note that in the present
thesis, an inter-particle contact is identified if the separation between the surfaces of two
particles does not exceed the threshold of lmax = 5 · 10−2 dpp. A unique criterion for
identifying a contact does not exist in the literature. This is partly due to the fact that a
certain surface gap might persist depending on the roughness of the contacting surfaces.
In addition, particles may interact through the van-der-Waals force even while being
physically separated. According to the particle size range and the material properties
(see Table 9.2) the van-der-Waals force can be readily shown to drop several orders of
magnitudes over an inter-particle gap of 5 · 10−2 dpp justifying the chosen value.

In the absence of the detailed structure of agglomerates during the Euler–Lagrange
simulations, models have to be employed in order to obtain values for the packing fraction
fpack and the coordination number kc. Several experimental and numerical studies (see,
e.g., Deng et al., 2016; German, 1989; Gray, 1968; Suzuki and Oshima, 1989; Yang et al.,
2008, and the references therein) have proposed models describing the dependence of
the two aforementioned features on the parameters controlling the agglomeration process.
These parameters include among others, the primary particle size and shape, the binding
mechanism between particles and the kind of the external forces applied to generate the
packing. Furthermore, correlations between the packing fraction and the coordination
number were proposed considering a variety of packing conditions. However, the available
models are limited to the case of agglomerates comprising a very large number of primary
particles ranging from several hundred to several thousand particles. Hence, they mostly
do not provide useful information about the development of the packing features as a
function of the size of the agglomerate.

Since agglomerates of arbitrary sizes ranging from two to a couple of hundred primary
particles are important for the present simulations, a different strategy is followed here
to determine the required structural features. Assuming that all agglomerates arising in
the simulations are compact and possess a (nearly) spherical shape, the packing fraction
and coordination number are provided by look-up tables based on the number of primary
particles comprising the agglomerate N tot

pp . The look-up tables are generated prior to the
simulations by a multi-step procedure, which involves analyzing the structure of almost
spherical agglomerates. These model agglomerates are extracted from a large packing of
particles produced by a Monte-Carlo simulation. Since physical forces are not taken into
account in the stochastic packing process, the packing fraction and coordination number
of the resulting agglomerates are rescaled in a subsequent step to address the effect of the
inter-particle cohesion on the structure. The details of the procedure are explained in the
following sections.
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5.2 Generation of Agglomerates

In the first step, a Monte-Carlo simulation is carried out for filling 2 · 105 mono-sized
spheres each of a dimensionless diameter dpp = 1 into a box with a quadratic cross-
section of 50 dpp × 50 dpp applying periodic boundary conditions (code McPack by Zeiser
(2008)). As depicted in Fig. 5.1, the filling level reaches about 72 dpp. A huge number
of iterations is carried out until the solution is converged. To evaluate the state of the
resulting packing, the packing fraction and coordination number of the entire Monte Carlo
cluster are evaluated. The former is found to be fMC

pack = 0.55, which is computed based on
Eq. (5.5) considering Vag to be equal to the volume of the smallest box that encloses all
particles. Furthermore, the coordination number of the packing is computed according to
Eq. (5.7). For this purpose, the gap between the surfaces of any two particles is compared
with the critical surface separation mentioned above (i.e., lmax = 5·10−2 dpp). If the critical
separation lmax is not surpassed, the two particles are assumed to be in contact and the
corresponding number of contacts for each of the two particles Nc,i is increased by one.
The resulting mean coordination number is kMC

c = 6.2. The obtained packing fraction
and coordination number lay in the upper range of properties for a typical random loose
packing, which often intersects with the lower range of properties of the random close
packing (Dong et al., 2006; German, 1989; Nolan and Kavanagh, 1992; Scott, 1962).
In the second step, agglomerates with increasing numbers of particles are gradually

collected starting from a reference particle located near the center of the packing. The
first agglomerate (i.e., a two-particle agglomerate) is formed by adding the particle which
center is closest to the center of the reference particle. The collection of particles proceeds
progressively by successively adding the closest particle to the center of mass of the present
configuration to obtain the next agglomerate. At the end of the process, a continuous series
of agglomerates comprising up to 1000 primary particles is generated and the position
of each particle in every agglomerate is known. Examples for agglomerates consisting of
N tot

pp = 5, 10 , 30, 50 and 1000 primary particles and generated by the procedure described
are depicted in Fig. 5.2.

These artificially generated agglomerates are analyzed in terms of the packing fraction
and the average coordination number. Here, the packing fraction is determined considering
the volume of the agglomerate Vag to be equal to the volume of the convex hull enwrapping
the primary particles as depicted in Fig. 5.2. The algorithm used to compute the volume
of the convex hull is provided by Matlab® (function: convhull). The method of the
convex hull for representing the volume of the agglomerate is a commonly used approach
to determine the packing fraction of agglomerates (see, e.g., Dadkhah et al., 2012; Ernst
et al., 2013).
Furthermore, adopting the approach of the convex hull for determining the packing

fraction means that the resulting diameter of the agglomerate (see Eq. (5.6)) to be
used in the Lagrangian tracking is compatible with the recommendations of Dietzel and
Sommerfeld (2013) and Dietzel et al. (2016). Based on fully-resolved simulations they
found that a sphere can be adequately used to represent the motion of an agglomerate
provided that the diameter of the sphere is equal to that of a characteristic circle. This
circle possesses a surface area equal to the projected surface of the convex hull enwrapping
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the original agglomerate perpendicular to the flow direction (see Section 2.1.2). Of course,
it is not possible in the present work to compute the projected area of the convex hull,
since the structure of agglomerates is not available in the Euler–Lagrange simulations.
However, based on the assumed nearly-spherical shape of the agglomerates, the projected
area of the agglomerates is mostly independent on the orientation of the agglomerate in
the flow field. Hence, the diameter based on the projected surface of the convex hull in
this case does not strongly differ from the diameter based on the volume of the convex
hull considered in the present work.

The resulting packing fraction and coordination number of the extracted agglomerates
are depicted as a function of the number of primary particles in Fig. 5.3 as black curves.
Obviously, the properties of the agglomerates vary to a certain extent in the lower range
of the agglomerate size and finally level off as the number of included particles increases.
The asymptotic values approach the properties of the initial packing of 2 · 105 particles.

72 dpp

50 dpp

50 dpp

Fig. 5.1. Random loose packing of 2 · 105 particles within a box generated by a Monte Carlo
simulation.

5.3 Scaling of the Structural Features of Agglomerates
A Monte-Carlo simulation is a numerical technique of stochastic nature, which does not
require the calculation of the physical forces. However, in practice the characteristics
of a packing of particles in the micrometer size range is known to be influenced by the
interplay between two effects: The force bringing the particles together (e.g., gravity in
vertical packing processes) and the inter-particle cohesive force (e.g., Yang et al., 2008; Yu
et al., 2003). In particular, the role of the cohesive force is found to be important, since it
hinders the further compression of particles upon reaching their first stable positions. In
order to account for this physical circumstance, the results of the Monte-Carlo simulation
are rescaled using the scaling formulas proposed by Yu et al. (2003) and Yang et al. (2008).
Yu et al. (2003) performed an analysis on different experimental measurements available
in the literature aiming at quantifying the relationship between the packing fraction and
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N tot
pp = 5 10 30 50 100

Fig. 5.2. Samples of the agglomerates artificially generated by a gradual accumulation of parti-
cles from the initial packing of 2 ·105 particles. The envelope containing the agglomer-
ate is the corresponding convex hull used to represent the volume of the agglomerate
Vag.
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Fig. 5.3. Scaling the Monte Carlo results by Eq. (5.8) for (a) the packing fraction fpack and (b)
the average coordination number kc. Here the properties of the powders defined in
Table 9.2 are assumed.

the inter-particle forces for dry, monodisperse particles. They proposed the following
correlation:

fpack = fpack,0
(
1 − exp(−m R−nf )

)
, (5.8)

where fpack,0 is the packing fraction in the limiting case of vanishing cohesion between
particles. In addition, m and n are empirically determined parameters and Rf is the ratio
between the magnitudes of the total inter-particle forces and the compression force. For
dry, monodisperse particles falling in a column under the influence of gravity, Rf describes
the ratio between the van-der-Waals force given in Eq. (4.34) and the gravitational force:

Rf = F vdW

mpp g
= H

4 π δ2
0 ρpp d

2
pp g

. (5.9)
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The correlation (5.8) allows to mathematically predict the packing fraction under the
influence of cohesion (i.e., non-negligible Rf) using the value of the case without cohesion
fpack,0 as a reference.
Yang et al. (2008) carried out DEM simulations to generate a spherical packing by

applying a centripetal force to drag particles randomly distributed in a spherical domain
towards the center of the domain. While a range of the van-der-Waals force was considered,
the magnitude of the centripetal force applied to each particle was fixed to the limit of
the gravitational force. Hence, the ratio of forces Rf was varied over an interval spanning
several orders of magnitude. The correlation (5.8) was found to be useful to represent
the results. The fitting parameters in this spherical packing case were given as m =
6.727 and n = 0.223. Note that the packing fraction and coordination number of the
agglomerate generated by DEM at the limit of a negligible cohesive force (i.e., Rf → 0)
are fpack,0 = 0.609 and kc,0 = 6 (Yang et al., 2008). Such values roughly coincides with the
aforementioned values of the initial Monte-Carlo packing (i.e., fMC

pack = 0.55, kMC
c = 6.2).

This indicates that the present (stochastic) Monte-Carlo packing corresponds to a packing
generated under physical conditions with weak inter-particle cohesion.

Consequently, the values of the packing fraction of the agglomerates extracted from the
Monte-Carlo packing are adjusted by applying the correlation (5.8). In more detail, the
packing fraction of an agglomerate containing a certain number of primary particles is
determined by setting the packing fraction for the case without cohesion fpack,0 in Eq. (5.8)
equal to that of the corresponding Monte-Carlo agglomerate and by applying the fitting
parameters (m = 6.727 and n = 0.223) suggested by Yang et al. (2008) for the spherical
packing case. The results of the rescaling of the packing fraction are depicted in Fig. 5.3(a)
for the three different powders relevant for the present work. These are denoted powder
A (dpp = 0.97 µm), B (dpp = 2.47 µm), and C (dpp = 5.08 µm). Except the size of the
primary particles, the three powders refer to silica particles of equal material properties
listed in Table 9.2.

Moreover, owing to the lack of an analogous model specific for the coordination number
kc in the reference studies, the values of the coordination number kMC

c of the agglomerates
extracted from the initial Monte-Carlo packing are rescaled applying the same empirical
relations and the same values m and n that are used for scaling the packing fraction.
Fig. 5.3(b) depicts the scaled coordination number of the three aforementioned powders.
Note that the minimal coordination number after rescaling is restricted to 2 for agglom-
erates consisting of three or more primary particles. This means that on average each
primary particle is connected to at least two other particles. Such a restriction is imposed
to ensure that the empirical scaling does not lead in extreme cases to the properties of
chain-like agglomerates since compact sphere-like agglomerates are assumed in the present
work.
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5.4 Application of the Model in Euler–Lagrange
Simulations

To summarize, the model for the structural features of the agglomerates applied in the
Euler–Lagrange simulations is as follows: At the beginning of the simulation, the properties
of the series of agglomerates resulting from the Monte-Carlo packing, i.e., fMC

pack(N tot
pp ) and

kMC
c (N tot

pp ) are introduced as functions of the number of primary particles involved in the
agglomerate. Subsequently, these properties are adjusted to take the effect of the cohesion
between particles into account using the correlation (5.8) suggested by Yu et al. (2003)
and applying the fitting parameters proposed by Yang et al. (2008):

fpack(N tot
pp ) = fMC

pack(N tot
pp )

(
1 − exp(−6.727 R−0.223

f )
)
, (5.10)

kc(N tot
pp ) = kMC

c (N tot
pp )

(
1 − exp(−6.727 R−0.223

f )
)
. (5.11)

The results of these scaling relationships differ depending on the properties of the primary
particles, i.e., the ratio Rf of the cohesive to the gravitational force. Since in the present
work solely a single powder (i.e., fixed properties and dpp) is considered in a certain
simulation, the rescaling is carried out once at the beginning of the simulation. The
results are stored in look-up tables providing the packing fraction and the coordination
number as functions of the number of primary particles within the agglomerate.
Overall, the packing fraction is used during the simulations to determine the diameter

of the point-particle agglomerate (see Eq. (5.4)). In addition, both the packing fraction
and the coordination number are used for evaluating the strength of the agglomerates (see
Section 6.2).

The model discussed in this chapter is applicable for dry, monodisperse primary particles.
In addition, the model assumes the structure of the agglomerates in the Euler–Lagrange
simulations to be always compact and nearly spherical. In fact, for a certain number
of primary particles of the same powder (i.e., equal N tot

pp and Rf), agglomerates possess
the same structural properties regardless if these agglomerates appear as a result of the
agglomeration of smaller fragments or due to the breakage of larger agglomerates.
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The cost-efficient modeling of the breakup of agglomerates attributed to the interactions
with the surrounding fluid is a key objective of the present thesis. Building on the
Euler–Lagrange simulation strategy explained in Chapters 3 and 4 and making use of the
model for the structural features of agglomerates introduced in Chapter 5, approaches for
modeling the fluid-induced breakup of agglomerates is discussed in detail in this chapter.
Note that for convenience, the derivations presented in this chapter use the vector notation.
It is worth mentioning that the present modeling techniques were published in Breuer

and Khalifa (2019a) and later improved in Breuer and Khalifa (2019b). In addition, the
breakup model was applied in subsequent studies related to the present thesis (Khalifa
and Breuer, 2021; Khalifa et al., 2022; Khalifa et al., 2021).

6.1 Overview on the Modeling Strategy
According to the literature review in Section 2.2, the deagglomeration of cohesive particles
caused by the interactions with the surrounding fluid can be predicted based on a variety
of methods. These methods are distinguished by the level of provided details and the
computational expenses. As already pointed out, the present thesis aims at providing
efficient solutions capable of modeling the agglomeration and breakup phenomena in
highly-laden turbulent flows. To this end, the point-particle approximation is employed for
modeling the fluid-particle interactions and the primary particles forming an agglomerate
are represented by a single effective sphere. Within these efficiency-related considerations,
a successful breakup model needs to reliably address three fundamental tasks: (i) the
condition of breakage, (ii) the resulting fragment size distribution, and (iii) the velocities
of the fragments after the disintegration.
To tackle the first two tasks, the stresses exerted by the fluid are continuously eval-

uated along the Lagrangian trajectories of agglomerates and compared with a critical
threshold denoted the strength of the agglomerate. Referring to the literature review in
Section 2.2.2.2, three kinds of stresses are accounted for: Turbulent stresses, drag (inertia)
stresses, and rotary stresses. These stress mechanisms are described using first-principle
models available in the literature, which rely on certain simplifying assumptions to al-
low analytical solutions. In particular, these models consider idealized flow conditions
and treat agglomerates as homogeneous solid spheres. However, the theory behind these
models is revisited and improvements are proposed where possible and expedient.
Furthermore, particular emphasis is put on the third modeling task, i.e., describing

the velocities of the fragments arising due to the breakage. This issue has received little
attention in the past despite its importance. Thus, in the present work special models
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based on physical arguments and experimental observations are proposed to reasonably
define the dynamics of the disintegrated fragments.

Lastly, a physically-motivated measure (i.e., breakup time lag) is applied to ensure that
the prediction of breakage is independent of the typically small time-step size applied for
LES.

6.2 Strength of Agglomerates

In the present study, the critical stress threshold beyond which an agglomerate breaks,
is determined based on the well-known tensile strength model derived by Rumpf (1958,
1962). The model describes the tensile strength of an arbitrary plane within the ag-
glomerate. The main assumption here is that all cross-sections within the agglomerate
have identical packing fractions and identical average coordination numbers, which are
equal to the average packing fraction fpack and the average coordination number kc of the
entire agglomerate, respectively. To understand the considerations behind the model, the
derivation by Rumpf (1958) is briefly discussed here.

The average number of mono-sized primary particles per unit area within a cross-section
of the agglomerate is given by:

Navg
pp = fpack

π
4 d

2
pp
. (6.1)

Accordingly, the average number of unique contacts per unit area reads:

Navg
uc = Navg

pp
kc
2 = fpack

π
4 d

2
pp

kc
2 , (6.2)

where the average coordination number kc is divided by 2 since each unique contact
is shared by two particles. Assuming that the directions of the cohesive forces in the
cross-section are isotropically distributed in space, Rumpf (1958) postulated that their
projection in the tensile direction can be obtained by multiplying the magnitude of the
cohesive force by the ratio between the cap surface area to the base surface area of a
hemisphere, i.e., the factor 1/2. Consequently, the tensile strength in the case of dry
particles for which cohesion is predominated by the van-der-Waals force can be expressed
as:

S = 1
2 Navg

uc F vdW = kc fpack
F vdW

π d2
pp
. (6.3)

Hence, the model relates the tensile strength S of an agglomerate to the van-der-Waals force
defined in Eq. (4.34), the diameter of the primary particle dpp, the average coordination
number kc, and the average volumetric packing faction fpack of the agglomerate, which is
traditionally expressed in this model in terms of the porosity ε = 1− fpack.
Later, Cundall and Strack (1983) derived the same relationship following a different

approach. They showed that the average stress tensor within an agglomerate comprising
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isotropically packed particles of equal sizes can be obtained as (Cundall and Strack, 1983;
Gröger et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2008):

σavg = 1
Vag

Ntot
pp∑
p=1

dpp
2

 kc∑
c=1
n · Fp-p

 , (6.4)

where each particle within the agglomerate is assumed to possess the average number of
contacts per particle inside the entire agglomerate, i.e., the coordination number kc. In
addition, n is the normal unit vector connecting the center of the particle p and one of its
contacting particles and Fp-p is their interaction force, which is assumed to be solely given
by the cohesive van-der-Waals force F vdW. The latter acts solely in the contact normal
direction, which means F vdW ·n = F vdW. As suggested by the continuum mechanics, the
average tensile stress is equal to the average of the normal components of the stress tensor
(Cundall and Strack, 1983; Gröger et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2008):

S = 1
3 Tr(σavg) = kc fpack

F vdW

π d2
pp
, (6.5)

where Tr denotes the trace of the tensor. The resulting relationship is identical to Eq. (6.3)
derived by Rumpf (1958).
Overall, the above described strength model is simple, comprises accessible quantities,

and stems from a clear theoretical analysis. Furthermore, it is argued that the model
by Rumpf (1958) can be generally applied for characterizing the strength at the contact
points of the particles independent of the nature of the acting stresses (tensile, compres-
sive or shear) (Tsubaki and Jimbo, 1984). However, the model assumes large numbers of
isotropically packed mono-sized particles. Namely, it considers that the average packing
fraction and the average coordination number are generally applicable within the entire
volume of the agglomerate, which might not be valid for agglomerates consisting of small
numbers of particles.

6.3 Stress Mechanisms and Conditions for Breakup

In this section, models for determining the fluid stresses by turbulence, drag and rotation
are introduced (see Fig. 6.1). In addition, breakup criteria are proposed taking the nature
of the stress mechanism and the tensile strength into account. Note that since the stresses
of the different physical mechanisms (turbulent, drag, and rotary) might act in different
directions, an ordinary summation of their magnitudes can lead to physically incorrect
results. Hence, the suggestion by Kusters (1991) is followed and solely the maximum of
these stresses (i.e., the dominating stress) is considered for assessing the possibility of
breakup.
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Turbulent stress Drag stress Rotary stress

ωaguag,slip

turbulent eddy

stress

Fig. 6.1. Fluid-induced breakup mechanisms considered in the present work. Here, uag,slip is
the relative velocity vector between the fluid and the agglomerate and ωag is the
angular velocity vector of the agglomerate.

6.3.1 Turbulent Stress

Turbulent stresses are the result of velocity fluctuations within a turbulent flow. Different
velocity fluctuations on opposite sides of an agglomerate induce pressure differences and
velocity gradients that may lead to the deformation or even rupture of the agglomerate
(Thomas, 1964). The nature of the velocity fluctuations and the kind of the resulting
stress depends on the size of the eddies effectively interacting with the agglomerate. In
general, it is assumed that the strongest interaction takes place for eddies possessing sizes
comparable to the diameter of the agglomerate dag.
To allow a simple description of the velocity fluctuations over the size of the agglom-

erate, (locally) isotropic turbulence is assumed. Accordingly, four different eddy-size
subranges are distinguished in Table 6.1 based on the ratio of the agglomerate size dag
to the Kolmogorov length scale η (Kusters, 1991; Lu et al., 1998; Neeße et al., 1987):
1. viscous, 2. transition (laminar preferred), 3. transition (turbulent preferred), 4. inertial.
Consequently, the turbulent stress can be evaluated taking the relevant size range into
account:

σturb = µf
∆v(dag)
dag

Viscous subrange, (6.6)

σturb = ρf ∆u2(dag) Transition and inertial subranges. (6.7)

Here, µf and ρf denote the dynamic viscosity and the density of the fluid, whereas ∆u(dag)
and ∆v(dag) describe the corresponding root-mean-square fluctuating velocity differences
in longitudinal and lateral direction, respectively. In addition, it is noted that the Kol-
mogorov length scale η = (ν3

f /ε)1/4 is defined in this work by the kinematic viscosity of
the fluid νf and the local dissipation rate ε. The latter is given by:

ε = 2 νf S S, (6.8)

with S being the strain rate tensor based on the local instantaneous (filtered) velocities
given in Eq. (3.3) in index notation.
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Tab. 6.1. Eddy subranges with corresponding expressions for the root-mean-square velocity
difference (∆u) and the resulting fluid dynamic stresses acting on agglomerates of
comparable size (Lu et al., 1998; Neeße et al., 1987).

Subrange Agglomerate size dag ∆u(dag) Stress σturb

Viscous dag/η < 3 (1/15)1/2 (ε/νf)1/2 dag (2/15)1/2 µf (ε/νf)1/2

Transition
(laminar preferred)

3 ≤ dag/η < 7 (1/15)1/2 (ε /νf)1/2 dag (1/15) ρf (ε/νf) d2
ag

Transition
(turbulent preferred)

7 ≤ dag/η < 58 0.7 ε3/8 ν−1/8
f d1/2

ag 0.49 ρf (ε3/νf)1/4 dag

Inertial dag/η > 58 1.38 (ε dag)1/3 1.9 ρf (ε dag)2/3

Relation (6.7) indicates that agglomerates exhibit turbulent stresses in the form of
normal stresses (pressure) in the transitional and turbulent subranges. However, in the
viscous subrange, it is assumed that the smallest viscous eddies exert shear stresses on
agglomerates of comparable sizes, which is attributed to the fluctuating velocity difference
of the flow across the agglomerate in lateral direction. Hence, in Eq. (6.6) the root-mean-
square of the lateral fluctuating velocity ∆v(dag) appears, which in isotropic turbulence
can be related to the longitudinal component ∆u(dag) of the same subrange by ∆v(dag) =√

2 ∆u(dag) (Kusters, 1991).
To compute the turbulent stress σturb using Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7), the root-mean-square

of the velocity fluctuations corresponding to the size of the agglomerate is required. For
isotropic turbulence, these velocity fluctuations are obtained applying simple relations
derived in the literature, which are listed in Table 6.1. In general, the given relations are
functions of the local dissipation rate ε, the kinematic viscosity νf of the fluid and the
diameter dag of the agglomerate. The resulting expressions for the turbulent stresses σturb
are additionally provided in Table 6.1.

In the present model, the breakup by the turbulent stress mechanism occurs when the
turbulent stress σturb is the dominant stress (i.e., surpasses the drag and the rotary stress)
and exceeds the strength S of the agglomerate. In this case, agglomerates are assumed to
break in the middle into two (nearly) equal parts (i.e., symmetric binary breakup). In more
detail, if the agglomerate consists of an odd number of primary particles, the two resulting
fragments deviate by one primary particle. Since the number of primary particles in both
fragments are known, the densities of each fragment can be determined relying on the
packing fraction, i.e., ρfr1 = ρpp fpack(N fr1

pp ) and ρfr2 = ρpp fpack(N fr2
pp ). The corresponding

diameters are then computed based on a mass balance analogous to Eq. (5.6):

dfr1 =
(

N fr1
pp

fpack(N fr1
pp )

)1/3

dpp ,

dfr2 =
(

N fr2
pp

fpack(N fr2
pp )

)1/3

dpp .

(6.9)
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Lastly, the dynamics of the resulting fragments is described in Section 6.4.1.

6.3.2 Drag Stress

The theory behind the drag-induced stresses adapted in this work is based on the analysis
carried out by Bagster and Tomi (1974). Therein, the simplified case of a fixed agglomerate
suddenly released in a steady flow with an uniform fluid velocity uf is taken into account.
Neglecting the effect of all fluid forces except the drag, the equation of motion of the
agglomerate reads:

mag
duag

dt
= FD , (6.10)

where FD stands for the drag force. Eq. (6.10) states that the agglomerate will accelerate
in the direction of the flow until it reaches the flow velocity. The aim of the analysis here
is to examine the tensile stress evolving in planes within the agglomerate by evaluating
the inertial and fluid forces acting on portions of the accelerating agglomerate. The base
of the spherical cap (dashed line) in Fig. 6.2 represents a plane inside the agglomerate on
which the stress is examined. The orientation of this plane with respect to the direction
of the relative velocity is defined by the angle θ. The size of the plane is specified by the
diameter of the agglomerate dag and the angle ψ. Thus, the curved surface area As,cap of
the cap, the area of the base Ab,cap and the volume of the cap Vcap can be determined
applying the following geometric relations:

As,cap = π

2 d
2
ag (1− cosψ) , (6.11)

Ab,cap = π

4 d
2
ag (1− cos2 ψ) , (6.12)

Vcap = π

8 d
3
ag

[
2
3 + cos3 ψ

3 − cosψ
]
. (6.13)

Considering the simplified case of a creeping flow, the normal stress of the fluid on the
surface of the agglomerate is given by:

σsurf = 3 µf
dag
|uf − uag| cos θ , (6.14)

where |uf − uag| is the magnitude of the relative velocity between the fluid and the
agglomerate (i.e., the slip velocity uag,slip). Eq. (6.14) can be used to determine the normal
fluid forces acting on the outer surface of the cap:

F cap
D,n = σsurf As,cap = 3

2 π µf dag |uf − uag| cos θ (1− cosψ) . (6.15)
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uf

x

y

θ
ψ

inertia drag

Vcap

As,cap

Ab,cap

Fig. 6.2. Schematic sketch of an agglomerate in uniform flow. Erosion by drag stress (after
Breuer and Khalifa, 2019a,b).

In addition, the inertial force of the cap in the base-normal direction is given by:

F cap
I,n = ρag Vcap

∣∣∣∣∣duag

dt

∣∣∣∣∣ cos θ , (6.16)

where the magnitude of the acceleration |duag/dt| of the agglomerate can be analytically
derived for the simple flow case presently considered, i.e., a rigid sphere accelerating
in an uniform flow. The solution of the ordinary differential equation of motion of the
agglomerate leads to the time-evolving velocity vector as a function of the steady fluid
velocity (Sommerfeld et al., 2008) which reads:

uag =
(

1− exp
[
− t

τag

])
uf = f uf with τag =

ρag d
2
ag

18µf
, (6.17)

where f is the ratio of sphere-to-fluid velocity and τag denotes the response time of the
agglomerate. That allows to express the acceleration of the sphere as follows:

duag

dt
= uf ḟ = 1

τag
(1− f) uf . (6.18)

Relying on the two aforementioned forces F cap
D,n and F cap

I,n , the drag (tensile) stress acting
on the base can be computed:

σdrag =
F cap
D,n − F

cap
I,n

Ab,cap
. (6.19)

Inserting Eq. (6.18) into Eq. (6.16) and then Eqs. (6.15) and (6.16) into Eq. (6.19) leads
to:

σdrag = 3 µf
dag
|uf − uag| cos θ cosψ = σmax

drag cos θ cosψ . (6.20)
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This solution postulates that the largest tensile stress is obtained at θ = 0◦ and ψ = 0◦, i.e.,
on a negligibly small plane perpendicular to the direction of the relative velocity. Hence,
applying θ = 0◦ and ψ = 0◦ in Eq. (6.20) leads to the maximum drag stress σdrag = σmax

drag.
The validity of this model in turbulent flow conditions is discussed by Weiler (2008).

Therein, it is argued that the time intervals over which the agglomerates maintain large
relative velocities sufficient to induce breakup are small. Thus, the flow velocity can be
assumed to be constant. Furthermore, Weiler et al. (2010) and Saha et al. (2015) applied
the drag correction factor α = 1 + 0.15Re0.687

p (Schiller and Naumann, 1933) to extend
the validity of expression (6.20) for the drag stress towards higher Rep (see Section 4.2.1):

σmax
drag = 3 µf

dag
|uf − uag| α . (6.21)

The drag stress model by Tomi and Bagster (1978) suffers from a shortcoming attributed
to the simplifying assumption of ψ = 0◦ in Eq. (6.20). This assumption leads to the
maximum magnitude of the stress and renders the model impractical in the context of
breakup of agglomerates. The main reason is that such an assumption implies that the
size of the spherical cap is infinitely small, and thus smaller than a single primary particle.
In previous studies (Saha et al., 2015; Tomi and Bagster, 1978; Weiler et al., 2010) this
issue was not further elaborated, i.e., the size of the affected portion of the agglomerate
by the drag stress using Eq. (6.21) was not discussed.
In the current work, however, breakup by drag stresses is defined and handled as the

split and detachment of primary particles. This requires that the computed stress should
affect a single primary particle or more. Hence, in Eq. (6.20) the angle ψ must possess a
finite value based on a reasonable argument in order to avoid the assumption of ψ = 0◦.
This is especially important for agglomerates consisting of a small number of particles,
since the angle of the cap covering one primary particle significantly deviates from 0◦. For
this reason, the drag stress model of Tomi and Bagster (1978) is extended in order to
additionally predict the number of primary particles np,break eligible for breakup.
The starting point is to retain the dependence of the stress on the cap angle ψ:

σdrag = σmax
drag cosψ . (6.22)

The aim here is to derive a relation between the cap angle ψ and the number of primary
particles npp,cap enclosed in the cap. This can be achieved based on a mass balance:

N cap
pp ρpp Vpp = ρag Vcap , (6.23)

where ρpp and Vpp denote the density and the volume of the primary particle, respectively.
Inserting Eq. (6.23) into Eq. (6.13) yields:

N cap
pp = fpack

4

(
dag
dpp

)3 [
cos3 ψ − 3 cosψ + 2

]
, (6.24)
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where the packing fraction fpack represents ρag/ρpp. The significance of Eq. (6.24) is that
it relates the largest number of particles that can be eroded Nbreak

pp under a given stress
to a certain critical angle ψcr:

Nbreak
pp = fpack

4

(
dag
dpp

)3 [
cos3 ψcr − 3 cosψcr + 2

]
. (6.25)

The critical angle ψcr describes the largest plane within the agglomerate on which the
drag stress is greater than the strength, i.e., satisfies the breakup condition σdrag > S.
Therefore, the number of primary particles that can be eroded by the given stress is equal
to the number of particles across this plane (i.e., inside the spherical cap). Applying these
considerations in Eq. (6.22), the limiting value ψcr can be obtained:

cosψcr = S

σmax
drag

. (6.26)

Provided that the drag stress is greater than the turbulent and the rotary stress, the
breakup criterion takes the drag stress mechanism into account. In this case, two conditions
need to be satisfied: The maximum drag stress must be greater than the strength of the
agglomerate and the number of erodible particles under the given stress must be equal to
or larger than unity:

σmax
drag > S and Nbreak

pp ≥ 1 . (6.27)
Note that the value of Nbreak

pp resulting from Eq. (6.25) is a positive real number which
is rounded to the next smaller integer. Upon fulfilling these conditions, agglomerates are
split into two parts, one containing the number of erodible particles Nbreak

pp and the other
part comprises the remaining particles (i.e., an asymmetric binary breakup). Theoretically
speaking, a breakup into two equal parts (i.e., symmetric binary breakup) by means of
the drag stress is not possible. This is attributed to the fact that the drag force vanishes
at the central cross-section of the spherical agglomerate. This condition corresponds to
applying ψ = 90◦ in Eq. (6.22), which leads to a vanishing drag stress at the base of the
cap representing the half of the agglomerate (i.e., a hemisphere). In general, it can be
stated that for a given drag force, smaller cross-sections within the agglomerate encounter
higher drag stresses. Thus, the erosion of a small number of particles is more likely to
occur than the disintegration of fragments of comparable sizes.
Subsequent to the prediction of the number of primary particles in each fragment,

the density and the diameter of each fragment can be determined relying on the mass
conservation as explained by Eq. (6.9) for the turbulent stress mechanism. The motion of
the resulting fragments is predicted based the model described in Section 6.4.2.

6.3.3 Rotary Stress

The third stress contribution originates from the rotation of agglomerates and is denoted
rotary stress σrotary. Rumpf and Raasch (1962) proposed a formula to compute the stress
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arising within an uniformly rotating sphere or cylinder, assuming a linear elastic behavior
of the structure:

σrotary = A ρag ω
2
ag r

2
ag . (6.28)

Here, ω2
ag is the angular velocity vector of the agglomerate, rag is the radius of the

agglomerate and A is a constant with A = Asphere = 0.4 for a sphere and A = Acylin = 0.41
for a cylinder. The constants A were described to be solely valid for materials possessing
a Poisson’s ratio of νs = 0.3 (Rumpf and Raasch, 1962). However, further details are
lacking, since the derivation of the formula (6.28) is not provided in the reference.
In general, analytic solutions for the stresses in rotating cylinders or disks are well-

established and frequently discussed in standard textbooks on the elasticity theory (e.g.,
Timoshenko and Goodier, 1970). Such stresses are of practical relevance for the application
of rotating machinery. In addition, the simple geometry in the case of a cylinder and a
disk allows to reduce the complexity of the stress problem to a plane (two-dimensional)
stress, which encouraged adapting their cases in the literature. Accordingly, the solution
in cylindrical coordinates for the normal stresses in a steadily rotating agglomerate of
cylindrical structure reads:

σrr = 3 + νs
8 ρag ω

2
ag (r2

ag − r2) , (6.29)

σθθ = 1
8 ρag ω

2
ag

[
(3 + νs) r2

ag − (1 + 3νs) r2
]
. (6.30)

Based on Eqs. (6.29) and (6.30) it can be readily shown that the largest stress appears
at the center of the agglomerate, i.e., at r = 0. In this case, the two stress components
become identical:

σrotary = 3 + νs
8︸ ︷︷ ︸

A?
cylin

ρag ω
2
ag r

2
ag , (6.31)

which leads to A?cylin = 0.4125 for νs = 0.3 and can explain Eq. (6.28) given by Rumpf and
Raasch (1962) for the cylindrical case.
In contrast to the case of cylinders and disks, analytical solutions for the stresses in

the case of the sphere are less common. Niedballa and Husemann (2000) offered an
interpretation of Eq. (6.28) suggesting that it describes the centrifugal force acting on the
largest cross-sectional area of the agglomerate multiplied by the Poisson’s ratio:

σrotary = Fcent.

Acs
νs =

4
3 π r

3
ag ρag ω

2
agrag

π r2
ag

νs = 4
3 νs︸ ︷︷ ︸
A?

sphere

ρag ω
2
ag r

2
ag , (6.32)

which reduces to Eq. (6.28) with A?sphere = 0.4 when νs = 0.3. However, this interpretation
lacks a theoretical base.
In the present work, efforts are made to analytically derive the formula (6.28) of the

rotary stress in a sphere. For this purpose, the solution provided in the context of planetary
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science (Chree, 1895) for the stress field in a sphere steadily rotating around its axis is
accounted for. These stresses in polar coordinates (r, θ, β) are given as:

σrr =
ρag ω

2
ag (r2

ag − r2) [9 + 7νs − 5 (3 + 2νs) (1− νs) cos(2β)]
10 (7 + 5νs) (1− νs)

, (6.33)

σθθ =
ρag ω

2
ag

[
2 (12 + νs − 5ν2

s ) r2
ag − (13 + 14νs + 5 ν2

s ) r2 − 5 (1− ν2
s ) r2 cos(2β)

]
10 (7 + 5νs) (1− νs)

, (6.34)

σββ =
ρag ω

2
ag

[
5 (3 + 2νs) (1− νs) (r2

ag − r2) cos(2β) + (9 + 7νs) r2
ag − (3 + 19νs + 10ν2

s ) r2
]

10 (7 + 5νs) (1− νs)
,

(6.35)

σβr =
ρag ω

2
ag (3 + 2νs) (r2

ag − r2) sin(2β)
2 (7 + 5νs)

, (6.36)

σθr = 0 , (6.37)
σθβ = 0 . (6.38)

Following the approach by Kadish et al. (2005), the von Mises stress (equivalent uni-axial
tensile stress) can be predicted based on these components as follows:

σE =
√
σ2
rr + σ2

θθ + σ2
ββ − σrrσθθ − σθθσββ − σββσrr + 3σ2

θr + 3σ2
θβ + 3σ2

βr . (6.39)

Inserting Eqs. (6.33) to (6.38) into Eq. (6.39) gives:

σrotary = σE = (2 νs + 3)
(5 νs + 7)︸ ︷︷ ︸
A??

sphere

ρag ω
2
ag r

2
ag . (6.40)

The newly derived relation (6.40) for the rotary stress can be generalized again in form
of Eq. (6.28), where A = A??sphere is a function weakly depending on the Poisson’s ratio νs.
It varies from A??sphere = 0.4267 at νs = 0.1 to A??sphere = 0.4211 at νs = 0.5. In the same
range of νs values, A?sphere in Eq. (6.32) strongly increases from = 0.1333 to 0.6667. For
the Poisson ratio νs = 0.17 considered in the present study (see Table 9.2) both relations
significantly deviate. Since in contrast to the other expressions relation (6.40) is physically
underpinned, the latter is used in the present work.

It is important to mention that agglomerates may acquire a high angular velocity either
due to the torque induced by the fluid or due to collisions with other particles or walls.
Hence, the breakup by the rotary stress is not strictly attributed to the direct interaction
with the fluid.

The condition for breakup by this mechanism requires the rotary stress to be the largest
among the other stresses acting on the agglomerate (i.e., the turbulent and the drag
stress). In addition, the rotary stress must surpass the strength of the agglomerate, i.e.,
σrotary ≥ S. When these conditions are fulfilled, agglomerates are assumed to split in the
middle (i.e., a symmetric binary breakup) owing to the lack of further information. This
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means that the two fragments might deviate in their sizes by a single primary particle
only if the original agglomerate consists of an odd number of particles. Similar to the
procedure explained for the other two breakup mechanisms, the density and the diameter
of each fragment is determined based on a mass balance taking the number of particles
within the fragment into account. Moreover, the velocities of the resulting fragments are
determined based on the approach explained in Section 6.4.3.

6.4 Post-Breakup Kinetics
To finalize the modeling of the breakage, the velocities of the fragments and the spatial
direction along which fragments are separated after breakup have to be determined. To
ensure physically reasonable kinetics in the Euler–Lagrange simulations, post-breakup
models are developed taking the nature of the responsible breakup mechanism into account.

6.4.1 Kinetics for Breakup by Turbulent Stress

In the experimental work by Saha (2013), the breakage of aggregates in homogeneous
quasi-isotropic turbulence is investigated and an analysis for the post-breakage behavior
of particles is presented. The experiment was performed inside a tank filled with deionized
water. Polystyrene primary particles of 420 nm in diameter and a density close to that
of water were used to prepare the aggregates which were found to have sizes up to
dag/η ∼ 5. The measurements allowed to determine the strain rate tensor S (Eq. (3.3))
in the vicinity of the agglomerates. The tensor possesses three eigenvalues denoted Λi

and the corresponding eigenvectors denoted λi which determine the principal axis of the
strain rate tensor. Saha (2013) measured the separation vector between the fragments at
the time of breakage due to turbulent stresses and found that this vector is consistently
aligned with λ1 (Λ1 > 0), i.e., the most extensional (stretching) eigenvector along the
Lagrangian trajectory. Consequently, the direction in which the two fragments separate
after a breakup process due to turbulence (with negligible effects of drag and rotation) is
given by λ1. Hence, the present model separates the two fragments in opposite directions
along this axis.
The eigen vector λ1 is determined by applying a three-step procedure provided in

Numerical Recipes (Press et al., 2007). First, the matrix S is reduced to a real, symmetric,
tridiagonal matrix by a Householder reduction. Then the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
this new matrix are determined based on a QL algorithm with implicit shifts. Finally, the
eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors are sorted in descending order yielding the
largest eigenvalue Λ1 and the corresponding eigenvector λ1.

To determine the magnitudes of the post-breakup velocity, an energy balance is employed.
Note that the idea behind the model is borrowed from the literature on the breakup of
bubbles (Hoppe, 2020; Hoppe and Breuer, 2020). Here, it is assumed that the compact
spherical agglomerate breaks down into a two-particle (doublet) structure before the two
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fragments completely separate. The size of the doublet structure is predicted as the sum
of the diameters of the two fragments:

ddoublet = dfr1 + dfr2 > dag . (6.41)

This size is larger than the diameter of the original agglomerate. Consequently, velocity
fluctuations in the turbulent flow, which are estimated differently for the four subranges
(see Table 6.1):

∆w(dag) =


(2/15)1/2 (ε/νf )1/2 dag viscous
(1/15)1/2 (ε/νf )1/2 dag transition (laminar preferred)
0.7 ε3/8 ν−1/8

f d1/2
ag transition (turbulent preferred)

1.38 (ε dag)1/3 inertial

(6.42)

are larger on the doublet structure than on the agglomerate. Note that in Eq. (6.42) the
root-mean-square velocity is generally called ∆w(dag), since in the viscous subrange the
lateral component ∆v(dag) is relevant, whereas in the other subranges the longitudinal
component ∆u(dag) is considered as explained in Section 6.3.1. Hence, two specific
turbulent kinetic energies can be computed. The first corresponds to the root-mean-
square fluctuating velocity difference ∆w over the size of the agglomerate dag before
breakage. The second is similar but takes the size of the agglomerate ddoublet at the time
of breakage (i.e., the doublet structure) into account. These two specific energies are
expressed as:

Eag
kin = 1

2 [∆w(dag)]2 , (6.43)

Edoublet
kin = 1

2 [∆w(ddoublet)]2 . (6.44)

Applying an energy balance, the difference between these two kinetic energies is assumed
to be consumed by the fragmentation process:

∆Ekin = 1
2 [∆usep]2 = Edoublet

kin − Eag
kin . (6.45)

The resulting magnitude of the separation velocity ∆usep is a relative velocity in a frame
of reference moving with the agglomerate. It denotes the relative change of the velocity
of the new fragment 2 in relation to fragment 1, which is supposed to be the original
agglomerate:

∆usep = ∆ufr2 − ∆ufr1 . (6.46)
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Accordingly, ∆ufr1 and ∆ufr2 stand for the change of the velocity of fragment 1 and frag-
ment 2 after breakup, respectively. Applying the conservation equation of the translational
momentum:

mfr1 ∆ufr1 + mfr2 ∆ufr2 = 0 , (6.47)

this velocity magnitude is split into contributions added to both fragments in opposite
directions along the separation axis, i.e., the most extensional eigenvector λ1 of the strain
rate tensor S in the vicinity of the agglomerates. For this purpose, Eq. (6.46) is inserted
into Eq. (6.47) yielding:

∆ufr2 = + mfr1

mag
∆usep , (6.48)

∆ufr1 = − mfr2

mag
∆usep . (6.49)

Consequently, the velocities of the fragments after breakup are set as follows:

ufr1 = uag + λ1

|λ1|
∆ufr1 , (6.50)

ufr2 = uag + λ1

|λ1|
∆ufr2 , (6.51)

where uag denotes the velocity of the agglomerate prior to breakup. Lastly, the rotational
motion is assumed to be not affected during the breakup process. Thus, applying the
conservation of the angular momentum gives ωfr1 = ωfr2 = ωag.

6.4.2 Kinetics for Breakup by Drag Stress

As explained in Section 6.3.1, the breakup by the drag stress mechanism gives rise to
fragments possessing uneven sizes. In order to determine the velocity vectors of the arising
fragments relative to the velocity of the original agglomerate (i.e., ∆ufr1 and ∆ufr2), the
following assumptions are made: First, since the drag stress is attributed to the relative
velocity vector between the fluid and the agglomerate uag,slip = uf − uag (i.e., the slip
velocity), it is reasonable to assume that the fragments are going to split along the axis of
the slip velocity given by rslip (see Fig. 6.3). Second, since the drag stress leads to erosion,
where one or a small number of primary particles is detached from a large agglomerate
(mfr2/mfr1 � 1), the breakup process is assumed to influence solely the smaller fragment
2. Thus, no velocity contribution is added to the larger fragment as depicted in Fig. 6.3.
Based on these two assumptions the relative velocity vectors read:

∆ufr2 = ∆ufr2 rslip = ∆ufr2
uf − uag

|uf − uag|
, (6.52)

∆ufr1 = 0 . (6.53)
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Fig. 6.3. Separation of two asymmetric fragments after breakage by the drag stress.

For the determination of the magnitude of the relative velocity ∆ufr2, an energy balance
is employed. The balance assumes that a certain part of the relative translational kinetic
energy of the agglomerate is dissipated due to breakup. This part is described by the
critical slip velocity ucr,slip. The remaining part raises the relative velocity between the
fragments:

∆ufr2 = uag,slip − ucr,slip , (6.54)
with uag,slip = |uf − uag|. The magnitude of the critical slip velocity ucr, slip results from
equating the drag stress given by Eq. (6.22) and the strength of the agglomerate S:

ucr, slip =
√√√√ 8 S
CD cos

(
ψNbreak

pp

) . (6.55)

Here, ψNbreak
pp

is the angle of the cap representing the exact number of particles Nbreak
pp

eligible for breakup (ψNbreak
pp

< ψcr). It has to be clearly distinguished from the critical
angle ψcr introduced in Section 6.3.2 to describe the largest plane on which the stresses
are greater than the strength. The angle ψNbreak

pp
is computed based on the mass balance

equation (6.24) replacing N cap
pp by Nbreak

pp and resolving the cubic equation for the angle
ψNbreak

pp
. It can be shown that the cubic equation always has three real solutions and only

the third solution with 0 < cos
(
ψNbreak

pp

)
< 1 is relevant here.

In summary, the velocities of the fragments after breakup are set as follows:

ufr1 = uag , (6.56)

ufr2 = uag + (uag,slip − ucr,slip) uf − uag

|uf − uag|
. (6.57)

The sign of the additional velocity component in Eq. (6.57) is set positive since the tensile
stress calculated on the plane between the two fragments pulls fragment 2 (the spherical
cap) in the direction of the relative velocity. Similar to the case of the turbulent stress the
model for the drag stress does not provide any information about the angular velocities of
the fragments. Thus, it is again assumed that this quantity does not change during the
breakup process, i.e., ωfr1 = ωfr2 = ωag.
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6.4.3 Kinetics for Breakup by Rotary Stress

The breakup by the rotary stress occurs when the angular velocity of the agglomerate
is large enough to generate stresses which exceed the strength of the agglomerate. Two
fragments possessing (nearly) equal sizes are assumed to appear. To determine the post-
breakup translational and angular velocities of the fragments, a critical angular velocity is
introduced ωcr. The idea behind the critical angular velocity ωcr is to describe the angular
momentum dissipated during the breakup process denoted Lbreak. For this purpose, ωcr
is defined as the smallest angular velocity that provokes a rotary stress satisfying the
breakup condition, i.e., equal or larger than the strength of the agglomerate. Thus, the
expression for ωcr can be derived by equating the rotary stress given by Eq. (6.40) with
the strength S:

ωcr =
√

S

σrotary

ωag

|ωag|
=
√√√√ 4S
A??sphere ρag d

2
ag

ωag

|ωag|
. (6.58)

Furthermore, the conservation of the angular momentum is applied. Referring to Fig. 6.4,
it is assumed that the sum of the angular momenta of the two fragments (i.e., LAfr1 +LAfr2)
about the center of mass (point A) of the two-fragment structure can be determined from
the angular momentum of the agglomerate Lag reduced by Lbreak which describes the part
consumed by the breakup process:

LAfr1 +LAfr2 = Lag −Lbreak , (6.59)
IAfr1 ωfr1 + IAfr2 ωfr2 = Iag (ωag − ωcr) . (6.60)

For simplicity and since the two resulting fragments might differ in their sizes by a
maximum of one primary particle only (see Section 6.3.3), the two fragments will be
henceforth assumed to be exactly identical. This implies equal moment of inertia of the
two fragments, i.e., IAfr1 = IAfr2 = IAfr and the same applies also for the angular velocity ωfr.
Accounting for these consideration in Eq. (6.60) and resolving for the angular velocity of
the fragments ωfr leads to:

ωfr = Iag (ωag − ωcr)
2 IAfr

, (6.61)

where Iag = 1/10mag d
2
ag denotes the moment of inertia of the spherical agglomerate about

its center and IAfr = 7/20mfr d
2
fr is the moment of inertia of one fragment about the axis

of rotation of the two-particle structure, i.e., the center of mass of the structure denoted
point A in Fig 6.4. The latter relation is derived using the parallel axis theorem.
The effect of the breakup event on the translational velocities of the fragments is

investigated next. The rotary stress is understood to pull the fragments in centrifugal
directions, which are perpendicular to the axis of rotation of the agglomerate. Since this
condition does not uniquely define the direction, a random unit vector c perpendicular to
the axis of rotation is determined, which is uniformly distributed on the entire perimeter.
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Fig. 6.4. Sketch of the spherical agglomerate and the two-fragment structure. Note that a1
and a2 are the radii of the first and second fragments, i.e., dfr1/2, dfr2/2, respectively.

Based on c and ωag the tangential direction, which is perpendicular to both ωag and c
can be defined by the corresponding unit vector t:

t = ωag

|ωag|
× c . (6.62)

Now (relative) velocity components of the fragments in centrifugal and tangential di-
rection have to be determined separately. The magnitude of the velocity component in
centrifugal direction is obtained by means of an energy balance. For this purpose, it is
assumed that the rotational energy of the agglomerate Eag,rot = 1/2 Iag ω2

ag is partially
spent for the breakup process (Eag,cr = 1/2 Iagω2

cr) and partially transferred into a change
of the translational ∆Efr,kin = 1/2mfr ∆u2

fr,c and the rotational Efr,rot = 1/2 IAfr ω2
fr kinetic

energies of the two generated fragments:

Eag,rot − Eag,cr = 2 ∆Efr,kin + 2 Efr,rot , (6.63)
Eag,rot − Eag,cr = mfr ∆u2

fr,c + IAfr ω
2
fr . (6.64)

Solving Eq. (6.64) for ∆ufr,c gives:

∆ufr,c =

√√√√Iag (ω2
ag − ω2

cr) − 2 IAfr ω2
fr

2mfr
. (6.65)

Accordingly, the velocity of each fragment after breakup will be altered in centrifugal
direction by ∆ufr1,c = ∆ufr,c c and ∆ufr2,c = −∆ufr,c c.
Furthermore, the change of the center of rotation from the center of mass of the two-

particle structure (point A) to the center of each individual fragment requires to add
a velocity component in tangential direction. The velocity components in tangential
direction are thus computed as ∆ufr1,t = dfr/2 (ωfr × c) and ∆ufr2,t = −dfr/2 (ωfr × c).
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Finally, the velocity of the fragments after breakup are obtained by superimposing the
two new components on the velocity of the original agglomerates:

ufr1 = uag + ∆ufr1,c + ∆ufr1,t , (6.66)
ufr2 = uag + ∆ufr2,c + ∆ufr2,t . (6.67)

Hence, physically derived translational and angular velocities are found for the resulting
fragments.

6.5 Breakup Time Lag
For unsteady turbulent flow simulations, the choice of the time-step size depends on
physical and numerical issues. Physically, the applied time-step size has to ensure that all
relevant time scales are resolved appropriately. For the large-eddy simulation technique
applied, that typically leads to very small time-step sizes especially for wall-resolved
simulations carried out in the present study. Numerically, the physically motivated time-
step size are typically within the stability limits of explicit schemes (CFL number and
diffusion number less than unity) and thus this does not lead to any further restrictions.
The rule of thumb states: The higher the Reynolds number, the smaller the time step
to be used. Since in the present methodology the Lagrangian time step does not differ
from the Eulerian one, the evaluation of the breakup conditions (i.e., stress larger than
strength) is repeatedly carried out at high frequencies not related to any physical time
scale. As a consequence, the frequency of breakup processes is overpredicted. Furthermore,
fragments being rapidly released in the vicinity of each other experience an unphysically
high number of collisions and re-agglomerations.
In order to resolve these problems and to find a solution which is independent of the

Eulerian time-step size, a physically motivated time lag is introduced. That means an
agglomerate which experiences a breakup process at time t0 is not allowed to further
breakup within the subsequent time interval ∆tlag as depicted in Fig. 6.5. Another
physical explanation is that breakup processes are not infinitely fast and thus require a
certain breakup time which is accounted for by the time lag. It is determined based on
the properties of the agglomerate and the local flow properties. When this time period
expires, i.e., t > t0 + ∆tlag, a further breakup is possible. This assumption is supported by
numerical (Eggersdorfer et al., 2010) and experimental (Saha, 2013) results reported in the
literature. Eggersdorfer et al. (2010) carried out DEM simulations of soft agglomerates
in a simple shear flow and demonstrated that breakup does not happen immediately,
even if the stress exceeds the strength of the agglomerate. Instead, the process lasts over
the breakup duration. In addition, Saha (2013) studied the breakup of agglomerates in
isotropic homogeneous turbulence and found that fragmentation takes place over a certain
time scale.

To derive an expression for the breakup time lag, the nature of the breakup mechanism
is taken into account. For the breakup processes purely promoted by the interactions with
the fluid (i.e., turbulent and drag stresses), the time lag is attributed to the local flow
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Fig. 6.5. Time lag ∆tlag defines the minimum period separating two successive breakup events
of the same agglomerate in time.

properties at the scale of the agglomerate size. It is suggested that the time lag ∆tlag is
equal to the turbulent time scale τ predicted based on the root-mean-square fluctuating
velocity difference ∆w(dag) over the size dag of the agglomerate:

∆tlag = τ = k

ε
= 1/2 [∆w(dag)]2

ε
, (6.68)

where the determination of ∆w(dag) depends on the relevant sub-range of turbulence
as given in Eq. (6.42). In the context of experimental investigations on the breakup of
bubbles and droplets (Andersson and Andersson, 2006) the time scale for breakup was
compared with the turbulent time scale τ = k/ε. The average breakup time was found to
be in the range of 1/2 to 2/3 of the turbulent time scale, which is a clear hint that τ is a
physically reasonable estimation of the time lag (Hoppe, 2020; Hoppe and Breuer, 2020).

For the breakup processes not directly provoked by fluid dynamic forces, i.e., the rotary
stress, a different time lag is considered to be more appropriate. A dimensional analysis
taking the rotary stress σrotary, the angular velocity ωag and the diameter dag of the
agglomerate into account, yields that a characteristic velocity is given by

√
σrotary/ρag. A

characteristic length scale is defined by dag. Thus, a characteristic time scale defining the
time lag ∆tlag in case of the rotary stress reads:

∆tlag = dag√
σrotary/ρag

' dag√
ω2
ag d

2
ag

= 1
ωag

(6.69)

Here, the rotary stress σrotary ∼ ρag ω
2
ag d

2
ag described in Section 6.3.3 is taken into account

in the derivation of Eq. (6.69).
Consequently, the time intervals ∆tlag between two successive breakup processes are

determined relying on physical considerations. Hence, the time periods between two
breakup processes of the same agglomerate are no longer related to the time-step size of
the numerical method. Thus, the methodology is significantly enhanced even for the case
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when the time-marching procedures for the continuous and the disperse phase would be
fully decoupled.
By determining the ratio of the time delay ∆tlag to the time-step size ∆t, the number

of time steps, in which the agglomerate can not breakup, can be calculated as:

nlag = int
[

∆tlag
∆t

]
. (6.70)

These values are stored as a property of the agglomerate and transported through the
flow field in the subsequent time steps.



7 Models for Breakage due to Wall
Impact

Besides the effect of fluid forces, the impact at walls is another cause for the deagglom-
eration of cohesive particles in wall-bounded particle-laden flow systems. In this chapter,
data-driven wall-impact breakage models are developed and incorporated into the Eulerian–
Lagrangian simulation methodology. Note that these breakage models were derived and
applied in Khalifa and Breuer (2020, 2021), Khalifa et al. (2021), and Khalifa et al. (2022).

7.1 Overview on the Data-Driven Modeling Strategy
In Section 1.2 it was argued that efficient Euler–Lagrange techniques rely on a full or
partial modeling of the intraphase and the interphase interactions occurring at small tem-
poral and spatial scales instead of fully resolving them. However, the level of resolution
of the two aforementioned types of interactions dictates the kind of techniques applicable
for predicting the deagglomeration of cohesive particles. For instance, employing a single
effective sphere to model the multi-particles structure of the agglomerate leads to a loss
of knowledge on the inter-particle interactions occurring within the agglomerate. As a
consequence, the disintegration of agglomerates cannot be governed by a balance of forces
on the individual primary particles. Instead, models based on properties described at the
agglomerate level have to be employed. As discussed before, in order to fully describe
breakage events, these models need to tackle three main issues: (i) the condition (onset)
of breakage, (ii) the number of fragments and the resulting fragment size distribution and
(iii) the kinetics of the resulting fragments after breakage.

In general, the literature summarized in Section 2.3 contains theoretical and data-driven
approaches for predicting the wall-impact breakage of agglomerates represented by per-
fect spheres. Theoretical models rely on a comparison between the (compressive) stress
arising within the agglomerate with a critical threshold (e.g., Kousaka et al., 1979). In
principle, this approach is equivalent to the one adopted in this thesis for describing the
deagglomeration by fluid forces. Hence, a number of drawbacks can be pointed out. First,
the available models for describing the distribution of the stresses propagating within
solid structures consider agglomerates as perfect solid spheres, i.e., the effect of the het-
erogeneous morphology is not accounted for. In addition, the resulting fragment size
distribution (modeling task ii) cannot be directly predicted due to the lack of knowledge
on the development of the stresses within the internal network of particle contacts. Thus,
additional assumptions such as the binary breakage need to be utilized.

83
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The second option are data-driven modeling approaches, which are becoming increas-
ingly important and involved in many fields of science and engineering (Montáns et al.,
2019). Data-driven models offer descriptions for complex phenomena that can be applied
in practical applications at low computational costs. These models rely on the knowledge
captured by physics-based, typically expensive investigations. However, to ensure insight-
ful and accurate data-driven predictions, a sufficient amount of data must be available.
Moreover, appropriate analysis tools need to be applied in order to allow the derivation
of predictive models using the collected data.

In the present work, a data-driven modeling strategy is followed to address the wall-
impact breakage problem. The aim is to offer a reasonable forecasting for the three
aspects (i to iii) defined above, without having to resolve the underlying physics in
the Euler–Lagrange simulations itself. For this purpose, a huge number (O(104)) of
discrete element method (DEM) simulations are carried out to study the wall-impact
behavior of agglomerates in an isolated (vacuum) environment (see Section 7.2.3). Wide
ranges of different important impact conditions are taken into account. The investigated
impact conditions include the impact velocity, the impact angle, the number of included
primary particles, and the size of the primary particles. Subsequently, the obtained results
are analyzed and quantified in terms of physical parameters (see Section 7.3). Lastly,
relationships between the impact conditions and the physical parameters quantifying
breakage are established. This is achieved in the present work based on two different
strategies. The first follows the state-of-the-art literature (Moreno-Atanasio and Ghadiri,
2006; van Wachem et al., 2020) on the wall-impact breakage. More specifically, traditional
regression functions are applied relying on dimensionality reduction techniques such as
the concept of dimensionless numbers (see Section 7.4). The second uses multilayer
perceptron (MLP), i.e., feed-forward artificial neural networks (ANN) to approximate
functions relating the impact variables to the measures of the breakage (see Section 7.5).
Hence, two different wall-impact breakage models are developed for the present Euler–
Lagrange methodology.
The two proposed models are conceptually similar, i.e., they provide quantitative fore-

casting for the breakage of agglomerates based on the same parameters. However, they
essentially differ in the type of the regression technique (traditional functions vs. ANN)
and in the variety of cases covered in the corresponding DEM database. The latter differ-
ence is explained by the fact that the model based on traditional regression performed well
on an initial, quite broad DEM database. However, an unsatisfactory performance was
detected when the database was further extended in a later step to include more critical
impact conditions such as flat impact angles (i.e., the shear impact case). In fact, this
circumstance motivated the introduction of ANNs, which delivered generally better results
taking the complete database into account. More details on this matter are provided in
Sections 7.4 and 7.5.
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7.2 DEM Wall-Impact Simulations

The data in the present data-driven modeling strategy refer to the results of a large number
of DEM wall-impact simulations taking a variety of impact conditions into account. This
section focuses on the details of the wall-impact simulations. Thus, the applied DEM
methodology is explained in Section 7.2.1. The properties of the primary particles and
the agglomerates are given in Section 7.2.2. Furthermore, the wall-impact setup and the
general simulation procedure are described in Section 7.2.3.

7.2.1 Discrete Element Method (Soft-Sphere)

In DEM, primary particles are tracked by determining their trajectories in a Lagrangian
frame of reference. The deformation of particles during their interactions with other
particles or walls is allowed by assuming the acting surfaces to overlap (Cundall and
Strack, 1979). Accordingly, the contact forces are continuously computed as a function
of the deformation (overlap). For the present wall-impact simulations solely spherical
particles are of interest. The equations of the translatory and rotary motions of a particle
i interacting with a particle (or a wall) j are given by:

mpp,i
dupp,i

dt
=
∑
j

Fij , (7.1)

Ipp,i
dωpp,i

dt
=
∑
j

(Mij +Mij,r) , (7.2)

respectively. Here, mpp,i and upp,i are the mass and velocity of particle i. Ipp,i and ωpp,i
are the moment of inertia and the angular velocity, respectively. The contact force Fij
is decomposed into a normal Fn,ij and a tangential Ft,ij component. The latter results
in a torque Mij at the contact point causing the particle to rotate, where the relative
rotational motion between the two bodies gives rise to a rolling friction torque Mij,r.

The open-source DEM software LIGGGHTS (Kloss et al., 2012) is used as it provides a
variety of contact models and the possibility to integrate additional ones. The employed
models of the contact forces and torques are briefly explained next.

Based on a spring-dashpot analogy (see Fig. 7.1) the normal force is generally expressed
as:

Fn,ij = F El
n,ij + FD

n,ij = −kn δn + cn ∆un , (7.3)
where kn is the normal elastic coefficient, δn is the normal overlap vector, cn is the normal
damping coefficient, and ∆un is the normal relative velocity vector.
The normal overlap vector δn refers to the distance vector between the surfaces of the

two contacting particles along a line passing through their centers:

δn = [(Ri +Rj)− |xi − xj|] ·
xi − xj
|xi − xj|

, (7.4)
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Fig. 7.1. Spring-dashpot analogy for the normal and the tangential forces in DEM.

where Ri and Rj denote the radius of particle i and j, respectively. In case of a particle-
wall contact, the normal overlap vector δn refers to the distance vector between the two
surfaces along the line connecting the center of particle i with the point of contact at the
wall:

δn = [Ri − |xi − xc,w|] ·
xi − xc,w
|xi − xc,w|

. (7.5)

Here, xi, xj and xc,w stand for the position vectors of the center of particle i, the center
of particle j, and the particle-wall contact point, respectively.
Coming back to Eq. (7.3), the negative sign in the present notation stands for the

repulsive nature of the elastic force. The normal elastic coefficient is given based on the
theory of Hertz (1882):

kn = 4
3 E∗

√
R∗ δn , (7.6)

where δn is the magnitude of the normal overlap vector. Moreover, the normal damping
coefficient is given as a function of the normal restitution coefficient e (Tsuji et al., 1992):

cn = − 2
√

5
6

ln(e)
ln(e)2 + π2

√
Sn m∗ , (7.7)

with:
Sn = 2 E∗

√
R∗ δn . (7.8)

Here, R∗ is the effective radius, E∗ is the effective Young’s modulus of elasticity and m∗
is the effective mass (see Appendix A).

Similar to the normal force, the tangential force is accounted for based on a spring-
dashpot analogy (see Fig. 7.1) proposed by Tsuji et al. (1992):

Ft,ij =


−kt δt + ct ∆ut for |kt δt| ≤ µs |Fn,ij| , (7.9a)

−µs |Fn,ij| ·
δt
|δt|

for |kt δt| > µs |Fn,ij| . (7.9b)
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which represents a simplified version of the model suggested by Mindlin and Deresiewicz
(1953). The model suggests that in case of sticking the tangential force is given by the
sum of the elastic and damping tangential forces (Eq. (7.9)). However, a sliding contact
is assumed to take place once the limit by Coulomb’s law of static friction is undershot.
In this case, the tangential force is set equal to the friction force computed based on
the coefficient of static friction µs (Eq. (7.9)) assuming that it is valid also for dynamic
conditions (Di Renzo and Di Maio, 2005). The mechanism of the tangential force is
mimicked in the tangential spring-damper system in Fig. 7.1 by the introduction of the
slider which is activated (i.e., fix the tangential force) when the limit by Coulomb’s law is
undershot. Moreover, the tangential elastic coefficient kt in Eq. (7.9a) is given as (Mindlin,
1949):

kt = 8 G∗
√
R∗ δn , (7.10)

where G∗ is the effective shear modulus (see Appendix A). The tangential overlap vector
δt is computed by integrating the relative tangential velocity ∆ut over the contact time
∆tc (Cleary et al., 1998):

δt =
∫

∆tc
∆ut dt . (7.11)

The tangential damping coefficient ct is computed based on a relation analogous to that
of the normal counterpart given in Eq. (7.7). Hence, the tangential coefficient reads:

ct = − 2
√

5
6

ln(e)
ln(e)2 + π2

√
St m∗ , (7.12)

with:
St = 8 G∗

√
R∗ δn . (7.13)

As previously mentioned, the tangential force is used to determine the contact torque
acting on particle i:

Mij = Ft,ij Ri . (7.14)
In practice, a particle rolling on a surface experience a rolling resistance from various
sources such as friction, viscous hysteresis, and shape effect among others (Ai et al., 2011).
As a result, a relative rotational velocity arises even between particles rotating with a
common contact point. To account for this behavior, an additional torque resisting the
rolling of the particle i is considered. In the present work, a simple constant torque model
is used (Zhou et al., 1999):

Mij,r = −µr |F El
n,ij| R∗

ωrel

|ωrel|
, (7.15)

where µr is the rolling friction coefficient, and ωrel is the relative angular velocity between
particles i and j. It is worth mentioning that the rolling friction torque is not considered
for the particle-wall interaction (see Section 7.2.3 for the motivation).
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The cohesion between primary particles is taken into account relying on the van-der-
Waals force model by Hamaker (1937), which guarantees a smooth transition between the
touch and non-touch state (Dong et al., 2012; Parteli et al., 2014):

F vdW
n,ij =



H R∗

6 δ2
0
· δn
|δn|

for δn ≥ 0 ,

H R∗

6 (δn − δ0)2 ·
δn
|δn|

for − lmax ≤ δn < 0 ,

0 for δn < −lmax .

(7.16)

If particles are in physical contact (δn ≥ 0), the cohesive force contribution is computed
based on the Hamaker constant H and the minimum separation distance δ0 between the
surfaces attributed to the surface roughness. As particles depart from each other, the
cohesive force smoothly damps down to zero. However, to reduce the computational
burden, the van-der-Waals force cut-off distance lmax is introduced into the equation
describing the maximum separation distance at which the cohesion between two particles
decays to effectively zero. Subsequently, the computed van-der-Waals force contribution
F vdW
n,ij is superimposed on the normal contact force in Eq. (7.3).
The motivation for choosing the van-der-Waals cohesion model by Hamker is twofold.

First, the model accounts for the attraction between (non-touching) neighboring particles,
which has a non-negligible effect on particles in the micrometer size range (Parteli et al.,
2014) relevant for the present work. In addition, considering the properties of the particles
(see Table 7.1), the dimensionless Tabor parameter µTa = (4R∗γ2

s /E
∗2
s δ0)1/3 varies between

0.03 and 0.06 justifying the application of a model based on the Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov
(DMT) theory (Derjaguin et al., 1975) such as the present van-der-Waals force model
(Dong et al., 2012). The Tabor parameter is frequently used in the literature to describe
the influence of the cohesive force expressed by means of the surface energy γs on the
contact area predicted by Hertz (1882). For small particles with low surface energies and
large modulus of elasticity (i.e., µTa < 1.0, Liu et al. (2010), Li et al. (2011)), the deviation
of the contact area due to cohesion from the Hertzian solution is negligible. Hence, the
current contact model, where the normal elastic force is independent of the cohesive force,
is suitable. Thus, the DEM code LIGGGHTS was extended by incorporating the van-der-
Waals force model described. Note, however, that the cohesion between the particles and
the wall is not taken into account as will be explained in Section 7.2.3.

In order to obtain the velocities and the positions of the particles, the equation of motion
of each particle is numerically solved based on the velocity Verlet scheme (Swope et al.,
1982). The scheme solves for the velocity and the position of the individual particles with
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a second-order and a fourth-order temporal accuracy, respectively, and can be summarized
as follows (Scherer, 2013):

1.) u
(n+ 1

2 )
pp,i = u

(n)
pp,i + ∆tDEM

2 a
(n)
pp,i ,

2.) x
(n+1)
pp,i = x

(n)
pp,i + ∆tDEM u

(n+ 1
2 )

pp,i ,

3.) Compute a
(n+1)
pp,i from the inter-particle interactions ,

4.) u
(n+1)
pp,i = u

(n+ 1
2 )

pp,i + ∆tDEM

2 a
(n+1)
pp,i .

(7.17)

First, the velocities u(n+ 1
2 )

pp,i are determined at an intermediate time step using the velocities
u

(n)
pp,i and the accelerations a(n)

pp,i in the current time step tn. Subsequently, the positions
of the particles at the next time step x(n+1)

pp,i are determined by means of the calculated
intermediate velocities. Since the positions of the particles x(n+1)

pp,i are now known, the
distance between each two contacting particles δn can be determined facilitating the
computation of the interaction forces described above and thus the accelerations of the
particles a(n+1)

pp,i . Finally, the velocities u(n+1)
pp,i at the new time step are determined with

the help of the intermediate velocities u(n+ 1
2 )

pp,i and the accelerations a(n+1)
pp,i .

An appropriate choice of the time-step size ∆tDEM is important in DEM to ensure that
collisions between particles are properly detected and resolved. For this purpose, the
elastic-response (Hertz) time scale (Li et al., 2011) and the Rayleigh-wave time scale (Li
et al., 2005) are commonly used in the literature to determine the time-step size. The
former considers the duration of a collision between two elastic spheres and the latter
determines the time step based on the Rayleigh wave velocity. In this work, the time step
is restricted to a maximum of 5% of any of the two characteristic time scales.
Owing to the different sizes of the primary particles and the wide range of the impact

velocities, a broad spectrum of time-step sizes can be utilized. However, the time-step
size in all DEM simulations is fixed at a small value of ∆tDEM = 10−11 s. Unifying the
time-step size eases the preprocessing of the extensive number of simulations. In addition,
such a small value is needed for some cases with a relatively small particle diameter and
a high impact velocity due to the high modulus of elasticity considered (see Table 7.1).
Based on this time-step size, the displacement (normalized by the particle diameter) of a
particle within a single time step varies between 2 · 10−9 and 3 · 10−4 depending on the
total impact velocity.

7.2.2 Properties of the Particles and the Agglomerates
The objective of the present reference DEM simulations is to devise wall-impact breakage
models to be applied in the intended Euler–Lagrange computations. Hence, the properties
of the primary particles and the agglomerates used in the reference simulations are inspired
by the conditions to be considered in the Euler–Lagrange simulations.
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The primary particles are assumed to possess the properties of dry silica particles. In
order to investigate the influence of cohesion on the breakage behavior, the magnitude of
the cohesive van-der-Waals force is regulated by considering different sizes of the primary
particles over a certain range instead of varying the material-specific Hamaker constant.
Accordingly, the diameter of the primary particles is varied between 0.97, 2.47 and 5.0 µm.
The corresponding cohesive agglomerates are denoted as powder A, B and C, respectively.
The motivation for choosing silica particles with the given particle sizes is an experimental
investigation on the breakage of agglomerates in a lab-scale disperser (Weiler, 2008). This
experimental setup will be numerically simulated in the present work (see Section 9.1),
and the same particle properties will be applied for the two remaining test cases (see
Sections 9.2 and 9.3). The mechanical properties and other characteristic parameters
used are listed in Table 7.1. Here, the cut-off distance lmax for the van-der-Waals force
F vdW
n,ij (see Section 7.2.1) is set to 5 · 10−2 dpp. This condition is chosen since according to

Eq. (7.16) it can be readily shown that for the given material properties and particle size
range the van-der-Waals force already drops several orders of magnitudes over this distance.

A prerequisite for the DEM wall-impact simulation is the generation of agglomerates
with properties equivalent to those considered in the Euler–Lagrange methodology (see
Chapter 5). More specifically, agglomerates possessing a nearly spherical structure and
consisting of monodisperse particles are needed. In order to generate such agglomerates,
a three-step procedure is carried out.
In the first step, the spherical packing process (e.g., Yang et al., 2008, among others)

is applied. The packing process starts with a random placement of 104 non-overlapping
monodisperse particles in a spherical domain of a certain size leading to an overall porosity
of 0.92. Under the absence of gravity, the particles are dragged towards the center of the
spherical domain by steadily imposing a centripetal force equal to the particle’s weight.
The van-der-Waals force between particles is taken into account from the beginning of
the process to effectively realize the influence of cohesion on the resulting structure. The
packing process continues until all particles are found at stable positions, whereby the
kinetic energy of the system drops to zero due to damping by dissipation.

To validate the DEM technique including the implementation of the van-der-Waals
force, the structures of the generated agglomerates are compared against those reported
by Yang et al. (2008) for comparable particle properties. The comparison takes the average
coordination number kc and the packing fraction fpack (see the definitions in Section 5.1)
into account.

The results depicted in Fig. 7.2 indicate that the structural properties of the generated
agglomerates and those by Yang et al. (2008) agree quite well both qualitatively and
quantitatively. This is in particular true considering the (slight) differences between the
two studies with respect to the material properties, the models of the contact interactions,
and other simulation parameters. From a physical point of view, the final structure of
the agglomerate is dictated by the competition between the compression by the packing
(centripetal) force and other mechanisms hindering the restructuring and compaction
(Yang et al., 2008). The latter includes the friction enhanced by the cohesion between
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Tab. 7.1. Properties and other characteristic parameters of the considered silica particles (SiO2)
used in the DEM wall-impact simulations.

Parameter Unit Powder A Powder B Powder C

Primary particle diameter dpp m 0.97 · 10−6 2.47 · 10−6 5.08 · 10−6

Primary particle density ρpp kg·m−3 2000
Poisson’s ratio νs - 0.17 e

Modulus of elasticity Es N/m2 7.2 · 1010 e

Normal restitution coefficient e - 0.97 c

Static friction coefficient µs - 0.94 f

Rolling friction coefficient µr - 2 · 10−3 d

Hamaker constant H J 2.148 · 10−20 a

Min. inter-particle distance δ0 m 4.0 · 10−10 b

Cut-off distance lmax m 5 · 10−2 dpp

aSchubert (2003) for the interaction between two pure silica spheres in vacuum,
bKrupp (1967), cFoerster et al. (1994) for soda-lime-silica glass, dYang et al. (2008)
for a material with comparable properties, eAzomaterials.com (2018),fSerway and
Vuille (2007) approximated for glass on glass.

particles. During the packing process the centripetal force is set equal to the weight
of the particle and thus scales with the cube of the particle diameter dpp, whereas the
van-der-Waals force varies linearly with dpp as apparent in Eq. (7.16). Thus, by enlarging
the particle diameter higher packing fractions and coordination numbers are obtained. At
larger dpp, the cohesive force becomes negligible with respect to the weight of the particle.
Consequently, the friction force is no longer affected by cohesion and the packing process
is solely constrained by the limit introduced due to friction. As visible in Fig. 7.2, for
the particle properties and parameters used in the present study, a further increase of the
particle diameter raises the packing fractions and coordination numbers towards the maxi-
mum theoretical values of a random packing in a weaker manner than in Yang et al. (2008).

Since the influence of the size of the agglomerate on the impact breakage is of specific
interest, agglomerates of varying numbers of primary particles are required. For this
purpose, in the second step of the three-step procedure mentioned above the repetition of
the time-consuming DEM packing process for generating many agglomerates of varying
size is avoided. Instead, the initial packing consisting of 104 particles is post-processed
in order to artificially extract a series of smaller agglomerates. This is done by a gradual
accumulation of particles starting from a single particle located at the center of the 104

particle agglomerate. Subsequently, the particles which are in contact with at least one
particle of the current configuration are detected, and the nearest among them to the
center of mass of the current configuration is sampled to obtain the next larger agglomer-
ate. The described procedure is applied to the agglomerates of powders A, B and C to
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Fig. 7.2. Comparison between the agglomerates obtained in the present study and those re-
ported in Yang et al. (2008) concerning the packing fraction fpack and the coordination
number kc. The data refer to seven agglomerates consisting of 104 equally-sized pri-
mary particles possessing the size dpp given by the abscissa. As previously pointed out,
in the present work a contact is detected if two particles are within the force cut-off
distance lmax (i.e., δn/dpp ≤ −5 · 10−2). However, the values of kc here are computed
restricting the criterion for counting a contact to δn/dpp ≤ −5 · 10−3 in order to
match the condition in Yang et al. (2008). The packing fraction fpack = N tot

pp Vpp/Vag
of the agglomerates generated in the present work are computed assuming that the
total volume of the agglomerate Vag is equal to the volume of the convex hull closely
wrapped around the primary particles (Dadkhah et al., 2012; Dietzel and Sommer-
feld, 2013). The volume of the convex hull is computed using the built-in function
convhull available in MATLAB®.

generate smaller agglomerates to be used in the analysis of the impact breakage.

In the third step, the agglomerates obtained are loaded into the DEM impact simulation
environment and positioned at a certain distance to the target wall. The distance is chosen
sufficiently far away from the wall to allow the agglomerates to relax and find a stable
state under their new network of interactions before reaching the wall.

7.2.3 Wall-Impact Simulation Setup and Procedure
The impact simulations are carried out inside a 3D cuboid domain possessing a wall-type
boundary condition on two opposite sides and periodic boundary conditions on the other
four sides. In general, the size of the domain is chosen based on a compromise between the
associated computational costs and the size of the investigated agglomerate. Nevertheless,
it is taken into account that secondary impact events of the fragments bouncing from
the impact wall towards the opposite wall are prevented. In addition, it is ensured that
the influence on the results by artificial collisions between particles crossing the periodic
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boundaries is negligible. As an example, the dimensions of the domain in the case of the
agglomerates with 104 particles of powder C is set to 235 dpp × 235 dpp × 135 dpp in the
two periodic directions and the wall-normal direction, respectively.
The parameters of the target wall, such as the elastic properties (i.e., Es, νs), the

static wall friction coefficient µs and the wall-normal restitution coefficient e are set equal
to those of the silica particles given in Table 7.1. However, the wall is assumed to be
cohesionless in order to eliminate the influence of the particle-wall deposition phenomenon
on breakage. In addition, the particle-wall rolling friction (see Eq. (7.15)) is neglected.
This assumption is due to the lack of information on the particle-wall rolling friction
coefficient. To evaluate the influence of the latter assumption on the breakage, additional
simulations were conducted while considering a rolling friction coefficient of the wall equal
to that of the particles (µr = 2 · 10−3). As expected, very marginal deviations are found
which do not lead to any change in the trends or the conclusions drawn, which justifies
neglecting the rolling friction for the particle-wall contact.
The DEM simulations are carried out in a vacuum environment ignoring the gas drag

on the agglomerates and their impact events. The motivation is to focus on the breakage
behavior arising due to the kinetics of the agglomerate, isolated from other external effects.
Note, however, that within the multiphase simulation framework in which the derived
models are finally applied, the fluid forces acting on the agglomerate and the resulting
fragments are of course taken into account. Consequently, the assumption of a vacuum
environment solely applies to the pure breakage event of the reference DEM simulations
and not to the LES Euler–Lagrange simulations.
The general DEM wall-impact setup is depicted in Fig. 7.3. The simulations start by

placing the agglomerate within a certain distance from the target wall which, as mentioned
before, still allows a relaxation and stabilization phase of the agglomerate before reaching
the wall. A pre-defined impact velocity is imposed on the agglomerate and the effect
of gravity is neglected. In order to reproduce the whole spectrum of breakage patterns
from an unrecognizable damage to a complete deagglomeration, the range of the wall-
normal impact velocities vimp,n is varied between 0.01 and 150 m/s depending on the other
parameters. Seven different impact angles Θimp are considered covering the range of a
flat angle (0.2◦) to a normal impact (90◦). For each of the described cases agglomerates
incorporating a specific number of primary particles N tot

pp varying between 2 and 104 are
investigated. In addition, the influence of cohesion between the particles is accounted for
by changing the size of the primary particles according to the different powders A, B and
C. Note that the impact cases taken into account for the derivation of the breakage model
based on typical regression (see Section 7.4) and the ANN-based model (see Section 7.5)
slightly differ. The details of the considered cases and the motivation for the selection of
the cases are given in the corresponding sections.

The breakage process is assumed to be completed when no more changes in the kinetic
energy of the system and in the number of generated fragments take place (Moreno-
Atanasio, 2012). To ensure meaningful statistics, each impact event is repeated multiple
times while changing the location of the impact point on the surface of the agglomerate.
This is achieved by rotating the agglomerates by a certain angle prior to the start of the
simulation. For the spherical packing procedure adopted for generating the agglomerates,
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Fig. 7.3. General setup of the DEM wall-impact simulations (Khalifa and Breuer, 2021).

the larger the agglomerate is, the higher is its sphericity. Thus, the role of the orientation
of the agglomerate with respect to the impact wall becomes less significant. Accordingly,
the number of investigated impact points for each agglomerate size decreases with an
increasing number of particles in the agglomerate. For this reason and due to the large
associated computational costs, solely a single impact point is considered for agglomerates
consisting of 104 particles.

7.3 Breakage Parameters
The typical outcomes of a DEM simulation are instantaneous quantities such as the
velocity and position vectors as well as the number of contacts for each primary particle.
In order to characterize phenomena like the wall-impact breakage, additional parameters
describing the change of the properties of the agglomerates (e.g., velocity and number
of contacts) as a result of the impact at the wall must be introduced and evaluated. In
Section 7.3.1, the parameters considered to quantify the results with respect to the number
of fragments and the fragment size distribution (modeling tasks i and ii) are given. In
addition, the parameters describing the post-breakup velocity of the fragments (modeling
tasks iii) are explained in Section 7.3.2.

7.3.1 Number of Fragments and Fragment Size Distribution
The main parameter used to quantify the outcome of breakage is based on the number of
generated fragments (Moreno et al., 2003) providing a first hint on the resulting fragment
size distribution. Therefore, the fragmentation ratio (FR) is introduced, which is defined
as the maximum number of fragments generated by breakage divided by the maximum
number of attainable fragments (excluding the donating agglomerate from both numbers):

FR = Nmax
fr − 1
N tot

pp − 1 . (7.18)
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Fig. 7.4. Characterization of the results of wall-impact events using the number of fragments
and the size of the three largest fragments (Khalifa and Breuer, 2021).

Here, Nmax
fr stands for the largest number of fragments (including the donating agglom-

erate) detected over the course of the DEM simulation since the number of fragments
varies in time due to reagglomeration. Note that the maximum number of fragments
(Nmax

fr ) is chosen instead of the steady-state value because agglomeration is accounted
for by a separate model the Euler–Lagrange simulations. Hence, the definition (7.18) of
the fragmentation ratio focuses on the breakage In this context, a fragment denotes a
structure moving as a single entity. Hence, as illustrated in Fig. 7.4 a fragment can be a
single detached primary particle or a cluster of particles, in which each particle is within
the force cut-off distance lmax of at least one other particle.

Furthermore, the sizes of the individual fragments can be characterized using a cumula-
tive parameter:

ζi =
N tot

pp −
i∑

j=1
N j

pp

N tot
pp − i

. (7.19)

Its numerator expresses the number of primary particles of the agglomerate excluding
the particles belonging to the first i largest fragments. The denominator represents the
maximum possible number of particles which can exist beside the first i largest fragments
assuming that all fragments are single primary particles (full fragmentation). Note that
the analysis is restricted to the three largest fragments so that i runs from 1 to 3 (see
Fig. 7.4).
If ζ1 is zero, the number of particles in the largest fragments N1

pp is equal to the total
number of particles in the original donating agglomerate N tot

pp indicating no breakage. A
value of unity of ζ1 denotes that the largest fragment is a primary particle suggesting a
full deagglomeration. For any intermediate value the number of particles in the largest
fragment (i.e., the donating agglomerate) can be calculated based on Eq. (7.19). Con-
cerning ζ2, a zero value means that the impact leads to two fragments only, whereas ζ2
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equal unity tells that both the first and second largest fragments are primary particles
and thus a full deagglomeration is taking place. For values of ζ2 between zero and unity
the number of particles in the second largest fragment can be computed based on the
number of particles in the first largest fragment. In this case, the second largest fragment
can be a single particle so that the rest of the fragments are also primary particles. The
same logic applies to ζ3. Note that for the case of a two-particle agglomerate the values
of ζ2 and ζ3 for the second and third largest fragments are no longer defined. Similarly,
ζ3 is not defined for an agglomerate consisting of three primary particles.

The introduction of the above described four parameters (i.e., FR, ζ1, ζ2, ζ3) leads to a
useful modeling concept. Namely, if relationships for predicting the fragmentation ratio
FR and the size ratios (ζ1, ζ2 and ζ3) as functions of the impact conditions are available, the
resulting number of fragments and the sizes of the three largest fragments generated by an
impact event can be adequately determined. If more than three fragments arise due to the
impact and the third largest fragment is not a primary particle, the rest of the fragments
can exist in the form of multiple-particle fragments, single particles, or a mixture of both.
The size distribution of the remaining fragments can then be statistically described by,
e.g., a random distribution function (details in Section 7.4.1.3). Consequently, the number
of resulting fragments due to wall impact and the size distribution of the fragments can
be reasonably forecasted in the Euler–Lagrange simulation framework. Since full DEM
simulations for particle-laden flows with high mass loadings are too CPU-time intensive,
the proposed model allows to bridge this gap.

7.3.2 Post-Breakage Kinetics

The starting point of the analysis is to collect the velocity vectors of the fragments after
a breakage event at the same time instant at which the fragmentation ratio and the
fragment size parameters are analyzed for deriving the size distribution model discussed
above. That is the time instant at which the largest number of fragments appears for the
first time. This ensures that the overall description of breakage is consistent and limits
the influence of inter-particle collisions after breakage on the obtained statistics.
Consequently, the post-breakage velocity of the fragments is described with reference

to the impact velocity vector of the original agglomerate based on three quantities: A
velocity ratio vratio and two characteristic angles α and β depicted in Fig. 7.5. Here, the
velocity ratio refers to the ratio between the magnitude of the velocity of the center of
mass of the fragment vfrcm to the velocity magnitude of the agglomerate vimp before impact:

vratio = |v
fr
cm|
|vimp|

= vfrcm
vimp

. (7.20)

The angle α denotes the reflection angle, which describes the inclination of the velocity
vector of a fragment with respect to the wall. The second angle β is referred to as the
spreading angle and measures the angular displacement of the post-breakage velocity
vector of a fragment with respect to the velocity vector of the original agglomerate in the
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Fig. 7.5. Schematic representation of the reflection angle α, the spreading angle β, and the
velocity of the center of mass of a fragment vfrcm, respectively. Note that nt, vimp,‖,
and vfrcm,‖ are spanning the wall plane (Khalifa and Breuer, 2021; Khalifa et al., 2022).

wall plane. Thus, for determining the angle β, the projection vimp,‖ of the impact velocity
vector of the original agglomerate onto the plane of the wall is introduced:

vimp,‖ = vimp − (vimp · nw)nw , (7.21)

where nw is the wall-normal unit vector. In addition, the projection of the fragment
velocity vector vfrcm onto the wall plane is required. The latter reads:

vfrcm,‖ = vfrcm − (vfrcm · nw)nw . (7.22)

The spreading angle β is then obtained based on the definition of the scalar product as
follows:

β = arccos
 vfrcm,‖ · vimp,‖

|vfrcm,‖| |vimp,‖|

 , (7.23)

leading to values between 0◦ and 180◦. This means that the analysis of this angle does
not account for a possible spreading in all directions covering only half of the potential
physical range of this angle. To represent the full range, i.e., β ∈ [−180◦, 180◦], the sign
of the angle β has to be adjusted according to the sign obtained by the scalar product
between the projected velocity vector of the fragment vfrcm,‖ and the tangential unit vector
nt. The latter is determined by the cross-product nt = nw×vimp,‖. As expected, however,
the analysis of the DEM results confirms that for a certain breakage event, the distribution
of β for the arising fragments is (nearly) symmetric with respect to the direction of vimp,‖.
This observation is exploited to neglect the sign of β again (i.e., β ∈ [0◦, 180◦]), since
the distributions are represented in a later modeling step (see Section 7.4.2.2) by a two-
parameters Weibull probability density function (PDF), which is not defined for negative
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values. To retrieve the full range of angles in the Euler–Lagrange computations intended
by the breakage model, the sign of β predicted by the Weibull PDF is alternately inverted
(more details in Section 7.4.1.3).

Lastly, the reflection angle α varies between 0◦ and 90◦ and is computed as:

α = arccos
 vfrcm · vfrcm,‖
|vfrcm| |vfrcm,‖|

 . (7.24)

It is worth pointing out that vratio, α, and β are defined for each fragment separately.
This means that a single breakage event leads to a range of values of these three parameters.
Consequently, probability density distributions can be used to describe the collective
behavior of the fragments arising under certain breakage circumstances.

7.4 Model Based on Traditional Regression Techniques
The wall-impact breakage model discussed in this section relates the breakage parameters
(see Section 7.3) to the impact conditions relying on conventional techniques. The first
part of the model is devoted to the number and size distribution of the fragments (see
Section 7.4.1), whereas the second part addresses the post-breakage velocity issue (see
Section 7.4.2).

7.4.1 Fragmentation Ratio and Fragment Size Parameters
The first part of the breakage model focuses on establishing mathematical relations de-
scribing the breakage parameter, i.e., the fragmentation ratio FR and the fragment size
parameter ζi as functions of the impact conditions. After the clarification of the im-
pact cases considered for the analysis in Section 7.4.1.1, the general trends obtained are
analyzed in Section 7.4.1.2 and the corresponding model is proposed in Section 7.4.1.3.

7.4.1.1 Wall-Impact Database

The analysis of the fragmentation ratio FR and the fragment size parameter ζi accounts
for the breakage behavior of agglomerates consisting of N tot

pp particles varying between 10
and 104 of each powder A, B, and C while varying the impact angle Θimp between 7◦ and
90◦. Table 7.4 lists the conditions in detail. The normal impact velocity vimp,n is given by
a range leading to cases varying between no breakage (FR = 0) to full deagglomeration
(FR = 1). Note that any combination of parameters (i.e., dpp, N tot

pp , Θimp) in Table 7.4
with a certain impact velocity defines a separate impact case. Each case is repeated up
to eight times considering different impact points on the surface of the agglomerate to
ensure reliable statistics. In total, about 15,000 independent simulations are carried out
delivering almost 2500 averaged cases to be used in the analysis.
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Tab. 7.2. Overview of the impact conditions used for analyzing the breakage behavior concern-
ing the fragmentation ratio FR and the fragment size parameter ζi.

Parameter Investigated values

dpp 0.97 µm (A), 2.47 µm (B), 5.08 µm (C)

N tot
pp 10, 25, 50, 100, 200, 500, 103, 104

Θimp 7◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦

7.4.1.2 Trend Analysis

In order to investigate the dependence of the breakage behavior on key impact conditions,
the fragmentation ratio is plotted against the normal component of the impact velocity
in Fig. 7.6 for a set of selected cases in which N tot

pp and vimp,n are varied. The values
depicted represent the fragmentation ratio obtained for agglomerates of powder A, B
and C consisting of 50 to 104 primary particles averaged over multiple impact events to
improve the statistics (as explained in Section 7.2.3), and the bars refer to the standard
deviations.
First, increasing the impact velocity leads to higher fragmentation ratios for all con-

sidered cases as expected. This trend is well established in the literature and is mainly
attributed to the higher incident kinetic energy available for inducing breakage. Fur-
thermore, Fig. 7.6 reveals that for a fixed impact angle, impact velocity and number of
particles included in the agglomerate, a decrease of the size of the primary particles (C
to A) results in a lower fragmentation ratio. This behavior can be explained referring to
the theories on the strength of agglomerates, e.g., Rumpf (1962) and Kendall (1988). In
these theories and the subsequent literature an inverse relationship between the strength
of the agglomerate and the diameter of the primary particles is concluded. Practically, the
breakage of agglomerates is ruled by the ratio between the cohesive van-der-Waals force
and the external forces acting on the particles such as the repulsive force. The latter is
proportional to the inertia of the agglomerate. Since the dependence of the inertia force
on the particle diameter (cubic relationship) is stronger than that of the van-der-Waals
force (linear relationship), the larger the diameter is the less significant the cohesive force
is. Consequently, a higher possibility for breakage exists for agglomerates consisting of
larger primary particles.

Moreover, the influence of the number of constituting particles N tot
pp on the breakage

behavior shall be analyzed. In principle, the incident kinetic energy of the agglomerate
increases linearly with the number of constituting particles (mass) implying a higher
potential for breakage. However, when the number of particles increases, a larger amount
of work is dissipated by the internal collisions and friction between the particles, since
the number of bonds also approximately increases linearly with the number of primary
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Fig. 7.6. Fragmentation ratio FR as a function of the impact velocity vimp,n for a normal impact
of agglomerates of powder A, B and C consisting of 50 to 104 primary particles. No
error bars appear for the 104 particle agglomerates since solely a single impact was
considered (see Section 7.2.3).

particles. For this reason, it is difficult to make a general statement on the effect of the
number of particles on the breakage behavior. This is especially true since other relevant
structural properties such as the coordination number and the packing fraction vary with
the number of included particles as well. The results depicted in Fig. 7.6 show that for the
same impact velocity and primary particle diameter the fragmentation ratio decreases with
the number of particles included in the agglomerate. However, since the fragmentation
ratio is a function of the number of primary particles included in the agglomerate (see
Eq. (7.18)), different insights can be obtained by comparing the number of detached
fragments (the numerator in Eq. (7.18)) for the different cases.

Fig. 7.7 depicts this quantity (Nmax
fr − 1) as a function of the number of particles in the

agglomerate. The results suggest that the onset of breakage occurs for all agglomerates
at a similar velocity. In fact, the smallest agglomerate (N tot

pp = 10) starts to break up at a
slightly higher velocity than the larger agglomerates. Looking at Fig. 7.7 it can be seen
that for a given velocity in the lower velocity range the number of detached fragments
is roughly constant. Thus, only a negligible variation of Nmax

fr with the number of par-
ticles in the original agglomerates is observed. However, at larger impact velocities the
number of detached fragments (Nmax

fr -1) for smaller agglomerates (N tot
pp < 200) reaches its

asymptotic value. For larger agglomerates, the number of detached fragments starts to
increase with the number of particles, whereby the slope increases with the impact velocity.
This behavior is consistent with the observations by Moreno (2003) and Moreno-Atanasio
(2012) who based on DEM simulations found a linear relationship between the number
of broken contacts and the number of included primary particles with a slope increasing
with the impact velocity. Overall it can be concluded from Fig. 7.7 that the relationship
between the number of detached fragments and the size of the original agglomerate is
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Fig. 7.7. Number of detached fragments (the numerator in Eq. (7.18)) as a function of the
impact velocity vimp,n for agglomerates of powder C consisting of 25 to 103 primary
particles undergoing a normal impact.

complex since it differs based on the impact velocity.

Next, the role of the impact angle Θimp is investigated. For this purpose, simulations of
oblique impacts are carried out, in which the normal components of the impact velocity
are fixed to the values considered for the normal impact cases. Thus, to achieve a certain
impact angle, a corresponding tangential velocity component is added to the normal
component. Fig. 7.8 presents exemplary results corresponding to two agglomerates of
powder C consisting of 50 and 103 particles impacting with varying angles Θimp. The
results depicted in Figs. 7.8(a) and 7.8(c) indicate that at a certain normal component
of the impact velocity, identical agglomerates experience a stronger fragmentation when
decreasing the impact angle, which is accompanied by an increase of the total impact
velocity magnitude. The effect becomes more pronounced for impact angles smaller
than 45◦, where the tangential component of the impact velocity is equal to the normal
component.
Alternatively, plotting the same data based on the total velocity as presented in

Figs. 7.8(b) and 7.8(d) leads to a reversed trend. Specifically, the fragmentation ra-
tio increases effectively with the impact angle for an equal magnitude of the total impact
velocity until Θimp = 45◦. Beyond this angle, the increase becomes clearly less significant.

In general, the obtained trends coincide with numerical DEM predictions by Moreno
et al. (2003), who found that for impact events with the same normal component of the
impact velocity, the number of detached fragments decreases with an increasing impact
angle. In addition, for an increasing total impact velocity Moreno et al. (2003) found that
the number of broken contacts inside the agglomerates generally increases.
According to these conclusions, both the tangential and the normal component of the

impact velocity play certain roles in the breakage process. Hence, both components should
be considered in the subsequent modeling (see Section 7.4.1.3).
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(a) Normal component of the impact velocity,
agglomerates consisting of 50 particles
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agglomerates consisting of 103 particles
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sisting of 103 particles

Fig. 7.8. Fragmentation ratio FR as a function of the normal component of the impact velocity
vimp,n (a, c) and as a function of the total impact velocity vimp (b, d) for two exemplary
agglomerates of powder C consisting of 50 or 103 primary particles impacting with
varying impact angles Θimp.

7.4.1.3 Derived Model

The wide scattering of the results depicted in Figs. 7.6 and 7.8 illustrates the multivariate
nature of the wall-impact breakage problem. In other words, it is obvious that the
outcome of an impact event is influenced by multiple factors (impact conditions). A
common approach to deal with such problems utilizes dimensionless numbers. For this
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purpose, a dimensional analysis of the relevant parameters is carried out leading to two
dimensionless numbers:

π1 =
ρpp v

2
imp d

3
pp

H
, (7.25)

π2 =
ρpp v

2
imp

Es
, (7.26)

expressed based on the quantities of the primary particles and the total impact velocity
vimp. The former (π1) represents a variant of the Weber number describing the ratio of
the impact kinetic energy to the van-der-Waals interaction energy, whereas the latter (π2)
relates the specific kinetic energy of the impact to the elasticity of the particle interactions.
It is found that the deviations between the fragmentation ratios obtained for different

primary particle sizes (powders A, B and C) can be strongly reduced by plotting the
fragmentation ratio as a function of the product of π1 and π2 (π∗ = π1 ·π2). In other words,
the deviating fragmentation ratio curves obtained for agglomerates of different primary
particle sizes nearly collapse onto a general curve when plotted as a function of v4

imp · d3
pp.

Furthermore, the proposed dimensionless number should improve the discrepancy of
the breakage results obtained for agglomerates possessing different numbers of primary
particles (see Fig. 7.6). For this purpose, the initial number of particles in the agglom-
erate N tot

pp has to be incorporated into π∗. To provide a base for this incorporation, the
numbers of fragments (Nmax

fr − 1) detached by a normal impact (i.e., numerator of FR) of
agglomerates comprising 50 to 103 primary particles are plotted exemplarily for powder C
in Fig. 7.9 as a function of the combined dimensionless number π∗.

Fig. 7.9 shows that at low values of the combined dimensionless number (corresponding
to small impact velocities since all other material properties are fixed), a quasi-linear
relationship between the number of detached fragments and π∗ is obtained, in which
the slope for all different agglomerates is nearly equal. This linear behavior continues
up to a certain velocity threshold, after which the rate of increase starts to show a
dependence on the velocity and the number of included particles. Finally, the number
of detached fragments tends to approach the maximum number of attainable fragments
in an asymptotic manner. It is worth mentioning that this kind of mixed trends has
been reported before by Moreno (2003) concerning the evolution of the number of broken
contacts depending on the impact velocity. Note that the range of π∗, where the transition
to the non-linear behavior occurs, is relevant solely for large agglomerates since smaller
ones experience a nearly full fragmentation within the linear range (see the black, red and
blue curves in Fig. 7.9). In general, it is evident that for a specific agglomerate size, the
number of detached fragments is a function of the dimensionless number π∗:

(Nmax
fr − 1) = f1 (π∗) . (7.27)

Consequently, dividing both sides by the maximum number of attainable fragments
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Fig. 7.9. Number of detached fragments (the numerator in Eq. (7.18)) as a function of the
dimensionless number π∗ for normally impacting agglomerates of powder C consisting
of 50 to 103 primary particles. The dashed line refers to the slope of the number of
detached fragments (Nmax

fr − 1) at low values of π∗.

(N tot
pp − 1) leads to:

FR = f2

(
π∗,

1
N tot

pp − 1

)
. (7.28)

Hence, the fragmentation ratio can be expressed as a function of π∗ and 1/(N tot
pp − 1).

Accordingly, a modified dimensionless number π∗∗ is proposed based on the product of
the latter two quantities:

π∗∗ =
ρpp v

2
imp d

3
pp

H
·
ρpp v

2
imp

Es
· 1

(N tot
pp − 1) . (7.29)

This dimensionless number, i.e., π∗∗ is postulated to improve the representation of the
breakage results obtained for agglomerates consisting of widely differing numbers of par-
ticles. However, the expression (7.29) suggests a proportionality between the square of
the kinetic energy (∼ v4

imp) and the fragmentation ratio FR. Such a formulation might
be misleading since it refutes the fact that a fraction of the incident kinetic energy is
consumed by the breakage process. Relying on the fact that the exponentiation of a
dimensionless number does not alter the functional form, taking the square root of π∗∗
leads to the new dimensionless number π∗∗∗:

π∗∗∗ =

√√√√ρpp v
2
imp d

3
pp

H
·
ρpp v

2
imp

Es
· 1

(N tot
pp − 1) . (7.30)

To demonstrate the advantage of the proposed dimensionless number π∗∗∗, the frag-
mentation ratio for the cases presented in Figs. 7.6 are re-plotted as a function of π∗∗∗
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Fig. 7.10. Fragmentation ratio FR as a function of the proposed dimensionless number π∗∗∗
(Eq. (7.30)) for selected agglomerates related to powders A, B and C comprising 50
to 104 primary particles for a fixed impact angle of Θimp = 90◦ (Note that in this
case π∗∗∗ = πimp).

in Fig. 7.10. Except the obvious deviations appearing for agglomerates comprising 104

primary particles for large values of π∗∗∗, an overall reasonable unification of the fragmen-
tation ratio is achieved based on π∗∗∗. The observed deviations are evidently attributed to
extensive re-agglomeration processes of the detached fragments in these cases, justifying
their willful negligence as tackled in detail below.

Lastly, the effect of the impact angle has to be addressed. As discussed in Section 7.4.1.2,
both the normal component of the impact velocity and the total velocity are contributing
to breakage with a varying effectiveness (see Fig. 7.8). The total velocity and accordingly
the tangential velocity component starts to play a notable role solely when its magnitude
exceeds that of the normal component. The dimensionless number π∗∗∗ is essentially
formed out of the square root of the product of two numbers (π1 and π2). Each scales
with the square of the impact velocity corresponding to the incident kinetic energy. The
effect of the different velocity components and thus the impact angle can be appropriately
accounted for by supposing that one of the two numbers refer to the kinetic energy in
the direction normal to the impact instead of the total kinetic energy. Since the total
and the normal velocities are related to each other by the sine of the impact angle, the
dimensionless number π∗∗∗ is modified leading to the final expression:

πimp =

√√√√ρpp v
2
imp d

3
pp

H
·
ρpp v

2
imp

Es
· sin2(Θimp)

(N tot
pp − 1)

= ρpp v
2
imp sin(Θimp)

√√√√ d3
pp

H Es
· 1

(N tot
pp − 1) . (7.31)
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Fig. 7.11. Fragmentation ratio FR as a function of the proposed dimensionless number πimp
(Eq. (7.31)) for selected agglomerates related to powders A and C comprising 50 to
104 primary particles for two different impact angles Θimp (90◦ vs. 15◦).

Note that for a normal impact the dimensionless numbers π∗∗∗ and πimp (Eq. (7.30)) are
identical and thus the results shown in Fig 7.10 are still relevant. Fig. 7.11 shows the
enhancement achieved by πimp regarding the unification of the results obtained for strongly
deviating impact angles (90◦ and 15◦), especially when compared to the representation
based on the total or the normal impact velocity shown in Fig. 7.8. Nevertheless, some
deviations are detected especially for large impact angles πimp and for large agglomerates
as already discussed based on Fig. 7.10.
In summary, it is concluded that the proposed dimensionless number πimp can be

successfully utilized for providing a statistically reasonable description of the fragmentation
ratio. Nevertheless, constraints are found. In particular, larger deviations appear with
a recognizable pattern suggesting a growing disagreement for (1) an increasing number
of constituting primary particles, (2) an increasing impact angle, and (3) a decreasing
primary particle diameter. The discrepancies under these three conditions are attributed to
a higher rate of re-agglomeration between particles and fragments after breakage decreasing
the number of resulting fragments and thus the fragmentation ratio. In more detail, re-
agglomeration events extensively take place when large numbers of small fragments and
particles are released in the vicinity of each other. This is the case for large agglomerates
impacting with a high velocity sufficient to break out a considerable number of particles,
typically from the side of the agglomerate confronting the wall. At large impact angles,
the released particles are naturally reflected back towards the center of the agglomerate
promoting re-agglomerations. In addition, as explained before a stronger cohesion and
thus an enhanced tendency to clustering is found for particles with smaller primary particle
diameters.
In order to further investigate this issue, Fig. 7.12 shows the time evolution of the

ratio between the bonds generated during the impact (i.e., excluding the original ones)
normalized by the number of bonds in the original agglomerate (Bimp) at πimp = 2.12 ·10−3
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Fig. 7.12. History of the number of bonds generated during an impact normalized by the
number of bonds in the original agglomerate at πimp = 2.12 · 10−3 for agglomerates
of powders A and C consisting of 50 to 104 primary particles.

for some of the investigated cases. Indeed, it can be confirmed that the number of new
bonds generated due to the impact increases with a decreasing size of the primary particle,
an increasing number of included primary particles, and an increasing impact angle. For
instance, Fig. 7.12 shows that the highest peak and steady-state value of the number of
new bonds is found for a 104 primary particle agglomerate of powder A impacting the
wall at 90◦.

Accordingly, an important conclusion can be drawn: Since agglomeration is typically sep-
arately accounted for in the Euler–Lagrange simulation framework for which the breakage
model is intended, the results obtained for the cases highly influenced by re-agglomeration
should not be further considered in the modeling process, i.e., for data fitting purposes as
will be discussed next. However, this does not restrict the validity range of the derived
impact breakage model especially if models for the re-agglomeration are separately con-
sidered.

Another intriguing outcome is that similar to FR, each of the fragment size parameters
ζ1, ζ2 and ζ3 (see Eq. (7.19)) depend on πimp. This includes the same kind of relationship
and a similar unification behavior concerning the results obtained under different impact
conditions. Consequently, the following two-parameter (here γ1 and γ2) relations (Le
Bouteiller and Naaim, 2011):

FR(πimp) = 1
1 + (γ1/πimp)γ2

, (7.32a)

ζi1→3(πimp) = 1
1 + (γ1/πimp)γ2

, (7.32b)

are fitted to the results in Fig. 7.13 obtained for agglomerates of powders A, B and C
comprising 10 to 103 primary particles using a nonlinear least-squares method. Again, the
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data correspond to impact events, where the impact angle Θimp is varied between 7◦ and
90◦. In total, about 2500 data points are depicted in Fig. 7.13. The values of the most
appropriate fitting parameters for FR and ζi are listed in Table 7.3. It is remarkable that
these parameters are of the same order for the different quantities and generally close to
each other.
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Fig. 7.13. Simulation results and fitting curves by Eqs. (7.32) for (a) the fragmentation ratio FR
and the particle size parameters (b) ζ1, (c) ζ2 and (d) ζ3 as functions of the proposed
dimensionless number πimp. The included simulation data refer to all impact events
carried out based on agglomerates of powders A, B and C comprising 10 to 103

primary particles with an impact angle Θimp varying between 7◦ and 90◦. The most
appropriate fitting parameters are given in Table 7.3.

A possible explanation for the smooth transition of the fragment size parameter ζi from
zero to unity might be attributed to the ductile failure mode of the agglomerates. This
mode is related to the low value of the surface energy of the particles (Moreno, 2003;
Moreno-Atanasio, 2012) and implies that solely single particles and small fragments are
detached from the agglomerate, so that the first largest fragment is always much larger
than the second one in the mentioned transitional regime.
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Tab. 7.3. Values of the fitting parameters γ1 and γ2 introduced in Eqs. (7.32), and the root-
mean-square of the residuals. Note that the first value was corrected in comparison
to the original value in Khalifa and Breuer (2020).

γ1 γ2 RMS Error

FR 7.04 · 10−4 2.47 6.17 · 10−2

ζ1 6.17 · 10−4 2.73 6.48 · 10−2

ζ2 6.70 · 10−4 2.72 6.90 · 10−2

ζ3 7.01 · 10−4 2.71 7.37 · 10−2

The derived model for forecasting the number of fragments and the fragment size
distribution is applied in the Euler–Lagrange hard-sphere methodology as follows: If an
agglomerate collides with a wall, the dimensionless number πimp is computed. Subsequently,
the fragmentation ratio is determined which allows to calculate the number of generated
fragments using Eq. (7.32a). If the number of fragments is smaller than or equal to unity,
breakage does not occur and the agglomerate bounces back based on the hard-sphere
treatment. If the number of fragments is larger than one, the agglomerate is replaced by
the computed number of fragments. The number of particles in the fragments up to the
third largest fragment is determined based on Eq. (7.32b).
If more than three fragments arise and the third fragment is a single particle, all

remaining fragments are understandably single particles. If the third fragment is not a
single particle, the difference between the total number of primary particles in the original
agglomerate and the number of particles in the first three largest fragments is determined.
These particles are then stepwise distributed to the remaining fragments based on random
numbers generated by a uniform distribution. However, there are two conditions which
need to be checked while assigning the randomly predicted number of particles to each
fragment before progressing to the next one. The first condition is that the fragment can
not have more particles than the third largest fragment. The second condition requires
that after filling the current fragment, the number of remaining particles is ensured to be
sufficient to endow the remaining number of fragments by a single particle at least. In case
any of these two conditions is not satisfied, the randomly predicted number of particles is
repeated respectively. At the end of this procedure it can happen that some particles are
left out without being assigned to any of the fragments. In this case, these extra particles
are redistributed in a second (or more) iteration step to the fragments evenly starting
from the first largest fragment in order not to heavily affect the predicted fragment size
distributions of the first iteration step.

7.4.2 Spreading and Reflection Angles and Fragment Velocity Ratio
In the second part of the breakage model, the parameters describing the post-breakage
motion of the individual fragments, i.e., the reflection angle α, the spreading angle β,
and the velocity ratio vratio are proposed as functions of the impact conditions of the
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original agglomerate. For this purpose, a statistical analysis by means of probability
density functions is carried out focusing on a rather restricted set of impact cases, which
are detailed and justified in Section 7.4.2.1. Subsequently, the resulting distributions for
the three parameters ( α, β, and vratio) are analyzed in Section 7.4.2.2 and a respective
model is proposed in Section 7.4.2.3.

7.4.2.1 Considered Impact Cases

Owing to the fact that a single breakage event entails a range of velocity ratios vratio and
reflection α and spreading β angles, the collective behavior of the fragments is statistically
analyzed. Such an analysis necessitates a large number of fragments under similar impact
conditions. Therefore, each impact case is repeated up to 64 times while changing the
relative orientation of the agglomerate with respect to the wall. However, this large number
of necessary repetitions restricts the analysis of the post-breakage motion to a narrower
set of impact conditions in comparison to the fragmentation ratio and the fragment size
distribution. The sets of impact cases considered are listed in Table 7.4. Solely powder C
is taken into account. In addition, only three agglomerates are investigated possessing
N tot

pp = 50, 100, and 200 particles. However, all seven impact angles are considered and
a number of impact velocities is chosen to achieve partial (FR < 1) as well as complete
fragmentation (FR = 1) scenarios.

Tab. 7.4. Description of the cases considered in the analysis of the post-breakage kinetics of
the fragments predicted by DEM. All provided cases refer to powder C.

N tot
pp FR vimp,n [m/s] Θimp Repeated events

200 1.0 0.22 7◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦ 5
200 [0.05,0.85] [0.14,17.0] 7◦, 30◦ up to 64
100 1.00 0.18 7◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦ 16
100 [0.05,0.85] [57.3,0.1] 7◦, 30◦ up to 64
50 1.0 0.18 7◦, 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, 60◦, 75◦, 90◦ 16

7.4.2.2 Probability Distribution Analysis

The quantities analyzed by means of probability distributions are the dimensionless re-
flection angle α/Θimp, the dimensionless spreading angle β/Θimp, and the velocity ratio
vratio. Exemplary histograms normalized by the number of counts times the width of the
bins are depicted in Fig. 7.14. Obviously, probability density functions of different shapes
are required to achieve a proper fitting of the data. For example, a log-normal distribu-
tion function seems to be appropriate for describing the dimensionless angles α/Θimp and
β/Θimp, whereas a skew-normal distribution is more suitable for describing the velocity
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ratio vratio. For this purpose, the commonly used two-parameter Weibull distribution
function (PDF) is chosen:

f(x) =
 k
λ

(
x
λ

)k−1
e−(x/λ)k

x ≥ 0,
0 x < 0,

(7.33)

where λ > 0 and k > 0 are the scale and shape parameters, respectively. This choice is
motivated by the versatility of the Weibull PDF since it can represent the characteristics
of other distributions based on the chosen value of the shape parameter. The Weibull
PDFs obtained for the exemplary case (Θimp = 7◦, N tot

pp = 100 and FR= 1) depicted in
Fig. 7.14 are superimposed on the histograms. Note that compared to other functions,
the Weibull distribution is found to provide the overall best fitting taking into account
the complete dataset considered in the analysis.
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Fig. 7.14. Results based on 16 different impact events with Θimp = 7◦ and N tot
pp = 100 and

full fragmentation (i.e., 1600 fragments): (a) reflection angle α/Θimp; (b) spreading
angle β/Θimp; (c) velocity ratio vratio. The solid line is fitted to the data by the
Weibull distribution given by Eq. (7.33).
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The Weibull fitting curves for the complete set of considered cases are compared in
Fig. 7.15. The figures of the first column (Figs. 7.15(a), 7.15(c) and 7.15(e)) depict the
DEM simulation data obtained for agglomerates consisting of 50 or 100 primary particles,
whereas the second column presents the results for agglomerates including 100 or 200
particles. Note that the number of fragments analyzed for each case can be calculated
based on the number of particles in the agglomerate N tot

pp , the fragmentation ratio FR and
the number of repeated impact events as provided in Table 7.4.

Several important conclusions can be drawn based on the results depicted in Fig. 7.15:

• First, the shapes of the distributions for the dimensionless reflection angle α/Θimp
are qualitatively similar but the amount of spreading of the data varies depending on
the impact conditions as seen in Figs. 7.15(a) and 7.15(b). A careful inspection of the
trends of the discrepancies reveals that the shapes of the distributions are strongly
influenced by the magnitude of the impact angle Θimp. The effect of other conditions
such the number of particles and the fragmentation ratio is less pronounced.

• Second, similar findings apply to the results obtained for the spreading angle β/Θimp.
However, here it has to be noted that since the analysis deals with fitting curves
which are associated with certain errors, the tales of the Weibull distributions can
exceed physical values (i.e., β > 180◦). This is mainly detected in some of the normal
impact cases (e.g., the yellow curves in Figs. 7.15(c) and 7.15(d)) due to the fact
that the spreading angles β obtained by normal impacts (Θimp = 90◦) naturally tend
to be uniformly distributed. This uniform distribution of β in the limit of normal
impact events can not be accurately reproduced by a Weibull distribution. However,
describing the angle β based on a single distribution function (i.e., Weibull) for all
impact angles Θimp simplifies the upcoming model. Here it is important to note that
normal impact events are not very common to particle–laden flows due to the effect
of the near-wall shear layer. Thus, the Weibull distribution is accepted for modeling
the distribution of the spreading angle β for all impact angles Θimp, since it overall
delivers the best fitting accuracy and avoids using different models for the normal
and the nearly normal impact cases. Nevertheless, the issue of the non-physical
values will be addressed later on by restricting the predicted values for any of the
two angles (α and β) to their physical ranges (see Section 7.4.2.3).

• Third, a stronger dependence on the impact angle Θimp is found for the shapes of the
Weibull PDFs obtained for the velocity ratio vratio. A significantly less pronounced
dependence on the number of primary particles N tot

pp and the fragmentation ratio FR
is observable. Overall, the distributions of vratio obtained at equal impact angles are
fairly similar although they correspond to cases with different numbers of primary
particles or different fragmentation ratios.

In summary, the distributions of the reflection and spreading angles and the velocity
ratio significantly depend on the impact angle. This can be further demonstrated based
on the values of the scale (λ) and shape (k) parameters of the obtained Weibull PDFs,
which are plotted in Fig. 7.16 as functions of the impact angle. The figures confirm the
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Fig. 7.15. Comparison between the Weibull PDFs obtained for the full set of investigated cases.
Again the reflection angle α/Θimp, the spreading angle β/Θimp and the velocity ratio
vratio are depicted. The key legend provided in the first subfigure of a column applies
to all subfigures of the same column. The (discrete) color bar refers to the impact
angle Θimp.
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conclusions drawn for the three investigated quantities discussed above, suggesting that
the impact angle is the most important factor for describing the behavior of the fragments
after breakage. However, at certain impact angles some discrepancies between the data
obtained for different agglomerate sizes and fragmentation ratios still exist. Since no clear
trend is observed, these deviations are neglected.

7.4.2.3 Derived Model

Building on the conclusion made in the previous section, the parameters of the Weibull
PDFs (k and λ) are assumed to be solely functions of the impact angle. The relationships
between the impact angle Θimp and the parameters k and λ are established by applying a
fourth-order polynomial regression:

fi(Θimp) = ai ·Θ4
imp + bi ·Θ3

imp + ci ·Θ2
imp + di ·Θimp + ei. (7.34)

Here, Θimp is expressed in radians and fi(Θimp) refers to k and λ for each of the investigated
quantities, i.e., α/Θimp, β/Θimp and vratio. The fitting curves are depicted in Fig. 7.17,
and the most appropriate fitting coefficients are listed in Table 7.5. The datasets used
for generating the fitting curves in Fig. 7.17 exclude the results obtained for the partial
fragmentation cases (FR < 1), although most of the results of these cases fit very well to
the data obtained for the full fragmentation cases as depicted in Fig. 7.16. The motivation
behind this procedure is that polynomials of high order are sensitive to data outliers.
Therefore, a small number of events associated with clear deviations might strongly affect
the coefficients (i.e., the form) of the fitting functions.

The proposed model is applied in the Euler–Lagrange simulations as follows: When a
breakage event due to a wall-impact occurs, the impact angle Θimp and the impact velocity
vimp are determined. Based on the magnitude of the impact angle the parameters k and λ of
the Weibull PDFs of α/Θimp, β/Θimp and vratio are obtained relying on the proposed fourth-
order relationship (7.34) and the coefficients in Table 7.5. Subsequently, the magnitude

Tab. 7.5. Values of the fitting coefficients obtained by a nonlinear least-squares regression for
the relationship between Θimp and the parameters k and λ of the Weibull PDFs
(Fig. 7.17), and the root-mean-square errors.

Parameter ai bi ci di ei RMS Error

α/Θimp
λ 3.27 · 10−1 −1.56 2.62 −1.85 7.87 · 10−1 5.40 · 10−2

k −8.08 · 10−1 2.77 −3.03 1.16 9.95 · 10−1 6.37 · 10−2

β/Θimp
λ 1.01 · 10−1 −5.29 · 10−1 1.71 −1.46 8.94 · 10−1 3.38 · 10−2

k 1.03 −2.70 2.30 −8.00 · 10−1 1.28 3.66 · 10−2

vratio
λ 8.84 · 10−2 −2.47 · 10−1 3.16 · 10−1 −5.12 · 10−1 1.03 3.33 · 10−2

k 10.67 -42.06 59.79 -37.72 11.89 2.90 · 10−1
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of the velocity of each fragment is determined based on a random number according
to the corresponding Weibull PDF (7.34) applying the inverse sampling transformation
method (Devroye, 1986). The angles α and β are determined in the same manner,
and the obtained values are ensured to be within the physical ranges as described in
Section 7.3.2. This is done by truncating the predicted values of the angles α and β to 90◦
and 180◦, respectively. However, since the angle β is mathematically defined in the range
0 ≤ β ≤ 180◦, it covers only half of the possible range for the spreading directions of the
fragments (see Section 7.3.2). Therefore, the sign of the randomly predicted angle β is
alternated between positive and negative values to reproduce the full physical spectrum
of spreading.
Consequently, the fragments are now fully described concerning their post-breakage

velocities and axes of separation. The proposed model leads to reliable results as long as
the number of arising fragments is large since it is based on statistical descriptions. In
the limiting case of breakage resulting in a handful number of resulting fragments, the
full spectrum of the Weibull PDFs can not be correctly reproduced. This might be not
critical with respect to the determination of the axis of separation (defined by α and β).
However, it can lead to an over- or underestimation of the amount of kinetic energy of the
fragments, yielding in the latter case an accumulation of particles in the near-wall region.
This is a critical issue since the velocities of the fragments have to be reasonably predicted
in order to minimize the number of non-physical collisions and re-agglomerations between
the newly introduced fragments.
To overcome this drawback, the predicted kinetic energy of the fragments is corrected

according to an additional model developed for this purpose. The model for the kinetic
energy is based on an energy balance, which is carried out to quantify the ratio of the
translational kinetic energy of the particles after breakage to the incident kinetic energy
of the agglomerate:

ERtrans =

Ntot
pp∑
i=1

1
2 mpp,i v

2
pp,i

1
2 mag v2

imp
, (7.35)

where mpp,i and vpp,i are the mass and velocity of the primary particle i. The same is
done for the rotational kinetic energy of the particles leading to:

ERrot =

Ntot
pp∑
i=1

1
2 Ipp,i ω

2
pp,i

1
2 mag v2

imp
, (7.36)

where Ipp,i and ωpp,i are the moment of inertia and the angular velocity of the primary
particle i around its own axis. Note that the analyzed agglomerates did not possess an
angular velocity prior to the impact so that solely the translational kinetic energy of the
agglomerate appears in the denominator of both energy ratios. Interestingly, based on
the outcome of the DEM simulations it is found that the energy ratio ERtrans can be also
described as a function of the impact angle, where the influence of the number of included
primary particles N tot

pp can be neglected. Fig. 7.18 depicts the average energy ratios for
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agglomerates including 50, 100 and 200 particles considering all investigated cases with
FR = 1. The fitting curve provided for ERtrans is based on an exponential function:

ERtrans = aE · bΘimp
E + cE , (7.37)

where the impact angle Θimp is expressed in radians and the fitting coefficients aE, bE and
cE are given in Table 7.6.

Tab. 7.6. Values of the fitting coefficients for ERtrans depicted in Fig. 7.18.

Quantity aE bE cE RMS Error

ERtrans 6.59 · 10−1 3.07 · 10−1 2.52 · 10−1 2.74 · 10−2

Consequently, the translational velocities of the fragments predicted by the Weibull
PDFs are adjusted using an energy correction factor εcor. This factor is defined as the ratio
of the reference ERtrans and the translational kinetic energy of the fragments resulting
from the Weibull PDF of vratio:

εcor =
√
ERtrans

ERPDF
. (7.38)

Note that εcor is applied to each component of the velocity vector of each fragment adjusting
their velocities evenly (i.e., vfrnew = εcor · vfr). In case of a sufficiently large number of
fragments this correction step has a negligible effect (εcor ≈ 1) since the energy is already
taken into account based on vratio. Thus, this step does not influence the nature of the
Weibull distribution of the velocities.

Concerning the rotational motion of the fragments after breakage, the angular velocity
of the original agglomerate is assigned to each fragment. This is a simplifying assumption
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motivated by the observation that the part of the incident kinetic energy of the agglomerate
which due to breakage is transferred to the rotational kinetic energy is not high as suggested
by the small values of ERrot in Fig. 7.18. Thus, relation (7.36) is not applied in the model.
Finally, the implementation of the model into the Euler–Lagrange methodology is verified
as described in Appendix B.

7.5 Model Based on Artificial Neural Networks
In Section 7.4 it has been illustrated that the outcome of wall-impact events depends on
a variety of impact conditions. Consequently, data-driven breakage models have been
formulated after simplifying the problem using techniques for variable reduction. For the
description of the fragmentation ratio FR and the fragment size parameters ζi (modeling
tasks i and ii), a dimensionless number πimp combining all impact conditions has been
used to construct relationships for the parameters quantifying the breakage. For the post-
breakage motion of fragments (modeling task iii), the translational energy ratio ERtrans
and the Weibull PDF parameters of the velocity ratio vratio, the reflection α angle, and the
spreading angle β have been found to mostly depend on the impact angle Θimp. Hence,
the aforementioned parameters were proposed as functions of the impact angle and the
effect of other impact conditions was ignored.
The modeling strategy proposed in Section 7.4 did not perform well when additional

DEM impact cases defining shear impact events (i.e., Θimp = 0.2◦ and 3◦) were considered.
However, wall impacts at flat angles are very important for particle-laden flows due to
the effect of the near-wall shear layer. For this purpose, an alternative approach based on
artificial neural networks (ANNS) is introduced in this section. The approach utilizes two
feed-forward ANNs to estimate the unknown functions relating the breakage parameters
to the impact conditions. A brief description of this type of neural networks is given. In
addition, the specific details and the performance of each network are discussed. Note
that two networks are needed since the second modeling task, i.e., the prediction of the
kinetics of the fragments is addressed by a restricted DEM database as elaborated in
Section 7.5.3.1.

7.5.1 Theoretical Background of Artificial Neural Networks
ANNs of various designs are applied to tackle different problems. In the case of regression
problems, feed-forward networks with fully connected layers are the simplest and the
most common choice among other types of ANNs. Feed-forward networks allow to find
a function to approximate the underlying mapping between a set of inputs and outputs
(Hagan et al., 2014). In this type of networks, the information solely travels in forward
direction without any cycles or loops, i.e., from the input layer through optional (one ore
more) hidden layers to the output layer. A typical network of this kind with a single hidden
layer is schematically depicted in Fig. 7.19. Such a configuration is denoted a multilayer
perceptron (MLP) since it has a hidden layer between the input and the output layers.
Each connection has a weighting value w representing the relative importance of its input
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Fig. 7.19. Schematic representation of a multilayer feed-forward artificial neural network. The
symbols xI , aM and yJ stand for the network input, the activation of a hidden node,
and the network output, respectively. The indices I,M , and J stand for the number
of nodes in the respective layers and m is an arbitrary node in the hidden layer.
w and b refer to the weight of a connection (artificial synapse) and the bias in a
particular node, respectively. fhact denotes the activation function of the hidden layer.

node (artificial neuron). Hence, the configuration is described by a linear matrix-vector
operation. In addition, the bias b is assigned to each node to add the intercept to the
linear neuron. The weight and the bias are both free parameters which need to be tuned
in the training process. As depicted in the zoomed node within Fig. 7.19, the sum of the
weighted inputs and the bias of the node m located in the hidden layer is passed through a
predefined activation function fhact leading to a certain output value am, which is forwarded
to the following (output) layer as an input. A variety of linear and nonlinear activation
functions can be used depending on the nature of the database and the specifications of
the problem. In general, nonlinear mapping relations between the inputs and the outputs
can be achieved by the appropriate choice of the activation functions and the number of
hidden layers. Determining the optimum number of hidden nodes is an important issue
for which a general rule does not exist. For instance, using too few nodes might lead to
underfitting, i.e., predictions of low accuracy. Excessive numbers of nodes, on the other
hand, lead to more critical issues such as overfitting of the dataset. Furthermore, this
would cause high computational costs during the training process and later on in the
application. Note that overfitting is a situation which occurs when a network delivers
poor predictions for the testing dataset despite being able to predict the training dataset
very well.

A typical supervised training method combines the backpropagation algorithm (Rumel-
hart et al., 1986) with the Levenberg-Marquardt optimization (Scales, 1985). In this
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method the loss function, which is chosen here as the mean squared error (MSE), is mini-
mized by adjusting the weights and the biases in all layers. The mean squared error is a
measure for the quality of predictions, which for the present application reads:

MSE = 1
Ndata

Ndata∑
n=1

(
yDEM
n − yANNn

)2
, (7.39)

where Ndata is the total number of the DEM breakage events available in the dataset,
and yDEM and yANN stand for the actual DEM output and the output predicted by the
ANN. In the present thesis the training is carried out in MATLAB® R2020a based on the
available DEM database and prior to the Euler–Lagrange computations. The Bayesian
regularization method (MacKay, 1992) is applied which builds on the backpropagation
with Levenberg-Marquardt optimization and improves the generalization of the network
by introducing regularization parameters. These regularization parameters penalize large
weights during the training to ensure a smooth mapping, i.e., minimize the likelihood
of overfitting the training database (MacKay, 1992). The training procedure is briefly
summarized as follows (Hagan et al., 2014):

1. The weights and the biases are randomly initialized based on the Nguyen-Widrow
method (Nguyen and Widrow, 1990) and the regularization parameters are com-
puted.

2. A single step of the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm towards minimizing the regu-
larized MSE function at the output layer is carried out, leading to new weights and
biases in all layers.

3. The number of effective weights and biases is computed. Subsequently, the regular-
ization parameters, which are functions of number of effective weights and biases, are
updated. Note that the effective weights and biases are defined as those effectively
used in reducing the error function. Their number can range between zero and the
total number of weights and biases in the network (Hagan et al., 2014).

4. Steps 2 and 3 are iterated until convergence, i.e., until any of the following conditions
is reached: A performance gradient below 10−7, a damping factor µ of the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm exceeding 10−10, or a MSE equal to or smaller than 10−8.
Further details on the adopted training algorithm can be found in the relevant
literature (see, e.g., Hagan et al., 2014; MacKay, 1992, 2003).

Note that the training is carried out prior to the Euler–Lagrange simulations and solely
the details of the trained networks are transferred to the simulation methodology as will
be explained in Section 7.5.4.

7.5.2 Fragmentation Ratio and Fragment Size Parameters
The first ANN focuses on describing the number of fragments and the fragment size
distributions resulting from a wall-impact breakage event. The additional impact cases
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accounted for in the ANN-based model are highlighted in Section 7.5.2.1 and the details
of the ANN are explained 7.5.2.2.

7.5.2.1 Extended Database

The motivation behind extending the wall-impact breakage database is to provide results
for impact conditions frequently encountered in particle-laden flow simulations. First, the
range of impact angles is enriched by adding two small angles of 0.2◦ and 3◦ for all seven
agglomerate size classes (see Table 7.7). This measure is necessary in order to expand
the study from the normal or oblique impact cases discussed so far to the shear case.
Second, the breakage behavior is explored for two additional agglomerate sizes, which are
the two-particle (doublet) and the five-particle agglomerates impacted at four selected
angles (see Table 7.7). Considering agglomerates with such a small number of particles is
especially advantageous in the context of ANN, since they widen the interpolation zone
of the corresponding neural networks. Note, however, that the results of the two-particle
agglomerates are not considered in the training of the corresponding ANN since they
strongly deviate from the results of all other cases as depicted in Figs. 7.20 and 7.21.
The reasons for these deviations will be addressed in the discussion of the aforementioned
figures provided below. Furthermore, as previously mentioned the fragment size parameter
of the second and third largest fragments ζ2 and ζ3 (see Eq. (7.19)) are not defined for
the two-particle agglomerate. This is an additional reason for ignoring the results of the
two-particle agglomerate in the present model.

The new cases are limited to powders A and C. A summary of the additional impact
conditions is given in Table 7.7, where combinations between the elements in each row
form separate cases. As usual, a range of impact velocities is considered for each case to
achieve the full spectrum of breakage from an intact rebound of the original agglomerate
to a full fragmentation. In addition, the location of the impact point is varied multiple
times and the obtained results are averaged to attain realistic measures. In sum, the
original DEM database is extended by a total of about 570 averaged cases.

Tab. 7.7. Impact conditions of the newly investigated cases. Note that the results of the
two-particle agglomerates (N tot

pp = 2) are not considered in the training of the ANN.

dpp [µm] Θimp [deg] N tot
pp [-]

0.97 (pow. A), 5.08 (pow. C) 0.2, 3 10, 25, 50, 100, 200, 103

0.97 (pow. A), 5.08 (pow. C) 0.2, 7, 45, 90 2, 5

To assess the results of the new cases, the fragmentation ratio FR and the frag-
ment size parameters ζi are plotted as functions of the dimensionless number πimp in
Figs. 7.20 and 7.21. Both figures contain exactly the same set of data and they only differ
by the variable used for coloring the symbols as indicated by the color bar. While the
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coloring scheme indicates the impact angle Θimp in Fig. 7.20, it characterizes the number
of comprised primary particles N tot

pp in Fig. 7.21. Note that the fragment size distribution
parameters ζi for the two-particle agglomerates are eliminated since breakage in this case
always leads to two particles. To allow a direct comparison with the cases in the original
database, the DEM results and the corresponding fitting curves reported in Section 7.4.1.3
are added as a reference. Note that the fitting parameters of the relationships (7.32) are
not adjusted to account for the new cases presented in this section.

Fig. 7.20 shows that the results obtained for the impact angle 3◦ are consistent with
the trend established by the other larger angles, i.e., a shift towards a curve with a
lower slope for decreasing impact angles. This behavior can be easily seen by comparing
the development of the data points corresponding to Θimp = 3◦ with the fitted curves.
Concerning the impact angle of 0.2◦, a broad scattering of the results obtained at nearly
equal values of πimp is observed. Roughly speaking, the results corresponding to this
angle tend to form multiple curves with slopes deviating strongly from the fitted reference
curves. This discrepancy has to be expected. As mentioned before, for very low impact
angles another physical mechanism is responsible for the breakup of agglomerates denoted
as shear breakage.
To study the scattering of the results at the smallest impact angle 0.2◦ in more detail,

Fig. 7.21 depicts the results with colors based on the number of comprised primary particles
N tot

pp . Fig. 7.21(a) shows that the data points with the largest deviations from the majority
are attributed to the two-particle agglomerates. Nevertheless, significant discrepancies
also exist for all larger agglomerates at this nearly flat impact angle as can be deduced
from Figs. 7.21(a) to 7.21(d).
The results depicted in Figs. 7.20 and 7.21 indicates that the data of the two-particle

agglomerates remarkably deviate from all other agglomerates for all investigated impact
angles. This can be explained by the fact that the two-particle agglomerates are charac-
terized by a binary mode of breakage: A full fragmentation (FR = 1) or no breakage (FR
= 0). In the present study, the location of the impact point on the surface of these two-
particle agglomerates is varied six times by changing the orientation of the agglomerate
with respect to the wall. However, for some configurations the impact at certain angles
does not lead to breakage regardless of the impact velocity, e.g., when the two particles
arrive at the wall (almost) simultaneously, they bounce off with similar accelerations. In
general, a large number of additional impact events, in which the location of the impact
point is further varied, is needed to improve the statistics. Hence, the results of the
two-particle agglomerates are excluded from the training of the corresponding network.
This applies for the fragmentation ratio FR as well as the three fragment size parameters
ζ1, ζ2 and ζ3. Accordingly, the smallest agglomerate size used in the training is N tot

pp = 5.

Overall, it can be stated that the dimensionless number πimp does not deliver an ap-
propriate unification of the results, when the shear breakage case given by the smallest
impact angle of 0.2◦ is taken into account, even when the results of the critical two-particle
agglomerates are omitted. This implies that the πimp model is not well suited for shear
breakage events. However, such impact angles are expected to be important for particle-
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Fig. 7.20. Results for (a) the fragmentation ratio FR and the fragment size parameters (b)
ζ1, (c) ζ2 and (d) ζ3 as functions of the dimensionless number πimp for varying
impact angles Θimp. The black curves refer to the regression relationships proposed
in Section 7.4.1.3 before extending the DEM database and are solely added here as
a reference. Note that for the two-particle agglomerates solely the fragmentation
ratio is provided.

laden flows. That is an additional argument why an alternative approach relying on ANN
is worth exploring.

7.5.2.2 Derived ANN

The first network is concerned with predicting the number of fragments and the fragment
size distribution. The input parameters are (1) the total impact velocity vimp, (2) the
diameter of the primary particles dpp, (3) the impact angle Θimp, and (4) the total number
of primary particles in the agglomerate N tot

pp . The output parameters are the fragmentation
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Fig. 7.21. Results for (a) the fragmentation ratio FR and the fragment size parameters (b) ζ1,
(c) ζ2 and (d) ζ3 as functions of the dimensionless number πimp for varying numbers
of primary particles N tot

pp in the agglomerate. The black curves refer to the regression
relationships proposed in Section 7.4.1.3 before extending the DEM database and
are solely added here as a reference. Note that for the two-particle agglomerates
solely the fragmentation ratio is provided.

ratio FR and the fragment size parameters ζ1, ζ2, and ζ3. To facilitate the training, the
input data are normalized bringing them into the range between 0 and 1 as follows:

xi = x∗i − x
∗,min
i

x∗,max
i − x∗,min

i

, (7.40)

where x∗i and xi stand for the network input i and its normalized counterpart, respectively.
In addition, x∗,min

i and x∗,max
i are the normalization parameters referring to the minimum

and the maximum of the input i, respectively. The output parameters are not further
normalized since they represent dimensionless quantities (FR, ζi), which vary per definition
solely between a minimum of zero and a maximum of unity. Two hidden layers are found
to be needed to capture the complex dependencies between the impact conditions and the
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breakage results. Based on several tests described below, the number of nodes in the first
and the second hidden layer is set to 10 and 6, respectively. Hence, the topology of the
network is 4–10–6–4. The logistic sigmoid activation function is applied in all three layers
(two hidden and one output):

fact(x) = 1
1 + e−x

, (7.41)

which is a nonlinear bounded function leading to values in the interval [0,1]. While
such a function is typical for hidden layers, a linear activation function is generally more
adequate in the output layer of regression networks to allow unbounded predictions.
However, considering that the output quantities in the present case are solely defined in
the interval [0,1], a logistic sigmoid activation function in the output layer does not lead
to any limitations.

The described setup is adopted after testing several different configurations, including dif-
ferent activation functions with appropriate normalization schemes of the inputs/outputs,
the variation of the number of hidden layers, the number of nodes in these layers, and the
random initial values of the weights and biases. To evaluate and compare the performance
of the examined network configurations, the database is split into training (90%) and
testing (10%) datasets. The latter has more than 300 data points representing distinctly
different impact cases and breakage scenarios. Note that the testing part is not used
at all during the training and solely serves to evaluate how reliable the network is for
predicting new data. It is worth mentioning that a validation dataset is not needed, since
the generalization of the network is achieved by the Bayesian regularization and not by
early stopping based on validation (Hagan et al., 2014). Besides the MSE, the quality of
the predictions is quantified based on the coefficient of determination R2, which is another
widely used measure to assess the quality of the fitting provided by ANNs. It reads:

R2 = 1−

Ndata∑
n=1

(yDEM
n − yANNn )2

Ndata∑
n=1

(yDEM
n − yDEM)2

, (7.42)

where yDEM is the mean of the DEM results in the corresponding dataset. A perfect match
between the actual and the predicted data leads to R2 of unity, whereas R2 equal to zero
indicates a model that always predicts the mean value yDEM of the actual data.

In general, the chosen network configuration yields the best compromise between the
accuracy in predicting the training and the testing dataset. The predictions achieved by the
network for the training and the testing dataset are depicted in Figs. 7.22(a) and 7.22(b),
respectively. The mean values of the training MSE (5.49 · 10−4) and the testing MSE
(5.63 · 10−4) are adequately small and very close to each other implying a well-trained
network which generalizes well. This can be also inferred from the obtained mean value
of R2 = 0.997 for each of the training and the testing datasets indicating high prediction
accuracy for both datasets. Note that the detailed values for each output parameter are
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given in Table 7.8. It is worth mentioning that the training of this network stops when
the gradient of the error function falls below the convergence limit of 10−7. The last value
of the damping coefficient of the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm is 0.05. In addition, the
number of the effective parameters (i.e., weights and biases which were used in to reduce
the error function in the last iteration) is 140 out of 144 trainable parameters.
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Fig. 7.22. ANN predictions of the fragmentation ratio FR and the fragment size parameters ζi
for (a) the training dataset and (b) the testing dataset. The reference line is dashed
and has a slope of unity.

Tab. 7.8. MSE and R2 values of the outputs of the ANN predicting the fragmentation ratio
FR and the fragment size parameters ζi.

Training Testing
MSE R2 MSE R2

FR 4.54 · 10−4 0.997 4.99 · 10−4 0.997
ζ1 6.23 · 10−4 0.996 6.97 · 10−4 0.996
ζ2 5.16 · 10−4 0.997 4.94 · 10−4 0.997
ζ3 6.01 · 10−4 0.997 5.71 · 10−4 0.997

7.5.3 Spreading and Reflection Angles and Fragment Velocity Ratio
The second ANN is involved with the post-breakage motion of the fragments. The
considered set of impact cases is detailed in Section 7.5.3.1 and the development of the
corresponding ANN is discussed in Section 7.5.3.2.
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7.5.3.1 Considered Impact Cases

Besides the cases considered in the development of the model based on the polynomial
regression function (see Section 7.4.2.1), additional cases related to the shear breakage
scenario are taken into account. Those correspond to the 50-, 100-, and 200-particle
agglomerates of powderC accounting for both newly investigated impact angles of 0.2◦ and
3◦ of the shear impact case. In addition, five impact velocities achieving a fragmentation
ratio varying between 0.08 and 1 are considered for each case. Consequently, the number
of fragments corresponding to each set of impact conditions was nearly 3000 except for
the cases associated with the smallest FR, where the number of analyzed fragments was
about 500.
As previously pointed out, the obtained reflection angle α, spreading angle β, and

velocity ratio vratio for the individual fragments in the DEM simulations are statistically
described by means of PDFs.

Fig. 7.23 depicts the histograms of α, β, and vratio and the fitted Weibull PDFs for one
of the newly added shear breakage cases. In addition, the distributions of the complete
set of cases compared in terms of their scale λ and shape k parameters are shown in
Fig. 7.24. The results depicted suggest a strong dependence of the distributions for all
three measures (i.e., α, β, and vratio) on the impact angle. However, significant deviations
are present between some cases of different fragmentation ratios or numbers of primary
particles especially at the newly investigated angles of 0.2◦ and 3◦ of the shear impact
case. This implies inevitable errors if the Weibull distribution parameters are expressed
as functions of solely the impact angle in order to allow the usage of common regression
techniques (see Section 7.4.2.3). Thus, a multivariate approach based on an ANN is a
viable alternative.

It is noteworthy that the histograms used in the development of the model based on
the polynomial regression function (see Fig. 7.14) refer to the angles α and β normalized
by the impact angle Θimp. This kind of normalization is not necessary for training the
corresponding ANN. Thus, the absolute ranges of the angles α and β are used in the
present analysis. Consequently, different trends and ranges are observed for the scale
parameter λ of the angles α and β in both analyses.

Furthermore, in Fig. 7.25 the energy ratios ERtrans obtained for the newly investigated
angles (Θimp = 0.2◦ and 3◦) are depicted. For completeness, the results for the larger
angles and their exponential fitting curve are added. It can be stated that the new results
are consistent with the trend obtained for the larger angles, i.e., a negative exponential re-
lationship exist between the energy ratio ERtrans and the impact angle (Khalifa and Breuer,
2021). However, the values of the energy ratio ERtrans approach unity at the smallest
angle of 0.2◦, indicating almost no kinetic energy losses during the breakage event. This
can be understood considering that with a decreasing impact angle, a higher total impact
velocity is required to induce breakage (see Section 7.4.1.2). Hence, the incident kinetic
energy of the agglomerate in the case of Θimp = 0.2◦ is much higher than the dissipated
work during the disintegration of particles, e.g., through friction and breakage of bonds.
In general, it is also noticeable that at any impact angle certain deviations appear between
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Fig. 7.23. Results based on 64 different impact events with Θimp = 0.2◦ and N tot
pp = 100

achieving a mean fragmentation ratio of FR = 0.47: (a) reflection angle α; (b)
spreading angle β; (c) velocity ratio vratio. The solid line is fitted to the data by the
Weibull distribution given by Eq. (7.33).

the values of ERtrans for a varying fragmentation ratio or number of primary particles,
suggesting non-trivial roles of these factors.

In summary, the complete database provided for training the ANN concerning the
post-breakage kinetics of the fragment consists of 6 Weibull distribution parameters (scale
λ and shape k parameter for α, β and vratio) and the kinetic energy ratio ERtrans, all
obtained under 67 different sets of impact conditions.

7.5.3.2 Derived ANN

The second ANN aims at predicting the post-breakage behavior of the fragments. The
input parameters are the impact angle Θimp, the total number of primary particles in the
agglomerate N tot

pp and the fragmentation ratio FR. The number of nodes in the output
layer is seven corresponding to six Weibull distribution parameters (scale λ and shape
k parameter for the reflection angle α, the spreading angle β and the fragment velocity
ratio vratio) and the kinetic energy ratio ERtrans. Since the Weibull parameters λ and k
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Fig. 7.24. Scale and shape parameters λ and k of the Weibull PDFs as functions of the impact
angle Θimp.
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Fig. 7.25. Ratio of translational kinetic energy of the fragments ERtrans as a function of the
impact angle Θimp.

are always greater than zero and ERtrans varies in the range [0, 1], the second network
deals with a non-negative regression problem. In this network solely a single hidden layer
consisting of 6 nodes is used leading to the topology of 3–6–7. The activation function
in the hidden layer is the logistic sigmoid function, whereas a rectified linear activation
function is applied at the output layer. The latter is a piecewise function that returns the
input directly if it is positive, and a zero if the input is negative. Adopting such a function
for the output layer of this network is an appropriate choice since the output parameters
are naturally bounded in the positive range. However, to allow the network to extrapolate
beyond the minimum values of the output parameters of the training dataset, a linear
normalization scheme is generally adopted which transfers the input (xi = x∗i /x

∗,max) and
the output (yi = y∗i /y

∗,max) data into the range (0, 1]. As an exception, a logarithmic
scaling is applied to the output parameter k for vratio to reduce the skewness of the data
(see Fig. 7.24(f)):

yk,vratio =
ln
(
y∗k,vratio + 1

)
ln
(
y∗,max
k,vratio + 1

) , (7.43)

which also transfers the data into the range (0, 1]. Note that if the network is utilized in
Euler–Lagrange simulations and has to extrapolate the data, it is still possible to obtain
non-physical predictions of the Weibull distribution parameters (i.e., k or λ = 0) or the
kinetic energy ratio (i.e., ERtrans > 1). Thus, the outputs of the network need to be
checked and restricted to their physical ranges if necessary. This issue will be revisited in
Section 7.5.4.
Analogous to the first ANN, the database of the second network is split into training

and testing datasets with 58 (87%) and 9 (13%) breakage cases, respectively. Furthermore,
several configurations are checked and the combination of the settings described above
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leads to the best trade-off between the predictions of the training and the testing datasets,
which are depicted in Figs. 7.26(a) and 7.26(b), respectively. Note that the training of
this network stops when the damping coefficient of the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm
exceeds the convergence threshold of 10−10 and the performance gradient is 1.16 · 10−6. In
addition, the number of effective parameters (weights and biases) is 66 out of 73 trainable
parameters. The mean MSE of the training and testing datasets averaged over the seven
output parameters are 8.21 ·10−4 and 8.80 ·10−4, respectively. Again, the individual values
for each output parameter are provided in Table 7.9.
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Fig. 7.26. ANN predictions of the six Weibull distribution parameters (scale λ and shape k
parameter for the reflection angle α, the spreading angle β and the fragment velocity
ratio vratio) and the kinetic energy ratio ERtrans for (a) the training dataset and (b)
the testing dataset. The reference line is dashed and has a slope of unity.

Overall, these numbers suggest a good agreement between the actual and predicted
data in both datasets. A larger number of testing cases would allow a better assessment
of the generality of the network. Unfortunately, increasing the number of testing cases is
not possible for the present network without undermining the required diversity of cases
in the training dataset due to the overall small number of cases in the whole database.
Furthermore, the corresponding mean values of R2 are 0.91 and 0.92. Considering the
output parameters individually reveals that R2 of the training and testing datasets is about
0.98 if the results of k for α are excluded. The predictions of this output parameter cannot
be improved without affecting the accuracy of the prediction of other output parameters
(e.g., by changing the normalization scheme or tuning other network parameters). An
alternative solution would be to split the network into multiple networks of smaller numbers
of outputs. However, the current form and the obtained performance of the network
are acceptable for the sake of keeping the modeling procedure compact and efficient.
Nevertheless, the high capability of this network to deliver reasonable predictions for all
output parameters will be demonstrated in the duct flow case in Section 9.2.4.
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Tab. 7.9. MSE and R2 values of the outputs of the ANN predicting the kinetics of the fragments.

Training Testing
MSE R2 MSE R2

α
λ 4.42 · 10−4 0.992 4.07 · 10−4 0.996
k 2.78 · 10−3 0.550 1.98 · 10−3 0.624

β
λ 7.14 · 10−5 0.998 2.15 · 10−5 0.999

k 1.29 · 10−3 0.834 1.94 · 10−3 0.859

vratio
λ 2.72 · 10−4 0.982 3.10 · 10−4 0.988

k 5.61 · 10−4 0.986 8.02 · 10−4 0.985

ERratio 3.24 · 10−4 0.992 6.95 · 10−4 0.987

7.5.4 Realization of the Model in the Euler–Lagrange Approach

The ANN-based wall-impact breakage model is incorporated into the particle-laden flow
simulations as follows. When an agglomerate consisting of N tot

pp primary particles of a
certain particle diameter dpp impacts a wall, the total impact velocity vimp and the impact
angle Θimp are computed. To predict the occurrence of breakage, the resulting fragment
size distributions, and the velocities of the fragments using the two pre-trained ANNs,
the feed-forward procedures of the networks have to be fully replicated in the simulation
framework. This measure is necessary in order not to endanger the high-performance
efficiency of the parallelized Euler–Lagrange solver. The implementation includes the
number of hidden layers and hidden nodes, the activation functions, the trained weights
and biases, and the normalization parameters of the input and output data used in the
training. The predictions in form of the normalized outputs are then obtained by applying
the mathematical procedure behind each network on the corresponding set of inputs.

Concerning the first network tackling the number of evolving fragments and the fragment
size distribution, the relevant impact conditions are scaled based on Eq. (7.40) using the
same parameters as those employed to normalize the DEM data in the training stage.
This step is necessary since the impact conditions in the application must be consistent
with the normalized training inputs in order to obtain comparable predictions. Then, the
output of the first hidden layer for an arbitrary node m is computed as follows:

ah1m = fh1act

(
I∑
i=1

[xi · wh1
im + bh1m ]

)
, (7.44)

where I is the total number of input nodes in the network and the superscript h1 refers
to the first hidden layer. In an analogous way the output of the node k belonging to the
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second hidden layer is predicted. Subsequently, the predictions of the network output j is
obtained as follows:

yANNj = f outact

(
K∑
k=1

[ah2k · wout
kj + boutj ]

)
. (7.45)

Here, K is the total number of nodes in the second hidden layer and the superscript out
denotes the output layer. Furthermore, j is an index running between 1 and 4 referring
to the fragmentation ratio FR and the fragment size parameters ζ1, ζ2, and ζ3. Breakage
is detected when FR leads to more than one fragment. The sizes of the three largest
fragments are computed based on the definition of ζi given by Eq. (7.19). If more than
three fragments exist and the third largest fragment is not a single primary particle, the
sizes of the remaining fragments are randomly obtained satisfying the mass conservation
of the original agglomerate and the condition that none of these fragments is larger than
the third largest fragment.

Since FR is obtained in the first network, the inputs of the second network are complete
allowing to predict the velocity of the fragments. The procedure is analogous to that of
the first network with the sole difference that only one hidden layer exists in this network.
Hence, the kinetic energy ratio ERtrans and the Weibull distribution parameters λ and

k of α, β, and vratio are obtained in a normalized form. To determine the natural values of
these parameters, the normalization step used in the training (e.g., Eq. (7.43)) is reversed.
Since the Weibull parameters k and λ must per definition always be greater than zero, the
predicted values are restricted to a small limit of 0.1 during the feed-forward procedure
to avoid numerical problems. This limiting value is still smaller than the smallest value
found in the reference DEM database (i.e., ymin

λ, α = 0.25) allowing for a reasonable range
of extrapolation for all output parameters. Next, a value of α, β and vratio computed
based on random numbers according to the corresponding Weibull PDFs is assigned to
each fragment. However, since the Weibull PDF of the angle β accounts solely for the
positive range of the angle, the sign of β is alternately inverted leading to a symmetric
distribution between the positive and the negative range which fits well to the real situation.
Furthermore, if the number of fragments is not large, the statistical predictions of vratio
might lead to an over- or underestimation of the amount of the translational kinetic
energy of the fragments. This may cause a non-physical accumulation of particles in
the near-wall region or may lead to too high bouncing velocities. Thus, the velocities
of the fragments are slightly adjusted using ERtrans to ensure that the kinetic energy
of the fragments is comparable to those obtained in the reference DEM simulations for
similar impact conditions. To achieve that, the energy correction factor εcor defined in
Eq. (7.38) is applied to each component of the velocity vector of each fragment adjusting
their velocities evenly (i.e., vfrnew = εcor · vfr). In case of a sufficiently large number of
fragments this correction step has a negligible effect (εcor ≈ 1) since the energy is already
taken into account based on vratio.



8 Numerical Methodology
In the preceding chapters the physical aspects of the present Euler–Lagrangian approach
have been the main focus. However, the numerical procedure is another important aspect
since it allows solutions of the mathematical systems describing the underlying physics.
The particle-laden flow simulations in the present thesis are carried out using the in-

house Euler–Lagrange code LESOCC (Breuer, 1998a,b, 2000, 2002). The code utilizes
curvilinear body-fitted block-structured grids allowing to predict flows in complex geome-
tries based on a technique combining large-eddy simulation for the fluid with point-particle
tracking for the particles.

The present chapter introduces the numerical framework employed in this thesis for the
solution of the equations governing the Euler–Lagrange system. To this end, the most
important features of the finite-volume method applied to solve the incompressible fluid
flow are briefly outlined in Section 8.1. In addition, Section 8.2 gives a brief overview on
the numerical techniques applied for the particulate phase.

8.1 Numerical Methods for the Continuous Phase
Curvilinear, non-orthogonal, and block-structured grids are known to offer a balance be-
tween flexibility and complexity. The structured curvilinear arrangement enables efficient
solution procedures by mapping complex physical domains into simpler computational ones
(see Fig. 8.1), while offering a fixed general scheme to describe the connectivity between
the grid points. That is an advantage compared to unstructured grids, where a list of node
connectivities has to be stored and recovered. Furthermore, the multi-block arrangement
allows to achieve fine grid resolutions in flow regions of interest without exaggerations in
the total number of grid cells. However, adopting curvilinear coordinates entails the trans-
formation of the governing equations from the physical to the computational (curvilinear)
coordinate system. For instance, the curvilinear form of the dimensionless conservation
equation of mass (Eq. (3.1)) and momentum (Eq. (3.7)) for an incompressible fluid read
(Ferziger and Perić, 2002):

∂
(
U j J

−1
)

∂ξj
= 0, (8.1)

J−1 ∂ui
∂t

+ ∂(ui U j J
−1)

∂ξj
= −∂P

∂ξj
βji + ∂

∂ξj

[(
µT + 1

Re

)(
∂ui
∂ξm

J βmi βji

)]
+ J−1 fPSICj ,

(8.2)

respectively. Here, P stands for the modified filtered pressure defined in Eq. (3.6) and
U i is the filtered contravariant velocity of the fluid, which will be explained below. In
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Fig. 8.1. Transformation of the coordinate system between the physical and the computational
space.

addition, ξi = (ξ, η, ζ) denotes the coordinates in the computational space and J and
J−1 are the determinants of the Jacobian matrix J and its inverse J−1, respectively. The
Jacobian matrix consists of the following first-order partial derivatives:

J =


∂ξ
∂x

∂ξ
∂y

∂ξ
∂z

∂η
∂x

∂η
∂y

∂η
∂z

∂ζ
∂x

∂ζ
∂y

∂ζ
∂z

 . (8.3)

The determinant J defines the ratio between the volume of cells in the physical (∆V )
to the computational space (∆Vc), i.e., J = ∆Vc/∆V (Ferziger and Perić, 2002). Fig. 8.1
depicts a computational domain in which all control volumes are assumed to be equally
sized and have the dimensions ∆ξ = ∆η = ∆ζ = 1, i.e., the volume of the cell is equal to
unity ∆Vc = 1. Hence, the determinant of the Jacobian matrix and its inverse are given by
J = 1/∆V and J−1 = ∆V , respectively. Moreover, the coefficient βij = J−1 (∂ξi/∂xj) is
introduced. Using these definitions, the contravariant velocity of the fluid can be expressed
as U i = (U, V ,W ) = J (uk βik).
The code LESOCC applies the finite-volume method to predict the solution of the

partial differential equations (8.1) and (8.2). For this purpose, the domain is discretized
by a grid. Furthermore, the governing equations need to be descretized to enable a solution.
For simplicity, the solution technique is briefly discussed based on a general conservation
equation for an arbitrary transport quantity φ related to an incompressible fluid and
expressed in curvilinear coordinates:

J−1
(
∂φ

∂t

)
+ ∂ (φUj J−1)

∂ξj
= ∂

∂ξj

(
Γφ

∂φ

∂ξm
J βmi βji

)
+ Sφ J

−1. (8.4)
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Here, Γφ denotes the diffusion coefficient and Sφ is a source term for the quantity φ. Note
that with respect to the conservation of mass given by Eq. (8.1), the transport quantity φ
corresponds to the dimensionless density of the fluid which does not appear in the equation
since it is equal to unity (i.e., ρf = 1). In the momentum conservation equation (8.2) the
transport quantity φ corresponds to the components of the (filtered) velocity field. By
integrating Eq. (8.4) over the control volume Vc in the computational space (see Fig. 8.1)
and applying Gauss’s theorem, the integral form of the general transport equation (8.4)
is obtained:
∫
Vc

J−1
(
∂φ

∂t

)
dVc

︸ ︷︷ ︸
local change

+
∫
Sc

(
φUj J

−1
)
· nj dSc

︸ ︷︷ ︸
convective fluxes

=

∫
Sc

(
Γφ

∂φ

∂ξm
J βmi βji

)
· nj dSc

︸ ︷︷ ︸
diffusive fluxes

+
∫
Vc

Sφ J
−1 dVc

︸ ︷︷ ︸
sources

. (8.5)

Here, Sc stands for the surface of the control volume in the computational space and
nj is the corresponding unit vector normal to Sc. The terms appearing in Eq. (8.5) are
discretized as follows. The volume integrals are approximated by applying the second-
order accurate midpoint rule (Ferziger and Perić, 2002). Here the volume-averaged value
for each cell is approximated by the corresponding value at the center of the control
volume. Since LESOCC adopts a collocated (i.e., non-staggered) variable arrangement,
all variables are available at the center of the cells. Hence, no additional interpolation is
necessary in the discretization of the volume integrals.

Furthermore, both surface integrals appearing in Eq. (8.5) are split into a sum of
integrals (fluxes) over the six faces of the hexahedral control volumes used in structured
grids. For each surface, the flux is obtained by multiplying the surface-averaged value
of the integrand with the corresponding surface area which describes the midpoint rule.
The surface-averaged values are approximated by the corresponding values at the center
of the surface. However, since all variables are stored at the center of the control volumes
in collocated grids, an interpolation to the centers of the six surfaces is mandatory.
For the convective fluxes in Eq. (8.5), a linear interpolation is used to evaluate the

velocity at the surface based on the known velocities at the two cell centers laying across
the surface. This type of interpolation scheme, which is known as the linear interpolation
is second-order accurate and represents the counterpart of the central finite-differences
in the finite-difference context. However, it may generate oscillatory solutions. That is
also an important issue for grids with a collocated variable arrangement. In this case, the
prediction of the mass fluxes at the cell faces based on the midpoint rule and a linear
interpolation of the velocities to the cell faces is problematic and can lead to a decoupling
of the velocity and the pressure field. This problem is prevented in the present work by
applying the momentum interpolation technique by Rhie and Chow (1983).
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Moreover, the gradient of the quantity φ appearing in the diffusive fluxes in Eq. (8.5)
is approximated at the six surfaces of the control volume using a second-order accurate
central finite-difference scheme.

It should be noted that the pressure term in Eq. (8.2) has no direct analog in the generic
conservation equation (8.5). However, the pressure term is expressed in the form of a
surface force (conservative treatment).

Applying the finite-volume method described above to the momentum conservation
equation (8.2) delivers a non-linear differential equation in time for the filtered fluid velocity
at the center of the computational cells. In the present methodology, the time-marching
is achieved by the second-order accurate low-storage Runge-Kutta method (Binninger,
1989) within a predictor-corrector scheme. In a first step, the temporal integration of
the momentum equation is carried out to predict the value of the velocity (prediction
step). Note that the pressure of the new time step is not known and thus approximated
by the pressure from the previous time step. The resulting velocity field does not satisfy
the mass conservation equation, i.e., is not necessarily divergence-free. For this reason,
a corrector step is subsequently carried out, in which the obtained velocity is considered
as an intermediate value between the old and the new time step. To this end, a Poisson
equation for the pressure correction is numerically solved by means of the incomplete
lower-upper decomposition (ILU) method (Stone, 1968). Owing to the iterative nature of
ILU, five to ten (inner) iterations are typically carried out. As a result, a new (corrected)
pressure is obtained, which is subsequently inserted in the momentum equation to obtain
an improved estimation of the velocity. In the present collocated variable arrangement,
the improved velocity field can still be not divergence free. Therefore, the entire correction
step is repeated (five to ten outer iterations) until a predefined convergence threshold
(O(10−8)) of the mass conservation is reached. For more details the reader is referred to
(Breuer, 1998a,b, 2000, 2002) and Ferziger and Perić (2002).

8.2 Numerical Methods for the Dispersed Phase
The present section describes some of the essential features of the numerical method
used for the Lagrangian tracking. Different issues are discussed including the techniques
applied for (1) interpolating quantities from the Eulerian grid to the particle position (and
vice versa) (Section 8.2.1), (2) integrating the equation of motion (Section 8.2.2), and (3)
detecting particle collisions and wall impacts (Section 8.2.3).

8.2.1 Interpolation of Fluid Quantities to Particle Positions
As earlier stated in Section 4.2, the fluid forces and the torque exerted on the point-
particles are given by closure models. These closures mainly rely on the velocity of the fluid
computed at the position of the particle. Similarly, the relationships used for evaluating
the turbulent and the drag stress in the fluid-induced breakup model (Section 6.3) depend
on the local fluid velocity and the local dissipation rate ε of the fluid kinetic energy.
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For this purpose, it is necessary to interpolate some fluid quantities represented on the
computational grid to arbitrary particle positions.

In the present thesis, the aforementioned interpolation is accomplished using two differ-
ent methods. The first is the second-order accurate trilinear interpolation. This method
uses the results available on the eight grid points surrounding the interpolation point,
taking the distance between the grid and the interpolation point into account based on
weighting factors. Examples of quantities which are computed on the Eulerian grid first
and then interpolated to the particle position by the trilinear scheme include (1) the
rotation of the velocity field ∇×uf needed for computing the relative rotation of particles
(see Eq. (4.16)), and (2) the local strain rate tensor S required for determining the local
energy dissipation rate ε (see Eq. (6.8)). In addition, as clarified in Section 4.2.4 a trilinear
scheme is also applied in the opposite direction to determine the weighting factors used for
projecting the feedback force from the particles back to the Eulerian grid, in case two-way
coupling is taken into account.
The second interpolation method is the second-order accurate Taylor series expansion

(Marchioli et al., 2007), which is specifically used for determining the fluid velocity at
the position of the particles. The reason for abandoning the trilinear scheme for this
important task is the significant unphysical filtering of the velocity field associated with
the trilinear interpolation (Alletto, 2014; Marchioli et al., 2007).

8.2.2 Solution of the Particle Equations of Motion
In order to obtain the velocities and displacements of particles, the governing equation
of the translatory and the rotational motion of the individual particles need to be solved.
The solution methods are briefly explained next.

8.2.2.1 Translatory Motion

In Section 4.2 it was explained that the equation of motion for the translatory motion of
particles accounts for various physical effects including gravity and buoyancy FG+B, drag
FD, lift F Saf+Mag

L , and added-mass and pressure-gradient forces FAM+PG:

mp
dup

dt = FG+B + FD + F Saf+Mag
L + FAM+PG . (8.6)

The expressions for calculating these forces are summarized as follows:

FG+B = mp g

[
1− ρf

ρp

]
, (8.7a)

FD = CD

8 π ρf d
2
p |uf − up| (uf − up) , (8.7b)

F Saf+Mag
L = ρf

2
π

4 d
3
p

[
CLS [(uf − up)× ωf] + CLR

dp
|uf − up|

Ωrel × (uf − up)
|Ωrel|

]
, (8.7c)

(8.7d)
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In order to commence a solution for Eq. (8.6), some rearrangements are useful. Since the
second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (8.9d) contains the acceleration of the particle, this term
can be added to the l.h.s. of Eq. (8.6). In addition, Eq. (8.6) is divided by the mass of the
particle mp yielding:(

1 + Cm
ρf

ρp

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

fm

dup

dt = fD + fG+B + fSaf+Mag
L + f ∗AM+PG, (8.8)

where the symbol f stands for the force normalized by the mass (i.e., acceleration term).
These acceleration terms are given as follows:

fG+B = g

[
1− ρf

ρp

]
, (8.9a)

fD = 3
4
CD

dp

ρf

ρp
|uf − up| (uf − up) , (8.9b)

fSaf+Mag
L = ρf

ρp

3
4

[
CLS [(uf − up)× ωf] + CLR

dp
|uf − up|

Ωrel × (uf − up)
|Ωrel|

]
, (8.9c)

f ∗AM+PG = ρf

ρp
(1 + CAM) Duf

Dt . (8.9d)

Note that the superscript ’*’ in f ∗AM+PG indicates the modification of the term related
to the shift of the particle acceleration part to the l.h.s. of equation (8.8). Finally, the
governing equation (8.8) of the particle’s translatory motion can be formulated as:

dup

dt = fD (uf − up) + 1
fm

(
fG+B + fSaf+Mag

L + f ∗AM+PG

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a

, (8.10)

which constitutes a non-linear ordinary differential equation requiring numerical solution.
The factor fD appearing in the non-linear term is given by:

fD = 1
fm

3
4
CD

dp

ρf

ρp
|uf − up| . (8.11)

By integrating Eq. (8.10), the velocity of the particle is obtained (first integration). Sub-
sequently, the actual position of the particle can be determined based on the definition of
the particle velocity:

dxp

dt = up , (8.12)

applying a second integration.
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The first integration is carried out based on the fourth-order accurate Runge–Kutta
scheme.

u(n+1)
p = u(n)

p + 1
6 (k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4) , (8.13)

with u(n+1)
p denoting the particle velocity at the new time step. The coefficients of the

four sub-steps of Eq. (8.13) are defined by:

k1 = ∆t
{
f

(n)
D

[
uf − u(n)

p

]
+ a(n)

}
, (8.14a)

k2 = ∆t
{
f

(n)
D

[
uf −

(
u(n)

p + 1
2 k1

)]
+ a(n)

}
, (8.14b)

k3 = ∆t
{
f

(n)
D

[
uf −

(
u(n)

p + 1
2 k2

)]
+ a(n)

}
, (8.14c)

k4 = ∆t
{
f

(n)
D

[
uf −

(
u(n)

p + k3
)]

+ a(n)
}
. (8.14d)

Ideally, the acceleration term a(n) should also be updated within the four sub-steps of the
Runge–Kutta method since it includes forces (see Eq. (8.10)), which are functions of the
particle velocity. However, for the sake of simplicity and since these forces are typically
smaller than the drag by orders of magnitude, the acceleration term a(n) is determined
only once.
The stability of the Runge–Kutta scheme (8.14) is determined based on a condition

defined by the parameter βtran = fD ∆t, where ∆t is the time-step size (Antia, 2002; Breuer
et al., 2006). If the condition 0 < βtran ≤ 2.78 is satisfied, the numerical solution (8.14)
is always stable. Since in wall-resolved LES the time-step sizes are quite small (in the
order of CFL = O(1) or less), the fluid time step can be also applied to the Lagrangian
tracking (Breuer et al., 2006). This condition is especially reasonable, since in the present
work the collisions of particles are not resolved in time but modeled based on the hard-
sphere approach. However, in order to avoid using the numerical solution outside its
stability range, a simplified analytical solution of Eq. (8.10) is considered in the rare case
of βtran > 2:

u(n+1)
p = uf +

(
u(n)

p − uf
)

exp
(
−βtran

)
+ 1
f

(n)
D
a(n)

[
1− exp

(
−βtran

)]
, (8.15)

which is derived assuming a Stokes flow regime, i.e., Rep < 1. In this case, the drag force
scales linearly with the slip velocity of the particle, i.e., fD in Eq. (8.10) is independent
on the velocity. That renders Eq. (8.10) a linear ordinary differential equation, for which
an exact solution is given by Eq. (8.15). Of course, this analytical solution does not hold
for higher particle Reynolds numbers. However, taking into account that the analytical
solution is used in seldom cases, the introduced error is not critical.

The second integration delivering the position of the particles (see Eq. (8.12)) is carried
out in the computational space:

dξp

dt = Up , (8.16)
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where ξp and Up are the position and the contravariant velocity of the particle, respectively
(Alletto, 2014; Breuer et al., 2006). The motivation behind performing the second inte-
gration in the computational space is to enable an efficient tracking procedure capable to
predict millions of particles. This is related to the fact that in the computational space an
explicit relation between the coordinates of the particle location and the accommodating
control volume exist (Breuer et al., 2006). Hence, CPU-time extensive search algorithms
for the new position of the particles can be avoided (Breuer et al., 2006; Schäfer and
Breuer, 2002).
Eq. (8.16) is integrated using the same Runge–Kutta numerical scheme as applied for

the first integration:

ξ(n+1) = ξ(n) + 1
6 (k1 + 2k2 + 2k3 + k4) , (8.17)

with the coefficients of the four sub-steps given by:

k1 = ∆tUp, (8.18a)

k2 = ∆t
(
Up + 1

2 k1

)
, (8.18b)

k3 = ∆t
(
Up + 1

2 k2

)
, (8.18c)

k4 = ∆t (Up + k3) . (8.18d)

8.2.2.2 Rotational Motion

The governing equation of the rotational motion discussed in Section 4.2 can be summarized
as:

Ip
dωp

dt = CR
ρf
2

(
dp
2

)5

|Ωrel|Ωrel . (8.19)

Substituting the definition of the torque coefficient CR = 64 π/Rer and the definitions of
Rer (see Eq. (4.18)) and τp = ρp d

2
p / (18 µf) yields a linear ordinary differential equation:

dωp

dt = 10
3τp

Ωrel = 10
3 τp

(1
2∇× uf − ωp

)
. (8.20)

Hence, Eq. (8.20) is analytically integrated to obtain the actual angular velocity of the
particles:

ω(n+1)
p = ω(n)

p exp
(
−βrot

)
+
(1

2∇× uf

) [
1− exp

(
−βrot

)]
, (8.21)

where the factor βrot is given by:

βrot =
(

10
3 τp

∆t
)
. (8.22)
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8.2.3 Detection of Particle Collisions and Wall Impacts

As argued in Section 4.1, in the present methodology the motion of particles determined
by solving the equation of motion is subsequently adjusted in case inter-particle or particle-
wall collisions take place. For this purpose, deterministic approaches for detecting collisions
(Breuer and Alletto, 2012) are available in the code LESOCC, which are briefly explained
next.

The search for inter-particle collisions is carried out within virtual cells dividing the
whole computational domain into smaller sub-domains. The advantage of this procedure is
to avoid a brute-force method by examining collisions between particles which are widely
distanced from each other. In other words, solely particles separated by a certain distance
range defined by the size of the virtual cells are considered as potential collision partners.
As a result, the dependence of the computational costs related to the collision detection
on the total number of particles in the domain decreases by at least an order of magnitude
(Breuer and Alletto, 2012).

The size of the virtual cells is dynamically optimized during the simulation. The
adjustment of the virtual cell size depends on the ratio between the desired maximum
number of particles in a virtual cell to the actual maximum number of particles in a virtual
cell in the previous time step (Breuer and Alletto, 2012). In addition, in each time step
the search for likely collision partners is repeated while increasing the size of the virtual
cells by a factor of 17/13 ≈ 1.3 to assure capturing closely-placed particles laying across
the edges of two different cells in the first virtual-cell arrangement.
After identifying the potentially colliding particles using the concept of virtual cells,

the occurrence of collisions are pairwise examined based on two conditions (Breuer and
Alletto, 2012). First, the two collision partners have to approach each other, i.e., their
separation is decreasing. Solely for the pairs satisfying the first condition, the second
condition is checked. The second condition requires the minimum separation between the
centers of the two particles within a single time step to be equal or smaller than the sum
of their radii. Note that the minimum separation is calculated assuming that the particles
are moving with constant relative velocity (Chen et al., 1998; Tanaka and Tsuji, 1991)
during the period of the search. Further details on the presently used collision detection
algorithm are provided in Alletto (2014) and Breuer and Alletto (2012).

The detection of particle-wall collisions is conceptually similar. However, the search
for particles potentially colliding with the wall is significantly simpler since the location
of walls is known and fixed. Consequently, solely the particles existing in the vicinity
of the wall are examined. Two conditions need to be satisfied to detect a particle-wall
collision. First, the separation between the particle and the wall is decreasing within the
time interval investigated. Second, the wall-normal distance between the particle center
and the wall is less than or equal to the distance of the cell-center from the wall in the
wall-normal direction.
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8.2.4 Treatment of Agglomerate Breakage
When a breakage event is detected due to fluid-induced stresses or wall impacts, the
number, the sizes, and the velocities of the resulting fragments are predicted by the
corresponding model as explained in Chapters 6 and 7.
In the present methodology, all fragments are initially placed at the last position of

the original agglomerate after undergoing breakage. This implies that the new fragments
are entirely overlapping, which does not resemble the real physical behavior and might
lead to quick re-agglomerations. However, such an assumption is necessary to prevent two
problems associated with the sudden spatial separation of fragments in the computational
domain. First, the newly generated fragments can overlap with other neighboring particles
or agglomerates. Second, since block-structured grids are typically utilized for such
simulations, a fragment might be placed in a different computational block if breakup
takes place near the border of two or more blocks. This is especially challenging if the blocks
are treated by different processors. The solutions to these problems are computationally
expensive which motivates the present choice of allowing the fragments to initially overlap.
However, if the post-breakage separation velocities of the fragments are adequately set,
the problem of non-physical collisions and re-agglomerations can largely be prevented
since in the present method collision are detected if particles are approaching each other
(see Section 8.2.3). For this purpose, special attention is paid in this work to the modeling
of the post-breakage kinetics of the fragments.



9 Test Cases and Results
This chapter presents the results of various particle-laden flow simulations, in which the
Euler–Lagrange simulation methodology explained in the preceding chapters is applied
taking the breakage of agglomerates based on the developed models into account.
The first investigation (Section 9.1) is concerned with the flow in a generic lab-scale

disperser, which is inspired by the experimental setup by Weiler (2008). Note that in the
disperser case the investigation of breakage solely considers the role of the fluid-induced
stresses, i.e., the deagglomeration due to wall impacts is not accounted for. The reason for
this limitation is twofold: (1) the configuration of the disperser is designed to intensify the
effect of the fluid-induced stresses by exposing agglomerates to critical flow conditions (i.e.,
abrupt acceleration and a shear layer) before arriving at walls, (2) the chronological order
of the development of the breakage models, i.e., this test case was studied to evaluate the
breakup models for the fluid-induced stresses (Breuer and Khalifa, 2019a,b) prior to the
introduction of the wall-impact breakage models.

The second investigation deals with the deagglomeration of particles in duct flows taking
a wide range of Reynolds numbers into account (Section 9.2). Such a setup is relevant
for a range of practical applications. It should be noted that the results of the duct flow
simulations were published in Khalifa and Breuer (2021) and Khalifa et al. (2022).

Lastly, the third investigation focuses on the breakage of agglomerates in various pipe
bend configurations (Section 9.3). The considered geometries and flow Reynolds numbers
stem from an experimental study by Adi et al. (2010) and a related numerical investigation
by Tong et al. (2011) devoted to explore the effect of design parameters on the performance
of dry powder inhalers. It is worth mentioning that the results of the bend pipe simulations
were published in Khalifa et al. (2021).

9.1 Powder Disperser
In order to study the three fluid-induced breakup mechanisms (turbulence, drag and
rotation) considered in this thesis in a single configuration, a versatile setup is sought. The
generated flow field must provide the prerequisites for all deagglomeration mechanisms with
manageable computational demands. This requires the establishment of a turbulent flow
characterized by regions of high shear rates, high vorticity, and zones, where agglomerates
are suddenly accelerated. For this purpose, a configuration resembling a simple disperser
consisting of two interleaving ducts is chosen. As depicted in Fig. 9.1, the setup consists
of a main square duct with a hydraulic diameter of dh = 4.3 · 10−3m crossed up to its
midplane by a vertical square duct denoted as funnel. This is crucial for generating the flow
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characteristics desired for breakup by fluid-induced mechanisms. The dimensions of both
ducts are given in the sketch. An important geometric factor for generating these specific
flow features is the blockage ratio B = 0.4048 describing the ratio of the penetrating area
of the funnel and the cross-section of the main duct. Agglomerates released in the upper
part of the funnel are falling in the direction normal to the duct due to gravitational
acceleration. They are expected to experience severe conditions (shear/vorticity/strong
velocity differences) when entering the main duct.

The entire setup is derived from an experimental investigation carried out by Weiler
(2008) for studying the disintegration of dry powders. The main geometric difference is
that the dry powder disperser of Weiler (2008) consisted of two pipes instead of square
ducts. Otherwise the geometric setup as well as the flow conditions and powder properties
are inspired by this study. As depicted in Fig. 9.2, the simplification of the geometry
from a circular pipe to a square duct arrangement retains the same hydraulic diameter
(dh = dpipe) and the same blockage ratio, i.e., B = Apf1/Apipe = Apf2/Aduct = 0.4048. Since
in the original configuration the funnel ranges to the midplane of the main pipe, the funnel
in the simplified setup also extends to the midplane of the square duct yielding a width
of wfe = 3.48 · 10−3 m.

The main objective is to investigate the effect of two physical influences on the breakup
phenomena:

1. The flow conditions specified by different volumetric flow rates leading to different
Reynolds numbers, and

2. The cohesion between particles adjusted by varying the size of the primary particles
forming the agglomerates.

9.1.1 Flow Configuration
The effect of the Reynolds number is examined by considering two different flow cases.
Table 9.1 summarizes the flow properties of the two cases taken into account. Assuming
a statistically fully developed flow at the main inlet for both cases, a low volumetric flow
rate of V̇f,in = 25 norm-liter/min leads to a low Reynolds number of ReL = 8698 based on
the bulk velocity Ub and the hydraulic diameter dh. Increasing the volumetric flow rates
eight times results in the high–Re case of ReH = 69, 584.

Tab. 9.1. Flow properties for the powder disperser.

Case Re V̇f,in Ub ρf µf

[norm-liter/min] [m/s] [kg/m3] [kg · s−1m−1]

Low-Re 8698 25 31 1.196 1.833 · 10−5

High-Re 69,584 200 248 1.196 1.833 · 10−5
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Fig. 9.1. Schematic sketch of the dry powder disperser (deagglomerator) (Breuer and Khalifa,
2019b).
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Fig. 9.2. Cross-sections of the (a) main pipe in the original configuration (Weiler, 2008) and
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At the open top of the funnel, an inlet velocity is assumed according to a volumetric
flow rate of 20% of the flow rate at the main inlet. This condition is imposed in order
to mimic the air flow sucked through the funnel as the result of the pressure difference.
It prevents the formation of large recirculation regions in the funnel, which hinder the
transport of the agglomerates towards the main duct.
To evaluate the influence of the size of the primary particles forming an agglomerate

and therefore the cohesive forces between the particles on the breakage behavior, three
different size classes of monodisperse silica (SiO2) particles are investigated. The diameter
of the primary particles varies between 0.97, 2.47 and 5.08 µm and the corresponding
agglomerates are denoted powder A, B and C, respectively. All other properties and
impact parameters of the primary particles are listed in Table 9.2.
In the model for the fluid-induced breakup explained in Section 6.3, the strength S

of the agglomerate is an essential quantity. According to the formula by Rumpf (1962)
(see Section 6.2), the strength of agglomerates consisting of monodisperse dry primary
particles bonded together by the van-der-Waals force depends on the average coordination
number kc, the packing fraction fpack and the binding force (see Eq. (6.3)). As explained
in Section 5.4, the two former quantities are available in the CFD code as look-up tables
depending on the number of primary particles included in the agglomerates. Thus, the
strength of agglomerates comprising N tot

pp primary particles of powder A, B and C can be
determined. The outcome is depicted in Fig. 9.3. Obviously, the strength varies for small
agglomerates but levels off for large ones. Furthermore, the inverse dependence of the
strength on the diameter dpp of the primary particles is visible. Hence, the agglomerates
of powder A generally possess a larger strength than the agglomerates built up by the

Tab. 9.2. Properties and other characteristic parameters of the considered silica particles (SiO2).

Parameter Unit Powder A, B, C

Primary particle diameter dpp m 0.97, 2.47, 5.08 ·10−6

Primary particle density ρpp kg/m3 2000
Poisson’s ratio νs - 0.17 d

Modulus of elasticity Es N/m2 7.2 · 1010 d

Surface energy γs J/m2 1.78 · 10−3 a

Hamaker constant H J 2.148 · 10−20 a

Min. inter-particle distance δ0 m 4.0 · 10−10 b

Normal restitution coefficient en - 0.97 c

Tangential restitution coefficient et - 0.44 c

Static friction coefficient µs - 0.94 e

Kinetic friction coefficient µkin - 0.092 c

aSchubert (2003), bKrupp (1967), cFoerster et al. (1994) for soda-lime-silica glass,
dAzomaterials.com (2018), eSerway and Vuille (2007) approximated for glass on glass.
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Fig. 9.3. Variation of the strength S with the size of the agglomerate (number of primary
particles N tot

pp included).

larger primary particles. However, the factor between powder A and C is not about five
as expected from the diameter ratio, but only about two, since the diameter dpp also
affects kc and fpack.

Compact agglomerates idealized by spheres each consisting of 100 primary particles are
released inside the funnel at a fixed height of about 4 dh measured from the central axis of
the main duct. The mass flow rate is set to ṁp ≈ 10 mg/s to match the experimentally
investigated case (Weiler, 2008). The reason for not discharging the agglomerates at
the top of the converging funnel is to avoid a very long settling process imposed by the
considerably weak flow at the due to the large cross-section. However, to mimic realistic
feeding conditions, the release positions are randomly chosen within a centered rectangular
region of the extension 0.46 dh × 0.92 dh in the x–z plane. The initial velocities of the
agglomerates are set equal to the flow velocity at the release positions. Since the feeding
mass flow rate of the powder is fixed for both Reynolds numbers and all three powders, the
number of released agglomerates per dimensionless time unit is different for all six cases.
Namely, for the low-Re case the number of released agglomerates per dimensionless time
unit is 17,778, 833, and 101 for powders A, B, and C, respectively. The corresponding
numbers in the high-Re case are 1786, 109, and 13 in the same order.

9.1.2 Computational Setup
9.1.2.1 Boundary Conditions

The dry powder disperser sketched in Fig. 9.1 consists of two inlets (main duct and funnel)
and one outlet. As mentioned above, a statistically fully developed flow at the main inlet
is assumed mimicking the situation that the turbulent flow passes through a long entrance
duct before reaching the disperser. In order to generate appropriate instantaneous inflow
data, supplementary simulations of a single duct flow with the dimensions of 2πdh×dh×dh
are carried out. Assuming a statistically fully developed flow, periodic boundary conditions
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can be applied in these auxiliary simulations, which sole task is to guarantee reliable inflow
data for the main simulations. Two auxiliary simulations are carried out for the low and
the high-Re cases considered. After the flow is fully developed, the velocities extracted
from a selected plane normal to the streamwise direction are stored over a sufficiently
long time interval and used as inflow velocities in the main configuration. For the low-Re
case, this time interval ∆T ∗inlet = ∆Tinlet Ub/dh comprises 90 time units. Owing to the
higher temporal and spatial resolution applied for the high Reynolds number, it has to
be restricted to about 16 time units for this case. Since the grid point distribution in the
cross-section of the grids of the auxiliary and the main simulations are chosen to match
and the time-step sizes are also adjusted accordingly, no interpolation in space or time is
required for the data transfer.

For the second inlet at the top of the funnel, a constant velocity distribution is chosen.
Owing to the ratio of the cross-sections of the funnel inlet and the main duct, the inlet
velocity corresponding to 0.2 V̇f,in (i.e., 0.128Ub) is quite low.

Concerning the outlet of the disperser configuration, a classic convective boundary
condition with Ub as the constant convection velocity is applied. As depicted in Fig. 9.1,
the length of the downstream part of the main duct is 9 dh for the high-Re case. This
length guarantees that no backflow is present at the outlet. For the low Reynolds number
a shorter length of 6 dh is found to be sufficient.
All other boundaries are solid smooth walls at which the Stokes no-slip and the im-

permeability conditions are set. This choice is justified by the fact that wall-resolved
LES predictions are performed. Thus, the grids are generated with a refined near-wall
resolutions allowing the viscous sublayer to be well resolved. The latter statement is
proved for the single duct flow which possesses the same near-wall spacing as the main
configuration as will be discussed next.

Furthermore, since walls are assumed to be made of glass, the parameters of the particle-
wall collision model (en, et, µkin, andµst) are set equal to the (silica) particle-particle coun-
terparts given in Table 9.2.

9.1.2.2 Computational Grids

The computational domain is discretized by block-structured grids as depicted in Fig. 9.4.
With the exception of the converging part of the funnel, Cartesian grids are applied.
Generally, grid points are clustered towards the walls of the main duct and the walls
of the funnel protruding into the duct. Furthermore, the regions below and behind the
obstructing part of the funnel are especially well resolved, since these are the areas where
most of the breakup processes are expected to occur. The applied near-wall resolution
fulfills the recommendation of Piomelli and Chasnov (1996) for wall-resolved LES defined
in terms of y+

1st < 2, ∆x+ = O(50–150) and ∆z+ = O(15–40). Here, the index "1st"
denotes the center of the first cell near the wall. In addition, the superscript "+" refers to
dimensionless quantities (e.g., y+

1st = y1st · uτ/νf) normalized by the kinematic viscosity of
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the fluid νf and the shear velocity uτ . The latter is predicted separately for each of the
two Reynolds numbers using:

uτ =
√
τw
ρf
. (9.1)

The shear stress at the wall τw is given by:

τw = fD ρf U
2
b

8 , (9.2)

where the Darcy friction factor fD is obtained based on the formula proposed by Moody
(1947), which is widely used as a design formula for turbulent pipe flows and reads:

fD = 0.0055
1 +

(
2× 104 · εsr

D
+ 106

Re

) 1
3
 , for: 4000 ≤ Re ≤ 5× 108,

0 ≤ εsr/dh ≤ 0.01 .
(9.3)

Note that the surface roughness εsr is assumed to be negligible (i.e., εsr = 0) for the present
ducts.

Of course, due to a factor of eight between both Reynolds numbers, the grid spacing in
the vicinity of the walls and the total numbers of grid points are significantly different for
both cases.

Low-Re case

The grid for the low Reynolds number case consists of 186 × 200 grid points in the y–z
cross-section. Geometric and bi-geometric grid clustering with a maximum stretching
ratio of 1.05 is applied towards the outer walls of the main duct and towards the inner
walls of the obstructing part of the funnel. The center of the first cell in wall-normal
direction is ∆y+

1st = ∆z+
1st ≈ 0.5 in wall units (based on the wall shear stress velocity uτ

of the periodic duct case and the kinematic viscosity of the fluid). Owing to the matching
conditions of the grids in the y–z cross-section of the auxiliary and the main simulation,
identical grid resolutions are applied in this plane. Accordingly, solely the resolution in
the streamwise (x) direction is different for both cases. For the periodic duct flow an
equidistant grid spacing is appropriate in the streamwise (x) direction applying 130 grid
points. That leads to a resolution of ∆x+ ≈ 15 expressed in wall units. The total number
of grid points in x–direction in the main simulation is 445. Stretched grids are applied in
different blocks in order to cluster the points in regions of specific interest.
The first cell spacing at the main inlet boundary is set to have a comparable size in

streamwise direction as the grid of the periodic duct. Furthermore, the block-structured
nature of the grid facilitates the application of different geometric stretching functions
in different parts. Specifically, the grid is clustered towards the inner walls in the up-
stream (E4) and downstream parts (E6) of the obstructing funnel, whereas a bi-geometric
stretching is applied on the intersection part (E5) with a maximum stretching ratio of
1.05. In the upper part of the funnel, the number of grid points along the y–direction
(E7+E8) is 116, which are clustered towards the bottom. The details of the grid applied
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for the low-Re case are summarized in Table 9.3. The resulting total number of control
volumes for this case is about 17.6 millions. The grid is split up into 158 blocks allowing
the application of a high-performance computing cluster with the same number of cores
(6 nodes each possessing 28 cores).

High-Re case

The grid of the high Reynolds number case possesses the same geometric block structure
and the same clustering functions as the low-Re case. Nonetheless, the grid resolution
is further refined to address the steeper gradients of the flow in the vicinity of the walls.
However, to keep the corresponding grid of the main simulation affordable, a compromise
has to be made: The first cell centers in the wall-normal directions are set according to
∆y+

1st = ∆z+
1st ≈ 0.8. In addition, the resolution in the streamwise direction applied for the

periodic duct flow is increased to ∆x+ ≈ 50. This results in a grid containing 280×320 grid
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Tab. 9.3. Summary of the grid details for the duct-funnel low-Re case. The first and last cells
are defined with respect to the coordinate system. The edges E1 to E10 are depicted
in Fig. 9.4. The grid spacing is normalized by dh.

Edge Length in Number of Mesh Stretching First Last
dh nodes stretching factor spacing spacing

E1 0.81 120 bi-geometric 1.05 1.57 · 10−3 1.57 · 10−3

E2 0.095 40 bi-geometric 1.05 1.57 · 10−3 1.57 · 10−3

E3 0.50 93 bi-geometric 1.05 1.57 · 10−3 1.57 · 10−3

E4 2.0 130 geometric (-x) 1.028 5.68 · 10−2 1.57 · 10−3

E5 0.81 120 bi-geometric 1.05 1.57 · 10−3 1.57 · 10−3

E6 6.0 195 geometric (+x) 1.024 1.57 · 10−3 1.39 · 10−1

E7 1.28 78 geometric (+y) 1.05 1.57 · 10−3 6.18 · 10−2

E8 5.64 38 geometric (+y) 1.045 6.18 · 10−2 3.03 · 10−1

E9 2.79 120 bi-geometric 1.05 5.42 · 10−3 5.42 · 10−3

E10 2.79 120 bi-geometric 1.05 5.42 · 10−3 5.42 · 10−3

points in the y–z cross-section for both the auxiliary and the main simulations fulfilling
the matching condition for the transfer of the inflow data.
To avoid disturbances at the outlet of the duct, the length of the downstream part

(E6) is set to 9 dh, which is longer than the corresponding part in the low-Re case where
a length of 6 dh is found to be sufficient. Accordingly, the number of grid points in the
x-direction (E4+E5+E6) is in total 1240 and thus significantly larger than for the low-Re
case.

Similar to the low-Re grid, different geometric stretching functions are applied in differ-
ent blocks of the high-Re grid. For instance, the grid is geometrically clustered towards
the inner walls in the upstream (E4) and downstream (E6) parts of the obstructing funnel
and a bi-geometric stretching function is used for the intersection part (E5). Along the
y–direction in the upper non-intersecting part of the funnel (E7+E8) the grid is again
geometrically stretched towards the bottom applying 235 grid points. The full details
of the grid applied for the high-Re case are provided in Table 9.4. The total number of
control volumes is quite large with about 114.9 millions. Again, the grid is split up into a
parallel block structure but this time with 392 blocks allowing the application of 14 nodes
each consisting of 28 cores.

9.1.2.3 Time-Step Size

As explained above, the employed grids apply very fine near-wall resolutions, which are
also used in the streamwise direction for the inner walls where the funnel intersects the
main duct. Therefore, small time-step sizes have to be used. The dimensionless time-step
sizes are ∆t∗ = ∆t Ub/dh = 1.5 · 10−4 and ∆t∗ = 3.5 · 10−5 for the low and high Reynolds
number cases, respectively. The corresponding CFL numbers are 0.49 and 0.40. That
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Tab. 9.4. Summary of the grid details for the duct-funnel high-Re case. The first and last cells
are defined with respect to the coordinate system. The edges E1 to E10 are depicted
in Fig. 9.4. The grid spacing is normalized by dh.

Edge Length in Number of Mesh Stretching First Last
dh nodes stretching factor spacing spacing

E1 0.81 160 bi-geometric 1.05 4.8 · 10−4 4.8 · 10−4

E2 0.095 80 bi-geometric 1.05 4.8 · 10−4 4.8 · 10−4

E3 0.50 140 bi-geometric 1.05 4.8 · 10−4 4.8 · 10−4

E4 2.0 280 geometric (-x) 1.015 3.0 · 10−2 4.8 · 10−4

E5 0.81 160 bi-geometric 1.05 4.8 · 10−4 4.8 · 10−4

E6 9.0 800 geometric (+x) 1.006 4.8 · 10−4 5.34 · 10−2

E7 1.28 120 geometric (+y) 1.05 4.8 · 10−4 4.98 · 10−2

E8 5.64 115 geometric (+y) 1.0 4.94 · 10−2 4.94 · 10−2

E9 2.79 160 bi-geometric 1.05 1.65 · 10−3 1.65 · 10−3

E10 2.79 160 bi-geometric 1.05 1.65 · 10−3 1.65 · 10−3

shows that the stability of the explicit time-marching scheme is dictated by diffusion in
the present case as expected for a wall-resolved simulation.

9.1.3 Simulation Procedure

The funnel-duct flow simulations are carried out applying the considered four–way coupled
Euler–Lagrange methodology based on LES, which is explained in Chapters 3 and 4. In
the funnel-duct simulations the dynamic subgrid-scale model by Germano et al. (1991) is
used for both Re cases. However, it should be pointed out that the inflow data (auxiliary
duct simulations) were generated earlier using the classical Smagorinsky subgrid-scale
model (Smagorinsky, 1963) extended by the van Driest damping function for the near-wall
region (CS = 0.065).
The particle-related models applied are as follows: The stochastic Langevin particle

subgrid-scale model (see Section 4.2.2), the feedback effect of the particles on the fluid (i.e.,
the two-way coupling), and the inter-particle collisions are taken into account. Further-
more, the agglomeration (see Section 4.3) and the fluid-induced breakup (see Chapter 6)
are accounted for. As previously mentioned, the wall-impact breakage is not considered
in this investigation.

Initially, the unladen flow simulation is carried out for a time interval of several flow-
through times to develop the continuous phase. Afterwards, the particle-laden simulation
is conducted until the disperse phase also reaches a statistically steady state. The results
are sampled and analyzed over time intervals which are proven to provide nearly stable
statistics. Details are given in Section 9.1.7.
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9.1.4 Continuous Flow in the Auxiliary Duct

To evaluate the inflow data, some statistics of the fully developed duct flow driven by an
external pressure gradient are calculated. This is done by time-averaging the instantaneous
flow over more than 250 and 50 flow-through times for the low-Re and the high-Re
case, respectively. Simultaneously, the flow variables are additionally averaged in the
homogeneous streamwise direction. The contour lines of the mean streamwise velocity
shown in Fig. 9.5 are bended towards the corners of the duct complying with the expected
effects of the secondary motions (Prandtl, 1925, 1927). The secondary flow can be
described as a mean weak cross-flow velocity field, which appears in the form of counter-
rotating pairs of eddies located in each of the corners of the cross-section (see Fig. 9.5). In
turbulent non-circular duct flows this secondary flow is attributed to the arising streamwise
vorticity, which in turn is generated by the gradients of the Reynolds stresses (Bradshaw,
1987). This phenomenon is commonly referred to as Prandtl’s secondary flow of second
kind. As a result, high-momentum fluid is carried from the core of the duct towards the
corners leading to the distortion of the contour lines of the streamwise velocity (Gavrilakis,
1992). The magnitude of the generated cross-flow velocity is low. In the present case it
is about 2.5% of the bulk velocity for both cases. Larger differences between both Re
numbers are visible in the Reynolds stress distributions, which are not depicted here for
the sake of brevity.

Although a completely anti-symmetric distribution of all statistics is not yet reached, the
qualitative characterization of the mean and secondary flows at both Reynolds numbers
are in general agreement with the data available in the literature. A longer time-averaging
would improve the symmetry of the results. However, that is beyond the scope of the
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Fig. 9.5. Contours of the mean streamwise velocity u/Ub in the cross-section of the duct with
superimposed streamlines of the mean secondary flow for the (a) low-Re and the (b)
high-Re case.
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present work, since the intrinsic goal is to generate instantaneous inflow data for the
disperser flow.

9.1.5 Continuous Flow in the Disperser
In this section, the flow patterns occurring due to the protrusion of the funnel exit into the
main duct are presented. In addition, their relevance to the breakup processes is explained.
From a practical point of view, the walls of the funnel inside the duct can be seen as
a bluff body obstructing the duct flow, which gives rise to two well-known phenomena
captured by the instantaneous u/Ub and the time-averaged 〈u〉/Ub streamwise velocity in
the symmetry plane (z/dh = 0) depicted in Figs. 9.6(a) and 9.6(c) for the low-Re case and
Figs. 9.6(b) and 9.6(d) for the high-Re case, respectively.

The first phenomenon observed is the acceleration of the flow below the funnel exit. Due
to the abruptly contracted cross-sectional area the fully developed duct flow is diverted
and the streamwise velocity increases quickly below the exit of the funnel. In the down-
stream region, the streamwise velocity slowly decreases again. The second phenomenon
is the flow separation occurring behind the obstacle. Consequently, a separating shear
layer develops. Owing to the sucked air flow leaving the funnel with velocities in the
negative y-direction, no recirculation is detected directly below the exit. However, a small
recirculation zone is formed in the upstream region (corner vortex) which appears in front
of the funnel exit (blue region in the corner) in Figs. 9.6(c) and 9.6(d). As expected a
large recirculation is found behind the obstacle where its size varies by the oscillating
movement of the shear layer. Naturally, strong velocity gradients appear across the shear
layer and within the recirculation zone. Not surprisingly, the resolved Reynolds stresses
are high in these regions as visible in Figs. 9.6(e) to 9.6(j) depicting the distribution of the
resolved normal Reynolds stresses 〈u′u′〉 and 〈v′v′〉 and the Reynolds shear stress 〈u′v′〉
for both Re. For both cases an increased level of turbulent fluctuations is observed at the
end of the recirculation region induced by the back-and-forth and lateral movement of the
separation region. The strong velocity fluctuations can also be seen by the distribution
of the resolved turbulent kinetic energy 〈k〉 = 1/2 (〈u′u′〉 + 〈v′v′〉 + 〈w′w′〉) exemplary
depicted in Fig. 9.7(a) for the high-Re case.

To illustrate the strong velocity gradients established within the flow in a context
directly related to the stress mechanisms leading to breakup, two quantities derived from
the velocity gradient tensor are presented in Figs. 9.7(b) and 9.7(c): The magnitude of the
strain rate tensor |S|, and the magnitude of the fluid vorticity vector ωf, both calculated
based on the time-averaged velocity field in the high-Re case. However, it has to be noted
that since breakup results from the interaction of agglomerates with the instantaneous
and not the time-averaged flow field, these figures should only serve as qualitative maps
highlighting the most critical regions. Both quantities are found to possess large values in
the shear layer, the recirculation zone and in the vicinity of the walls including the walls
inside the funnel.
In Section 6.3.1 it was explained that the breakup of agglomerates by the turbulent

stress requires the presence of large velocity differences at length scales comparable to
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(a) u/Ub (low-Re) (b) u/Ub (high-Re)

(c) 〈u〉/Ub (low-Re) (d) 〈u〉/Ub (high-Re)

(e) 〈u′u′〉/U2
b (low-Re) (f) 〈u′u′〉/U2

b (high-Re)

(g) 〈v′v′〉/U2
b (low-Re) (h) 〈v′v′〉/Ub (high-Re)

(i) 〈u′v′〉/U2
b (low-Re) (j) 〈u′v′〉/Ub (high-Re)

Fig. 9.6. Contour plots of the instantaneous streamwise velocity u/Ub for the (a) low-Re case
and the (b) high-Re case; time-averaged streamwise velocity 〈u〉/Ub for the (c) low-Re
case and the (d) high-Re case; time-averaged resolved Reynolds stress in streamwise
direction 〈u′u′〉/U2

b for the (e) low-Re case and the (f) high-Re case; time-averaged
resolved Reynolds stress in y–direction 〈v′v′〉/U2

b for the (g) low-Re case and the (h)
high-Re case; and time-averaged resolved Reynolds shear stress 〈u′v′〉/U2

b for the (i)
low-Re case and the (j) high-Re case. All results are depicted in the x–y symmetry
plane (z/dh = 0).
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(a) 〈k〉/U2
b (high-Re)

(b) 〈|S|〉 dh/Ub (high-Re) (c) 〈|ωf|〉 dh/Ub (high-Re)

Fig. 9.7. Contour plots of (a) the turbulent kinetic energy 〈k〉/U2
b , (b) the magnitude of the

strain rate tensor computed based on the mean velocities, and (c) the magnitude of
the vorticity vector based on the mean velocities. All results are depicted in the x–y
symmetry plane (z/dh = 0) in the high-Re case.

the diameter of the agglomerates. The model adapted in this study computes this ve-
locity difference based on relations strongly depending on the dissipation rate ε of the
turbulent kinetic energy, which in turn is a function of the strain rate tensor S. Hence,
it is indicated that agglomerates are likely to experience breakup by turbulence in the
regions with large values of |S| visible in Fig. 9.7(b). The results obtained for the low-Re
case show no contribution at all of the turbulent stress mechanism to the total breakup
statistics. As expected, however, the situation is different for the high-Re case as it starts
to play a role although marginal in comparison to the other mechanisms (see Section 9.1.7).

The drag-induced breakup mechanism takes place when the magnitude of the relative
velocity between the agglomerate and the surrounding fluid exceeds a certain threshold.
The considered configuration facilitates the fulfillment of this condition. The agglomerates
released in the upper part of the funnel drop downwards due to gravity and the weak fluid
forces inside the funnel. Eventually, they emerge with negligible streamwise velocities into
the main duct, where the flow is much faster. Consequently, agglomerates reaching the
shear layer are exposed to a fast erosion process. This scenario is valid for the low-Re and
the high-Re case. However, at high Re the magnitudes of the relative velocity in the lower
part of the funnel near the exit are found to be higher. This is related to the fact that
at a higher Re number, a certain agglomerate needs longer time to adjust its velocity in
response to disturbances of the flow taking place near the outlet of the funnel. In other
words, the Stokes number (see Eq. (4.2)) characterizing the motion of the agglomerate
increases with Re, indicating less responsiveness to the changes in the flow velocity and
hence a higher drag force. Thus, the erosion process starts to take place shortly before
agglomerates are entrained into the main duct and continues thereafter.
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More attention has to be paid to the breakup by the rotary stress since the rotational
motion of the agglomerates can be induced by two means: The vorticity of the fluid
flow, and the particle-particle or the particle-wall interactions taking friction into account.
Concerning the former, Fig. 9.7(c) depicts the potential regions for the breakup due
to rotation induced by the flow (shear layer, recirculation zone and vicinity of walls).
Comparing these regions with the breakup positions due to rotation depicted in Fig. 9.8(d),
it is obvious that a large portion of the breakup events takes place outside the regions of
large fluid vorticity. Consequently, they are induced by particle-particle or particle-wall
collisions. In order to find out the relative importance of fluid vorticity and collisions,
additional simulations were conducted in which either the rotation of agglomerates due to
the fluid torque was neglected or frictionless particle-wall collisions were assumed while
keeping all other conditions identical to the standard simulation. Note, however, that the
inter-particle collisions with friction was considered since it is part of the momentum-based
agglomeration model applied in this work.
The evaluation of these additional simulation data turned out to be very difficult, as

there is a complex interaction between the mechanisms causing rotational motion for the
agglomerates. For example, agglomerates mainly experience a counterclockwise rotation
(with respect to the x–y plane) when entering the duct due to the fluid shear. Later on they
hit the bottom wall and acquire a clockwise rotation. Thus, both effects are counteracting
when simultaneously taken into account, which renders the results separately obtained for
each rotation mechanism less helpful. However, since the rotational velocities induced by
the wall impacts are generally much higher than those imposed by the fluid torque, the
role of the fluid forces seems to be less significant than the collisions.

From another point of view, the high percentage of the collision-induced breakup events
by rotation asserts the importance of taking agglomeration into account, since it is an-
other possible outcome of inter-particle collisions. The current simulations confirm that
agglomeration plays a non-negligible role since an appreciable number of agglomeration
events is found to take place. The majority of these events are actually re-agglomerations
between disintegrated fragments, whereas only a small number of agglomeration events
between initial agglomerates is detected.

9.1.6 Breakup Positions for Powder A
To get insight into the breakage behavior inside the disperser, powder A is studied as an
illustrative example before providing a comparison of the breakup statistics obtained for
the three powders at the two Reynolds numbers considered in Section 9.1.7.
Agglomerates of powder A are the most breakage resistant since they comprise the

smallest primary particles among the three powders and thus possess the highest strength S
(see Fig. 9.3). For this reason, it is expected to see variations in the breakage behavior
by intensifying the interactions between the flow and the agglomerates realized by the
eight-times enlargement of the Reynolds number.

Figures 9.8(a) and 9.8(b) depict the locations of the breakup events by the drag stress
mechanism at the low-Re and the high-Re case, respectively. Although the drag stress is
found to be prevailing in both cases as it is responsible for 59.3% and 81.2% of the total
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number of breakup events in the low-Re and high-Re cases, respectively, several differences
are clearly visible. For instance, in the low-Re case breakup by drag starts to take place
shortly below the funnel exit when the agglomerates pass through the shear layer, where
the drag force increases rapidly. However, at this Re number the agglomerates are only
partially eroded due to the competition between the drag stress and the strength. That
is visible from the size-based coloring of the data points, where agglomerates of varying
sizes are able to reach larger distances in the streamwise direction before the first or a
subsequent breakup process occurs. In general, small agglomerates are likely entrained
into the recirculation zone since they tend to trace the fluid streamlines. Contrarily, the
larger ones move along the shear layer separating the recirculation zone from the main
flow in the duct or reach the bottom wall of the duct. In all situations a sudden alteration
in the fluid velocity occurs leading to increased relative velocities between the fluid and
the agglomerates and thus breakage due to drag appears.
In the high-Re case, the relative velocities between the fluid and the agglomerates

increase over a shorter distance compared to the low-Re case. To a certain extent, the
velocity gradients required to initiate the erosion process are already large enough in the
funnel itself. Approaching the outlet of the funnel the velocity differences further increase
so that the agglomerates undergo a nearly complete deagglomeration by the drag stress
mechanism shortly after entering the duct. Note that a breakup of a fragment consisting
solely of two primary particles is not possible by the drag stress, since the inertia and
drag forces acting on both parts are the same. Consequently, a complete disintegration
purely based on the drag stress is not feasible.
The second significant mechanism is the rotary stress as it contributes to 40.7% and

18.8% of the cumulative number of events in the low-Re and high-Re cases, respectively.
Figures 9.8(c) and 9.8(d) show that breakup due to rotation occurs along the trajectories
of the agglomerates in both flow cases. As expected, when agglomerates start to break
up by the drag mechanism, new particles and fragments are released generating a denser
particle distribution which increases the possibility of collisions between agglomerates
or agglomerates and particles. Eventually, the interplay between the fluid vorticity in
critical regions, inter-particle collisions and wall impactions induce high angular velocities
resulting in breakup due to rotary stresses. It is noticed, however, that in the high-Re
case, mostly only the two-particle agglomerates are affected by the rotary stress, since all
larger structures are already disassembled by the drag stresses. This is not the same in
the low-Re case. A wider distribution of agglomerate sizes experiences breakup due to
rotation.
Finally, breakup by the turbulent stresses is deemed the least influential mechanism

among all. In the low-Re case not a single breakup process by this mechanism is observed.
The situation slightly changes for the high-Re case, where at least a few events are found.
These breakup processes are located in the near-wall regions (side and bottom walls),
where the dissipation rate of the turbulent kinetic energy is magnified. Nevertheless, the
contribution of breakup by turbulent stresses is overall very marginal.
Note that the breakup positions for powders B and C are generally similar to those

discussed for powder A. However, in order to explore the influence of the cohesive forces
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(a) Drag stress, low-Re

(b) Drag stress, high-Re

(c) Rotary stress, low-Re

(d) Rotary stress, high-Re

Fig. 9.8. Positions of the breakup events of powder A in the low-Re and high-Re number cases
by the drag stresses ((a) & (b)) and the rotary stresses ((c) & (d)), respectively. The
locations are depicted for the central region −0.1 ≤ z/dh ≤ 0.1 over a dimensionless
time period of about ∆T ∗ = 15. The color levels describe the number of primary
particles included in the agglomerate at the time of its breakage.
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on the breakage phenomena, a more detailed comparison between the statistics obtained
for each powder is carried out in the next section.

9.1.7 Breakup Statistics
As mentioned in Section 9.1.3, the simulations are performed over a sufficiently long time
period in order to provide stable statistics. This is ensured by carrying out a sequence of
simulation runs each with a time period of ∆T ∗ = 2.625 and ∆T ∗ = 15 for the high-Re
and low-Re cases, respectively. Then, the breakup statistics are evaluated at the end of
each run and compared with the preceding set of results. After several simulation runs
only insignificant alterations of the statistics are observed. In the following solely the data
accumulated from the simulations after reaching converged statistics are considered.

Table 9.5 provides a comparison of the statistical results for all six cases. At first the per-
centage contribution of the different mechanisms found in the entire domain are evaluated.
As found for powder A, the drag stress mechanism makes the largest contributions to the
total number of breakup events for powder B followed by the rotary stress mechanism.
This trend applies also for powder C in the low-Re case. However, for the high-Re case the
situation is different for powder C since the rotary stress mechanism slightly dominates
over the drag stress. It is remarkable that the turbulent stresses only play a minor role for
all powders. Specifically, this breakup mechanism is limited to the high-Re cases and does
not appear in the low-Re cases. Since the agglomerates of powder C possess the lowest
strength, the effect of the turbulent stresses is found to be largest.
Comparing the percentage contributions of the different breakup mechanisms for the

three powders in Table 9.5, the trends vary between the high and the low-Re case. At the
high Reynolds number the percentage of breakup by drag stresses increases with increasing
strength of the agglomerate (i.e., from C to B to A). Accordingly, the percentage of
breakup by rotation decreases. Contrarily, at the low-Re case the largest contribution of
breakup by drag stresses and the lowest contribution of breakup by rotation is found for
powder B of intermediate strength. Thus, such a clear trend as observed for the high-Re
case is not visible in the low-Re case.
Furthermore, the total numbers of breakup N tot

break, agglomeration N event
ag and collision

Ncoll events1 are listed in Table 9.5. Since the mass flow rate of the particles is equal for
all powders, but the particle size strongly varies, the number of released agglomerates
is different in each case. Thus, for a reasonable comparison the values are normalized
by the number of released agglomerates N rel

ag . Obviously, for each powder the number of
breakup events increases from the low-Re to the high-Re cases. The largest jump occurs for
powder A, where the stresses in the low-Re case do not reach the high strength thresholds
quite often. Looking at the three powders at the low-Re condition, it is evident that the
number of breakup events increases with the size of the primary particles since the strength
decreases. This trend is straightforward to understand. Less intuitive, however, is the
opposite trend found at the high-Re case. This can be explained by the fact that at high Re
overall much more breakup events take place than for the low-Re case. Consequently, more

1Note that for collision and agglomeration no distinction is made between the original agglomerates,
fragments and individual particles in the counting of the respective events.
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small fragments and primary particles are released holding a higher potential for collisions
and re-agglomeration. Due to the fixed mass flow rate of the released agglomerates and the
resulting larger numbers of agglomerates, this trend is especially relevant for the powders
with small primary particles. Hence, collision and re-agglomeration events of the newly
formed agglomerates occur more often as evidenced by Table 9.5. A larger number of
re-agglomeration events for a decreasing primary particle size also leads to larger numbers
for the breakup processes per released agglomerate. Consequently, the interpretation of
the results requires to take the complicated interplay of the different physical phenomena
into account.

Tab. 9.5. Summary of the statistical results obtained in the disperser.

powder A powder B powder C
low-Re high-Re low-Re high-Re low-Re high-Re

Ndrag
break

N tot
break

· 100% 59.3 81.2 77.4 55.6 69.1 47.6

N rot
break

N tot
break

· 100% 40.7 18.8 22.6 44.4 30.9 51.4

N turb
break

N tot
break

· 100% 0 0.0002 0 0.01 0 1.0

N tot
break/N

rel
ag 10.6 106.4 65.9 95.6 84.3 97.6

N event
ag /N rel

ag 0.1 14.8 2.9 2.5 1.4 0.7

Ncoll/N
rel
ag 36.8 742.9 822.0 377.9 485.6 130.6

To assess the capability of the present simulation methodology, the particle sizes at the
outlet of the disperser are additionally studied. For this purpose, the arithmetic mean
diameter d10/dpp and the Sauter mean diameter d32/dpp are calculated for the particles
and agglomerates Nout

p passing the outlet boundary of the disperser. Note that the Sauter
mean diameter is defined as the mean diameter possessing the same ratio of volume to
surface area as the entire ensemble (Sauter, 1926). Mathematically, the Sauter mean
diameter is given by:

d32 =

Nout
p∑
i
d3
p

Nout
p∑
i
d2
p

. (9.4)

The obtained results are presented in Fig. 9.9(a) for all cases. Obviously, the trends
fit well with the expectations. By increasing the Reynolds number (blue to red) or the
primary particle size (A to C) smaller agglomerate sizes are found at the outlet.
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Fig. 9.9. (a) Characteristic diameters at the outlet of the disperser and (b) dispersion rates
(numerical and experimental data by Weiler (2008) for all six cases.

Unfortunately, in the original experimental work (Weiler, 2008) solely an integral quan-
tity denoted the dispersion efficiency ηexp is provided to describe the particle distribution
at the outlet of the disperser. It is defined as the ratio of the median diameter dCD50,3 of the
cumulative volumetric distribution Q3 (Schubert, 2003) achieved in a high-end commercial
disperser (CD) (see Table 9.6) to the median diameter dexp50,3 obtained in the considered
lab-scale funnel-duct disperser (ηexp = dCD50,3/d

exp
50,3). A complete dispersion is assumed in

the study when ηexp ≥ 95% is attained. Accordingly, Fig. 9.9(b) shows a comparison
between the experimental and the numerically predicted values for all cases considered.
In addition the values are provided in Table 9.6. Note that the dispersion rates in the
simulations are based on the available experimental values of dCD50,3 and the numerically
determined median diameters dnum50,3 . For powder C, a close agreement is found for both
flow cases, since the experiments and the simulations predict a full deagglomeration. For
the other two powders the results qualitatively agree but deviations are visible concerning
the values of the dispersion rate.

In fact, the encountered deviations are not surprising since several potential sources for
discrepancy exist between the experimental and the numerical setups. These include the
simplifications of the geometry, the assumptions made concerning some of the material
properties of the agglomerates and the restriction to the fluid and rotational stresses in
the present work neglecting the stresses arising due to the inter-particle and particle-wall
collisions. Furthermore, the size distribution of the agglomerates at the inlet is not given
in the experiments so that an assumption of equally sized 100-particle agglomerates has
to be made in the simulations. Lastly and probably most important, the volumes of the
agglomerates are computed in the present work based on the packing fraction modeled
under certain assumptions including, e.g., the type of the packing force (see Section 5.2).
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Tab. 9.6. Comparison of the numerical and experimental values (Weiler, 2008) of the dispersion
rate at the outlet of the disperser. The values in the last row are the median
volumetric diameters dCD50,3 achieved in a high-end commercial disperser provided by
Weiler (2008).

powder A powder B powder C
low-Re high-Re low-Re high-Re low-Re high-Re

ηnum[%] 13.1 80.0 50.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
ηexp [%] 2.65 97.5± 2.5 63.5 ± 5 97.5 ± 2.5 97.5 ± 2.5 97.5 ± 2.5

dCD50,3 [µm] 0.91 ± 0.01 2.49 ± 0.05 4.87 ± 0.01

Since the quantity ηexp used for the comparison is directly associated with the volume
distribution, certain errors are inevitable.

Nevertheless, the results can be interpreted in a different manner by using the number
size distribution. That allows to eliminate the dependence on the way the median size d50,3
of the agglomerates is determined. The numerically predicted distribution for powder A is
shown in Fig. 9.10. A very wide distribution is found in the low-Re case, which comprises
agglomerate structures ranging from primary particles up to large agglomerates with 300
primary particles. The situation in the high-Re case is substantially different, since the
distribution solely consists of primary particles and two-particle agglomerates. From a
practical point of view such a distribution can be seen as a complete disintegration of the
powder. That demonstrates that the numbers of the dispersion rates in Table 9.6 have to
be interpreted with caution as they falsely give the impression that the deviations between
the predictions and the measurements are still large.
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Fig. 9.10. Cumulative number size distribution of powder A at the outlet of the disperser for
both Reynolds numbers.
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9.1.8 Influence of the Breakup Time Lag

The significance of the breakup time lag proposed in this study is demonstrated taking
powder A again as an example. In Table 9.7 the average time lag periods ∆tlag computed
after breakup are listed for each mechanism separately. Here the time intervals are shown
with dimensions, since the dimensionless values would be normalized by different bulk
velocities for the two Reynolds numbers hindering a direct comparison. As expected the
time delays in the high-Re case are smaller than for the low-Re case. For the breakup
processes provoked by fluid dynamic forces, the chosen turbulent time scale is expected
to decrease with increasing Re. For the characteristic time scale defining the time lag in
case of the rotary stress, the inverse of the angular velocity was chosen (see Section 6.5).
Here it is also obvious that due to collisions with walls or other agglomerates the angular
velocity increases with increasing Re and thus shorter time delays are found.

The introduction of the time lag renders the occurrence of breakup events independent
of the time-marching procedure and the time-step size applied. It serves to prevent the
occurrence of a very fast consecutive series of breakup events of the same agglomerate
generating a dense particle distributions in a very restricted region promoting unphysical
collisions and associated re-agglomerations and breakup events. This is visible based
on the statistics provided in Table 9.7 comparing the outcomes of a simulation with
and without the time lag model. Again, the numbers of the breakup, agglomeration
and collision events normalized by the number of released agglomerates are depicted.
Obviously, more reasonable numbers are obtained with the time lag model. Without this
measure the numbers of collisions and re-agglomerations are beyond physically reasonable
values, which also influences the breakup statistics. As expected the differences are higher
in the high-Re case, since the time-step size is smaller and therefore the advancement
achieved by the time lag is more recognizable.

Tab. 9.7. Influence of the breakup time delay on the statistics of powder A.

low-Re high-Re
with ∆tlag without ∆tlag with ∆tlag without ∆tlag

∆tlag,drag 0.19 µs - 0.07 µs -
∆tlag,rot 0.45 µs - 0.14 µs -
∆tlag,turb - - 0.007 µs -

N tot
break/N

rel
ag 10.6 23.3 106.4 236.4

N event
ag /N rel

ag 0.1 0.2 14.8 155.5
Ncoll/N

rel
ag 36.8 334.8 742.9 2860.2
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9.1.9 Summary and Conclusions
The Euler–Lagrange method extended to predict the fluid-induced breakup of agglomerates
is evaluated. Based on six different operating conditions of an idealized dry powder
disperser the entire range from mild dispersion rates to a full disintegration is covered.
The main results are:

• Breakup of agglomerates by turbulent stresses plays a marginal role in the present
application. In the low-Re case it is not present at all. However, increasing the
Re number by a factor of eight at least a few breakup events by this mechanism
are observed. Nevertheless, turbulence as a source of agglomerate breakup can
not be generally ruled out, since turbulence increases the collision rate. Although
particle-agglomerate and agglomerate-agglomerate collisions are considered in the
simulations, they are presently not taken into account as a possible breakup mecha-
nism.

• Breakup by drag stresses and rotary stresses are observed in the foreseeable areas,
where either the velocity differences between the fluid and the agglomerates are
large or high angular velocities are expected to be induced by the fluid, by inter-
particle collisions or by particle-wall collisions. A particularly noteworthy region is
the shear layer developing below the exit of the funnel. For the rotary stresses also
the collisions of the agglomerates with the bottom and side walls play an important
role.

• As shown for powder A an increase of the Reynolds number shifts the location for
breakup slightly upstream and closer to the funnel exit. For the drag stress at the
high-Re case breakup partially already appears within the funnel.

• Breakup by the drag stress is found to be the dominant mechanism for the present
application. This statement holds true for all three powders and both Re considered
with the exception of powder C at high Re. In this case breakup by rotary stress
contributes at a maximum share of more than one half. However, for certain cases
(e.g., powder A at high Re) the percentage is a factor of about three smaller.

• Although the determination of the dispersion rate is associated with numerous un-
certainties, the comparison of the predicted and measured values allows to assess the
capability of the present simulation methodology. Overall a reasonable coincidence
of the simulation results with the measurements was found and all trends were
correctly predicted.

• Finally, it was demonstrated that the introduction of the time lag between successive
breakup events of the same agglomerate is strongly advantageous. The measure
assures that the breakup model is independent on the numerical time-step size. On
the contrary the time delay is purely based on physical considerations.
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9.2 Duct Flows
The second investigation in this work aims at providing insight into the wall-impact
breakage phenomenon in turbulent flows. For this purpose, simulations of a particle-
laden duct under varying flow and particle conditions are carried out. The following
three objectives are tackled: First, to identify the conditions under which agglomerates
are breaking due to wall-impact in the presence of the fluid flow. Second, to assess the
influence of the Reynolds number of the fluid and the strength of the agglomerates on
the wall-impact breakage phenomenon. Third, to explore the interplay between the wall-
impact breakage phenomenon and other related phenomena such as the breakage by fluid
stresses and rotation as well as agglomeration.

To achieve these goals, the volumetric flow rate of the fluid within the duct with a square
cross-section (edge length and hydraulic diameter of dh = 4.3 · 10−3 m) is varied leading
to five different bulk Reynolds numbers defined as Re = ρf Ub dh / µf. Assuming that the
fluid medium is air with a density of ρf = 1.196 kg ·m−3 and a dynamic viscosity of µf =
1.833 · 10−5 kg · (s · m)−1, the different cases are given in Table 9.8. In addition, the shear
Reynolds number Reτ = ρf uτ dh / µf and the ratio of the mean shear velocity uτ to the
bulk velocity Ub are provided. Note that the gravitational acceleration is neglected in all
cases. Furthermore, three different primary particle diameters according to the introduced
powders A, B and C are taken into account. The full description of the properties and
parameters of the primary particles is provided in Table 9.2. In general, the values of the
Reynolds number and the particle diameters are inspired by the experiments by Weiler
(2008) who studied the breakage of silica particle agglomerates in a lab-scale disperser.
Overall, the combination of the flow and particle parameters leads to 15 independent cases.

As will be further elaborated below, the present duct flow investigation is divided into
two parts. In part I, the wall-impact breakage model based on the regression methods
(see Section 7.4) is applied for all 15 simulation cases, whereas in part II the ANN-based
wall-impact breakage model is used to simulate six of the cases presented in part I, which
allows a comparison between the results of both models.

9.2.1 Computational Setup
The three-dimensional computational domain has the dimensions of 2 π dh × dh × dh in
the streamwise and the two wall-normal directions, respectively. Periodic boundary con-
ditions are applied in the streamwise direction. To ensure a constant mass flux through
the duct, the pressure gradient is permanently adapted by a dynamic procedure (Benocci
and Pinelli, 1990; Breuer, 2002). All other boundaries are solid smooth walls at which the
impermeability and Stokes no-slip conditions are set. The latter choice is justified since
wall-resolved LES is considered relying on an appropriate grid resolution for each of the
investigated flow cases as explained next.

The computational domain is discretized by block-structured grids which are gener-
ated following the recommendations of Piomelli and Chasnov (1996) for achieving a
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wall-resolved LES. Accordingly, the dimensionless spacing of the first cell center in the
wall-normal direction needs to be located at y+

1st and z+
1st < 2, where the superscript "+"

refers to dimensionless quantities (e.g., y+
1st = y1st · uτ/νf) normalized by the kinematic

viscosity of the fluid νf and uτ . The latter is predicted separately for each Reynolds number
based on the friction factor formula proposed by Moody (1947) (see Eq. (9.3)), used as a
design formula for turbulent pipe flows. Please note, however, that the dimensionless shear
velocities (u∗τ = uτ/Ub) provided in Table 9.8 are the values predicted in the simulations
and not those pre-computed based on the formula by Moody (1947). Furthermore, the
grid spacing in the streamwise direction has to fulfill the condition ∆x+ = O(50–150). In
the present simulations, these spacings are set to y+

1st and z+
1st = 0.5 and ∆x+ = 40 for all

of the five grids corresponding to the different Reynolds numbers.

The grid points are uniformly distributed in the streamwise direction. However, a
bi-geometrical clustering with a stretching factor of 1.05 is applied in the wall-normal
directions. This means that the grid is coarsened towards the center of the square cross-
section, where the largest dimensionless spacing varies between ≈ 12 and 60 for the cases
Re1 and Re5, respectively. Taking into account that these are the maximum values, which
appear in a very limited region in the middle of the cross-section of the corresponding flow
case, good compliance with the specification of Piomelli and Chasnov (1996) concerning
the spanwise resolution ∆z+ = O(15–40) of a plane channel flow is achieved. Since the
Reynolds numbers are different, the number of grid points for each flow case needs to be
adjusted to fulfill the resolution requirements. The details are provided in Table 9.8.

In addition, the time-step size needs to address the refined resolution of the grid and
the increase of the flow velocity with the Reynolds number. Table 9.8 also summarizes
the dimensionless value of the time-step size (∆t∗ = ∆t Ub/dh) for each of the flow cases
considered. The provided values guarantee CFL numbers less than unity.

Tab. 9.8. Flow properties and domain (spatial and temporal) discretization settings for all duct
flow cases.

Case Re Ub [m/s] Reτ uτ/Ub Grid points ∆t∗

x y z

Re1 8698 3.10 · 101 552 6.88 · 10−2 116 112 112 2 · 10−3

Re2 17,397 6.20 · 101 1005 6.34 · 10−2 211 135 135 1 · 10−3

Re3 34,794 1.24 · 102 1839 5.74 · 10−2 385 160 160 4.5 · 10−4

Re4 52,190 1.86 · 102 2624 5.47 · 10−2 412 175 175 3 · 10−4

Re5 69,584 2.48 · 102 3380 5.24 · 10−2 531 185 185 1.5 · 10−4
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9.2.2 Simulation Procedure

The duct flow simulations are carried out applying the Euler–Lagrange methodology based
on LES explained in Chapters 3 and 4. The dynamic subgrid-scale model by Germano
et al. (1991) and the Langevin-type particle subgrid-scale model are generally applied for
the fluid and the particle phase, respectively. Since the wall-impact breakage is the scope
of this investigation, the model describing this phenomenon is applied. Specifically, the
regression model is used in part I. In this part, 15 simulation cases defining three pow-
ders (i.e., A, B, and C) and five flow Reynolds numbers (see Table 9.8) are investigated.
Note that the results obtained in this part (Khalifa and Breuer, 2021) has motivated the
development of the ANN-based approach. Thus, in part II the more recent ANN-based
wall-impact breakage model is applied to simulate six cases referring to two powders (i.e.,
A and C) and three fluid Reynolds numbers (i.e., Re1, Re2, and Re3) (Khalifa et al., 2022).
The goal is to compare the results obtained by the two different wall-impact breakage
models under otherwise equal conditions.

The simulation of each Reynolds number starts by establishing a fully developed unladen
flow within a time interval corresponding to about 100 flow-through times of the duct
setup. Afterwards, the averaging procedure of the instantaneous flow in time and in the
streamwise direction is started in order to compute the flow statistics for each Re (details
in Section 9.2.3). In parallel, agglomerates of a certain powder each consisting of 100
primary particles are gradually released into the domain by distributing them uniformly
over the cross-section. This injection process is completed within a single flow-through
time. The number of released agglomerates of each powder depends on the goals of the
simulations set as will be explained next. Note that the presence of the agglomerates
does not affect the averaged flow field since the two-way coupling is not taken into ac-
count in any of the simulations carried out in this investigation as will be motivated below.

In each part (i.e., part I and II) of the present investigation, two sets of simulations
are considered. The simulations in the first set are one-way coupled. This means that the
inter-particle collisions and the feedback effect of the disperse phase on the fluid phase are
neglected. In addition, the agglomeration and the breakup processes due to fluid stresses
are not taken into account. Thus, solely the wall-impact breakage model is applied. The
idea behind this set of simulations is to investigate the pure effect of the Reynolds number
of the fluid and the size of the primary particles forming an agglomerate on the wall-
impact breakage phenomenon, completely isolated from the influence of other mechanisms.
That is possible since in the hard-sphere point-particle methodology every particle-related
phenomenon is incorporated by a separate model. This possibility is exploited here since
it allows to better understand the role of individual mechanisms.
Since the simulations in the first set are one-way coupled, the volume fraction Φp of

the disperse phase does not play a role and can be chosen to obtain proper statistics of
the wall-impact breakage results. For this purpose, about 105 agglomerates are injected
for each powder. After the injection, the agglomerates are allowed to disperse until they
reach a statistically steady-state. To prove this condition, the position of the center of
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mass of the agglomerates is monitored over time. Within a limited time interval of about
64 flow-through times the value settles at an asymptotic limit ensuring that a statistically
steady-state is reached. Afterwards, the wall-impact breakup model is activated and the
accumulation of the statistics starts.

In the second set of simulations the inter-particle collisions, the agglomeration and
all breakup models (flow-induced and wall impact) are taken into account. To keep
the influence of the inter-particle collisions similar in all cases, the number of released
agglomerates is set to achieve a volume fraction of Φp = 10−5 based on the total volume
of the primary particles. This leads to about 105, 6400 and 730 agglomerates of powders
A, B and C, respectively. Again the agglomerates are first allowed to disperse while
neglecting the inter-particle collisions, the agglomeration, and the breakage. This process
continues until the agglomerates reach a statistically steady-state in a similar manner
as explained for the first set. Afterwards, the breakage and agglomeration models are
activated and the results are reported from this instant in time as will be discussed in
Section 9.2.5.2. Obviously, the main purpose of this set of simulations is to assess the role
of the wall-impact breakage under practically relevant conditions.

It is noted that the feedback effect of the particle phase on the fluid phase (two-way cou-
pling) is also not accounted for in the second set of simulations. The main motivation for
this choice stems from the fact that the impact-breakage behavior needs to be compared
for three powders of different primary particle sizes but with the overall same volume
fraction (Φp = 10−5). This means that for each powder a different number of agglomerates
must be taken into account, which are also different in their diameters. Consequently,
the feedback of the particles on the fluid and eventually the fluid-particle interactions
will be affected. Thus, to keep the number of influencing parameters on the breakage
behavior small, the two-way coupling is ignored. However, such an assumption is not very
critical, since the chosen volume fraction (Φp = 10−5) is close to the threshold suggested
by Elghobashi (1991) (Φp = 10−6), above which the two-way coupling becomes worth to
be taken into account.

A summary of the particular models applied for the different cases is provided in
Table 9.9.

9.2.3 Continuous Flow in the Duct
Since it is crucial to ensure that the turbulent carrier phase is well predicted before moving
on to the results of the particulate phase, the analysis starts with the fluid flow field.

For this purpose, averaged quantities of the flow fields are considered. Figs. 9.11(a) to 9.11(c)
depict the projected streamlines of the secondary flow in the y-z cross-section for the cases
Re1, Re3 and Re5, respectively. Furthermore, the contours of the streamwise velocity
〈u〉/Ub are superimposed. Both quantities are flow statistics obtained by averaging the
instantaneous flow in the homogeneous streamwise direction and in time over periods
of 650, 400 and 245 flow-through times, respectively. The shorter averaging times for
the higher Re numbers are due to CPU-time restrictions, since the grids in these cases
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Tab. 9.9. Summary of the particle-related models considered in the different set of simulations.

Part I Part II
First set Second set First set Second set

Particle subgrid-scale � � � �
Two-way coupling × × × ×
Inter-particle collisions × � × �
Agglomeration × � × �
Fluid-induced breakup × � × �
Wall-impact breakage � (Regression) � (Regression) � (ANN) � (ANN)

are much finer and the time-step sizes are smaller. Thus, in the case of Re5 entirely
anti-symmetric distributions for all statistics might not be guaranteed. However, since the
present discussion is restricted to describing the most important features of the turbulent
duct flow including the influence of the Reynolds number, this is not a critical issue. Note
that for the wall impact simulations in the subsequent sections the averaged flow field
is not of relevance at all. Thus, no quantitative validation of the averaged flow field is
carried out here being beyond the scope of the present study. Studies applying similar
LES technique (see, e.g., Yao et al., 2015) have already proven that LES predictions of
turbulent duct flows are in good agreement with direct numerical simulations and experi-
mental data for a large range of Reynolds numbers.

The projected streamlines in Fig. 9.11 illustrate a cross-flow motion which is known as
Prandtl’s secondary motion of the second kind (Prandtl, 1925, 1927). This phenomenon is
also referred to as stress-induced secondary flow, since it arises due to local gradients of the
Reynolds stresses in the corners of the cross-section leading to mean streamwise vortices
(Bradshaw, 1987). Consequently, a pair of counter-rotating vortices appears in each
quadrant causing the visible deformation of the streamwise velocity contours (Bradshaw,
1987). However, it is well known that this kind of stress-induced secondary flow is very
weak. In the present simulations the magnitudes of the cross-sectional averaged flow
velocity are found to be between 2.3% and 2.5% of the bulk velocity for the highest and
lowest Re number, respectively. That fits well to the reported literature (see, e.g., Yao
et al., 2015). Nevertheless, the effect of these secondary vortices on the particulate phase
is not negligible. Based on DNS and LES, the turbulence-driven secondary motion was
found to play a crucial role in the accumulation of particles in the near-wall regions of
the duct, enhancing the interaction between particles and walls (see, e.g., Noorani et al.,
2016; Yao and Fairweather, 2012; Yao et al., 2014).

Furthermore, Fig. 9.11 shows that the streamwise velocity profiles and the structures of
the secondary vortices are influenced by the Reynolds number. Note that by increasing
Re the centers of the vortices are shifted from the corners towards the wall bisectors as
observed in Zhang et al. (2015). Moreover, the vortices extend deeper into the corner
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Fig. 9.11. Contour plots of the averaged streamwise velocity 〈u〉/Ub and the resolved turbulent
kinetic energy 〈k〉/U2

b for the cases Re1, Re3 and Re5. The lines in subfigures (a)–(c)
represent the projected streamlines of the secondary flow in the duct cross-section.

regions (see, e.g., Yao et al., 2015). The latter effect leads to a stronger transfer of the
fluid from the center of the duct towards the corners pulling the high velocity zones more
towards the corners (Zhang et al., 2015) as visible in the contours of the streamwise
velocity.

In fact, the secondary flow also affects the higher-order turbulent statistics. Figs. 9.11(d)–
9.11(f) depict the distributions of the resolved turbulent kinetic energy 〈k〉 for the same
Reynolds numbers Re1, Re3 and Re5, respectively. As expected, with increasing Reynolds
number the velocity gradients in the vicinity of the rigid walls become steeper leading
to thinner regions of high turbulent kinetic energy close to the walls. Obviously, the
turbulence intensity is especially high in the near-wall region at the middle of the duct
wall. Since the secondary vortices are pushing fluid into the corners, the velocity gradient
and consequently the energy production is much lower there than at the wall bisectors.
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9.2.4 Part I: Traditional Regression Wall-Impact Breakage Model

9.2.4.1 First Set of Simulations: Pure Wall-Impact Breakage

In this section, the results of the first set of simulations, where solely the wall-impact
breakage model is applied (see Section 9.2.2) are discussed.
A very common parameter used to characterize the particle dynamics in turbulent

flows is the dimensionless particle response time, i.e., the Stokes number, which describes
the responsiveness of the disperse phase to changes in the motion of the carrier phase.
The Stokes number St+ = τag/τ

+
f considered here is given by the response time of the

agglomerate τag = ρag d
2
ag/(18 µf) normalized by the viscous time scale τ+

f = µf/(ρf u2
τ ).

Considering the mean shear velocity uτ computed in the simulations (see Table 9.8), the
values of the Stokes numbers of the initially injected 100-particle agglomerates are listed
in Table 9.10 for all cases considered. Two quantities describing the results concerning
the wall-impact breakage are included in the table. These are the number of wall-impact
breakage events per released agglomerate, Nwall

break/N
rel
ag , and the rate of reduction of the

Sauter mean diameter, Rd32 = (dinit32 −d32)/(dinit32 −dpp) expressing the percentage by which
the initial Sauter mean diameter dinit32 collapses towards the diameter of the primary parti-
cle. This implies that for small values of Rd32 approaching zero the reduction of the mean
particle size is insignificant. On the contrary, larger values of Rd32 tending towards unity
express an effective reduction of the mean particle size and thus an effective breakage.
It is noted that the results presented in Table 9.10 correspond to a dimensionless time
interval of ∆T ∗ = 100.

Comparing the results of powders A and B in Table 9.10, it can be generally concluded
that with increasing Reynolds number a smaller number of breakage events per released
agglomerate and a weaker reduction of the Sauter mean diameter are observed. Moreover,
when comparing the results of both powders a less pronounced breakage behavior is found
for powder B in comparison with powder A. Both conclusions might be confusing since
at higher flow velocities one expects higher impact velocities and hence more effective
breakage. In addition, powder B is characterized by smaller values of the agglomerate
strength than powder A due to the larger primary particles and is therefore anticipated
to experience more breakage. However, the obtained trends can be explained as follows.
For rising Stokes numbers, i.e., increasing Re (Re1 to Re5) or increasing the diameter of
the primary particles (powder A to B), the agglomerates possessing high inertia become
even less responsive to secondary flow structures. These flow structures are understood to
play an important role in transporting the particles towards the walls of the square duct
(Wang et al., 2019; Yao and Fairweather, 2012).

An exception to the reported trends is obvious for powder A at the smallest Reynolds
number Re1, where Rd32 is smaller than the one predicted for Re2. This deviation is
attributed to the fact that this specific case (i.e., powderA, Re1) combines the mildest flow
conditions and the highest agglomerate strength. Under these circumstances, agglomerates
are harder to break and thus undergo only a partial fragmentation more frequently than in
any other case. By contrast, a full disintegration of the agglomerate typically takes place
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Tab. 9.10. Breakage results due to wall impact only (first set of simulations). The results are
accumulated over a time interval of ∆T ∗ = 100. The number of released agglomer-
ates N rel

ag is 105 for all powders. Note that the value of Rd32 for powder A at Re3
and for powder C at Re1 are slightly corrected in comparison to the corresponding
value given in Khalifa and Breuer (2021).

Powder Case St+ Nwall
break/N

rel
ag Rd32

A Re1 20 1.40 90.32%
A Re2 67 1.09 97.88%
A Re3 219 1.02 96.15%
A Re4 448 0.94 93.13%
A Re5 731 0.84 84.33%

B Re1 143 1.18 99.36%
B Re2 484 1.07 96.96%
B Re3 1586 0.61 66.38%
B Re4 3246 0.23 29.01%
B Re5 5295 0.18 21.83%

C Re1 652 1.19 93.49%
C Re2 2214 0.37 47.61%
C Re3 7248 0.39 51.09%
C Re4 14,830 0.37 48.09%
C Re5 24,195 0.58 71.83%

at the first breakage event for all other cases. This argument will be further supported in
the discussion of Fig. 9.13(a) later on.
The observations for powder C are different. Here, the number of breakage events

and the reduction rate decrease with Re from Re1 to Re2. Then the values level off up
to Re4 before they increase again for Re5. Apparently, despite the weakened effect of
the secondary flow for increasing Re and thus increasing Stokes number, other effects
driving the agglomerates towards the walls are amplified for powder C. These include the
turbophoresis leading to higher near-wall concentrations as the Stokes number increases
(Esmaily et al., 2020; Kuerten, 2016; Phares and Sharma, 2006). In addition, based on
additional simulations carried out in this study, the shear-induced lift (i.e., Saffman force)
is found to be another cause enhancing the wall-impact breakage. The shear-induced
lift-force model adopted in this work (Mei, 1992) scales with the cube of the particle
diameter and the cross-product between the relative fluid-particle velocity vector and the
vorticity vector of the fluid. When the particle is faster than the fluid, the lift force acts
against the direction of a positive velocity gradient (i.e., towards the wall) and vice versa.
These conditions concerning the turbophoresis and the reversed effect of the lift force
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apply for powder C, since it has the largest primary particles. Thus, the agglomerates
of this powder are those with the highest inertia as obvious from the Stokes numbers
(improved turbophoresis). Besides, as Re increases the shear rates become larger. Con-
sequently, agglomerates tend to reach the high-shear near-wall regions with velocities
similar to the bulk velocity of the fluid, which is much higher than the fluid velocity in
the near-wall regions. Thus, a rapidly increasing lift force acts on the agglomerates of
powder C towards the walls as Re increases. This results in an enhanced appearance
of breakage, unlike the cases of powders A and B, where the lift force does not play a
dominant role in breakage as could be proven by further simulations. The high velocities
of powder C in the near-wall regions will be demonstrated in the discussion of Fig. 9.12(a).

Besides the rate of breakage, it is of a considerable interest to highlight the conditions
at which wall-impact breakage events take place. Such information delivers closer insights
into the process allowing a better understanding.
Figs. 9.12 and 9.13 depict some statistics concerning the impact-breakage events for

nine cases including three powders (A, B and C) and three selected Reynolds numbers:
Re1, Re3 and Re5. These statistics are collected over a time interval of ∆T ∗ = 100. In
Fig. 9.12(a) the probability density functions of the total impact velocity vimp normalized
by the bulk velocity are compared. Obviously, with increasing the Stokes number (i.e., the
agglomerate diameter or Re increases) the breakage events take place at higher impact
velocities. This behavior expresses the free-flight wall-impact mechanism (Brooke et al.,
1994) known for inertial agglomerates with high Stokes numbers.

The PDFs of the impact angle Θimp associated with the breakage events are presented in
Fig. 9.12(b). It is found that the impact angle varies in a very limited range not exceeding
7◦ for most of the considered cases except for powder C at Re3 and Re5, where some
breakage events take place at higher impact angles up to 18◦. This can also be attributed
to the free-flight impact mechanism, where the velocities of the agglomerates strongly
deviate from the velocity of the fluid in the near-wall region. Overall, it is clear that in
wall-bounded flows breakage events predominantly occur at small impact angles. Thus,
as postulated in Section 7.4 for realistic predictions the effect of the impact angle must
be taken into account in modeling the wall-impact breakage phenomenon.
Furthermore, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the fragmentation ratio

FR is depicted in Fig. 9.13(a). The results demonstrate that due to the relatively high
strength of powder A and the weak flow conditions in the case Re1 about 40% of the
breakage events lead to partial fragmentation (i.e., FR < 1). In the rest of the cases, i.e.,
for increasing Re and thus higher impact velocities or decreasing cohesion by increasing
the primary particle diameter, the full fragmentation mechanism predominates. This
means that a full disintegration of the agglomerate takes place by a single impact with
the wall.
Lastly, it is explored whether breakage preferentially occurs at certain locations along

the circumference of the duct. For this purpose, the locations of the breakage events
as a function of the distance l/dh from the duct corner are collected from the eight half
edges, and the resulting distributions are compared in Fig. 9.13(b). Due to the absence
of gravity in the present setup, the results are not expected to favor any of the two
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Fig. 9.12. Impact-breakage events in the first set of simulations accumulated over a time interval
of ∆T ∗ = 100: Distribution functions for (a) the dimensionless impact velocity and
(b) the impact angle. The data are collected for wall-impact events leading to
breakage.
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cross-sectional directions, which allows averaging the distributions of the impact-breakage
positions over all half edges. However, before going into the details of these distributions,
it is helpful to describe the status of the agglomerates in the vicinity of the walls at the
end of the initialization phase, i.e., before activating the breakage (see Section 9.2.2). For
this purpose, the distributions of the near-wall population, which includes agglomerates
within 2 wall units from the nearest wall (y+ or z+ < 2) are investigated. It is found
that in 13 of the 15 cases (three powders times five Re numbers) considered, agglomerates
are preferentially concentrated close to the duct corner. This finding is consistent with
the literature reported on the deposition of inertial agglomerates in duct flows (Phares
and Sharma, 2006; Yao and Fairweather, 2012). In the two remaining cases, which
correspond to the two highest Stokes numbers, i.e., powder C at Re4 and Re5, relatively
high concentrations are also found near the corner but additionally around the wall bisector.
This behavior can be attributed to the strongly reduced effect of the secondary flow on
the agglomerates at such very high Stokes numbers which has not been handled in a
relevant study before. Furthermore, the distributions of the velocity magnitudes of the
agglomerates in the vicinity of the duct corner are analyzed. It is observed that with
increasing St+ agglomerates possess higher velocities. However, the velocity magnitudes
are overall very small reaching a maximum of about |uag|/Ub < 0.08.
With reference to the aforementioned trends of the near-wall agglomerates at the end

of the initialization phase, the locations of the breakage events can be elucidated. Three
main scenarios are distinguished based on the Stokes number:

1. In the relatively low St+ range (St+ ≤ 219), the distributions of the breakage
locations over the edge of the duct are found to be nearly uniform, except for powder
A at Re1 (St+ = 20) as will be detailed below. In general, this observation implies
that the high concentration of agglomerates near the corner does not necessarily lead
to high breakage statistics in the corner region, if the velocities of the agglomerates
in the corner are not sufficiently high. Thus, breakage takes place at arbitrary
locations, whenever the breakage condition is fulfilled leading to the nearly uniform
distributions.
The odd distribution for powder A at Re1 (St+ = 20), which has a peak close to the
duct corner is an exception. This peak is attributed to the partial fragmentation
mechanism regularly taking place for powder A at Re1 since it is found that a large
portion of the breakage events near the duct corner refers to (small) agglomerates
generated by previous breakage events, each consisting of less than 10 primary
particles.
In other words, the breakage of the initial agglomerates occurs at arbitrary locations
along the circumference of the duct similar to all other cases in the low St+ range.
However, since for powder A at Re1 the full deagglomeration at the first impact is
not prevailing, small fragments bounce back from the wall towards the duct core
supported by other mechanisms such as the near-wall fluid ejection (Esmaily et al.,
2020; Robinson, 1991) and the lift force. As explained before, in this case the lift
force acts in the direction away from the wall due to the small relative fluid-particle
velocity as can be inferred from Fig. 9.12(a). Consequently, these small fragments
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might be later entrained by the secondary vortices transporting them in the direction
of the duct corner, where they eventually break again.

2. The second case corresponds to the range 219 < St+ 6 7248. Within this range,
agglomerates tend to favorably break close to the duct corners (i.e., l/dh ≈ 0). This
can be attributed to the higher velocity magnitudes of the duct corner population
at the end of the initialization phase as explained above, leading to more breakage
events as soon as breakage is enabled.

3. The third case refers to powder C at Re5 where St+ is very high. In this case the
distribution appears nearly uniform again, which is explained by the weakened role
of the secondary flow on agglomerates (i.e., weaker transport towards the corners) in
comparison to other mechanisms such as the turbophoresis or the lift force, leading
to a more uniform breakage distribution.

It is worth noting that the above-mentioned patterns of breakage are not necessarily
consistent with those found in the literature on the deposition of particles in turbulent duct
flows. This is expected since the wall-impact breakage and deposition are two distinctly
different phenomena. That means breakage takes place at the first location, where a highly
energetic impact occurs, whereas deposition is expected when the impact is so weak that
the particles stick to the wall due to adhesive forces (Almohammed and Breuer, 2016b).
In addition, unlike the statistics of breakage which are collected for a finite number of
discrete events, the patterns of depositions found in the literature are typically concluded
by analyzing the stable positions of the deposited particles after the near-wall population
reaches stable positions (see, e.g., Yao and Fairweather, 2012), which happens after a long
simulation time.

9.2.4.2 Second Set of Simulations: Interaction with Other Phenomena

The results described in this section correspond to the simulations, in which inter-particle
collisions, agglomeration and all breakup models are simultaneously taken into account.
As mentioned before, in this second set of simulations the volume fraction of the disperse
phase is set to a constant value of Φp = 10−5 in all cases by adjusting the number of the
released agglomerates while fixing the number of primary particles in each agglomerate
at 100. As argued in Section 9.2.2, owing to the relatively low volumetric fraction and to
focus on the different powders, the two-way coupling is neglected.

Table 9.11 compares some of the most relevant results including the number of agglom-
eration events N event

ag and the number of breakup events (by all mechanisms) Nall
break, both

normalized by the number of released agglomerates. Besides, the contribution of each
breakage mechanism (i.e., wall impact, turbulent stress, drag stress and rotary stress) are
provided in percentage.
The results suggest that the number of breakage events Nall

break/N
rel
ag increases overall

with Re and levels off at the highest Re for powders B and C. An exception is detected for
powder A between Re1 and Re2. These observations are easily explained since at higher
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Tab. 9.11. Summary of the most important results of the second set of simulations. The
results are accumulated over a time interval of ∆T ∗ = 100. The number of released
agglomerates N rel

ag is 105, 6400 and 730 agglomerates for powders A, B and C,
respectively.

Powder case N event
ag /N rel

ag Nall
break/N

rel
ag wall impact [%] turbulent [%] drag [%] rotary [%]

A Re1 34.46 10.13 95.37 0.00 0.00 4.63
A Re2 8.07 5.81 82.00 0.00 8.66 9.33
A Re3 2.37 67.92 22.74 0.00 62.11 15.15
A Re4 2.90 88.40 15.49 2.2·10−5 66.10 18.41
A Re5 8.04 101.48 10.93 4.7·10−5 69.12 19.95

B Re1 5.94 4.55 91.30 0.00 0.00 8.70
B Re2 1.11 32.38 34.48 0.00 47.16 18.36
B Re3 3.21 91.04 14.96 0.00 64.45 20.59
B Re4 6.01 102.48 8.87 1.4·10−3 71.70 19.43
B Re5 7.76 102.83 5.59 1.9·10−2 68.67 25.72

C Re1 2.64 6.01 62.59 0.00 0.24 37.17
C Re2 1.59 59.10 17.83 0.00 42.16 40.01
C Re3 2.48 91.15 3.51 1.7·10−2 65.25 31.22
C Re4 4.41 98.12 3.75 5.0·10−2 67.66 28.54
C Re5 4.33 95.83 3.60 0.23 61.88 34.29

Re the following effects promoting breakup are augmented: The fluid stresses, the collision-
induced rotation due to the enhanced mixing, and the intensity of the wall-impact events.
However, as mentioned before the stresses compared to the strength of the agglomerates
are relatively low for powder A at Re1 resulting in more partial fragmentation, which
means the generation of fragments that are able to break subsequently, increasing the
breakage statistics for this case.
The effect of the strength of the agglomerate is also straightforward to interpret by

comparing Nall
break/N

rel
ag between the different powders at the same Re. As expected, an

increase of the primary particle diameter leads to higher breakage counts owing to the
reduced strength. This tendency is slightly disturbed at the highest Reynolds numbers
due to the better mixing of particles inducing more re-agglomeration events for powders
with smaller primary particle diameter as evident in N event

ag /N rel
ag in Table 9.11. Hence,

new agglomerates are formed, which are prone to breakage.
To discuss the role of the different breakage mechanisms, their contributions are com-

pared in Table 9.11. Obviously, the contribution of the wall-impact breakage decreases
with increasing Re since the role of the other breakup mechanisms (i.e., drag stress and
rotary stress) becomes more significant leading to a disintegration of a larger number
of agglomerates before they reach the wall. For instance, at Re1 for all powders, the
wall-impact breakage is the dominant mechanism and the rotary stress, promoted mostly
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by rotation due to inter-particle collisions, takes the second place with a small contribu-
tion. The drag stress does not play a role at all at Re1 except for powder C since the
agglomerate strength in this case is relatively low. As Re increases, the contribution of
the drag stress becomes larger surpassing first the effect of the rotary stress before it
eventually dominates the breakage scenario overall. The turbulent stress mechanism has
no effect at all in most cases. Nevertheless, it starts to contribute at higher Reynolds
numbers although still in a negligible manner.

Next, the characteristics of the impact breakage are revisited to explore the influence of
the other particle phenomena taken into account in this set of simulations. The PDFs of
the total wall-impact velocity of the agglomerates are depicted in Fig. 9.14(a). Compared
with the distributions in Fig. 9.12(a), the results in both cases are qualitatively similar.
However, most peaks are now shifted towards smaller values of the impact velocities. This
can be explained by the circumstance that smaller and thus less inertial agglomerates
reach the wall due to the prior breakage by other mechanisms. In addition, agglomerates
can be decelerated due to inter-particle collisions, which are taken into account here.

Moreover, the CDFs of the number of particles included in the agglomerates N tot
pp which

undergo wall-impact breakage are presented in Fig. 9.14(b). Obviously, increasing the
Reynolds number and the diameter of the primary particles results in smaller fragments
(i.e., comprising less particles) reaching the walls and breaking at the walls after other
breakage events took place before.

In Fig. 9.14(c) the CDFs of the fragmentation ratios for the impact breakage are depicted.
Again, the results are qualitatively very similar to those in Fig. 9.13(a). However, a
noticeable difference here is that a broader distribution is obtained for powder A at Re1,
meaning that more partial fragmentations are caused by the wall-impact breakage when
the other breakup mechanisms and agglomeration are taken into account (i.e., the second
set of simulations).

Lastly, the temporal evolution of the Sauter mean diameter is reported in Fig. 9.14(d).
The predictions suggest that after a sufficiently long time (∆T ∗ > 150), agglomerates
are nearly fully dispersed into primary particles (Rd32 ∼ 1) except for powder A at Re1
since the weak flow conditions and the high strength of the powder result in a certain
steady-state fragment size distribution.

9.2.5 Part II: Comparison with the ANN-Based Wall-Impact
Breakage Model

The ANN-based wall-impact breakage model is applied in the same turbulent duct flow
simulations as before to describe the breakage behavior of agglomerates in a generic wall-
bounded configuration. The main goal is to compare the predictions based on the new
ANN-model with those reported in part I (i.e., Section 9.2.4) for the precursor model
relying on classical regressions. For this purpose, the impact breakage behavior of agglom-
erates of varying strength levels is investigated under identical setups considering different
flow conditions. The agglomerate strength is adjusted by the size of the primary particles.
However, the investigation is restricted to agglomerates of powders A and C at three
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Fig. 9.14. Impact-breakage events in the second set of simulations accumulated over a time
interval of ∆T ∗ = 100: (a) Distribution functions for the dimensionless impact
velocity, (b) Cumulative distribution functions of the number of particles included
in the agglomerates undergoing wall-impact breakage, (c) Cumulative distribution
functions of the fragmentation ratio, (d) Temporal evolution of the reduction rate
of the Sauter mean diameter. The inset in subfigure (a) shows the peak of the
distribution of the dimensionless impact velocity for powder A at Re1.

flow Reynolds numbers: Re1 = 8698, Re2 = 17,397, and Re3 = 34,794. Powders A and C
possess the highest and the lowest values of the strength, and the chosen Re cases allow
to evaluate the ANN-based model based on reasonable statistics since they led in part I
to higher contributions of the wall-impact breakage (see Table 9.11) compared to Re4 and
Re5.
The six simulations (two powders and three Re numbers) are conducted following the

same procedure as in part I (see Section 9.2.2) to facilitate a proper comparison between
the results. In short, the first set of simulations solely focuses on the wall-impact breakage
phenomenon and ignores collisions, agglomerations and fluid-induced breakups. Since
the two-way coupling and collisions are not taken into account, the predictions of the
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disperse phase is independent of its volume fraction Φp. Therefore, an equal number of
105 agglomerates is injected for all powders.

The second set of simulations seeks to assess the significance of the wall-impact breakage
under realistic conditions considering the effects of other relevant phenomena such as
collisions, agglomerations and flow-induced breakups. In this set, the volume fraction of
the disperse phase is again fixed to the same value, i.e., Φp = 10−5 for all powders. This
value yields a sufficient number of agglomerates of about 105 and 730 agglomerates for
powders A and C, respectively, enabling a meaningful analysis. In addition, the adopted
volume fraction Φp = 10−5 is not much higher than the limit proposed by Elghobashi
(1991) (Φp = 10−6), above which the effect of two-way coupling becomes important. Thus,
the two-way coupling is neglected.

9.2.5.1 First Set of Simulations: Pure Wall-Impact Breakage

In this section, the effects of the Re number and the primary particle diameter on the wall-
impact breakage behavior are discussed neglecting the contribution of other competing
mechanisms such as inter-particle collisions, agglomeration, and breakup by fluid stress,
i.e., the cases considered here refer to the first set of simulations (see Section 9.2.2). The
focus is on the comparison of the results obtained by the ANN-based approach with the
reported results of the regression-based breakage model. To ensure an accurate compar-
ison, the simulations of the same case have exactly the same initial (flow and particle)
conditions and are solely distinguished by the type of the breakage model.

Table 9.12 compares two measures of breakage between the different cases. The first is
the number of breakage events per released agglomerate, N tot

break/N
rel
ag , which is accumulated

over a time interval of ∆T ∗ = 100. The second quantity is the rate of reduction of the
Sauter mean diameter, Rd32 = (dinit32 −d32)/(dinit32 −dpp) determined at the end of the dimen-
sionless time interval of ∆T ∗ = 100. Comparing the results obtained by the ANN-based
and the regression-based model, marginal deviations are found. Therefore, the trends
present in Table 9.12 can be explained by the arguments used to discuss Table 9.10 in part I.

The predictions of the regression and the ANN-based breakage models do not only
deliver similar temporally accumulated results but also lead to conforming instantaneous
developments. For example, Figs. 9.15(a) and 9.15(b) depict nearly identical temporal
evolutions of Rd32 for powder A and C by both breakage models. The illustrated time
histories confirm that agglomerates of powder A undergo deagglomeration at higher rates
than for powder C despite the higher strength of the former, which is due to the more
rapid transfer of agglomerates into the near-wall regions by the secondary flow as explained
before.

Further insights are obtained by comparing the direct outputs of the breakage models,
e.g., the fragmentation ratio of the successful breakage events for powder A and C in
Figs. 9.15(c) and 9.15(d), respectively. Certain deviations are visible indicating that
the ANN-based model leads to a wider range of FR, which means that more partial
fragmentation events are taking place.
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Tab. 9.12. Results obtained by the ANN-based model and the regression model in the first set
of simulations. The number of released agglomerates N rel

ag is 105 for both powders.
N tot

break is accumulated over a time interval of ∆T ∗ = 100 and Rd32 is given at the
end of this time interval..

Powder Case St+ N tot
break/N

rel
ag Rd32

Reg. ANN Reg. ANN

A Re1 20 1.40 1.31 90.32% 89.98%
A Re2 67 1.09 1.14 97.88% 97.70%
A Re3 219 1.02 1.19 96.15% 96.12%

C Re1 652 1.19 1.32 93.49% 94.13%
C Re2 2214 0.37 0.39 47.61% 47.45%
C Re3 7248 0.39 0.38 51.09% 51.05%

To elucidate the source of these deviations and to evaluate the performance of the ANN
model for FR and ζi in general, Fig. 9.16 shows the fragmentation ratio FR (Fig. 9.16(a))
and the size ratio of the largest fragment ζ1 (Fig. 9.16(b)) predicted by the ANN model
as a function of the dimensionless number πimp. The data points refer to the simulation of
powder A at Re1, which combines the weakest flow conditions and the powder with the
strongest breakage resistance leading to about 1.4× 104 breakage events covering the full
spectrum of FR. Although the ANN model is independent on the functional relationship
between the impact variables suggested by πimp, the representation in Fig. 9.16 allows
an easy comparison between the predictions of the ANN (see Section 7.5.2.2) and the
corresponding regression model (7.32) based on πimp appearing as a superimposed black
curve. The predictions of both models agree well when the impact angle is larger than
about 10◦, i.e., for the normal or oblique impact case (non-green points compared to the
black curve). For smaller impact angles typical for the shear impact case, the ANN model
reproduces the trends learned from the training dataset (see green points in Fig. 7.20),
whereas the regression model (i.e., the black curve) is limited to the predefined relationship
(see Eq. (7.32a)) developed purely for the normal or oblique wall impact but not for the
shear breakage case. More precisely, Fig. 9.16(a) suggests that compared to the regression
model the ANN model results in lower FR values in the high πimp range and higher FR
values in the low πimp range enabling partial breakage even in cases for which breakage is
not detected at all according to the regression model. Similar results are found for ζ1 as
visible in Fig. 9.16(b) and the remaining size parameters ζ2 and ζ3, which are not provided
here for the sake of compactness.

To assess the performance of the second network (see Section 7.5.3.2) in the ANN model,
which involves the prediction of the post-breakage kinetics of the fragments, the simulation
of powder A at Re1 is used again as an illustrative case. The predicted parameters λ and
k of the Weibull PDFs for the reflection angle α, the spreading angle β, and the fragment
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Fig. 9.15. Temporal evolution of the reduction rate of the Sauter mean diameter for powder (a)
A and (b) C, respectively. Cumulative distribution functions of the fragmentation
ratio in the first set of simulations (without collisions, agglomerations, and breakage
by fluid stress) accumulated over a time interval of ∆T ∗ = 100 for powder (c) A and
(d) C, respectively.

velocity ratio vratio are plotted against the impact angle in Fig. 9.17. The depicted results
closely follow the trends in the training dataset (see Fig. 7.24). Specifically, no remarkable
outliers or odd trends appear despite the challenging inter- and extrapolations of the data
caused by the sparsity and the small size of the training dataset of the second ANN.

Furthermore, in Fig. 9.18 the resulting reflection α and spreading β angles and the
velocity ratio vratio which are assigned to the fragments after breakage are compared
between the two models. The results show no significant differences between the predictions
of the regression model and the ANN model. However, the latter model leads to slightly
wider distributions of the reflection angle α (Fig. 9.18(a)) and the spreading angle β
(Fig. 9.18(b)), and a narrower PDF of the fragment velocity ratio vratio (Fig. 9.18(c)).

Such discrepancies are expected since the DEM training dataset used to derive the ANN
model is broader than the dataset used to devise the regression model. To explain this
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9.16. Predictions of the ANN-based model (colored points) and the regression model (black
curves) for the fragmentation ratio FR (a) and the fragment size parameters ζ1 (b) as
a function of the dimensionless number πimp. The results refer to the breakage events
obtained in the simulation of powder A at Re1 accumulated over a time interval of
∆T ∗ = 100. The points corresponding to impact angles below 10◦ are depicted in a
reduced size in order to improve the visibility of the less frequent points representing
larger impact angles.
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(a) λ for α (b) k for α

(c) λ for β (d) k for β

(e) λ for vratio (f) k for vratio

Fig. 9.17. Predictions of the ANN-based model of the Weibull PDF parameters λ and k of the
reflection angle α, the spreading angle β, and the fragment velocity ratio vratio. The
results refer to the breakage events obtained in the simulation of powder A at Re1
accumulated over a time interval of ∆T ∗ = 100.
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Fig. 9.18. Probability density functions of the predicted reflection angle α, spreading angle β,
and fragment velocity ratio vratio based on the ANN model and the regression model.
The results refer to the breakage events obtained in the simulation of powder A at
Re1 accumulated over a time interval of ∆T ∗ = 100.

issue in more detail, the regression model relies on fourth-order polynomials to describe
the dependence of the parameters λ and k of the Weibull PDFs solely as a function of
the impact angle Θimp. Thus, for the sake of simplicity, the influence of other parameters
such as the size of the agglomerate N tot

pp and the fragmentation ratio FR is completely
neglected (see Section 7.4.2.3). In addition, the small impact angles Θimp = 0.2◦ and 3◦,
which are considered in the ANN model are not taken into account in the polynomial
regression model. By extending the database to include this important range of small
impact angles for the shear breakage case and adding further relevant parameters (i.e.,
N tot

pp , and FR) as input quantities of the ANN, two weak points of the regression model
are avoided. Thus, it can be stated that the ANN model predicts the real situation in a
more general manner, since it additionally takes the shear breakage case into account.
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9.2.5.2 Second Set of Simulations: Interaction with Other Phenomena

In this section, the results obtained in the second set of simulations allowing inter-particle
collisions, agglomerations, and breakup events due to fluid stresses are discussed. Note
that as stated before, the two-way coupling is also not considered in this set. Table 9.13
summarizes some of the most important statistics obtained at the end of a dimensionless
time interval of ∆T ∗ = 100. In general, when Re and dpp (powder A to C) increase,
the predictions of both breakage models (i.e., ANN and regression model) agree well
concerning the number of agglomeration events per released agglomerates N event

ag /N rel
ag , the

number of breakage events by all mechanisms (wall impact and fluid stresses) Nall
break/N

rel
ag ,

and the reduction rate Rd32 of the Sauter mean diameter.
In fact, the only cases which show distinguishable deviations are powder A at Re1 and

Re2. As explained earlier, in comparison to the regression model the ANN model delivers
slightly different results concerning the reflection and spreading angles of the fragments
after breakage. In other words, according to the ANN model the fragments of different
agglomerates undergoing breakage in the vicinity of each other at similar impact angles
scatter over a broader spectrum. Consequently, the chance that these fragments collide
with other fragments and form new agglomerates is not as high as in the simulation
based on the regression breakage model, which explains the higher agglomeration rates
by the latter model. Since the newly formed agglomerates are prone to further breakage,
a larger number of breakage events is predicted by the regression model. However, the
described scenario does not happen when Re is high or dpp is large (i.e., powder C) due to
the fact that agglomeration is more difficult under these conditions. This is conceivable
since at high Re agglomerates generally impact the wall and reflect from the wall with
high velocities while agglomeration requires weak inter-particle collisions. In addition, the
increase of dpp weakens the ability for agglomeration due to the higher ratio of the inertia

Tab. 9.13. Results obtained by the ANN-based model and the regression model in the second
set of simulations. To ensure the same volume fraction, the number of released
agglomerates N rel

ag is 105 and 730 agglomerates for powders A and C, respectively.
N event

ag and Nall
break are accumulated over a time interval of ∆T ∗ = 100 and Rd32 is

given at the end of this time interval.

Powder Case St+ N event
ag /N rel

ag Nall
break/N

rel
ag Rd32

Reg. ANN Reg. ANN Reg. ANN

A Re1 20 34.46 27.64 10.13 7.26 88.81% 87.55%
A Re2 67 8.07 5.84 5.81 4.49 97.31% 96.59%
A Re3 219 2.37 2.37 67.92 67.65 96.66% 96.48%

C Re1 652 2.64 2.24 6.01 6.08 94.24% 95.03%
C Re2 2214 1.59 1.37 59.10 55.76 86.32% 85.25%
C Re3 7248 2.48 2.81 91.15 92.33 96.43% 96.84%
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Fig. 9.19. Percentage contributions of different breakup mechanisms for (a) Re1, (b) Re2 and
(c) Re3 accumulated over a time interval of ∆T ∗ = 100. The contribution of the
turbulent stress mechanism is omitted since it is negligibly small in all cases. The
exact numbers are listed in Table 9.14.

force to the cohesive force.

The percentage contributions of the different mechanisms (wall-impact breakage and
breakup due to turbulent, drag and rotary stresses) are graphically compared in Fig. 9.19
and the exact numbers are provided in Table 9.14. Again, the statistics are accumulated
over a time interval of ∆T ∗ = 100 by counting the number of specific breakup events and
normalizing these values by the total number of breakage events. Note that the turbulent
stress mechanism is not included, since its contribution is negligibly small.
As illustrated in Fig. 9.19(a), the mild flow conditions at Re1 lead to an insignificant

contribution of the drag stress for both powders, where agglomerates tend to break either
due to the wall impact directly or due to the rotation induced by the wall impact or
particle collisions. For increasing Re, agglomerates tend to break wherever they undergo
a sufficiently high drag stress which frequently takes place in the strong shear layer before
agglomerates reach the wall. Hence, the contribution of the drag stress increases and other
mechanisms become less effective as depicted in Figs. 9.19(b) and 9.19(c). It is noticed
that powder C is generally more affected by the drag stress than powder A at any Re,
which is due to the lower strength of the former powder enabling more breakage by the
relatively weak drag stress mechanism.

The contributions obtained by the two different breakage models (regression vs. ANN)
show a good agreement except for powderA at Re1 and Re2 (see Figs. 9.19(a) and 9.19(b)).
Again, the observed deviations are attributed to the improved modeling of the motion of
the fragments after breakage by the ANN model, limiting fast re-agglomerations between
the newly evolving fragments. Hence, the agglomeration rate in case of the regression
model is higher as mentioned before. Since these agglomerates arise in the close vicinity
of the wall, they very often impact the wall again leading to higher breakage rates for the
regression model in general and a higher percentage contribution of wall-impact breakage
to all breakup mechanisms in particular.
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Tab. 9.14. Comparison between the percentage contributions of the different breakage mecha-
nisms obtained by the ANN-based model and the regression model in the second set
of simulations (including collisions, agglomerations, and breakage by fluid stresses
and wall impacts).

Powder Case wall impact [%] drag[%] rotary [%]
Reg. ANN Reg. ANN Reg. ANN

A Re1 95.37 92.72 0.00 0.00 4.63 7.28
A Re2 82.00 61.89 8.66 10.86 9.33 27.26
A Re3 22.74 21.85 62.11 62.06 15.15 16.09

C Re1 62.59 57.91 0.24 0.00 37.17 42.09
C Re2 17.38 16.40 42.16 44.10 40.01 39.50
C Re3 3.51 3.43 65.25 65.72 31.22 30.83

9.2.6 Summary and Conclusions
Two wall-impact breakage models derived by extensive DEM simulations are applied in
order to gain insights into the wall-impact breakage behavior of agglomerates of different
primary particle sizes in turbulent duct flows at five different Reynolds numbers.
In part I of this investigation, the wall-impact breakage model based on traditional

regression techniques is applied. The main outcomes are:

• Considering the wall-impact breakage mechanism isolated from other particle related
processes, the statistics of the wall-impact breakage depends on the complex interplay
between the strength of the agglomerates, the severity of wall-impact events and the
rate at which agglomerates are transported to the walls. For the considered turbulent
duct flow, increasing Re or the diameter of the primary particle of the agglomerate
means higher impact velocities and reduced agglomerate strength. However, due to
the reduced responsiveness of the agglomerates to the secondary flow (higher St+),
agglomerates are not so effectively transported to the walls as otherwise leading to
lower numbers of wall-impact breakage. However, in the limit of very large St+ the
role of other mechanisms such as the turbophoresis and the lift force are significantly
larger improving the transport of agglomerates towards the walls again.

• Wall-impact breakage events occur at different (mostly flat) impact angles and over
a wide range of impact velocities. Depending on the circumstances, full or partial
fragmentation takes place. The latter commonly appears in the case of weak flow
conditions and high agglomerate strength. Overall, these conditions demonstrate the
necessity of taking a wide range of conditions into account during the development
of wall-impact breakage models in order to achieve reliable predictions.

• The variations in the distributions of the breakage locations along the circumference
of the duct can be explained depending on the Stokes number. The inertial agglom-
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erates considered in the present study are known to preferentially accumulate in the
duct corners. However, at the highest values of St+, agglomerates are additionally
largely accumulated around the wall bisectors. Depending on the aforementioned
accumulation trends and on the velocities of the agglomerates residing near the duct
corner, the distributions of the locations of the breakage event might either favor
the duct corner or are more uniform.

• Under physically relevant conditions, i.e., when particle-particle collisions, agglomer-
ation and other agglomerate breakup mechanisms are taken into account, the general
trends of the wall-impact breakage mechanism are not remarkably altered. By com-
paring the contributions of the different breakage mechanisms, it is found that at the
smallest Re the wall-impact breakage is the dominant one with a small contribution
for the rotary stress and negligible to zero contributions for the drag and turbulent
stresses, respectively. The importance of the rotary and drag stress increases with
Re. In the high Re range the drag stress is the most dominant, whereas the effect
of the turbulent stress is overall negligible.

In part II of this investigation, the ANN-based wall-impact breakage model is applied.
Three Re numbers and two powders are considered. A comparison with the regression
model is carried out demonstrating the advantages of the new model. The most important
conclusions are as follows:

• The results of the duct flow simulations reveal that in the absence of inter-particle
collisions, agglomerations, and breakup events by fluid stresses, the ANN-based
and the regression-based wall-impact breakage models yield very similar statistics
regarding the reduction rate of the Sauter mean diameter and the total number of
breakage events. However, the direct outputs of both breakage models are noticeably
different due to the fact that the ANN-based model was trained based on a broader
DEM database involving results for the shear breakage case relvant for particle-laden
flow simulations.

• Noticeable deviations between the ANN and the regression model are found con-
cerning the predictions of the reflection and the spreading angles of the fragments
after breakage. For agglomerates undergoing breakage at similar impact angles, the
ANN model derived for both the normal/oblique and the shear breakage case leads
to a more realistic scattering behavior since the predicted reflection and spreading
angles depend on further input parameters, i.e., FR and the size of the agglomerate.
In contrast, the regression model purely derived for the normal/oblique impact case
relates the post-breakage kinetics of the fragments solely to the impact angle leading
to an overall similar scattering behavior of the agglomerates breaking in the vicinity
of each other.

• Accordingly, when the inter-particle collisions and agglomerations are taken into
account in the second set of simulations, less agglomeration events and subsequent
breakage events take place in the simulations based on the ANN wall-impact breakage
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model due to the improved description of the post-breakage kinetics of the fragments.
This effect is mainly relevant for the lowest Re and the powder with the smallest
primary particle size, since agglomeration is enhanced under these conditions.

• The percentage contributions of the breakage mechanisms show that the predictions
based on the regression model (part I) and the ANN-based model (part II) are
generally similar. Deviations are detected solely for the cases defined by powder A
at Re1 and Re2. These deviations are attributed to the improved modeling of the
post-breakage behavior of the fragments in the ANN model.
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9.3 Pipe Bend Flows
To further test the ANN-based wall impact breakage model developed in this thesis, a
third investigation is carried out. The adopted setup is inspired by the experimental work
of Adi et al. (2010) and the complementary numerical study by Tong et al. (2011). In
these studies, the effect of the bend design on the deagglomeration performance of dry
powder inhalers (DPI) is examined. The objective of DPIs is to provide an aerosol with
a finely dispersed powder so that the active pharmaceutical ingredients can sufficiently
penetrate the lower airways (Adi et al., 2013). To counter the enlargement of the particle
size due to agglomeration, an effective breakage is required to achieve the desired particle
sizes. In total, results for five different pipe bend designs at three volumetric flow rates
are provided in the reference studies.
In this work, four cases defining two of the bend geometries and two flow Reynolds

numbers are borrowed and investigated. As will be detailed below, a direct comparison
between the present results and the data in the reference studies is not possible. The
reason is that the DEM training data used for developing the ANN wall-impact breakage
model are based on different material properties and size ranges of the agglomerates.
However, the motivations for choosing this test case are as follows. First, besides wall
impacts the provided bend geometries promote fluid stresses due to the shear layer and the
abrupt acceleration occurring in the bends. That offers a plenty of data for the analysis
in a reasonable time period. In addition, the relevance of the setups to the development
of powder inhalers makes it a good example to demonstrate the advantage of efficient
multiscale modeling strategies, allowing to simultaneously consider a large number of
agglomerates.

9.3.1 Flow Configurations
The deflection of the flow in both pipe bends is 90 degrees and both pipes have a diameter
of D = 1.1 · 10−2 m. In the first configuration the deflection is achieved by two straight
intersecting pipes forming a sharp 90◦ bend at the outer and the inner corners (see
Fig. 9.20(a)), whereas the second setup is composed of three straight intersecting pipes
with an angle of 45◦ at the two junctures as depicted in Fig. 9.20(b). Similar to the
previously described 90◦ pipe bend, the junctures are not rounded but sharp. The lengths
of the pipe segments before the first and after the second bend are about 9D, while the
middle part has a length of approximately 2D. For the 90◦ bend the pipe length upstream
and downstream is 10D. Both upstream and downstream lengths are not critical since on
the one hand a fully developed flow field is provided at the inlet (see Section 9.3.2) and
on the other hand the recirculation regions in the vicinity of the bend are far away from
the outlet.

The considered fluid is air with a constant operating temperature of 295.15 K (Adi et al.,
2010). The fluid properties are assumed to be constant with the following values: Density
ρf = 1.196 kg/m3 and kinematic viscosity νf = 1.511 · 10−5 m2/s. In order to investigate
the effect of the Reynolds number on the breakage behavior of the agglomerates, two
different volumetric flow rates of 60 and 120 l/min are considered. The corresponding
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Fig. 9.20. Geometries of the investigated pipe bend configurations.

Reynolds numbers are ReL = 7660 and ReH = 15,320 defining a low and a high Reynolds
number case, respectively. Thus, four different cases (two geometries times two Re numbers
based on the bulk velocity and the pipe diameter) are investigated in total.
Spherical, dry and cohesive silica particles (Weiler, 2008) possessing the properties

listed in Table 9.2 are studied. In fact, the primary particles here are identical to those
considered in the two preceding investigations (see Sections 9.1 and 9.2). Particularly,
the primary particles have a diameter of 0.97 µm, which corresponds to powder A. As
explained before, this powder is characterized by the smallest primary particle diameter
leading to agglomerates of the largest strength compared to the other powders (Kendall,
1988; Rumpf, 1962). The restitution and friction coefficients in Table 9.2 are necessary
to describe the hard-sphere particle-particle and particle-wall collisions as explained in
Sections 4.3 and 4.4.
Note that in the original experimental study for the investigation of the agglomerate

breakage behavior (Adi et al., 2010) mannitol agglomerates were studied. Thus, the
properties used here deviate from those in Adi et al. (2010). The reason is that the
data-driven wall-impact breakage model depends on results obtained by DEM simulations
for silica agglomerates. Therefore, a CPU-time intensive data generation process based
on thousands of new DEM simulations and a re-training of the ANNs would be required
to ensure reliable predictions.
In the present study, the agglomerates are composed of N tot

pp = 1200 primary silica
particles. As explained in the model for the structural features in Chapter 5, the equivalent
diameter of the agglomerates is determined based on a mass balance taking the reduced
agglomerate density by the packing fraction into account. The resulting values are dag ≈
19.17 µm and ρag ≈ 311 kg/m3. The packing fraction and coordination number are
fpack = 0.156 and kag = 2. Note that these values correspond to agglomerates consisting
of 1000 primary particles since this is the largest size considered in the structural model.
However, in the limit of large agglomerates both parameters (i.e., fpack and kag) converge
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to (nearly) constant values. Thus, the same values are applied for the slightly larger
agglomerates used in the present simulations.

The Stokes number St defined by the convective characteristic time scale τf = D/(2Ub))
of the released agglomerates is about 0.67 and 1.34 for the low and the high Reynolds num-
ber, respectively. If the viscous time scale τ+

f = νf/u
2
τ is used instead, the corresponding

values of St+ are 9.84 and 31.53. Note that in this case, uτ refers to the friction velocity
computed in the periodic pipe simulation at the corresponding Re number.

9.3.2 Computational Setup
The computational domains are already defined in Fig. 9.20. The boundary conditions
are given as follows. At the walls, which are assumed to be ideally smooth, Stokes’ no-
slip condition and the impermeability condition are applied. That is possible since a
wall-resolved simulation methodology is used as will be explained below. At the outlet a
convective boundary condition is applied, where the convection velocity is set to the bulk
velocity. At the inlet of the pipe the turbulent flow is assumed to be statistically fully
developed mimicking the situation that the turbulent flow passes through a long entrance
pipe before reaching the bends. In order to generate appropriate instantaneous inflow
data, two supplementary simulations of pipe flows are carried out for the two Re numbers
considered.

The straight pipe has a diameter D and a length of 2 πD. Assuming a statistically fully
developed flow, periodic boundary conditions can be applied in these auxiliary simulations,
since their sole task is to guarantee reliable inflow data for the main simulations. One
arbitrary cross-section of the pipe is chosen and the time-resolved flow velocities are stored
for a time series of 9 · 105 time steps which comprises a time interval of 900 and 630
dimensionless time units for the low and high Re number, respectively. The prerequisite
for the direct usage of the stored data of the pipe flow as inflow conditions for the bends are
that identical time-step sizes and identical grid point distributions in the cross-sections of
both grids are chosen. A dimensionless time step of ∆t∗ = 1.0 · 10−3 is set for the ReL case,
whereas ∆t∗ = 7.0 · 10−4 is set for ReH. That corresponds to CFL numbers of 4.6 · 10−2

and 5.4 · 10−2 for the ReL and ReH case, respectively.
The block-structured grids applied for the pipes and the bends have an O-type topol-

ogy in the cross-section consisting of four equal outer blocks and one central block (see
Fig. 9.21(c)). The maximal cell spacings of the grids in the streamwise direction (∆x+

max),
the maximum circumferential spacing at the shell of the pipe (∆ (rϕ)+

max) and the distance
of the cell center of the first cell to the wall (∆r+

1st) are chosen according to the recom-
mendations by Piomelli and Chasnov (1996). Note that the index "1st" denotes the center
of the first cell near the wall. In addition, the superscript "+" refers to dimensionless
quantities (e.g., ∆r+

1st = ∆r1st · uτ/νf) normalized by the kinematic viscosity of the fluid
νf and uτ . The latter is predicted separately for each Reynolds number considered based
on the friction factor proposed by Moody (1947) (see Eq. (9.3)), which is a standard
design formula for turbulent pipe flows. The applied values in wall units are ∆x+

max = 30,
∆ (rϕ)+

max = 15, and ∆r+
1st = 0.5 for the ReL case. Furthermore, the grid is stretched

in the radial direction towards the center of the pipe with a mild geometric stretching
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Tab. 9.15. Number of grid points of the block-structured grids used for LES of the bend flows.

Geometry Re Streamwise Cross-Section Total

90◦ 7660 898 4725 4.2 million
15,320 1498 7680 11.5 million

45◦ 7660 1077 4725 5.0 million
15,320 1637 7680 12.6 million

factor of 1.05. Identical values are considered for the ReH case except the circumferential
spacing, which is chosen slightly larger, i.e., ∆ (rϕ)+

max = 21 instead of 15, in order to keep
the total number of grid points affordable (see Table 9.15). Note that these settings are
valid for both geometries (90◦ and 45◦ bends) investigated.

The number of grid points in the streamwise direction, in one cross-section and the
finally resulting total number of points are listed in Table 9.15. For the generation of the
grids, the commercial meshing software Pointwise V18.2 is used, which allows to improve
the grid quality by smoothening the grid lines based on an elliptic partial differential
equation. Especially for the grids of the 90◦ pipe bends the improvement is significant,
since the grid lines of the initial grids had a sharp 90◦ kink at the bend (see Fig. 9.21).
Moreover, during the smoothening process the distance of the cell centers of the first cell
to the wall is kept nearly equal to the initial values. Thus, an appropriate grid resolution
in the wall-normal direction is ensured also after the smoothening process.

The quality of the generated grids can be demonstrated based on the equiangle skewness
and the cell non-orthogonality index, which are provided directly by the meshing software
Pointwise V18.2. The equiangle skewness is defined as the maximum ratio of the angle
included in the cell to the angle of an equilateral element. The non-orthogonality index
refers to the angle between a line connecting the centroids of the two cells and the normal
of the shared face. The maximum value of this measure for all faces of a given cell
represents the cell. The distributions of both measures for all four grids are depicted in
Fig. 9.22. As expected, the quality of the grids for the 45◦ pipe bends is better since the
deflection of the flow takes place in two steps.
For parallelization purposes based on domain decomposition and MPI, the geometric

block structure is mapped to a parallel block structure consisting of 126 and 280 blocks
for the ReL and ReH case, respectively.

9.3.3 Simulation Procedure
The pipe bend simulations are carried out applying the Euler–Lagrange methodology
based on LES explained in Chapters 3 and 4. For mimicking the non-resolved scales the
Smagorinsky model (Smagorinsky, 1963) extended by the van Driest damping function
for the near-wall region is chosen. The classical Smagorinsky constant CS = 0.1 is set.
Considering the purpose of the present study and the given range of the Reynolds number,
the Smagorinsky model is accepted. Furthermore, the present LES predictions are wall-
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(a) x-y cross-section of the grid
for the 90◦ pipe bend at
z/D = 0. Only every sec-
ond grid line is shown.

(b) x-y cross-section of the grid
for the 45◦ pipe bend at
z/D = 0. Only every sec-
ond grid line is shown.

(c) Computational grid at
the inlet for both inves-
tigated pipe bend con-
figurations at x/D = 0.
All grid lines are shown.

Fig. 9.21. Cross-section views of the computational grids of both bend configurations at ReL.
The grids for the high Reynolds number ReH differ only in the number of grid points.
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Fig. 9.22. Distribution of the (a) equiangle skewness and the (b) non-orthogonality index.
Higher is worse applies for both measures.

resolved as explained above. That means that the near-wall grid resolution is sufficiently
fine to apply Stokes’ no-slip condition at solid walls which makes the use of other wall
treatments superfluous.

Additionally, various particle -related models are accounted for. These are the stochastic
Langevin particle subgrid-scale model (see Section 4.2.2), the inter-particle collisions and
agglomeration (see Section 4.3), the fluid-induced breakup (see Chapter 6) and the wall-
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impact breakage based on the ANN approach (see Section 7.5). However, the feedback
effect of the disperse phase on the fluid flow is neglected, since in the present case the
volume fraction of the particles is low as will be discussed next.

The simulations are initiated without releasing agglomerates into the flow to first estab-
lish a fully developed flow field. After reaching this state, the temporal averaging of the
flow is carried out over dimensionless time intervals of 3300 and 2170 units for the ReL
and the ReH case, respectively, to obtain the mean flow field and the turbulent statistics.
Subsequently, the agglomerates are released into the flow at the inlet of the pipes assuming
the same velocity as the flow. For the ReL cases one agglomerate is released each 1000
time steps, while for the ReH cases the interval is 1500 time steps since the time-step size
is smaller. These frequencies ensure similar dimensionless time intervals separating the
injection of two successive agglomerates for both Reynolds numbers.
The release position is varied within the whole cross-section of the inlet while keeping

a certain distance to the walls of the pipe to avoid early breakage after the release. All
simulations are run for the same dimensionless time interval which also means that nearly
the same number of agglomerates are released in all cases, i.e., N rel

agg ≈ 340.

9.3.4 Validation of the Inflow Data
The aim of the simulations of the pipe flow with periodic boundary conditions is to provide
fully developed inflow data for the simulations of the flow through the bends. In order
to ensure suitable inflow conditions, the flow in the straight pipe is evaluated based on a
comparison with experimental measurements. Durst et al. (1995) conducted experiments
to measure the mean velocity and the velocity fluctuations of a turbulent fully developed
pipe flow. The flow in a straight pipe was investigated using laser-Doppler anemometry.
Different Reynolds numbers based on the pipe diameter and the bulk velocity were taken
into account. Two cases (Re = 7442 and 13,500) are comparable to those considered in
the present study (Re = 7660 and 15,320).

The periodic pipe simulations are carried out for a sufficiently long time interval while
averaging the flow field in time and in the streamwise direction. The averaging time is
about 405 and 160 flow-through times for the ReL and ReH cases, respectively. To facilitate
the comparison with the experimental measurements, a transformation of the velocity
field into a cylindrical coordinate system instead of the Cartesian coordinate system used
in the predictions is performed. In addition, circumferential averaging is carried out.
Fig. 9.23 compares the LES results and the experimental measurements. Figs. 9.23(a)

and 9.23(b) depict the profiles of the averaged streamwise velocity normalized by the bulk
velocity 〈u〉/Ub as a function of the normalized radius of the pipe r/D for both ReL and
ReH, respectively. Although it is obvious that the profiles are symmetric, both halves
are shown for the LES predictions, since this proves that the statistics are converged.
As expected, the maximum streamwise velocity is found at the center of the pipe. The
velocity profiles get flatter with increasing Re number leading to larger velocity gradients
at the wall. Overall, a reasonable agreement between predictions and measurements is
observed at both Re numbers.
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Fig. 9.23. Validation of the inflow data at both Re numbers. The experimental measurements
are provided by Durst et al. (1995).
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Furthermore, the root-mean-squared (RMS) velocity fluctuations 〈u′〉RMS in streamwise
direction normalized by the friction velocity uτ predicted in the simulation are shown in
Figs. 9.23(c) and 9.23(d) for ReL and ReH, respectively. Here, it is worth mentioning
that the experimentally measured shear velocity uτ is solely provided for the ReL case.
For this reason, the shear velocity used for normalizing the experimental data for ReH
is computed based on the Darcy friction factor formula (9.3) by Moody (1947). The
maximum fluctuations in Figs. 9.23(c) and 9.23(d) are found to possess a sharp peak
in the region close to the wall. Towards the axis of the pipe, the fluctuations decrease
and reach a minimum at the axis of the pipe. Some discrepancies between the measured
and predicted peaks are found especially for the ReH case. The peaks of the streamwise
velocity fluctuations are slightly higher in the simulations than in the experiment.

The overall good agreement between the numerical and the experimental results is
additionally demonstrated based on the root-mean-squared (RMS) velocity fluctuations
in radial direction normalized by the friction velocity 〈u′r〉RMS/uτ , which are depicted in
Figs. 9.23(e) and 9.23(f) for ReL and ReH, respectively. In general, the fluctuations in
radial direction are less intense and their near-wall gradients are less steep compared to
the fluctuations in streamwise direction.

It is worth mentioning that the fluctuations in the tangential directions are additionally
compared (but not depicted here) and found to be in reasonable agreement. In summary,
a satisfactory agreement between the measurements and the simulation results exists
ensuring that the inflow data applied in the bend flow simulations are appropriate.

9.3.5 Continuous Flow in the Pipe Bends

The turbulent flow in sharp pipe bends is well known to exhibit separation zones at
the inner and outer corners of the kink as well as secondary flow structures of the first
kind (Prandtl, 1925) in the form of two counter-rotating helical vortices downstream of
the bend (Tunstall and Harvey, 1968). These structures, which are known as Dean
vortices (Dean, 1927), arise due to the counteracting centrifugal force and the radial
pressure gradient inside the bend. The high-velocity fluid in the core region overcomes
the effect of the adverse pressure gradient owing to the high centrifugal force and moves
towards the outer wall of the bend. That does not apply for the slower moving fluid,
which is driven towards the inner wall leading to the development of the secondary flow.
It is worth mentioning that the secondary flow was found to be unsteady, since a single
Dean vortex alternately dominates the other one at a low frequency (Tunstall and Harvey,
1968). The switching between the two stable states is well known as the swirl-switching
phenomenon, which was found to occur in smooth as well as sharp bend flows (Hufnagel
et al., 2018).

Next, the predicted flow fields of all cases considered are discussed focusing on the mean
velocity field and the second-order statistics of the turbulent flow.
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(a) ReL (b) ReH

Fig. 9.24. Time-averaged dimensionless velocity magnitude and streamlines of the 90◦ case in
the x–y plane at z/D = 0.

9.3.5.1 Flow in the 90◦ Pipe Bend

The time-averaged velocity magnitude normalized by the bulk velocity and the correspond-
ing streamlines are depicted in Figs. 9.24(a) and 9.24(b) for the sharp 90◦ pipe bend at
ReL and ReH, respectively. In both cases the fully-developed velocity profile upstream of
the bend is consistent with the flow in a straight pipe. Further downstream an adverse
pressure gradient in the streamwise direction develops towards the bends (not depicted
here) leading to the growth of the boundary layer thickness at the outer side of the bend
before the flow finally detaches. The separation of the flow gives rise to recirculation zones
at the outer corners consisting of a series of asymmetric, counter-rotating vortices. In
the present case two counter-rotating vortices could be resolved as depicted in the upper
zoom in Fig. 9.24(a). Consequently, the flow cross-section is tapered, which causes the
flow to be accelerated at the inner kink to globally conserve mass.

Inside the bend the deflected flow is driven to the outer side of the bend by the centrifugal
forces. Therefore, the flow is accelerated in the axial direction leading to the reattachment
of the boundary layer at the outer wall. At the inner side of the bend the flow detaches,
since it can not follow the sharp bend. Consequently, a large separation zone is established
on the inner wall directly after the bend. This zone is occupied by slowly moving fluid and
possesses a reverse-flow region in its core. Obviously, a strong shear layer arises between
the fast central region and the recirculation zone.
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In Fig. 9.25 the contours of the downstream streamwise velocity 〈v〉/Ub in a cross-section
one pipe diameter downstream of the bend are shown. Additionally, the streamlines of
the secondary flow are superimposed. As visible, the lowest streamwise velocity is located
at the center of the separation zone. The Dean vortices, which are rotating around the
two pressure minima, are nearly symmetric for the time-averaged flow field. That is a hint
that the time-averaging period was sufficiently long.

Inner Outer

(a) ReL

Inner Outer

(b) ReH

Fig. 9.25. Time-averaged dimensionless streamwise velocity 〈v〉/Ub and streamlines of the 90◦
cases in the x-z plane at y/D = −1.5.

The resolved turbulent kinetic energy 〈k〉 = 1/2 (〈u′u′〉 + 〈v′v′〉 + 〈w′w′〉) normalized
by U2

b is shown in Figs. 9.26(a) and 9.26(b) for the ReL and the ReH cases, respectively.
As expected, the strongest velocity fluctuations are found in the shear layer between the
recirculation region and the core flow, and inside the recirculation region. Moreover, the
resolved Reynolds shear stress 〈u′v′〉/U2

b is depicted in Figs. 9.26(c) and 9.26(d). The
distributions can be attributed to the strong velocity gradients at the edge of the shear
layer, where the fluid velocity increases strongly towards the outer wall. As visible in
Fig. 9.24 showing the velocity magnitude in the symmetry plane as well as Fig. 9.25
depicting the streamwise velocity in a cross-section downstream on the bend, the velocity
gradients also remain high a few diameters downstream of the bends. That explains why
the Reynolds shear stress remains high far downstream of the bends.
In general, the results obtained at the two Reynolds numbers considered are qualita-

tively very similar. Moreover, the described flow patterns are in close agreement with the
experimental observations (Bluestein et al., 2019; Tunstall and Harvey, 1968) and numeri-
cal results (Arun et al., 2020; Venters et al., 2021) reported in the literature concerning
sharp 90◦ bend flows. However, a direct comparison can not be carried out, since on the
one hand a different range of Re (up to Re ≈ 1.2 · 105) was investigated in these studies.
On the other hand, a sharp duct bend with a square cross-section was taken into account
in the studies employing comparable Re (Bluestein et al., 2019; Venters et al., 2021).
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(a) 〈k〉/U2
b , ReL (b) 〈k〉/U2

b , ReH

(c) 〈u′v′〉/U2
b , ReL (d) 〈u′v′〉/U2

b , ReH

Fig. 9.26. Time-averaged dimensionless turbulent kinetic energy 〈k〉/U2
b ((a) and (b)) and

Reynolds shear stress 〈u′v′〉/U2
b ((c) and (d)) of the 90◦ case in the x–y plane at

z/D = 0.
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9.3.5.2 Flow in the 45◦ Pipe Bend

In Fig. 9.27 the time-averaged velocity magnitude for the 45◦ pipe bends is shown for both
Reynolds numbers. Due to the relatively sharp change of the flow direction an adverse
pressure gradient develops in the upstream part. This leads to a recirculation region at
the outer corner of the first bend which is found to be smaller than its corresponding 90◦
counterpart. The flow attaches again at the outer wall in the middle segment between the
two bends owing to the centrifugal force. At the inner corner of the first bend the flow
detaches giving rise to a separation zone over the inner side of the middle segment. Hence,
the observed acceleration of the fluid at the first bend is attributed to the reduction of
the cross-sectional area of the flow.

A similar scenario occurs at the second bend. An axial adverse pressure gradient leads
to a vortical structure in the outer corner and the flow detaches again at the inner corner.
Owing to the centrifugally induced pressure gradient, the high-velocity fluid is pushed to
the outer side, whereas the low-velocity fluid is driven to the inner side downstream of
the second bend. Hence, Dean vortices are formed as depicted by the streamlines of the
secondary flow overlaying the contours of the downstream streamwise velocity 〈v〉/Ub in
Fig. 9.28. The centers of these Dean vortices are closer to the symmetry plane and closer
to the inner bend radius compared with the flow in the 90◦ bend.

(a) ReL (b) ReH

Fig. 9.27. Time-averaged dimensionless velocity magnitudes and streamlines of the 45◦ case in
the x–y plane at z/D = 0.
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Inner Outer

(a) ReL

Inner Outer

(b) ReH

Fig. 9.28. Time-averaged dimensionless streamwise velocity 〈v〉/Ub and streamlines of the 90◦
cases in the x-z plane at y/D = −1.5.

In Fig. 9.29 the time-averaged resolved turbulent kinetic energy 〈k〉/U2
b is depicted for

both Reynolds numbers. The largest magnitudes are again found in the shear layers but in
contrary to the 90◦ bend the turbulent kinetic energy is not very high in the recirculation
regions itself. Furthermore, it has to be noted that the range of 〈k〉/U2

b depicted in
Fig. 9.29 comprises only half of the range shown in Fig. 9.26. Obviously, redirecting the
flow in two steps as done in the 45◦ bend leads to lower velocity magnitudes and thus a
weaker shear layer. As a direct consequence the production of turbulent kinetic energy is
reduced.
The same applies to the time-averaged Reynolds shear stress 〈u′v′〉/U2

b shown in
Figs. 9.29(c) and 9.29(d). Again, the highest values are detected in the shear layers.
Comparing the 45◦ bend with the 90◦ bend reveals that the deflection of the flow in two
steps decreases the arising maxima of the Reynolds shear stress. In addition, in both
geometries the size of the regions of high values of 〈k〉/U2

b and 〈u′v′〉/U2
b slightly decreases

with increasing Reynolds number.

9.3.6 Breakage of Agglomerates
The breakage behavior of the agglomerates is evaluated based on analyzing the data
obtained within a dimensionless time interval of ∆T ∗ = 350, which starts at the release
of the first agglomerate. Table 9.16 summarizes some of the most important results
obtained for all considered cases. To begin with, the percentage contributions of the
breakage mechanisms listed in the third and fourth column of Table 9.16 show that the
breakage scenario is overwhelmingly predominated by wall impactions followed by a weak
contribution of the rotary stress mechanism. Note that the contributions of the other
two fluid-induced breakage mechanisms (i.e., drag and turbulence) are not included since
they are found to be zero or negligibly small. The most obvious explanation for this
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(a) 〈k〉/U2
b , ReL (b) 〈k〉/U2

b , ReH

(c) 〈u′v′〉/U2
b , ReL (d) 〈u′v′〉/U2

b , ReH

Fig. 9.29. Time-averaged dimensionless turbulent kinetic energy 〈k〉/U2
b ((a) and (b)) and

Reynolds shear stress 〈u′v′〉/U2
b ((c) and (d)) of the 45◦ case in the x–y plane at

z/D = 0.
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observation is that the agglomerates collide with the wall before other physical effects
such as strong shear or high turbulence intensities can have a significant effect on them.
In other words, due to the geometrical setup most agglomerates simply do not reach the
flow region which might lead to breakage by drag or turbulence. An exception is the
rotary stress mechanism since agglomerates not breaking immediately at the first wall
impact experience high rotation rates due to the collision with the wall which induces this
breakage mechanism.

Tab. 9.16. Summary of the main breakage results obtained in the pipe bends. The evaluation
time interval is ∆T ∗ = 350 starting at the release of the first agglomerate.

Bend Case Wall Impact Rotation N tot
break/N

rel
agg N event

agg /N rel
agg PPF

[%] [%] [%]

90◦ ReL 97.0 3.0 52.8 289.1 84.7
90◦ ReH 98.9 1.1 54.1 357.2 93.5

45◦ ReL 98.6 1.4 69.2 320.1 75.0
45◦ ReH 98.3 1.7 74.5 516.0 88.9

The total number of breakage events per released agglomerate N tot
break/N

rel
agg listed in the

fifth column of Table 9.16 suggests that breakage is enhanced with rising Re for both bend
geometries. This can be clearly attributed to the higher impact velocities experienced
by the agglomerates at ReH compared to the case at ReL. Furthermore, more breakage
events take place in the 45◦ bend than in the corresponding 90◦ bend at the same Re. The
analysis reveals that this trend is related to the higher number of agglomeration events
N event

agg /N rel
agg (see sixth column in Table 9.16) occurring in the 45◦ bends. In more detail,

due to the introduction of a second bend the fragments of the agglomerates breaking in
the middle segment tend to accumulate for a limited time in the regions near the corners
of the second bend, where the fluid velocities are low. In these zones agglomeration
is promoted due to the low-velocity interactions between the particles. The relatively
smoother deflection of the flow in the 45◦ bends leads to impact events characterized
by small impact angles Θimp as can be deduced by comparing the PDF distributions of
Θimp between the 90◦ (Fig. 9.30(a)) and the 45◦ case (Fig. 9.30(b)). As a consequence,
the resulting fragments bounce off from the outer wall of the middle segment with small
angles and advance nearly parallel to the axis of the middle segment to reach the regions
near the corners of the second bend. The newly formed agglomerates are very likely to
break again since they are already in close vicinity of the walls leading to higher breakage
statistics in the 45◦ bend compared to the 90◦ case.
To provide further insight into the effect of the shape of the bend on the breakage

behavior, Fig. 9.31 depicts the positions of the breakage events along the axis of the pipes.
Fig. 9.31(a) confirms that in the 90◦ pipe bend the majority of breakage events takes place
near the kink at both Re. However, the distributions of the breakage events in the regions
upstream and downstream of the bend are not similar at the two Re numbers. Obviously,
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Fig. 9.30. PDF of the impact angles Θimp associated with the breakage events of the initial
agglomerates comprising N tot

pp = 1200 particles.
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Fig. 9.31. Positions of the wall-impact breakage event along the axis of the pipe bend. The
axial distance is normalized by the total length of the pipe.

more wall breakage events take place in the upstream region at ReH, which is attributed
to the higher flow velocity and hence the stronger wall-impact events encountered by the
agglomerates even before reaching the bend. In contrast, the weaker flow conditions in
the upstream region at ReL shift the distribution of the breakage events towards the kink
and the downstream section of the bend.

The trends are overall similar in the 45◦ pipe bend as illustrated in Fig. 9.31(b). In this
bend configuration, the distributions show peaks near both kinks. Again, slightly higher
numbers of breakage events are observed in the upstream region at ReH, whereas in the
ReL case more agglomerates survive the critical regions around the kinks to break further
downstream on their way towards the outlet.
An important aspect in the context of dry powder inhalers is the capability of the

investigated pipe bends to deagglomerate powders. A common way to assess the deag-
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glomeration performance is to analyze the fraction of particles arriving at the outlet with
a certain size. For this purpose, the primary particle fraction (PPF) is evaluated. PPF
is defined as the number of single primary particles reaching the outlet of the pipe di-
vided by the total number of primary particles (i.e., including those forming agglomerates)
reaching the outlet. The last column in Table 9.16 lists the PPF values obtained for the
different configurations. As anticipated, the fraction of single primary particles reaching
the outlet increases with the Reynolds number in both bends. In addition, for equal Re
more single primary particles are detected at the outlet of the 90◦ than for the 45◦ bend.
This consequence is owing to the enhanced agglomeration in the 45◦ bend as discussed
above.

In the original numerical and experimental studies (Adi et al., 2010; Tong et al., 2011)
in which the present geometrical configurations were introduced, the deagglomeration
performance was characterized based on a quantity comparable to PPF. This quantity
was denoted the fine particle fraction (FPF) and measures the mass fraction of the
particles leaving the pipe with a diameter smaller than 5 µm. It was concluded that the
45◦ pipe bend offers a better deagglomeration performance (i.e., higher FPF) than the 90◦
pipe bend. This finding does not coincide with the present results. The discrepancy is
obviously related to the difference in the material properties (mannitol vs. silica particle
agglomerates) and the size of the initial agglomerates considered. Specifically, the cohesion
between the particles in the mentioned studies is higher (i.e., higher Hamaker constant)
and the initial agglomerates consist of a significantly larger number of primary particles
(i.e., higher inertia). Hence, different motion and breakage patterns are expected making
a direct comparison difficult. As mentioned before, reproducing the same agglomerates as
applied in Adi et al. (2010) and Tong et al. (2011) would have required considerable efforts
to generate completely new DEM training data (i.e., thousands of new DEM simulations)
and to repeat the entire training procedure for the ANNs used in the breakage model.
Thus, the present results specifically describe the breakage of relatively small silica particle
agglomerates.
The primary particle fraction focuses on the primary particles and does not provide

insight into the size distribution of the surviving agglomerates. In order to analyze this
quantity, the agglomerate size achieved at the outlet of the pipes is evaluated by means of
cumulative mass-weighted distributions Q3. The results are shown in Fig. 9.32. Similar
trends are obtained for the 90◦ and the 45◦ pipe bends as visible in Figs. 9.32(a) and 9.32(b),
respectively. Namely, small agglomerates comprising N tot

pp = 5 particles or less constitute
about 50% of the mass population at the outlet. In general, higher Re numbers lead
to smaller agglomerates which is consistent with the higher number of breakage events
recorded in Table 9.16. In addition, large agglomerates consisting of more than N tot

pp = 100
particles are more present in the ReL cases as can be inferred from the development of
corresponding distributions. The small upsurge at the end of the cumulative distributions
implies that in all cases some initial agglomerates (i.e., N tot

pp = 1200 particles) manage to
arrive intact at the outlet of the pipe in all four cases.
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Fig. 9.32. Cumulative mass-weighted agglomerate size distribution Q3 at the outlet of the pipe.

9.3.7 Summary and Conclusions
The scope of the study is to analyze the deagglomeration of silica agglomerates initially
consisting of 1200 primary particles in four configurations defining two pipe bend geome-
tries and two Reynolds numbers. In the adopted efficient methodology the structures of
agglomerates are replaced by effective spheres, which allows to consider a large number
of agglomerates in a single simulation in contrast to other detailed Euler–Lagrange ap-
proaches accounting for the full structure of agglomerates. The main outcomes are as
follows:

• The flow in sharp pipe bends is mainly characterized by separation zones at the kinks
of the bends and secondary flow structures known as Dean vortices. The presence
of the separation regions accelerates the flow in the core of the bend. The abrupt
deflection of the flow direction in the 90◦ bend leads to large separation regions, high
velocities, and strong turbulent fluctuations. The two-step deflection of the flow in
the 45◦ bend results in weaker flow conditions.

• In all four investigated configurations (two geometries and two Reynolds numbers)
deagglomeration is mainly attributed to the wall-impact breakage followed by the
breakage due to rotation. Other fluid-induced stress mechanisms such as drag and
turbulence are found to be irrelevant under the considered, rather low Reynolds
numbers. The same finding was reported by Tong et al. (2011) who studied the
breakage of agglomerates employing the same pipe geometries and flow Reynolds
numbers, albeit different particle properties. The geometry of the bend pipes also
contributes to this circumstance, since breakage by wall impacts is promoted by the
sharp kink before agglomerates reach the regions of high flow shear.

• In any of the two investigated bend geometries, increasing Re enhances breakage
and leads to finer particle size distributions at the outlet of the pipe.
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• Considering the same Re number, more breakage takes place in the 45◦ than in the
90◦ pipe bend. This is attributed to the favorable agglomeration conditions in the
45◦ case leading to more re-agglomerations and thus a higher breakage possibility.
However, concentrating on the outlet of the pipe, a better deagglomeration perfor-
mance is attained by the 90◦ bend. This is perceptible from the higher primary
particle fractions in Table 9.16 and the finer agglomerate size distributions at the
outlet of the 90◦ bends (see Fig. 9.32).
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10 Conclusions and Outlook
Advancing the current understanding and the available methods for predicting the dis-
integration of particle agglomerates entrained in fluid flows is of a considerable interest
for numerous applications, e.g., the widely spread medical powder inhalers. However,
capturing the physics behind this phenomenon in full detail is arduous, since wide ranges
of length and time scales covering several order of magnitudes are involved. For this
reason, viable models delivering robust and affordable predictions are important.
In this thesis, a strategy for predicting the deagglomeration of cohesive particles in

particle-laden flows applicable for the Euler–Lagrange framework has been developed and
tested. Specifically, the present thesis contributes (1) a model providing improved descrip-
tions for important structural features of agglomerates (i.e., the packing fraction and the
coordination number), (2) a model for the disintegration of agglomerates by fluid-induced
stresses, and (3) a model for the wall-impact breakage of agglomerates. The proposed
models are especially useful for (but not limited to) efficient simulation methodologies
relying on modeled fluid-particle interactions (point-particle approximation), modeled
inter-particle and particle-wall collisions (hard-sphere treatment), and idealized structures
of agglomerates (replacement by effective spheres).

10.1 Conclusions
The model for the structural features of agglomerates (see Chapter 5 and Breuer
and Khalifa (2019a,b)) endows the spheres representing the agglomerates with proper-
ties (i.e., packing fraction and coordination number) characterizing the strength of the
agglomerate by means of look-up tables. These tables are generated based on an analysis
of artificially created agglomerates using a Monte-Carlo simulation and a scaling of the
structural features of the agglomerates. Thus, the effect of the number comprising particles
and the material properties on the structure are taken into account. Furthermore, owing
to the fact that the model applies the convex-hull approach for computing the packing
fraction, the obtained effective agglomerate diameters satisfy the recommendations by
Dietzel et al. (2016) and Dietzel and Sommerfeld (2013) for an improved point-particle
tracking of agglomerates represented by spheres. Hence, the proposed model provides
a useful enhancement of the standard approaches applied for describing the effective sphere.

The model for the fluid-induced breakup (see Chapter 6 and Breuer and Khalifa
(2019a,b)) follows a simple concept suggesting that if the stress acting on the agglomerate
surpasses a certain threshold (strength of the agglomerate), breakup takes place. The
strength of the agglomerate is computed based on the relation derived by Rumpf (1962)
which relates the tensile strength to the cohesive van-der-Waals force, the diameter of
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the primary particles and structural properties of the agglomerate, i.e., the coordination
number and the packing fraction. Three disruptive mechanisms are considered: The
turbulent, the drag and the rotary stress. Once breakup occurs, the agglomerate is
replaced by a number of fragments moving away from each other in a deterministic
manner.

The model builds on theories available in the literature and introduces various meaning-
ful improvements to address important aspects of the breakage problem, which have not
been satisfactorily undertaken before. Mainly, the model extends the commonly used drag
stress formula (Tomi and Bagster, 1978) to predict the number of erodible particles. In
addition, a new relation for determining the magnitude of the rotary stress is derived on
the basis of the elasticity theory. Furthermore, descriptions for the post-breakage dynam-
ics of the fragments are proposed taking the physics of the stress mechanism causing the
breakup into account. A final important contribution is the introduction of a physically
motivated time lag, which keeps the breakup time-scale independent of the simulation
time-step size.

The models for the wall-impact breakage (see Chapter 7 and Khalifa and Breuer
(2020, 2021), Khalifa et al. (2022) and Khalifa et al. (2021)) are derived based on knowledge
acquired from a large number of DEM wall-impact simulations in an isolated environment
taking the effect of various impact conditions (i.e., impact velocity, impact angle, number
of primary particles, and size of primary particles) into account. The DEM results are
thoroughly analyzed based on original parameters, which are derived to enable further
modeling. Namely, the fragmentation ratio FR and the fragment size parameter ζi are
used to represent the number of generated fragments and the fragment size distribution.
In addition, the post-breakage velocities of the resulting fragments are modeled based
on three quantities relating the motion of each fragment to the incident impact velocity
of the original agglomerates. These quantities are the reflection angle α, the spreading
angle β, and the velocity ratio vratio. Since a single breakage event results in a range
of these fragment-specific quantities, a statistical description based on two-parameter
Weibull PDFs is employed to describe α, β, and vratio. Consequently, the collective motion
of the population resulting from a breakage event can be reproduced based on three sets
of Weibull PDF parameters.

The concept behind the wall breakage model is to relate the parameters expressing the
breakage outcomes, i.e., FR and ζi and the Weibull PDF parameters k and λ of α, β, and
vratio to the impact conditions of the original agglomerate. For this purpose, two approaches
are applied. The first relies on conventional regression techniques. Since multiple impact
conditions are investigated, a unique dimensionless number πimp is derived to reduce the
number of attributes of the problem, which allows to express the fragmentation ratio FR
and the fragment size parameters ζi as functions of a single variable, i.e., πimp. In addition,
it is found that the Weibull PDF parameters k, λ are strongly depending on the impact
angle of the original agglomerates. This finding motivated expressing k and λ solely as
4th order polynomial functions of the impact angle while neglecting the effect of the other
investigated conditions.
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Based on additional DEM simulations for the shear impact case, which was not con-
sidered in the initial DEM investigations, it was found that the regression approach used
to predict the normal and oblique impact cases is not best suited for the shear impact
case. This conclusion motivated the introduction of the second approach based on artificial
neural networks (ANNs). Two feed-forward ANNs are developed. The first approximates
the relations between the impact conditions and FR and ζi, replacing the relations based
on the dimensionless number πimp. Similarly, the second ANN replaces the 4th order
polynomials used to approximates the relation between the impact conditions and the
Weibull PDF parameters k and λ of α, β, and vratio. Overall, it is concluded that the
ANN approach leads to a better regression accuracy for all impact angles and agglomerate
sizes.

The newly proposed models have been successfully incorporated into the in-house Euler–
Lagrange CFD code based on LES, LESOCC (Breuer, 1998a,b, 2000, 2002). Prior to this
work, the code LESOCC offered an advanced and efficient possibility for tracking a huge
number of particles, droplets, and bubbles while taking a wide range of important physical
phenomena into account. These include deterministically detected inter-particle collisions
and wall impacts, particle agglomeration and wall deposition, and the effect of the LES
subgrid-scale structures on the particles based on a Langevin-type SGS model.
The performance of the breakage models has been evaluated by applying the entire

Euler–Lagrange methodology to study the deagglomeration of particles in various setups
organized in three test cases. The first test case (see Section 9.1 and Breuer and Khalifa
(2019a,b)) focuses on the fluid-induced breakup in a generic lab-scale powder disperser
consisting of a main duct inter-crossed by a funnel (Weiler, 2008). Two flow Reynolds
numbers and three powders distinguished by the size of the primary particles are investi-
gated. The breakup models have been found reliable in reproducing the experimentally
observed trends. Furthermore, for each combination of a powder and a Re number an
important insight has been gained regarding the most critical regions for breakup and
the most important breakup mechanism. Namely, it is concluded that the drag stress
mechanism is the most effective one followed by the rotary stress, whereas the contribution
of the turbulent stresses is negligible. Finally, the relative importance of agglomeration in
the different cases has been elucidated.

In the second test case (see Section 9.2 and Khalifa and Breuer (2021) and Khalifa et al.
(2022)), duct flow simulations are carried out taking in total five different Reynolds numbers
and the same three powders into account. The main conclusion is that the frequency
of the wall-impact breakage is governed by a complex interplay between the intensity
of the wall impacts, the cohesion between particles, and the rate at which agglomerates
are transported towards the walls. The latter is attributed to the responsiveness of the
agglomerates to different flow phenomena known for duct flows such as the Dean vorticies,
turbophoresis, and the shear-induced lift force. Furthermore, under the investigated
fluid and particle conditions it is deduced that breakage predominately occurs due to
wall-impact and rotation-induced breakup comes in the second place. The drag and the
turbulent stress mechanisms are insignificant. Furthermore, the regression wall-impact
breakage model and the ANN counterpart achieved overall similar predictions despite
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recognizable discrepancies for breakage events associated with flat impact angles. These
deviations are comprehensible, since the ANN-based model is trained on a broader DEM
database in which the shear impact case is accounted for.
The third test case (see Section 9.3 and Khalifa et al. (2021)) is inspired by the ex-

perimental work by Adi et al. (2010) and the numerical work by Tong et al. (2011) on
the effect of the bend design on the deagglomeration performance of dry powder inhalers.
Two bend geometries describing a single bend with 90◦ deflection and a double bend each
with 45◦ deflection are investigated. In addition, two Reynolds numbers and a single
powder are accounted for. The results demonstrated that the new modeling strategy
can be beneficial in the decision-making processes regarding the development of technical
applications such as dry powder inhalers. Specifically, the deagglomeration performance
of each bend design was quantitatively characterized. In addition, important details on
the most relevant breakage mechanisms, critical region for breakage, and the role of other
related phenomena such as agglomeration have been analyzed.

Overall, the research carried out in the present thesis makes original useful contributions
to the state-of-the-art cost-efficient modeling methods of particle-laden flows. The pro-
posed models enable deterministic event-based predictions of the particle-size reduction
due to deagglomeration in dense flow systems, while applying high-fidelity wall-resolved
LES at manageable computational costs. The results of the simulations proved that
the extended Euler–Lagrange methodology works well. Hence, despite the potential for
improvement (see Section 10.2), serious advancements have been achieved.

10.2 Future Work

The knowledge and experience gained in the course of the present thesis gave rise to
ideas which are worth exploring in the future. Therefore, building on the present work,
further research is recommended. Firstly, while preserving the general concept behind
the model for the structural features of agglomerates an alternative approach can
be followed. In the present model the packing fraction and the coordination number of
the agglomerates extracted from the Monte-Carlo packing are rescaled to account for the
effect of the physical forces using DEM relations found in the literature (Yang et al., 2008).
Since these scaling relationships were developed for agglomerates comprising 104 particles,
their application to adjust the structural features of smaller agglomerates is associated
with some error. Thus, an approach combining DEM and artificial neural networks is
suggested. Large packings of particles can be generated in DEM accounting directly
for the relevant physical forces (i.e., compression and cohesion). Each packing includes
particles of unique material properties and particle diameter (monodisperse case). The
agglomerates collected from these packings can be analyzed concerning their structural
properties. The results may lead to a database, which can be used for training a neural
network relating the structural features to the material properties and the number of
particles. On a wider level, the practically more relevant case of polydispere agglomerates
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should also be investigated in the future.

The main limitation in themodel for the fluid-induced breakup is that it expresses
the fluid stresses assuming agglomerates as perfect, homogeneous spheres. In other words,
the effect of the heterogeneous inter-particle network of contacts is not properly accounted
for in the relationships used for computing the stresses (i.e., turbulent, drag, and rotary
stresses). Therefore, it is suggested to calibrate these theory-based relationships based on
detailed, fully-resolved simulations of single agglomerates.

Despite the huge number (O(104)) of DEM simulations involved in the development of
the present model for the wall-impact breakage, additional simulations (i.e., train-
ing data) would further widen the application area of the model. Specifically, it would
be useful to extend the DEM cases towards: (1) agglomerates of larger number of pri-
mary particles, (2) agglomerates of distinctly different material properties, especially the
cohesion-related parameters. Obviously, tackling polydisperse agglomerates would be a
further advancement. However, it necessitates the introduction of new parameters specific
for the polydisperse case leading to a new model formulation.

Moreover, the present work does not address the breakage induced by collisions
between agglomerates and other particles or agglomerates. This is an important
breakage mechanism which should be included by an appropriate model in the future.
Definitely, the approach relying on ANNs trained by DEM results has a great potential. In
addition, the knowledge achieved by the wall-impact breakage model provides a valuable
foundation. However, the problem of the collision-induced breakage seems more challeng-
ing, since the effect of the size ratio of the two colliding entities needs to be additionally
considered.

Lastly, the models introduced in this thesis must be further tested and validated against
more detailed experimental data. In fact, experimental investigations focusing on the
breakage in wall-bounded flows are scarce. The main challenge is that on the one hand it
is indispensable to know all details of the experimental setup. That includes boundary and
initial conditions, geometrical details and properties of the materials used. On the other
hand, the experiments should provide as much as possible data which can be used for a
detailed comparison. The experimental studies considered in the present work provide, to
a large extent, sufficient details about the operating conditions. However, solely integral
quantities (i.e, the dispersion ratio and the fine particle fraction) at the outlets of the
setups (i.e., funnel-duct and pipe bends) are reported. Such quantities help to evaluate
the overall simulation method but are too global to be used for validating the details of
the deagglomeration models. Therefore, comprehensive experimental investigations on
the breakup of dispersed agglomerates would be of great relevance in the future.
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A Quantities Used in the Contact
Models

For collision partners (particle-particle or particle-wall), the effective modulus of elasticity
Ê, the effective radius R̂, the effective mass m̂ and the effective shear modulus Ĝ are given
by:

1
Ê

= 1− ν2
1

E1
+ 1− ν2

2
E2

, (A.1)

1
R̂

= 1
R1

+ 1
R2

, (A.2)

1
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= 1
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+ 1
m2

, (A.3)

1
Ĝ

= 2 (2− ν1) (1 + ν1)
G1

+ 2 (2− ν2) (1 + ν2)
G2

. (A.4)

In the case of a particle-wall contact, R2 � R1 and m2 � m1 so that the effective radius
and mass are approximated by R̂ = R1 and m̂ = m1.

The relationship between the Hamaker H constant in vacuum and the surface energy
γs reads (Israelachvili, 2011):

H = γs 24 π δ2
0. (A.5)
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B Verification of the Reflection and
Spreading Model

Particle-laden flow simulations are carried out with 5 · 104 agglomerates each consisting
of 100 primary particles. The setup corresponds to the duct flow case with the smallest
Reynolds number Re = 8698 (see Section 9.2). All agglomerates are injected into the
domain at a distance of 5 dpp from the wall. The initial velocity vectors of the agglomerates
are set in a manner to achieve an impact leading to a full fragmentation at an angle of
Θimp = 45◦. The results depicted in Fig. B.1 show that the derived model successfully
reproduces the PDFs obtained in DEM.
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Fig. B.1. Verification of the model. The number of analyzed fragments in the Euler–Lagrange
simulations is 5 · 104 × 100 = 5 · 106.
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